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too late now to bring you 'stop press'

news of The Hi Fi Show & AVExpo, which takes place on the
weekend of 14-15 September. But just in case you bought this
issue hot off the press, and you are still wondering whether to
head for Heathrow.., don't miss it! Be there!
Since last month's preview went to press, we've got
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information on some additional exhibitors and anumber of
exciting extra attractions at the Show. Niro Nakamichi, scion of
the family whose cassette decks set the standard for others to
be judged by, and who for many years was chief designer, will be
flying in to launch the no- holds barred NIRO amplifiers and the radical Niroson home cinema
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system, which produces multi- channel sound from just two boxes. Both will be reviewed
soon in HiFi News, but don't miss the chance to see and hear them first. At the other end of
the price scale, Pure (née Videologic), is showing its ground- breaking Evoke- 1, the first DAB
Digital Radio at under Loo, already asellout success. Maybe this will provide the extra
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thrust that DAB so badly needs to get off the ground.
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Association) you'll be able to hear the new multichannel formats and compare DVD-A and
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Show's Plasma Lounge, where you'll hear both movies
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SACD for yourself. Meanwhile, DTS will be sponsoring the
and music in the full glory of the latest DTS multi- channel
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formats. By contrast, you might say, the LS3/5A group will
be giving special demonstrations, advice and afriendly
welcome for all lovers of the classic BBC mini- monitor.
This year's Show has something for everyone. In fact, it
has alot for everyone.
But back to the issue you're holding in your hands. For
the first time ever, we're proud to announce that HiFi
News has joined EISA, the European Imaging and Sound
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Europe-wide EISA voting process. We learned that new
products don't always arrive in every country at the same
time, and acase in point is the Marantz DV83oo
'universal' player. The UK version, with some subtle
audiophile ' tweaks', wasn't scheduled to go on sale in the
UK until September, although the model had appeared in
other European countries amonth or two earlier. So it
wan't in time for our mammoth ' Hi res battle' group test of
DVD-Audio/SACD players [ page 5o]. But rest assured, next
month we'll be able to bring the UK's first full technical
review of this rather special product.
Finally, it's good news for three fortunate readers, as
we have now picked the winners of our June issue £ 2500

HiFi News incorporates: Stereo, Tape & Tape Recorders,
Audio News, Record News, Audio Record review, The
Gramophone Record, Which CD, Music Business.
Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC).

PMC competition. First Prize, apair of PMC FI31 monitors,
goes to Mrs PBaker of Kent; Second Prize, apair of PMC

HiFi News is published on the first Friday of the month

Third Prize of apair of the brand new PMC DB1 mini-

preceding cover date by IPC Focus Network, Focus House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, part of the
IPC Media group of Companies.

TB2 nearfield monitors, to Mr Ray Patrice of London; and
monitors featured in this month's ' Sources', goes to Mr
Paul Taylor, Oxford. Congratulations to all our winners.
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In this October 1982 cover
shot, the lady's anti- digital
T-shirt promotes the pure
analogue ethos of the
Californian direct- cut LP label
Sheffield Lab. She's also
showing us the Sony audio
recorder which did more for
digital than any other product
before or ( arguably) since. The
compact, Cl000 PCM-Fi A/D
converter fed the digits to a
shoulder- strap Betamax tape
deck ( normally half of avideo
state-of-the-art digital
recording portable and
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Essential buying guide: the very best digital and
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20 Definitive test:
Avantgarde Solo loudspeaker
This two-way active system that retains much of
the character of Avantagarde's big horns

features

Classic releases from BB King & Eric Clapton and
Fleetwood Mac and the relaunch of MoFi

6o EISA Awards 2002-2003

24 Lexicon MC12 processor
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Ken Kessler takes alook at the flagship AV
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Andrew Harrison investigates the advanced
composite technology used in this monitor
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35
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Replacing the K9, this promising all- new moving-
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impresses Martin Colloms
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Jumpin' with Illinois jacquet, Shibusashirazu get
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exuberant and Roy Ayers has aStoned Soul Picnic

At last: the perfect combination...

stand combo intrigues Jonathan Gorse
A surreal

50 Group Test: digital players
SACD and DVD-A players put to the test: Denon
DVD-M, Marantz SA- 12S1, Pioneer DV- 565A, Rotel

stunner from
St Etienne:
see page 83
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Awards worth shouting about
Once again, Marantz has won the most prestigious awards in the industry. W HAT HiFi?
SouND & VISION - the UK's number one hi-fi and home cinema guide — has given three of
its top accolades to Marantz. The DV41000SE is the best DVD-Video player you can buy
for the money and wins aProduct Of The Year Award. Also honoured is the Mamma
SR4200, the Best Buy AV receiver under £400. And Marantz is also the first recipient of the
gold Award in recognition of its AV skills. So now Marantz is the best — and that's official.

Best . yop to £400

.0 Players
Mann* 004100000

!WIMPS
Awards
001
DVD Players
Marantz DV41000SE_i

The best in home cinema
Tel: 01753 680868 Internet: www.marantz.com
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

High-end AV
processor from Chord
Chord is aiming for the top end of the home cinema market with its new DSP 8000
Key features of Chord's new £9995
DSP 8000 AV controller include 7.1

*eeiJoe
, e amegjoi.

channel processing for DIS ES
(Extended Surround) cinema
soundtracks, along with eight
channels (7.1) of analogue

eil110-0

multichannel inputs for DVD-A and
SACD. Outputs are normal and XLR
Cob CHORD
- 0)

balanced. Other compatible
surround formats include DIS

DSP 8000 AV PROCESSOR

Neo:6, Dolby Digital EX, and Dolby
Pro Logic H. Chord Cinema

VOLUUt

Equalisation (CEO) provides in-

CHO D DSP 8008
7.1 AU PROCESSOR

room tone correction. Audio A/D
and D/A is by 24-bit/96kHz
converters, with processing by

e

•

•

o

(e`

Motorola 56367 DSP chips. An
unusual design feature is the siting
of all inputs and outputs along one

these connectors. For digital

digital outputs. On the video side,

inputs, and acomponent video

side of the chassis, instead of at the

sources there are four coaxial and

the array of ins and outs includes

output. S-video inputs can be

back. Aflap that forms part of the

two optical digital inputs, along

six composite video and six S-video

downmixed internally.

top plate can be lifted for access to

with AES/EBU and optical TosLink

inputs, plus three component video

Chord Electronics, 01622 721 444

Meridian adds OVO Ato 500 series
Long-awaited 598 player is now shipping
With the new 598 now in

delivers bit- for- bit exactly what is

production, Meridian introduces

on the master tape. There is

DVD-Audio to its well-known 5oo

absolutely no re- encoding or loss

Series range. As the developer of

between the mastering lab and the

MLP, the lossless compression

disc: aunique opportunity for

system which is amandatory

perfection to which we are proud to

requirement of the DVD-A spec,

contribute. ' Meridian's involvement

Meridian is one of the prime movers

with the evolution of DVD has

behind the format, and comments:

allowed the development of high

'DVD-Audio is the most exciting ard

performance players, most recently

flexibie music format ever launched...

Version 3of the 800 Reference

When you have experienced the

DVD-Audio/Video and CD Machine.

wonderful clarity of space, timbre

The 598 is supplied in arange of

and expression that high- resolution

output options, starting with the

PCM provides and when you have

598DC (digital audio out on MHR

sampled the many different

Smart Link, interlaced video on

approaches music producers bring

BNC) and 598DP (digital out on

to surroundsound, you will be

MHR Smart Link, SCART) both at

addicted! The sound of DVD-Audio

£2875 and culminating with the

is literally lifelike because, unlike

598AP (analogue out on phono,

any other coding or disc system,

progressive video) at £ 3335.

Meridian's lossless PCM actually

Meridian Audio, ougto 445 678
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TacT adds the Xfactor
Digital room correction pre- amp gains four times higher DSP power

Styled ' the world's best preamplifier', the TacT RCS2.2 Xis an
advanced digital pre- amp
incorporating full room correction
software. The 4- channel correction
system allows time and frequency
domain corrections to be made,
allowing room and speakers to be
tone corrected for an in- room flat
response, as well as phase-

correction at io microsecond

alignment of the loudspeaker

-esolution.

drivers. It allows an end- to- end
digital connection between source

The major benefit of the new
revision (over the previous 2.0 unit)

subwoofer and main speakers.
Matching the RCS2.2 Xis anew

384kHz, and are specified as having
asignal-to-noise ratio of > nodB

integrated amplifier, based on the

(A- weighted) and dynamic range of

TacT Millenium Mk 2power

>13odB. UK pricing is not finalised
at time of press. TacT Audio has no

and TacT digital amplifier, with an

is the addition of separate

amplifier, called the M2i5o. The

option for 24-bit/192kHz A/D and

subwoofer control. This allows a

complementary power amp is the

D/A converters. Internal processing

official distribution in the UK, but

crossover slope between

52150. Boasting 2xi5oW/8 ohm of

enquiries can be directed to the US

is at 48- bit resolution, and

12dB/octave and 6odB/octave,

power using switching digital

head office.

correction resolution is given as

along with time domain correction

circuits, the 2150 amplifiers use an

TacT Audio,

better than o.5Hz, with time delay

to allow seamless integration of

internal sample frequency of

www.tactaudio.com

Now it's
`1Digitar

KEF's
Professional
'eggs'

New baby
transmission
line by PMC

Cambridge innovator iLimited has
formed anew division to 'continue
the commercialisation of its

PMC, the Professional Monitor

revolutionary Sound Projector

Company, has announced the

technology', called iDigital.The first

avialbility of what it calls the

product to employ the technology,

world's smallest transmission- line

the Surround Sound Projector

design loudspeaker.

(formerly the Digital Sound

The D131 [ which featured in our

+ 1 201 440

9300

Compact Uni Q design
now available singly
and in in Pro version

Projector), was launched at the June

June ' o2 competition] is a

KEF's most compact Uni Qspeaker,

CEDIA UK Expo in Brighton. iDigital

bookshelf- sized speaker with an

the

is now managing the introduction of

effective line length of 1.5m,

singly at £99.99 as well as in pairs

the product into the

and as part of the KHT2oo5 multi-

leading to aclaimed low frequency

residential/commercial market

response of 5oHz.

channel system. The 'eggs' are also

through custom installers.

now available in a ' Professional'
version, KPS2ool. Aimed at hotels,

The small cabinet — 290 x155 x

iLimited,

01223 £ 22290

234mm (hwd) — is available
finished in achoice of wood
veneers, cherry, oak, or black ash,
with other premium finishes
available to order.
For its main driver, the DB1 uses

2001

satellite, is now available

restaurants and other amenity

Talking
Hi Fi News
If you or someone you know are

sound users, the ' Pro- Eggs' retail at
£249.99/pair and come in silver,
soft black or pearl white. The
heavy-duty mounting bracket
allows horizontal or vertical

adoped i4omm unit with cast

blind or partially sighted, HiFi

positioning on atabletop, shelf,

magnesium frame, while aphase

News is now available in audio

wall or ceiling, while an optional

corrected, ferrofluid tweeter

form so you do not need to go

transformer may be added for use

provides output above the

without your favourite

with 70/100V line systems. The Uni -

crossover frequency of 3kHz.

publication. For more

Qconfiguration, with the tweeter

Sensitivity is quoted as 87dB/W.

information, please contact The

The price for standard wood

placed at the acoustic centre of the

Talking Newspaper Association,

mid/bass cone, creates apoint

finished models is £ 555.

National Recording Centre,

source to give ultra- wide dispersion

PMC Ltd, 08 7
0 £ 44 10 44
www.pmc-speakers.com

Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21

throughout the listening area.

8DB. Tel 01435 866102

KEF, 01622 672261
www.kef.com
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Caroline Hamilton
Led first all women team to the South
and North Poles in 2000/2002.

2id

CP65 - Pre-amplifier

CA201- Power Amplifier

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any tieici is driven by enormous determination and energy.
Just as Caroline Hamilton pushed herself to the limit in reaching the South and North Poles
in 2000 and 2002, with her all women team, we at Classé have been totally committed
in reaching our goal — to develop audio equipment that offers an unrivalled expression
of music, irrespec:ive of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. And that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put our name to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apassion for music and adesire to hear i: as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of it's own, why not call Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK
on 01903 221 500 for an audition?
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000

Classé

wwvv.classeaudio.com

DENON
The First Name in Digital Audio

Hear« Seen Sense • Reflect » Think Denon

1

Everything that we do in our daily existence from the most mundane
tasks to the once in a lifetime experience is enhanced thanks to our

111

sensory perception. So why would you select anything less than the
highest quality of audio and audio- video components from Denon to
spoil your senses? For almost 100 years, Denon has been known as an
original, innovative manufacturer of quality components. So when you
are thinking about sensual sound. Think Denon.

To find out more call 01234 741200 or write to: Denon, Freepost SL 781,
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. SL9 9BS.
Or visit www.denon.co.uk

_
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

ATC adds new mini- monitor
Designed for shelf, stand or near-

exceptional power handling and

field monitoring locations, ATC

dynamic range. It provides 80 0

Loudspeaker Technology's new

coherent flat response horizontal

SCM12 speaker is based on the

dispersion, assuring exceptional

latest version of ATC's famous

imaging over awide listening area.

hand- built isomm (6inch)

The 25mm tweeter is a

bass/mid drive unit, currently used

'superior;' soft dome type with a

in ATC's SCM2o monitor.

neodymium magnet. The SCM12

This proprietary driver features a

stands only 265mm deep, and is

75mm (3inch) midrange soft dome

available in real cherry wood veneer

mechanically coupled to the i5omm

or professional black, with other

bass cone, which is coated with a

finishes to special order.

specially- formulated viscous

Suitable for amplifiers of 50-

damping material. The unit is fitted

3ooW/ch, the SCM 12 retails at

with an 'over- sized' 177mm

£999/pair, and will also form the

diameter magnet and uses ATC's

basis of ATC's Concept 3multi-

exclusive short edge-wound copper

channel system.

voice coil, operating in aclose

ATC, 01285 760561

tolerance long magnetic gap for

www.atc.gb.net

Sound Design
in pictures

Connecting the home
Take control with Nevo

Lavish book charts

Asolution to the increasing number

'Al's database contains more than

Amo doubles number

of remote controls around the

110,000 control codes - and are

house: Universal Electronics Inc

multi-user, multi- room and multi

of channels in same box

Whether you remember listening to

(UEI) with Nevo offers an

language. Aore- click option offers

Get up to io channels of

the radio with the whole family or

embedded solution that transforms

access to favourite TV channels,

amplification with the TAG

you're achild of the CD age, Sound

any electronic display device into a

radio stations or otner activities,

McLarenioox5R:io power amp. It's

Design by David Attwood [ f2o,

sophisticated, easy- to- use wireless

such as watch DVD'. Users can

the same size as the current five-

Mitchell Beazley] has something for

home control and automation

download new control codes,

channel loox5R, but features a

you. It chronicles the evolution of

platform.

adddional graphic icons, advanced

newly- developed two- channel 2x

Keys and software updates from

8o amplification module. This is

evolution of audio

sound and audio design from the

Nevo-enabled devices can

TAG McLaren
amp goes to 10

radios of the 19405 to the gadgets

control thousands of brands across

MyNevo

based on design advances first

of today. The book features over

20 home entertainment and home

Nevo, www.mynevo.com

seen in the made in three- channel

zoo full colour photos of the

automation device categories -

UEI, www.ueixorn

definitive design icons from each
era (many from the archives of HiFi
News). There's an outline of each
piece's place in the development of
the audio industry and in the
emerging contemporary music
culture, adirectory of places to buy
and sell classic audio equipment

25ox3R amplifier, itself a
development of the F1-600MR.The

Denon upgrades
low-cost OVO A

Pure Evoke-1: a
£100 DAB radio

Revised DVD-2800

Pure success as

claims high quality

Videologic renames

x80 modules can be combined with
the existing 12oW monoblock
mocules within the loox5R chassis
to provide between 2and io
channels of amplification; versions
purchased with fewer than io
channels may be upgraded. The

and aglossary of key terms.

In its new VDV range, Denon claims

Following the success of its Pure

new stereo module offers three

Mitchell Beasley, oso 7531 lipoo

affordable audiophile quality with

brand name, Videologic Systems is

switchable operat ng modes: two -

high performance features.The

changing its name to Pure Digital to

channe, mode, providing 8oW per

DVD-2800 Mk

reflect the changing nature of the

channel; bi-amp mode in which

2 (£ 749.99)

is an

upgrade of the current DVD-2800.

its product range, which has

both 8oW charm& are driven from

The new Silicon Image DVDo

broadened from its PC video anÉ

one input; and abridged mode that

PureProgressive Sil5o4 Decoding

graphics- focused origins. The

provides 12oW (8ohm), just like the

Engine gives greater picture fidelity.

company has marked the change

single channel module. All modules

High- quality picture playback and

w:th the launch of the Evoke i, the

are completely independent, each

optimum processing for film, video,

first DAB digital table radio retailing

having its own high- efficiency

graphics and mixed- mode content

for under £ 100, which has already

heatsink and power supply. The

is ensured by the 12- bit, io6MHz

proved arunaway success, and the

loox5R:io retails at £4720 while

video D/A converter.

DX-7oiES. adigital radio tuner.

the seven- channel variant is £3685.

Denon, 01234 7412oo

Pure Digital, 01923 260 511

TAG McLaren, oi480 415681
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The Quad LSeries
Since 1936, every Quad product has
followed an underlying philosophy — to
bring you the closest approach to the
original sound'. This philosophy has
earned Quad the respect of acoustic
engineers, musicians, recording artists
and music-lovers the world over and
remains undiluted today.

"The scale and
authority of their
performance is
breathtaking"
-- Quad Il L — What HiFi? (Aug 2002)

Our all new ' LSeries is an accurate
reflection of this philosophy. An even
and extended frequency response,
which is capable of incredible detail and
resolution, creates areal 'window' on
the recording. The sound stage is so
vivid and expansive, you can virtually
see the musicians in front of you.
The ' 12 series are all finished in high
gloss piano lacquers, either in pure
black, maple, bird's eye maple or
rosewood veneer. Prices start from
just £380.

0845 458 0011
www.quad-hifi.co.uk

...the closest approach to the original sound

sources

what's happ,ening in the world of hi-fi

DVD-Audio: Verance
watermarking is dropped
Verance system is no longer mandated for DVD-A players

shorts
BFA, the British Federation of
Audio, has aspecial section on
its website dealing with CD
3layability problems caused by

As Warner tre-launches DVD-Audio,

Control Information in the Verance

watermark, but rather has

non-standard or copy- protected

the highly contentious Verance

Watermark in pre-rcorded DVD

suspended the requirement for

CDs. Go to www.british-

audio watermark which was an

Audio content are hereby

re- marking in devices and has

audio.org.uk

integral part of the system has

suspended until further notice,' says

eliminated encoding restrictions on

been quietly dropped. There has

the statement, adding that 'any and

content companies (thereby allowing

:ELLS

been no press announcement and

all requirements contained in the

encoding in whatever manner they

Bryant as new business

4C Entity, the shadowy body formed

4C Audio Compliance Rules for 4C

choose) for DVD Audio'.

development manager.

by Intel, IBM, Matsushita/

Licensed Products to up- date Copy

Panasonic and Toshiba from the

Control Information contained in

watermarks in DVD-Audio software

DVD Forum's Copy Protection
Technical Working Group, has

the Verance Watermark are hereby

and watermark circuitry in hardware

buried the news inside apdf file on
www.4centity.com

suspended until further notice'.

, inN

has appointed Nick

Once the obligation to put

has been removed, and producers

has relocated with a
separate sales office and new
call centre in Richmond, Surrey.

and manufacturers can save time

For all Jamo, Onkyo and Integra

record companies to bury the

and money and royalties by leaving

enquiries, call 081788 570111

There is now no obligation for
Verance watermark in audio

it out, it is hard to see how the

announcement and only those with

recordings. The obligation to make

obligation can be re- instated. If

aclose knowledge of the field will

players and recorders process the

DVD-Audio should prove a

surround speaker to its QAV

interDret the significance of the

mark are being suspended too.

commercial success, there will be a

range. The double Uni Qdesign

growing park of non- watermark

retails at f399/pair and comes in

Only keen eyes will spot the

convoluted report on Suspension of

So is the Verance mark now

has added the Qv% dipole

certain 4C Audio Compliance Rule

dead? Not exactly, says a

hardware and software in

Black Ash, Maple or Dark Apple.

Obligations. '
Any and all

spokesman for 4C Entity: ` 4C has

consumers' homes.

Call 01622 672261.

restrictions on encoding of Copy

not suspended use of the Verance

Barry Fox
the revolutionary

AAC goes mainstream
High- quality audio
compression included

NHT launches
latest in Super
Audio series
ST4 floorstander makes

in QuickTime 6

screened Supra mains cables
from Jenving AB of Sweden, are
available via UK distributor
Glaive, 01622 664070. We regret
awrong number was printed in
Last month's item

outboard sub optional

For the first time, the AAC

NHT's new Super Audio series

(Advanced Audio Compression)
codec is now available for Windows

modernises the classic NHT look

PC and Apple Macintosh

with rounded edges and eight

NAD has launched its 1.70 DVD/CD

layers of piano black lacquer. The

surround sound player/receiver,

top- of- the- line NHT ST4 (£ 1199/

an all- in- one unit offering 5x45W

pair), arelative of the acclaimed

output, at £ 699.44. Call Lenbrook
UK, 01908 314360

computers, as ahigher quality
alternative to MP3. (AHFN technica.
evaluation, October

2000

QuickTime

issue,

found AAC to offer better audio

and as asecure format for selling

NHT SuperTwo, builds on the

quality than MP3 at the same

online music by Liquid Audio. Apple

original's design with larger drivers

bitrate.) Apple has incorporated

withheld release of QuickTime 6

and an 8in long throw, side- firing,

PAUL W KLIPSCH, the American

AAC within the latest release of

earlier this year due to disputes

polypropylene woofer that

audio legend and horn speaker

QuickTime. Developed by the

with the MPEG Licensing Authority

generates bass down to 311-12.

pioneer who passed away in May

Fraunhofer group, inventor of

(MPEG LA) over royalties payable

Overall frequency response is

aged 98, is celebrated in an

MPEG-1 Layer 3 (' MP3'), and

for use of the codecs within the

311-12-22k1-12 +/-3dB.

extended biograhical tribute at

licensed by Dolby Laboratories, AAC

MPEG-4 toolset. Later, in lune this

This bi-ampable three-way tower

exploits advances in perceptual

year, Apple made aPublic Preview

has afluid- cooled lin tweeter, 6.5in

coding to allow better quality audio

available. Apple is now offering the

long- throw mid-woofer and 8in

at lower bitrates. Audio quality at

full version of QuickTime Pro 6,

woofer, providing detailed and

recorder, RCD-W3, has separate

128kb/s is now comparable to ' CD

which allows encoding of MPEG-4

articulate imaging. The ST4, which

CD and CD-R/RW drives and is

quality', while performance at

audio and video, for £ 25 in

stands 38x8x12in (hwd), handles up

said to be the fastest in Europe,

bitrates as low as 64kb/s, is still

downloadable form. QuickTime

to 200W maximum power and is

with 4x high-speed copying.

usable. AAC has already seen some

Player 6is available free from

packaged with aspike kit.

Available in black or silver. Call
atop 816o00

use in internet audio, as the format

www.apple.com/quicktime.

NHT UK distributor, Peach Amber

for audio books used by Audible,

Apple, 0800 039 low

01327 706560

www.klipsch.co
SONY'S first home CD-R/RW
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Over the Top
Music performance and craftsmanship that exceed your expectation in every way

Compass

D

Compass

DANCER

SERIES DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS:

• Carbon-paper woofer cone
• Silk-fabric soft dome tweeter. Ceramic type on some models
• Innovative magnet flux design with co
ecooper elements on all drivers,
resulting in significantly reduce
ird and second harmonic distortions
• Cast aluminum driver frame
• Hand picked, matched- pair

els

• Phase coherent crossov
renown master of speaker
design
components of
est quality and thoroughly tested
igital-based measuring equipment
• Massive, sonically dead front baffle which places drivers in atime-coherent
physical arrangement
• Multi-chamber reinforced cabinet with solid wood side panels, handcrafted
to the highest furniture grade

Behind the Scene
Audio since early 2000.

A

MUM
-

.
clarke -1.

Dr. Joseph D'Appolt,o has been working as consultant for U5.her
world renown authority in audio and

_ acoustics, Dr. D'Appofito holds BEE. SMEE, EL and Ph.D. degrees
front fz.PI, MIT and the University of Massachusetts. and has
published over 30 journal and conference papers. His most popular

onginal co-i2epts in loudspeaker design, backed by

thirty years experienœ in •nanufaciiring and matched with an eye for
ashion and anparalided attention odetail, is USHER the ideal original
design manufacturem you've alwa.. a been looking for? Find out the answer
yby talking to an USHER relresentative.

and influential brain vhild. however, has to be the Mill loudspeaker
. geomet-y, commonly known as the " D'Appolito Conferation?
which is now used by dumb of manufacturers throughout Europe
and North America.
Dr. D'Appolito designs ero:sover, specifies cabinvt design, and tests
prototype drivers for Lshcr Audio, all from his pri,ate lab in Boulder,
Colorado. Althougt consulting to acouple of oilier companies, Dr.
D'Appolito especially enjoys working with Uslas Audio and always

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67, Kai- Fong Street. Sec. I, Taipei 100, Taiwan

finds the tremendous vatue Usher Audio products represent a

Tel: 886 223816299 Fax: 886 223711053

delightful surprise in today's High End audio world.

Web site: www.usberaudio.com E-mail: usher(d;msl 1.hinet.net

sources

what's happening in the world of hi-fi

Tannoy brings home
cinema Dimension to UK
Centre channel speaker more powerful than most main speakers

The Tannoy Dimension loudspeaker

shielded and and can handle up to

audible band and improved time

range for home cinema is now

zoo W. It uses all the core elements

and transient responses across the

available in the UK, following its

of the high- end Dimension range

midband and bass.

launch in the US and Europe last

including the Tannoy SuperTweeter,

year. The range consists of five

a200MM (
8in) version of the

7olbs and is made from a

models costing from £ 3250 to

legendary Tannoy Dual Concentric

combination of high- density birch

£6500, with complete 5.1 systems

driver and two additional

ranging from £ 15,750 to

mid/bass drivers. The 25 micron

American cherry finish and polished

approximately £ 22,000.

titanium dome SuperTweeter claims

alloy trim.

awideband response to lookHz,
improved phase linearity within the

Tannoy,

The £ 3250 Dimension TDC
Centre Speaker is magnetically

2oomm

The TDC cabinet weighs nearly

events
6-8 SEPTEMBER Gothenburg Hi Fi
Arken Centre, Sweden

The

AVEXPO

111

AIM VISION 2

ply and solid hardwood with an

01236 1420

Show&

199

www.tannoy.com

0

0

13-15 SEPTEMBER The Hi -Fi Show

Music on
the go

&AV Expo 2002. Public opening

UAS offer sports

www.avexpo.co.uk

resistant headphones

13-15 SEPTEMBER Salon HiFi

UAS Enterprises, distributors of the

Home Cnema, Palais de Congres,

on Saturday 14 and Sunday 15
September 13 strictly Trade and
Press only. Admission £ 8.00. Also
see page n2 in this issue, or visit

Paris. Contact + 33 01 44 262626

Personal Jukebox, have developed
the Etymotic ER- 6Isolator

15 SEPTEMBER National Vintage

earphones for music while taking
part in sport or other activities.
Because they go into the ear
canal and sit ashort but safe
distance from the eardrums, they
remain firmly in place whatever the

Ultra- compact Quake
REL's latest baby sub is less than afoot square

,
mmunications

Fair ( NVCF), NEC,

rmingnam.10.30 to 1600,
,
imission

is £ 5 (under 14s free).

A 01392 411565, e-mail
,n.press@btinternet or visit
vmw.angelfire.com/tx/sunpress

activity, and are also safely

Anew ultra- compact sub- bass

finely calibrated and buffered ABC

sheltered from weather conditions.

system, the REL Quake measures

filtering; it can be set to blend its

By crating an air- tight seal, the

just 294 x253 x272MM (
hwd), yet

output with any main speaker

19-23

high fidelity transducers combine
flat frequency response with

is said to delivers REL's exemplary

without midrange breakthrough.

Audio & Video show, Milan.

complete isolation from external

performance and reliability.

noise, providing superior sound
quality and bass.
The ER- 6headphones are

standards of quality, facility,

Simultaneous connection/tuning

SEPTEMBER 2002 TOP

Contact + 39

02 4801 41 11

of high (Neutrik) and low (phono)
inputs allows its use in both two-

3-6 OCTOBER, Stuff LIVE, Earl's

MOSFET amplifier, this sealed- box

channel and multi- channel systems

Court, London, the UK's biggest

design uses avery long throw 8-

via REL's now familiar four- position

gadge's, gear and technology

mode switch.

show. Book online to save£3 on

Powered by abuilt-in looW

compact and compatible with audio

inch (2oomm) driver, rated at 150W

sources including aircraft, laptop

and featuring avented pole- piece

In addition Quake offers achoice

computers, CD, DVD and MP3

to avoid power compression. The

wNw.stuffLIVE.co.uk

players and are extremely

electronics are robustly over-

of slam/depth settings and, new to
REL, aPC compatible input for easy

lightweight as well as being

specified with amilitary spec FR4

connection to PC sound systems.

9—lo NOVEMBER

suitable for all weather conditions.

PCB using plated- through holes,

They include a3.5ft cord with
3.5mm stereo plug, two
replacement eartips, two

REL's Set- Safe protection

the £ 13 ticket price:

2002

Dublin Hi Fi and Home Cinema

high quality output devices and a

circuitry ensures that Quake can be

Show, Burlington Hotel, Dublin,

hefty toroidal transformer.

driven hard in all applications in

do Cloney Audio, Dublin.

safety. Retail price is £ 350 in Brittex

Contact 00353 1288 9449
22-25

It's understood that for the USA,

tool, plastic storage box and

box) designs have been the subject

Black £425 in Cherry veneer.
For ' music' users, REL's hand-

carrying pouch.
The ER- 6headphones will retail

of apatent royalty agreement with

built high level lead is available at

Tonmeistertagung VDT

REL dealers for £ 20 for a5m lead

International Audio Convention,

replacement filters, afilter changing

at £ 129.
UAS Enterprises,

REL's small pressure- drive (sealed

Bob Carver of Sunfire.

and £ 25 for atom lead.

Hannover Congress Centrum,

provides superior system

REL Acoustics Ltd, 01656 768m

+49

integration capabilities, with REL's

www.rel.co.uk

As in all REL designs, the Quake
011425 4812314

www.etymotic.com

November

0220L 2 3595
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NORDOST ( UK) Limited
Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX.
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 730251

Fax: +44 ( 0) 1352 731273

Email: salesenordostuk.com

NORDOST CORPORATION
200, Homer Avenue, Ashland, MA 01721, USA.
Tel: (508) 881 1116 Fax: (508) 881 6444
Email: salesenordost.com

Please visit our website at:
Valhalla Digital Interconnect

www.nordost.com

opinion

barry fox
Sony's Epic label gave

Big Time requires the PC screen resolution to be downgraded

away 1.7 million Oasis sampler discs

to 800 x600 pixels. In theory the PC resets its screen at the end

with the Sunday Times June 23

of play, but in practice it does not always work and the PC must

edition in advance of the July I

then be shut down and re-started to get it working properly again.

release of Heathen Chemistry. The

IBM insists that although the Big Time Player software used

paper sold over 200,000 extra

IBM's EMMS technology, the design brief came from marketing

copies. The sampler was not an

company Spero Communications. And IBM variously blames the

ordinary CD. Some tracks played on

slow registration on the speed of the user's computer, ROM

an ordinary CD player, others played

drive and internet connection, internet traffic, the need to dump

only on aPC, and then only after

video from the CD to the computer's hard drive and the fact that

online authorisation.

the registration site for the UK promotion was in the US.

The system used was developed

But IBM does at least admit that the on screen messages are

by IBM to control the online delivery of music and the company

'insufficient' and should be replaced with better information.

is promoting it to the record industry. The Oasis sampler was the

IBM also admits that there was abug in the software that can

frst mass market trial.
Fortunately I
was able to bypass IBM's dozy press office and

stop the PC's screen display resolution automatically re- setting
itself. The bug was 'discovered and fixed too late to make the

try the disc (on two high spec Windows PCs) before the short

CD production deadline'.

registration window expired. But it was not ahappy experience
and it is easy to see how unauthorised music sites like Napster,

IBM says the reason why the unrestricted tracks play
erratically, is that they also have to be loaded from the CD-ROM

Ka2aa and Morpheus are so popular, while authorised sites like

to the computer before they can start and for some unexplained

Pressplay and MusicNet have made so little impact.

reason this takes longer than to load the restricted tracks. IBM
admits problems were found on users' PCs which have more

The three Red Book (
ie, normal CD spec) tracks on the
Oasis/IBM disc play on an ordinary CD player. They are
not protected, so can be copied to CD- Ror Mini Disc. The
Oasis CD Heathen Chemistry is not protected either, so
perhaps Sony is having second thoughts on key2audio.
The sampler also contains avideo interview and
music video, but these videos, along with the three
prote c
ted songs. must be played on aPC with proprietary

The little niceties we have all
grown accustomed to 'could not
be implemented in time

computer software called Big Time. This uses Digital Rights
Management technology called Electronic Media Management
System, wiich comes from IBM's Global Digital Media division.

than one CD-ROM drive. Again the fix came too late for the
production schedule.
When the PC connects to the internet, Big Time uses a

The protected tracks have limited playing life; the videos do not.

proprietary browser quite different from Internet Explorer or

'This is afirst of its kind promotion that opens up many new

Netscape Navigator, with none of the familiar controls and no

possibilites for music marketing,' said Emma Greengrass,

minimise option. Images do not cache in memory during

general marager of Oasis' record company, Big Brother.

browsing. There is no progress bar during site change. This was

Playing music and movies through consumer CD and DVD

by design, says IBM, because Spero wanted ' to keep the user

prayers has taught us to expect quick trouble- free action. As the

within the BigTime Player environment'. The little niceties we

Oasis experiment unwittingly reminds us, once playback is

have all grown accustomed to 'could not be implemented in time'.

through acomputer everything gets slower and becomes ahit
and miss experience, with something better promised from the

drastic surgery,' says Ian Spero. ' Our original design spec

'The Online Registration Process is one area that requires

next version. Mac owners are perhaps lucky. The Big Time player

required the registration process to be seamless, ie, data

only works with Windows, so they will not be tempted to bother.

capture offline, followed by digital data exchange whilst

The idea is that the three protected songs can be played four

downloading the encryption key... Unfortunately, we ran out of

times each on aPC, or until licence expiry (which was set for July

time... resulting in the rather clumsy web- based registration. We

31). The audio is encoded using MC compression from Dolby

asked for too much information from consumers... onscreen

Labs and the Fraunhofer Institute. The online registration

animation will be vastly improved on the next release. Everyone

process was treacle- slow; even on an ISDN line it took me

has been waiting for the perfect DRM solution, and nothing really

around io minutes. This is in addition to the time taken to install

happens. We decided to bite the bullet and to take agamble.'

the Apple Quicktime Ver 5software which is also needed.

So is it all worth while? IBM admits that despite all the
encryption tricks used ' there is no way to prevent auser from

Daring the registration process the user is left looking at a
white screen or the Big Time Multimedia Player screen, with no

recording the output from the sound card'. ' You cannot stop

nformation on progress (eg no hour glass or progress bar), and

people from recording an analogue feed,' says Ian Spero, ' but

only : he option to Exit. I
thought the system had locked up.

the sound quality is hardly worth the effort.'

I
thought the PC sound was poor and sometimes Big Time
played the unrestricted tracks, sometimes not.

Some listeners will reckon this confirms their feeling that the
quality from normal listening is not worth the effort either.
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It's Showtime

DSP 8000 AV PROCESSOR

CHORD DSP SO
7. 1 AU PROCESSOR

The real cinema
experience has
just come home.

y

ou've heard home cinema,
now listen to real cinema.

The Chord DSP 8000 AV Processor.
Capable of controlling the most
demanding formats including Dolby
Pro Logic II, DTS, DTS ES and CEQ,
this fully specified 7.1 channel processor
brings real cinema to your home as the
maker intended. After all, Skywalker
Sound use Chord amplification to score
their soundtracks — so what they hear,
you'll hear.
But it doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000
also provides direct analogue pre-amp
control to provide the stunning audio
performance you expect from Chord.

EXPERIENCE IT FOR
YOURSELF AT
THE NIMROD SUITE,
THE RENAISSANCE HOTEL.

To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email

r

sales@chord.softnet.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

o CHORD())
Chord Electronics Limited

DVD-Audio or SACD, or both? Our Group Test includes an exclusive
in-depth look at Pioneer's price price- breakthrough ' universal' player

Hi-Fi Ne
hardware
p20

Definitive Test: Avantgarde Solo speakers

p214

Lexicon MC- 12 AV processor

p28

Wilson Benesch ARC loudspeakers

p3o

Antique Sound Lab valve power amps

pl

Quad 221 loudspeakers

p3!

Linn Adikt phono cartridge

p37

TAG McLaren AV32R bp- 192 AV processor

pL1

Mirage Omnisat speakers/LF-150 sub

p45

Bryston AB- ST power amplifier

P49

Cyrus CLS70 loudspeakers

p5o

Group test: digital ( SACD/DVD-A) players.
Denon DVD-M, Marantz SA12,
Pioneer DV656A, Rotel DVD-1080S,
Sony SCD-XA780

p6o

European Products of the Year
The EISA Awards, 2002-2003:

tiet
Co

PRICE

£3200 per pair

SUPPLIER

GT Audio

CONTACT

01895 833099

When news emerged of acompact
two-way horn speaker from Avantgarde, Icouldn't
imagine what it could be. Unlikely as it seemed, this
device was to be capable of wall or stand mounting,
was full frequency range, and with its own, on-board
control unit as well as asubstantial power amp. And
then the pics arrived, showing abarrel-shaped
device, with a 12in concentric double horn located at
the business end. Interesting!
On delivery, the speakers proved larger than I'd
expected and they looked abit precarious perched
on their fancy brushed alloy-and-plate-glass stands:
in fact, optional stronger stands are planned for the
near future. But everything fitted together well and
the Solo proved to be easy to set up and drive.
Still offering the company's characteristic horn
technology despite its reasonably compact
dimensions, the Solo is intended to provide lusty
peak sound levels in larger spaces such as aloft
apartment. It can indeed be wall-mounted, using an
accessory bracket which is capable of supporting the
speaker's significant 30kg weight, and allows the
speaker to be angled to the seating area. While
stereo is agiven application, Avantgarde have also
presented the Solo as afive-channel home theatre
set-up. Concentric speakers are, in any case, very
well suited to centre-channel dialogue application,
providing consistent spectral balance over the
listening area. The Solo is also distinguished by an
optional + 4dB treble boost setting for — guess
what? This is judged to be the right correction when
used behind aperforated ' acoustically transparent'
projection screen. Add asubwoofer or two (yes,
there are two options) and you would have one of
the most dynamic and powerful domestic home
theatre systems on the planet. Each single speaker is
about £ 1600, so a5.1 set-up would be about £9000,
but remember no power amps or costly speaker
cabling are required.
The full-size rear panel is in cast alloy, carrying
heat sinks for the built-in 250W power amplifier
plus facilities and controls for the electronics. In
addition to asubtle low frequency control, there is
also atuneable ' high pass' or bass cut filter to marry
it to asub. Without the need to filter in the sub, the
power handling of the Solo is beneficially enhanced
without further intervention or loss of signal quality.
Three switched treble settings are present: the
'+4dB', 'bright' for behind the screen; '-3dB' for
bright, sparsely furnished rooms; and '0'. Ifound '0'
just right with a '3/4' setting for the bass equaliser
under free space, stand-mount conditions. Balanced
and adapted single-ended inputs are possible. There
are independent volume controls and aground lift
switch to sort out hum problems. The unit can be
run without an earth line and thus is double
20
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vantgarde
Solo

A two-way active system that retains much of the
character of Avantgarde's classic big horns
WORDS MARTIN COLLOMS

insulated. The power switch has two modes: On, and
Relayed Energised via the 12V trigger remote link,
standard for integrated control systems. The Solo
may be driven straight from avolume-equipped CD
player, from apre-amp, from an integrated amp or
even from power amplifier, the latter using a
suitable attenuator cable (see your dealer!).
At its heart is a300mm chassis, flared pulp-cone
bass mid-driver. Offering high sensitivity and low
`C)', it's barely loaded by ashort (70mm) concentric
horn, while low frequency loading is bass-reflex via
four rectangular vents in the rear casting. The
bass/mid driver is equalised to anatural response
with the aid of apowerful on-board amplifier.
Simple, 6dB/octave crossovers divide the range to

THE LISTENING
SYSTEM
Classé CP-65
and ConradJohnson ART
pre- amps were
used, with a
Marantz CD-7
player.
Transparent SL
was the
unbalanced
signal cable; for
balanced
connections I
used van den
Hul The Second
pure carbon

deli nitivetest_loudspeakers

the trebde horn, with its 100mm exit diameter fed by
a25mm dome unit. This assembly mounts on the
bass driver centre pole, the latter built with a
generous 100mm high power voice coil. Finish is to
the usual excellent Avantgarde standard with
lacquered horn components and Nextel matt
elsewhere. A variety of colours is available.
Ifound the sound disconcerting at first. This is
quite alarge speaker to stand mount and the stands
seemed too small for it, so to promote stability on
my carpet Isaid two small cone-type spikes under
the base plate to add improved coupling to the floor
itself. This gave some improvement in bass
definition and mid clarity, and Inote that aheavierduty stand will soon be available instead of the
elegant toughened glass type.
If you're familiar with the much larger
Avantgarde speakers, you'll spot immediate
similarities and differences when you look at the
Solo. The Solo is more direct radiator than horn; in
contrast to the almost full-range horn configuration
of the larger systems. Here, the main effective horn
section for it is in the treble, yet both drivers have
the characteristic Avantgarde quality — an
articulate, crisp and almost tactile midrange, well
projected and almost too '
live' sounding.
This ' out of the box'. exuberant nature grabs your
attention and yet doesn't get in the way of music
october

2002
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Meridian 192kHz 24bit CD Player

Meridian is the leader in high-end CD playback.
Since we revolutionised the perfomance
expectations of CD with the MCD-pro in 1984
we have steadily advanced the art of digital
audio. Our reputation in the field is further
BOOTH ROVED STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon, England PE29 6EX

confirmed by the choice of MLP ( Meridian
Lossless Packing) as the mandated standard for
DVD-Audio.

The New Meridian 507 CD Player features
192kHz 24- bit DACs for outstanding

Tel 44 (0)1480 445678

performance and the very latest laser assembly

Fax 44 (
0)1480 445686

optimised for CD, CD- R, and CD-RW. It comes

www.meridian-audio.com

packed with the Meridian MSR System remote.

definitivetestloudspeakers
making, In fact, it makes many other speaker
designs sound rather pedestrian.
Listeners seeking asmooth, even sound of high

While some moderate cavityand- cone type colorations were

neutrality won't be happy with the Solo as it
significantly alters the character of natural sounds
(although in my opinion, not so much as to knock

clarity and sense of commitment

present in the mid-range, the
was clear enough. This speaker
was never boring. The decentsized bass-mid driver thrived on
the direct coupling to the onboard power amplifier. The bass
was punchier and more tuneful
than we had any right to expect
from this drum-like enclosure.

the overall performance off-balance). The
ingredients are not those of abroadcast monitor,
but are nevertheless chosen and blended to
reproduce the performance qualities of music: life.
energy, tempo and dynamics. They do these well,
involving the listener. Ican also see that apack of

At less than 10ft (3m) listening distance the image

O Versatile:

five of these speakers could provide an
extraordinary punch in ahome theatre installation,
remembering that the coaxial design is optimal for
centre-channel duty.
Iwas also impressed by the sheer functionality of
the Solo. For example, Avantgarde suggests basic
settings for the many controls, while the versatile
control range allowed for tuning the overall tonal
balance to suit the speaker location in the room.
In afree space position, good punchy bass was
obtained with quite good extension for the size, to
about 38Hz. Near the wall, some reduction in low
frequency was easily set to restore the balance. That
sturdy wall bracket accessory seems

controls at the
rear can tune
response for
room position

O Stands
supplied were
elegant, but
stronger ones
are coming

viable after all!
Further attributes include a
good level of detail, satisfactory
coloration and good overall tonal
balance. Avantgarde's designers

focus was just average and fairly critical of position,
improving at longer range. Timing per se was
unexceptional, but the feeling of rhythm and
involvement was good.
The bass equalisation wasn't that strong and while
the Solo is full range in its own right, the onboard
filter facility allowed for easy expansion with agood
sub to help create astill more powerful and
dynamically capable system. As it is, it could easily
play loud even in alarge 25 x35ft listening room.
Avantgarde's high quality sound engineering
demands respect and is continued with the Solo.
This is aremarkable loudspeaker and defies a
convenient pigeon-hole. If the looks and format
appeal, then choose your colour and enjoy the
vibrant go-for-it sound which it can provide. It may
look quite small in big speaker company, but the
close-coupled amplifier helps deliver asolid, crisp

really know their business!
That characteristic, almost zippy

bass. However, in home theatre installations it
should be stunning — this for five channels, never

liveliness was present through the
treble, with fine dynamic resolution
coupled with some horn ' talk' in

mind seven! Noting that the Solo includes on-board
amplification, automated power-up and great
versatility, this fascinating speaker may not have

the low treble and mild 'grain' in

universal appeal, but easily scores high enough for
recommendation. 'Ili

the highest reaches.
LAB REPORT

Despite their compactness these speakers throw

unweighted, and it sounded and measured

apunch. Maximum in- room sound levels of

somewhat smootne if tilted away abit.

equalised to maximally flat.
The low frequency graph [ Fig 4], showing the

ii4dBA were possible — massive! In a5.1 or 7.1

Considered generally well balanced, the off-axis

adjustments, carries at its centre the free space

combination they would be enough for asmall

responses [ Fig 2] were tidy out to 3o°, while at

reference equalised condition (note that the

cinema holding up to loo persons.

45° there was adio as the upper midrange

speaker's actual bass limit is about 4oHz, the

Given room conditions, Imeasured awide

petered out — no real problem, this. Moving on

vertical dashed line). Full bass lift does little for

+/-3dB frequency response from 48Hz to 2okHz

to the spatially averaged in- room response, the

the ' 3/4' free space position. The response with

[Fig

result was pretty good, measuring +/-4dB 33Hz

shelved bass cut was for the wall- mount

35Hz or so from asemi-anechoic —6dB point at

to 14kHz despite the usual floor reflection for the

equalisation, about —3dB at looHz, afair

—42Hz. So matching to asub woofer is really easy,

stand- mount location. Mid and treble were

approximation. The two filter roll-off responses

when required. The concentric array gives wholly

skilfully integrated here [ Fig 3].

show the bass limit filtering to use with asub, a

il.

In practice, the room bass extended to

The bass ports had asignificant secondary

symmetric sound radiation and the off-axis
results were good [ Fig 2].
Measured exactly on axis, there was some
unevenness, typically +/-7.5dB in the treble,

'6oHz' setting actually reads —3dB at 35Hz and

output at 38oHz [ probably the mean diameter of

'12oHz' measures —3dB at 8oHz. Experimentation

the box], reading 18dB down. The main output

with the system settings in agiven room will

was at 53Hz and the system was essentially

usually help sort these matters things out.
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Lexicon MC12
Digital Controller
With no less than

12

processor channels, this new flagship

is intended to outdo Lexicon's own ' industry standard' MCi
PRICE

£81oo/£9000 ( unbal/bal)

SUPPLIER

(SE Solutions

CONTACT

01423 359 054

love optimists? As Lexicon's No isetter- upper in
the UK spent the best part of an afternoon

commacds beyond Volume and Source Select!

merely configuring mine for four sources and no

There's a4o- button remote for those. And most
of the buttons are dual function...

multi- room addenda, and was dropping it into an
existing system which already housed aLexicon

12 is Lexicon's response to three questions/

MC- 1 (which stays in production, by the way), I

demands raised by MC- 1owners. The first and

In anutshell — coconut, not hazel — the MC-

Maybe they did it so you wouldn't

can only imagine what the installation period is

be daunted. Whatever the motive, the owner's

least important is that the MC- 1never looked nor

when starting from scratch. Or if anovice such as

manual for the Lexicor MC- 12 Digital Controller

felt ! ike aproduct costing f350o—£5000,

Itried to wade through the instructions.

oepend:ng on spec. It was the last model of a

lacks conventional page numbering. Instead,
computer software style, it's paginated ' 2-10', or

This, of course, will be horrifying to ye of a
minimalist mien. Vast numbers of audiophiles

regime which refused to recognise that Ferraris
are gorgeous, in addition to being dynamically

'5-7', each chapter getting its own separate

bought into the less- is- more dictum of the 1970s.

numbering system. But Itallied them anyway: it

amazing, because punters need perceived value.
With crappv plastic and hideous styling, the MC- 1

runs to over loo pages. And it isn't multi-lingual,

so much so that self-abnegation became normal
and we found ourselves denied, in some cases,

so the book's bulk doesn't come from having six

even abalance control or aspare tape- loop in

manuals in one.

the interests of sound quality. And yet, deep in
your heart of hearts, you love lights and knobs

What this tells you is that the Lexicon MC- 12
is complicated. In my experience, it just may be

and buttons and really, really want to have

the single most complex piece of domestic audio

something to play with.

equipment ever released. But the Lexicon

was scandalously nasty. The MC- 12? It looks so
upscale that Ifelt ashamed wearing scuffed
shoes ir its presence.
The second raison d'etre was the need for
Lexicon to address THX Ultra, Dolby Pro Logic II
and all of the ridiculous and unnecessary multi-

So, for those who will finally admit that

spokesperson told me: ' Ken, forget about it. The

channel formats coming in above Dolby and DTS

maybe, just maybe, having only an On/Off

consumer needn't even open the owner's

5.1 formats, ie, DTS ES and Dolby EX with centre-

switch, aVolume control and aSource Selector

manual. Lexicon expects every MC- 12 to be
installed and set up by the dealer.' Don'tcha just

rear channels derived from two speakers. But

leave you wanting, here's something with 43

remember: Lexicon long ago introduced its own,

buttons and aknob — and they don't even cover

very fine logic 7system for those whose rooms
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auditions
justify asevenspeaker- or- more

the back of the MC- 12. To deal

third reason is

with the above circuitry and the
myriad options (see sidebars),

lD

important

the MC- 12 bears analogue and

•

though, given

digital audio inputs of every

that aunit's

stripe including AES/EBU XLR,

aesthetics are

TosLink and co- axial digital

secondary and

socketry plus optical mini- jack

DVD 2

•

•

iv

se

vu

•

•

•

•

0•

UP,
•

One can be overwhelmed by

fill. Perhaps the
the most
OVD

•

highest quality performance.

•

there are so few

(it's been ages since I've seen an

discs with true

AT&T socket, now that Ithink of

centre rear info.

it...) for 13 sources. Its analogue

Hell, most

inputs via phono handle eight

consumers are

line sources, of which three pairs

struggling to get

can be addressed as 5.1 inputs

5.1 past their

for SACD or DVD-A. There are

BWFH, let alone

analogue outputs for every

7.1. No, for me

combination between stereo and

the real reason

12- channel, with tape and Zone 2

that the MC- 12 is
of interest to those building ableeding- edge
multi- channel system is its ability to handle

accommodating only stereo signals, via fixed or

O Overwhelming: among all these sockets

variable outputs.

are multiple analogue inputs for DVD-A/SACD

Then there are the video options. The MC- 12

INS AND OUTS

SACD or DVD-A directly, via 5.1 analogue inputs

features two broadcast- quality video switchers,

lacking in the MC- 1. Whatever you read from here

with the ultra-wide bandwidth comportent video

Forget 5.1 or 7.1 channels: the MC- 12's designers

on, the venerable MC- 1is still awondrous device.

switcher accepting any analogue component cr-

are so palpably afraid of obsolescence tat they

RGB video input signal and the S- and composite

endowed it with adozen channels. In addition to

video switcher accommodates high- quality NTSC,

standarc 5.1 outputs, the MC- 12 adds side

industry- standard form of encoding/decoding

PAL, or SECAM video input signals. Thus, the

left/right (as in the company's familiar Logic 7

[see Tuturama' box- out], from mono to the

array of inputs includes eight S-video sockets,

mode), subwoofer lef-/right and auxiliary

myriad DTS and Dolby variants, the MC- 12

five co- axial and four sets of (three- socket)

left/right outputs, the latter ' reserved for future

employs Lexicon's proprietary Logic 7technology

component video inputs. Outputs are equally

expansion', such as speakers above or below for

to 'create' a7.1 channel output from any input.

comprehensive, with acomponent video output,

height information as posited by Tomlinson

It's just that the MC- 12 does awhole lot more.
In addition to processing almost any known,

Strictly an after- the- event surround
format, Logic 7is compatible with
most input signals and requires no
special encoding. In fact, since
installing an MC- 1, Ihaven't listened to
any surround sound in years without

It looks so upscale Ifelt
ashamed wearing scuffed
shoes in its presence

clusters of three arrays of 12 source buttons
each denote control over atrio of independent
zones: Main, Zone- 2and Record. The review
sample dvas single- ended; the MC- 12 Balanced
adds balanced audio outputs via XLR cc mectors

the Logic 7setting on because it
clearly improves every surround technique I've

two sets of S-video and two co-axial nain

heard. And that's without adding two more

outputs, and the same again for the record zone.

channels' worth of amps and speakers. Yup, Iuse

Holman. The ' 12' also signifies the presence of a
dozen configurable irputs, while the front panel

It doesn't stop there. The unit features digital

for the Main and Zone- 2outputs.
By 'configurable', Lexicon means you can
assign any source to any input, tailor each input

Logic 7in a5.1 set-up. It simply improves the

input for the record zone, abrace of RS232

for leve matching, set defaults for type of

signal steering with vastly enhanced precision,

sockets for assorted functions includ.ng software

processing, choose the input technique

even with wholly derived (as opposed to

updating, mains triggers, four microphone inputs

(analogue, digital optical, coax, etc), feed the

discrete) material, such as early Dolby Surround.

for future expansion and an IR input to allow

same component to two inputs (for example,

easier integration with custom install set-ups.

have your SACD player feed two channels to an

SHARC 32- bit DSP chips, with Lexicon- written

Completing the rear panel fitments ate the main

input for CD and multi- channel for SACO), and

algorithms processing 24-bit/96kHz audio in all

On/Off rocker, an IEC AC mains input, the

more. Lexicon even lets you name the inputs for

listening modes. Afifth processor, Cirrus Logic's

removable access panel for upgrades and, if you

the alphanumeric display, so, for exan:le, my

Crystal 49326 DSP, handles DIS, DIS ES, Dolby

specify balanced, asection fitted below the

set-up reads ' Rotel' instead of DVD 1.

Digital and Dolby Pro Logic II audio sources.

primary rear panel with arow of XLR outputs.

Analogue sources are processed at 96kHz, while

There is an On/Off button on the frort which

and transparently between digital and analogue

— to appease critics of the MC- 1which lacked

puts the unit into stand-by; leaving it powered at

sources. Acomprehensive user interface (which

analogue throughput — there's an analogue by-

the mains at all times is to be recommended.

Inside the MC- 12 are four Analog Devices

pass position to leave such sources unsullied by

CSE's man in the field inserted the MC- 12 into

Moreover, the MC- 12 switches automatically

I'd leave to the dealer...) with colour en- screen
display provides all of the options for selecting

digital processing. Digital sources use atwo-

my system in place of the MC- 1, the mew unit

the appropriate speaker configuration, distance

stage phase lock loop for extremely low intrinsic

driving Theta's Intrepid 5ch amplifier. feeding

from speakers and more. With three subwoofer

jitter with high rejection. Each main audio output

Martin Logan Ascent, Cinema and Scenario

outputs and totally flexible routing, proper bass

incoTorates 24-bit/i92kHz D/A converters,

speakers, plus aDescent subwoofer. Sources

management for SACD and DVD-A is abreeze.

operating in dual differential mode to ensure the

included Sky Digital via the Panasonic box, a
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Nagra PL- P
vacuum tube
preamplifier

RT. Services
Oxfordshire OX11 7TG
United Kingdom
Phone ( 01235) 810455
Fax ( 01235) 810324
info@rtsaudio.co.uk

Nagravision SA
Route de Genève 22
CH- 1033 Cheseaux
Switzerland
Phone + 41 21 732 0101
Fax + 41 21 732 0100
www.nagra.com

auditions
Sony VCR, aSony Playstation

2,

aRote! RVD-

1060 DVD-A player, aPhilips SACD loo and, later
in the sessions, aSony M333ES SACD player.

music, the effect was palpable
in the physical as much as the
audible realm. When the bass

Monitoring was via Marantz's 42in plasma
screen, using S-video from the Lexicon. All wiring

curled across the floor, it was
smoother, more consistent,

at line level was Chord Chorus, while speaker

freer of buzzes, be it bass

wire was by Transparent.

guitar or adinosaur stomp. On

Merely reading the spec sheet and running a

conventional CD, using a

hand over the thick metal fascia (with engraved

recent reggae sampler from

Lexicon legend...) was enough to alert any MC- 1
user to the presence of aserious new contender.

Mojo, the bass had more snap,
with no overhang. And wow,

It was immediately apparent that the MC- 12

did it swing!
At the other extreme, the

could do things — performance aside — which
were beyond the MC- i's reach, not even counting
the 5.1 analogue inputs.
Quite blatantly, Lexicon has raised the bar for

treble exhibited less of a
digital feel, again seeming
smoother, with more realistic

configuring asystem, with menu upon sub- menu
for tweaking the performance within an inch of

decay. Critics of the MC1
warned of its digitising

its life. All of the usuals — like switching off the
front panel display, adjusting sound sync with

analogue sources. Even

picture — were there, plus added facilities such

without using analogue
bypass, the MC- 12 sounded as commandingly

as altering EQ tilt in o.2dB increments, increasing
bass or treble in o.5dB increments (shock, horror,

real as any two-channel, solid-state preamp I've
used in years. As I
spend as much time playing

yada yada), calibrating levels between inputs

CDs, SACDs and DVD-As through the system as I
do movies, Ican state with hand on heart that no

and relative to processing modes, and trimming
sources for recordings.
Isimply couldn't come up with one single
function which Lexicon didn't cover, bar aphono

All of which would mean bupkes if the
performance wasn't of the to-die-for variety. The
MC- 12 improved on both the audible and the

in the UK. But I'll wager my Beatles ' butcher
sleeve' that the Lexicon would blow then out of
the cinena. Yes, it's that good. Looks like Lexicon
is going to be the industry standard for another

music lover would find it compromised. It is

five years._

simply that '
purist' adevice.

WORDS_KEN KESSLER

But the real beneficiaries of the insertion of
the MC- 12 in to the system

It was immediately apparent
the MC-12 could do things
beyond the MC-1's reach
stage for those of us who still use vinyl.

there, at least two of which are made right here

IBM

were human voices — both for
singing and movie dialogue —

The MC- 12's designers are obsessed witn

and its ability to separate
sounds. The MC-1is so good in

panel's auxiliary left/right outputs provide
additional channels for whatever the film
industry might inflict on us, while aremovable

presenting aspace
demonstrating truly coherent

expandat ility. As mentioned elsewhere, the rear

plate provides connectors for new technologies.

surround properties that the MC- 12 could offer
little more. Where it augmented the already

Under trie bonnet, three expansion slots are

stunning openness and clarity of its simpler
sibling was in the way it allowed the listener to

be upgraded in the field via the RS 232 aort.

home in on subtleties.

youth, January 2002 saw the first software
upgrade. The new 1.1 software included DIS

available for future upgrades, and software can
Although the MC- 12 is still in its first flush of

visual with such unmistakeably vivid results that
I
wouldn't have registered surprise if someone
had swapped the Intrepid for the twice-as-

And if you need alitmus test, grab the 0
Brother Where Art Thou?soundtrack, zoom to

powerful Dreadnaught, or slipped the Prodigy in

track 4, and listen to the massed voices. Each

ES DETECT parameter that allows cu.qomers to

place of the Ascent, while adding aline doubler

one comes through clearly, distinctly, while

for sport.

remaining part of aglorious wall of harmony. It
reminded me of one of the oldest analogies in all

control ES detection for DIS soundtracks,
improved responsiveness to remote cont -cl,
recognition of Dolby Digital EX flags, simplified

was an overall qualitative gain best described as
increasing the refinement. It manifested itself in

of audio reviewing: it was like improving the

operation of Zone

focus on an already superb camera lens.

additional serial port commands, and —

anumber of ways, but all gains were consistent,

This is one piece I
will sorely miss when they
come to collect it. As will my son, who's been

particularly timely in light of SACD's and

including blacker blacks on DVD video playback,
and no area failed to profit from the MC- 12's

reminding me that his Playstation

5.1.3 L7 MUSIC, 5.1.3 2- CHANNEL, and 5.1a
STANDARD listening modes for use when the 5.1

No single area benefited above the rest: it

arrival — including the subwoofer.
While the Descent has yet to
disappoint (even the opposition
admits that it's terrifyingly good), I
did not expect the processor to
enhance both its control and
'weight'.
Using Jurassic Park III for
sound effects and Juice
Newton's Every Road Leads
Back To You (
DVD) for pure

2 has

as much

right to be fed through the system as any other
source. Hell, Icouldn't take my eyes of Medal of
Honour...
An MC- 12 will set you back f8too, while in
balanced form the tariff is fg000. This is serious

NE0:6 FILM and DIS NE0:6 MUSIC modes, ar

2 and

the Record Zone,

DVD-A's refusal to go away — new 5.1a L7 FILM,

analogue input is used in conjunction with
analogJe-to-digital conversion and intenal
processing.
Note that the MC- 12 does not currenty

money by any measure, but it is relatively
inexpensive when you consider that acutting

decode DIS 96/24 at full 96kHz resolutbn, nor
decode MPEG audio, period. Lexicon has . aid

edge projector costs fioo,000-plus, and five
speakers (plus sub) worthy of the finest audio

'feature -equests are prioritzed based or

and video won't leave change from £ 30,000. Yes,

on the customer request list'.

customer feedback, [ MPEG audio) has been low

there are other stupendous AV processors out
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Wilson Benesch Arc
Advance composite technology is used in
this modern stand- mounted monitor

PRICE

£ 2400/pair

SUPPLIER

Wilson Benesch

CONTACT

0114 2852656

Reviewed in the August 2001 issue,
the Wilson Benesch Discovery speaker was the
spearhead for anew range inspired by the lofty
Bishop and known as the Odyssey series. The
Arc is the smaller brother to the Discovery,
priced at less than half the tatter's formidable
£5500 price, but bearing astrong physical
resemblance. But where the Discovery includes
an additional pair of drivers mounted on the
underside for isobaric loading, the Arc sees a
more conventional two-way bass reflex
arrangement.
But the hallmarks of Wilson Benesch speaker
design survive with the Arc: the integral stand,
the in-house Tactic driver, and the monocoque
carbon- fibre cabinet construction is pivotal in
imbuing the speakers with an unsullied, low
resonance character. There are two downwardpointing reflex port tubes, both of the same
internal size (about 24omm length, and 5omm
diameter), their port apertures accommodated
by sculpted cutaways in the stand's top plate.
The crossover is fixed inside the cabinet (the
Discovery crossover's home is in the stand, out
of acoustic harm's way) with four heavy-duty
gilded sockets for bi-amping or bi-wiring. For
single speaker cable runs, spade- terminated
cable links are provided to short together the
two halves of the crossover.
Construction is of very high quality for the
most part, although an economy seems to have
been made in the choice of basic wood- screw
mounting for the drivers instead of machine
screws with captive nuts; on the review samples
the Tactic drivers showed acosmetic variation in
the centre dust cap, one totally smooth while the
other was noticeably crinkled. Variation is
normal, we were told by Wilson Benesch, but it
did seem incongruous from acompany that
values aesthetics so highly.
Various finish options are offered for the front
side cheeks. Instead of the cherry skin seen on
the review samples, you can have high gloss red
cherry, birds eye maple, and burr walnut; or
satin cherry, maple or oak. If wood won't suffice,
yo Jcan also select ' regal silver' or black.

SOUND
One of the most conspicuous characteristics of
the Arc on first acquintance is its healthy bass
output, remarkable given the small 10.5 litre
cabinet volume (310 x230 x3oomm, hwd).
Under test this was found to dictate aroom
positioning much further forward than normal:
im from the wall in a4.7m deep room was found
ogive agood balance of bass evenness and

auditions

its bass- rich voicing means it may only sound at

tunefulness. At the other end of the range, the

Middle Eastern irstruments with acommendably

treble quality deserves recognition for its limpid

'alive' feel to the performarce. The delicate

its best when brought well forward in aroom,

clarity and lack of artifice.

stringed oud, woodwind nay and fndian

further denying any appeal on the grounds of

percussion filled an airy acoustic. No sharpness,

discreet unobtrusiveness. No, the Arc is a

no unwanted woody resonances, and no bloom.

speaker which makes an unashamed style

But most praise should be heaped upon the
open and expansive midband. This enabled
wondrous insight into instrument textures, vocal

Despite an enthuslas:ic bass response, pace

statement and will take proud centre stage in
many discerning listerers' homes.

phrasing, room acoustics — many aspects of

and speed could be in the Arc's grasp: auseful

reproduced sound that are lost by coloured or

test of pace is Garbage's ' Stupid Girl', found to

'subtractive' speakers were preserved and

rock along here with only marginal tardiness.

depth with exceptional midrange and treble

replayed to the great benefit of the overall sound.
The forwagi siting of the speakers created a
well-defined, profound soundstage that allowed

Its sound is well engineered, balancing bass

Rock and pop in particular did show an aspect of

transparency. Impact on low end matter could be

the Arc sadly absent on most small

soft focused, and this may be an issue with

loudspeakers. This mon tor could play very loud.

some listeners, but an audition of this fine

One of the most conspicuous
characteristics of the Arc on first
acquaintance is its healthy bass

speaker is still recommended. There is definitely
rare magic available by the intelligent use of new
materials, as this compact speaker that belies its
size can readily show.
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

easy recognition of individual images, well

cleanly, with little sense of dynamic constriction.

Like other speakers from Wilson Benesch, the

separated in space, with little sense of the

Even large excursion, bass- heavy songs, like the

Arc uses aTactic midi bass driver, the same

sound being reproduced by aphysical

opening of Massive Attack's Mezzanine album,

i7omm (7in) unit seen in, for example, the

transducer. The holographic rendering of music

normally sufficient to send lesser speakers into

Discovery. This uses an unusual woven

will make these speakers of particular interest to

severe compression, or worse to hit driver end

polypropylene cone material, with aneodymium

listeners who app-eciate the disappearing

stops, showed the Arc sailing through with

alloy magnet assembly and cast metal basket

quality of apod loudspeaker.

headroom to spare.

with reduced profile to aid rearward airflow. For

Good driver integration was apparent from a

The available spread from black quiet to

afuller description of Tactic technology, see the

wide range of listening positions too, astrong

unforced loud in the Arc's compass added to its

review of the Discovery [ August 20011. Note that

indicator for abalanced sound under various

natural reproduction qualities. The Arc's

this is ahigh magneic flux system without

midband clarity and nsight, in concert with its

shielding which can damage CRT televisions if

incredibly capable dynamic range, will impress

brought too close.

conditions from room to room.
The transiucert midrange and extended bass
output was riot so well matched by the 000rer
bass articulation which often seemed to obscure

and win fans on any audition.

The PCB- based •: rossover includes two aircored inductors, two high- power resistors and

low frequency pitch definition. Nimble bassfines

CONCLUSION

could, on occasion, be agile enough, if alittle

Faced with the luge range of loudspeakers

create asimple first- order filter for the mid/bass

blurred, but acertain cloudiness obscured the

available on the marke: today, the first buying

driver and asecond- order for the HF unit, a

texture and timbre of bass instruments,

decision is often based on size. Large

Scan- Speak D29o5/93. This is a .25mm soft•

ultimately rendering bass tunes alittle vague at

floorstanders offer less compromised bass

dome unit with high power handling capability,

times. Many familiar recordings suffered, with

reproduction, but are often passed over for

and aresponse that touches 3okHz without

bass- driven songs such as Massive Attack's

reasons of space or price. The Wilson Benesch

resonance.

'Safe from Harm' — complete with the Billy

Arc may be the smallest speaker in the

Cobham ' Stratus' sample — heard as temporally

company's expanding range, but its price is still

Wilson Benesch as 88dB/2.83V, impedance as

adrift aid rhythmically confused.

in the realm of high cpality floorstanding

6Ohm nominal/4 Ohm minimum, power

Given bass- light acoustic pieces, such as
'Bushman In The Desert' from Rabih Abou -

speakers.
Given its reliarce on the supplied stand, it

Khalifs mesmerising Ta rab, the Arc could hold

doesn't offer any size advantage over a

together the complex interplay of, in this case,

floorstander in terms of reduced footprint, and

an ICW polypropylene capacitor, adding up to

Overall speaker sensitivity is quoted by

handling as 200W peak unclipped programme,
and maximum SPL as 11AB at imetre.
Response is given as 42Hz-30kHz, - 6dB.
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Antique Sound Lab
Wave power amplifier
A baby valve monoblock at an almost unbelievably low price
PRICE

£ 250 per pair

SUPPLIER

Absolute Analogue

CONTACT

ozo 8459 8113

However much it_ may offend,

top surface, which is finished in ablack powder

that the only pre- amp worthy of abeer- budget

coat superior to any I've seen on certain

all- valve system was an aged Croft Micro. Why?
Because (1) the cheapest- ever Croft is the

American valve amps selling for fz000-plus.
In addition, it boasts ateensy front panel

spiritual cousin of the Wave, (2) it's a

finished to levels well in excess of what you'd
expect, athick chunk of metal bearing arocker

stupendous pre- amp and (3) the Wave pre- amp

switch for On/Off and ared LED to indicate

LHoi pre, which was supplied but which we did

isn't yet available. (Our pictures below show the

there's no getting away from the use of the four-

power on. The fascia's quality would not shame

letter ' C' word: Antique Sound Lab's Wave AV8

an amp costing io times as much; it even has

monoblock is cute. Iknow, Iknow, that term

gold- coloured hex bolts holding it in place. At

should be reserved for puppies, kittens and

the back are well- made, gold-plated multi- way

children, but there's no other way Ican get

impedance wasn't the issue: the Wave needs

binding posts and agilded phono socket for
line in, plus an IEC mains input.

something truly efficient so the listening was
undertaken with the Loth-XIon Amaze. It

across to you the sheer smile- making cuteness
of areal valve amp which you can hold in one

Warm-up took about io minutes — that's all.

not review as it is from ahigher- cost range.)
As the amplifier is specified for 8ohm loads,
Itried it with anumber of speakers, but

hand. It looks like someone scaled down aCary

Iused the Wave with avariety of CD players,

or some other grown-up amp of the Narrow- But-

suggests that, with care, you could put together
acomplete, all- tube system with the Waves at

including the pocket money Tioeb, and decided

its heart for under agrand if you found a

Deep School Of Footprint Topology. With
nothing placed near it as areference point,
you'd swear you were looking at amonoblock of
normal dimension.
But the Wave AV8 occupies aspace of only
5.5x11.5x5.25in (wdh), and that depth
dimension incbdes sockets and binding posts.
Need more to convince you of the ' bijou-ness'?
It weighs only 6.61b. But there's another smallis- beautiful detail which is gonna have the less
well-heeled reaching for their penny jars:
Antique Sound Labs' Wave AV8 monoblocks sell
for only f250 per pair, including VAT.
There's only one reason we're mentioning
price this early in the review: the price is the
Wave's main appeal. Why it costs so little can
only be down to country of origin, which I
suspect is to the left of Japan and the right of
India. Antique Sound Labs is Hong Kong- based,
but the products reach us via the USA (see
sidebar); one can only imagine what they sell
for in Guangzhou or wherever they're born. But
that's academic: shipping from Asia costs flore
and is fraught with other perils.
Now that's out of the way, Ican tell you that
the Wave is atwo- valve design Lsing apair of
Yugoslavian — not Chinese! — 6BM8s
delivering 8W per chassis. This is an optimistic
8W, as distortion is stated as 5% at 6W, so put
on your single- ended triode hat when thinking
how to apply the amplifier's power to aspeaker.
The valves sit in front of the output
transformer, which in turn is positioned in front
of the power transformer. That takes care of the
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knackered Quad Ils, or any of the myriad

budget CD player with an output level control;

obvious being awide, tall and deep

alas, Croft no longer has a £ 15o preamp...

soundstage. With massed vocals and even

products from second- division brands such as

orchestra, the Wave spread the sound all

Avantic, Goodsell, Truvox, Pamphonic, et al. (
By

against the Wave's limitations. Frequency

around the speakers, even beyond the edges.

'second division', Irefer only to fame, not

response isn't an issue; Antique Sound Lab

But the second aspect was the way it

quality. So letters from solicitors are

states it as 20—zokHz at iW and 30-18kHz at

reproduced ' air' or asense of the recording

unnecessary. The ' first division', of course,

6W, by which time the distortion makes it

space, with hall clues so clearly evident on live

refers to Quad, Radford, Leak and afew others.)

unlistenable anyway. Iwas reminded of a

recordings that you have to wonder what it will

Teleton amp Iused in my impoverished youth,

take for multi- channel to obviate stereo.

Within 30 seconds, you'll come smack up

one which could barely drive headphones: go

With Alison Krauss's ' Down to The River To

This, however, pre- supposes you don't mind
dealing with the challenges of vintage amp
ownership, and the ever-present threat of an

past acertain point and the sound fell apart.

Pray' from the 0Brother Where Art Thou?

aged component giving up the ghost. With the

Fortunately, for the Wave this was way above

soundtrack, the huge choral group was arrayed

Wave, you get something brand- spanking new,

the level at which I'd use the Loth- Xs, so Iwas

behind and around her, each voice clear and

especially its transformers, caps and valves.

able to audition it without having to beg the

distinct despite the coarseness which ought to

loan of apair of even more sensitive horns.

have obscured small aural clues. It preserved

forget all about that Audio Research Ref 600

No, I'm not going to tell you that you can

the intimacy of Dave Brubeck's ' Take Five' (from

which has haunted your dreams. No, you don't

company admits that, along with 5% distortion

the Sony gold CD), aperformance which

want to cross off your list Croft, Unison

at 6W, the signal-to-noise ratio is only 7odB.

revelled in the Wave's natural- sounding lower

Research or any of the other sub- Ewa° brands

Quite evidently, this amplifier was not going to

registers. Better still, the amp's 'airiness'

if you can afford them. But the Wave shouldn't

sound as quiet as amodern solid-state

allowed for wonderfully long and convincing

be treated as the only hope of the underfunded,

integrated from, say, Rotel or Marantz. And it

decays from piano, percussion and acoustic

even if it is. If the AudioValve Assistent is hi-fi's

would prove shocking to anovice who'd never

guitar, leading me to feed it Kodo drums, which

Smart car, then the Wave is aDaewoo, which

heard vintage gear. What this behaviour does is

frankly taxed it abit too much, and an oddball

will get you from Ato B. The Wave may be

force you either to find those 96dBRW-plus

Richie Havens album of Beatles covers, which it

cheap. But it's oh, so cheerful, too.

speakers, or listen at sensible levels.

loved. Isuspect that the Wave might be a

WORDS_KEN KESSLER

Honest as Antique Sound Lab is, the

It's not all clipping and break-up, however.
The Wave demonstrated two particular qualities

jazzer's or folkie's dream, but thrash fans need
to look elsewhere.

FALSE ECONOMY?
Now, before you rev up your mouse to go

which were so outstanding that they distract

Number One In AField Of One is not an

the listener from such things as coarseness in

honour of which one can be too proud, even if

the upper midband. After marvelling at the

the product is an absolute blinder. And the AV8

Stateside and how much FedEx or OHL or

mere fact that the amps even work, and having

Wave is that and more. But unless someone out

whatever courier you choose will charge for

accepted that there's an omnipresent rough

there can convince me that another

safe carriage of ifflbs, and what HM Customs

texture to the sound, you start noticing that the

manufacturer is making apair of valve

&Excise will pillage from you for VAT and

bass is fuller, richer and more extended that

monoblocks this good for under £ 251, then the

duty, think about the aggravation of

you'd anticipated (even with LS3/5As). That in

Antique Sound Lab has got to be the most

importing apair yourself — if you could get a

itself makes the amplifier appear more powerful

incredible value- for- money entry-level tube

240V pair supplied directly.

than it really is, bigger and bolder and less like

purchase imaginable by default. Its uniqueness,

Imagine what happens if one fails. You'd

similarly-wattaged SETs. But the other quality

alas, kind of undermines the praise which must

have to send it back to the USA if you can't do

which made my ears stand up was the sense of

be heaped upon the Wave.

your own servicing. Or if it got lost during

space it recreated.

Without any doubt, the AV8 does for

online and find out how much they cost

shipping. You'd have to deal with the courier,

impoverished audiophiles with alust for

sort of like having root canal work without

needed to make an ' impressive' show of itself

glassware what the NAD 3020 did for those who

the anaesthetic.

by virtue of sheer SPLs, then its spatial

wanted an affordable solid-state integrated. The

recreation of a30 event was close to

downsides are the lack of overall refinement

local taxes which you may or may not escape.

remarkable. It did this in two ways, the most

and the limited power, restrictions which are so

That's around fi6o. Add at least £ 3o for door-

If the Wave lacked the requisite grunt

In the USA, apair costs 5238, less the

closely interlinked that sorting one out takes

to-door air freight and insurance, plus f35 for

care of the other. For most, this is old news:

VAT. Are you going to stiff the UK distributor

you've been aware for years of how low-

and give up peace of mind just to save £ 25?

power SETs act in asimilar fashion.
Stated plainly, the amp sounds

Better still, for the impecunious: packed
with the amp is amanual dealing with the

coarse when overdriven, but its

basics and, amusingly, acomplete circuit

meagre wattage means that

diagram and parts listing! If ' D', ' I' and ' Y' are

there's atendency to overdrive

in your alphabet, you might be tempted to

it. Find some high sensitivity

have ago at making your own, but Idon't see

speakers, and neither should be

how you could match the price. Maybe this is

an issue.

an indication of the Chinese sense of humour,

One cannot ignore the fact

because you have to laugh at anyone who'd

that you can buy any one of a

try to make aWave to save money. Think of it

number of classics for the

instead as acourtesy which used to be found

same money. For £ 250, you
could acquire amint Rogers Cadet III,

in most owner's manuals: those adept at
soldering could easily do their own servicing.

one of the lesser Leak models, apair of
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Quad 22L speaker
Tallest of anew series, this floorstander looks the business
PRICE

f895 per pair

SUPPLIER

Quad Electroacoustics

CONTACT

For

0845

458

oon

enclosures, cabinets, and printed circuit boards.

quality of the lining, but be assured: there are no

Few competitors originate as much these days.

compromises here. The pricing is feasible only

Component and unit matching is to extremely

because practically everything is made in-house.

close tolerances and indeed standards, generally,
are pretty much beyond reproach.
Quad is famous above all for its electrostatic

A ' two- and- a- half way' design, the 22L uses
two 165mm bass drivers, the lower of which is
mass- loaded to help restrict its contribution to the

many enthusiasts the name Quad

loudspeakers, and happily the recent 988 and

extreme bass. Internally the cabinet is divided by

still represents apinnacle in hi-fi, even though its

989 models (now, at last, made in China) have

asloping partition between the two drivers. The

founder, the legendary Peter Walker, is long

enjoyed arapturous reception. There was asmall

lower enclosure is reflex loaded by atubed port at

retired and the company has since been in several

moving- coil speaker in the 77 Series some years

the rear; the upper is sealed and has avertical
brace running around the internal side walls, the

pairs of new hands. Part of the International

ago (made for Quad by Spendor) but now we are

Audio Group, which also owns Wharfedale, Quad

treated to four Quad originals: two ` bookshelf'

partition and top. Both volumes are damped with

is now in Chinese ownership, the ward of two

designs, the ill_ and 12L, and two floorstanders,

agenerous lining of absorbent fibre wadding.

highly sympathetic brothers, Bernard and Michael

the 21L and the 22L reviewed here. All are 'clean

Chang, who have poured millions into IAG,

sheet' designs by Steve Hewlett, who has worked

cast chassis and have impregnated woven Kevlar

building adedicated seven- storey factory in

at the Shenzhen factory for many months,

cones with convex roll surrounds. Each has a

Shenzhen, PRC, and employing some 700 people.

enjoying more or less complete freedom to

central phase plug to enhance axial rigidity and

Happily, Quad retains much of its autonomy,
arid is still treated as aprecious gem. New
product design is by familiar UK- based, Quad-

The long- throw bass drivers are built in die-

pursue his ideas. Magnets apart, no OEM

improve off- axis dispersion. Coils are hand-wound

components are used in the new range.

on vented aluminium voice coil formers. The ferro -

The 22L's cabinetwork is superb. The core

fluid damped/cooled tweeter has a25mm soft

associated names, including Andy Grove for the

material is 18mm MDF finished in real wood

valve- renaissance kit and the extremely gifted

veneers of Maple, Bird's Eye Maple or Rosewood,

is impeccable throughout. The crossover is

Dane, Jan Ertner, who produced much novel solid-

or in aPiano Black. Each is treated to the same

simple, using just eight components, and is built

state thinking in the latter days of the Walker

six- coat lacquer (effectively aglaze) and the

on aPCB mounted in the rear of the upper

regime. Apart from magnets and bulk electronic

remarkably modest price tag of £895 per pair

components, the new factory makes practically

applies to all four finishes. Smart tailoring at a

O Rear view shows port and bi-wiring option

everything: drive units, chokes, crossovers,

keen price might lead to suspicions about the

while (left) floor spikes come as standard

2
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dome and aneodymium magnet. The engineering

auditions
enclosure. It is split for bi-wiring, so four goldplated 4mm socket/binding posts are fitted
(linked with bars as supplied, for aconventional
two-wire feed). Nominal impedance is 6ohms,
confirmed by my measurements, which revealed
peaks at around 63Hz (14 ohms) andt6kHz (17.r,
ohms); nowhere does it drop below 4ohms
Sensitivity is quoted at 89dB for 2.83V at 1m.
Audiophile-grade cable is used throughout
except for the final few inches to the tweeter
which revert to the rather thinner captive wire
emanating from its housing, though that is more a
surprise than an obvious compromise.
Quad's Julian Maddock had the bright idea of
loaning me apair of the small 111_ loudspeakers
along with the 22L — for comparison and to
confirm the ' family' approach. The balance
between the two is indeed remarkably similar,
such that with music which makes only modest
low frequency demands — astring quartet, for
example — you'd be hard put to hear the
difference at first, in most respects, although that
extra bass capability does, as ever, articulate the
surrounding acoustic. But this is keen synergy
and I
can imagine avery effective, and certainly
musical, multi-channel set-up based on 22L at the
front and 111_ at the rear, plus (if you must) a
subwoofer tucked away somewhere. And jolly
smart it would look too.
But back to the 22 alone. Listening through an
extended programme of carefully chosen and
analytically demanding source material — music
of all types, ranging from piano solo, chamber,
orchestral, solo vocal, opera to afew rock and
jazz favourites — confirmed the loudspeaker's
essentially neutral balance. It has few foibles and
TECHNOLOGY
This so-called two- and-a- half way' design
using aweighted, reflex- loaded lower bass
driver to complement asealed- box loaded
bass/mid unit. Woven Kevlar cones give an
excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio with good
inherent damping. Vented aluminum voice
coil formers provide excellent heat
dissipation to minimise thermal compression.
Treble is handled by aFerrofluid damped/
cooled soft dome tweeter. The well integrated

none that I
could attribute specifically to the
reflex loading of the lowei .bass — usually the

mechanical behaviour of the three units has
enabled the use of asimple crossover.

area where that last bit of control is sacrificed for
extension. Here it is firm and essentially 'tuneful'.
There's asmall contribution from the cabinet
at around 400Hz and 65oliz on steady-tone

more than afew similarly specified competitors,
though the 22L does not, of course, have the
sheer transparency of 'he vastly more expensive
electrostatics.
The Quad 22- treats a types of music equally
well: it is crisply responsive to the transient
demands of studio- based rock, well able to

Floor- standing design using three drivers

signals but on music this is barely apparent,
detected primarily as alittle additional warmth on

All key components built in-house

some source material, though this can be

presentation of the human voice. It is quite roomsensit ve so needs careful positioning to give of

Straightforward load and good sensitivity

ameliorated somewhat by careful positioning.
Quad recommends at least 3ocm from the side

Superb lacquered cabinet

walls and 20CM from the rear, but in my loft room
tney profited from rather more space at the rear,

comfortable with ; ts distinguisned pedigree.
Physical presentation is quite simply immaculate

Frequency range 3ohlz--24kHz

decode complex orchestral textures, truthful in its

its best, but once settled is astar performer,

and Isuspect this would apply in most rooms.

and at the price the 22L represents exceptional

Notably successful are the stereo articulation and
image stability, both of which would embarrass

value for money.
WORDS_IVOR HUMPH RUS
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is a genuine breakthrough in loudspeaker cable

design, the result of intensive research and development. All
3 models in the X- TUBE
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possible from your hi-fi or home cinema system.
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Linn Adikt cartridge
Replacing the long-lived K9, apromising all- new
moving- magnet cartridge joins the Linn portfolio
PRICE

£ 195

SUPPLIER

Linn Products Ltd

CONTACT

0141 307 7777

For many years the Linn K9 was the

their bit, and disappeared. I
would liken the difference to
that between agood quality
point- and- shoot camera and
an expensive SLR design. The
former gives aperfectly
acceptable image; and

standard- issue moving- magnet pick-up from

it is only when compared with

Linn Products' cartridge range, but this has now

the results of ahigher-

been replaced by the entirely new model

performing design that the

reviewed here. Visually, the new Adikt is very

soft focusing and lack of 3D-

different from its predecessor, tne K9's blunt,

esque depth of field becomes

boxy shape being replaced by atapered and

apparent.

curved body that, to my eyes at least, bears a

Ifelt the Adikt was at its

resemblance to an old-fashioned gas- heated

best when portraying tonal

soldering- iron tip.

colour. It seemed to capture

Normally, cartridges without square edges

the range of sounds

are quite difficult to align; however, Linn has

emanating from an orchestra

taken care of this, at least when the Adikt is

in most of its glory, and was

used with Linn equipment. On top of the

equally at home with the

cartridge body, behind the screw holes, ee a

electronic noises produced by

pair of raised nibs. When installed in my Linn

The Orb. Even 192os jazz

Itok LVII arm, the nibs rested at the very nck of

recordings were given enough

the adjustment slots in the headshell for near-

body and form to make them

perfect alignment. Linn claims that the Adikt will

satisfying to listen to, the

fit awide range of tonearms, but Iwould

entire range of instruments

suggest that prosDective purchasers check that

being evenly displayed. This

the adjustment slots on their arms are long

was apleasant discovery since

enough. Idiscovered that the range of available

Ihave found alot of budget

adjustment in aPro-Ject arm was not great

pick-ups make older

enough to allow fitting. Owners of the old Helius

recordings sound abit thin and ghostly.

range of arms will have the same problem.

If Ihad to pinpoint aweakness it would be in

TECHNOLOGY

the dynamics department. Ifelt that crescendos

With abody of gass-lcaded plastic composite,

1.7g, with the Adikt fitted in asystem comprising

did build up, but only to acertain level. For

the cartridge weighs 825g; it's described

Linn Sondek (Valhalla), aRoksan Caspian Phono

example, this robbed Grace Slick's towering

officially as 'aLinn design which Goldring

Stage, aPrimare Ato amplifier and Castle

vocals on ' White Rabbit' [ Jefferson Airplane

assembles on our bear. Stylus tip is a

Stirling 3loudspeakers. Cables were from the

Surrealistic Pillow, RCA Victor NL83738] of a

Gyger II profile: the user- replaceable stylus

Russ Andrews range. Sound quality settled

little excitement, but still got across the

assembly plugs into the front of the body.

Tracking weight was set to the recommended

down, becoming consistent remarkably quickly. I essential energy of the music.
would normally allow around 50 hours listening

Yet the Adikt does transmit energy and music

Claimed responsa is 2cF12-2okHz, +/- 2d8. Load
resistance is 47k ohm, and matching load

before being sure that the performance had

in avery agreeable form, and tspent agood

capacitance is given ast50-2oopF. Output

really settled, but the Linn Adikt showed little

many hours enjoying listening to this cartridge.

voltage is 6.5mV. Track Tg weight range is

further variation in performance after about to

It leaves the listener feeling satisfied, if not

1.5-2.5g (nominal 1.7-12g) and 1.7g on the Ittok

hours use.

satiated. Some subtleties are glossed over, and

dial- in scale was found to give the best results

the background is not as inky black as with the

after tuning by ear.

SonicaIly, it came across as avery competent
performer, with the sound relayed in afirm and

similarly priced DNM Mica, but on the other

well-behaved manner. The Adikt did rot quite

hand control of surface noise is exemplary and

give that sense of space and room around the

better than most of its competitors.

musicians compared with an expensive moving-

KEY FEATUR

--

Smooth, firm and quite full-bodied sound

Overall, agood product that makes listening

coil, or with some pricier moving- magnet

to music enjoyable, absorbing and satisfying.

designs, which leave agreater awareness of a

Well worth auditioning, provided your headshell

performer's presence. Musicians appeared in

will allow the cartridge to fit properly.

their respective places on the soundstage, did

WORDS TONY BOLTON

Good control of surfEe noise
Easy to install in many arms
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TAG McLaren AV32R bp-192
Popular processor now ready for multichannel DVD-A and SACD

formats of DVD-Audio and SACD, both of which

sources would be available through the Tape Out.

have been forbidden from providing the logical

Other additions include DTS Neo:6 matrix

means to connect aplayer to asurround system

processing, and Dolby Pro- Logic II, the latter

— through adigital output. While fists are

normally charged as an extra cost option by TAG

banged on tables in working groups around the

McLaren. Two distinct versions of AV32R bp- 192

world, as technology and content providers

are available, the 5.1 channel version at £ 2549,

It's been over three years since

conspire on auniversal 'secure' standard for a

while the 7.1 channel version adds two more

digital audio (and video) link between consumer

channels of processing for THX Surround EX and

TAG McLaren Audio unveiled the AV32R

equipment, early adopters of DVD-A and SACD

DIS 6.1, for cinema fans who feel the need, at

audio/visual processor [ first reviewed by AG, Nov

must connect their players via awiring loom of

£2994. While the Surround EX facility is included,

'99], aproduct that has endured to become the

six analogue interconnects. TAG McLaren has

DTS ES 6.1 carries an extra charge (£ 99.95).

benchmark against which many processors are

now managed to squeeze in the necessary phono

Other upgrades incurring more cost to the user

measured. Over those years, TAG McLaren has

sockets to the already packed rear panel, after

include MPEG audio decoding (£9.99), and HDCD

confinued to work on the design, updating the

carefully lowering the motherboard inside by a

compatibility (£ 39.95).

AV32 internal software on numerous occasions,

few millimetres. The new 5.1 Bypass input is

and adding more functionality as new formats

selected like any other input, with the soft click

have appeared. Some of these updates are

of relays can just audible as it's engaged.

PRICE

£2994

SUPPLIER

TAG McLaren Audio

CONTACT

01480 415681

'running repairs' to remedy operational bugs,

To bring the AV32R in line with recent silicon

SOUND
On top of its enviable achievments in flexibility
when catering for the fastidious home cinema

while others have been chargeable updates to

chip design, it is now fitted with 24-bit/192kHz

enthusiast — the list of adjustments available is

add, for example, HDCD decoding or Dolby Pro

DACs, replacing the previous 24/96 converters.

along one, from tweaking A/O converter gain to

Logic II. It's even possible to add acomplete DAB

The signal processing core remains the same and

display brightness and time-out control — the

digital radio internally, the same module used in

there is no concession to connecting a192kHz

TAG McLaren AV32R bp- 192 has the important

the lauded T32 standalone radio tuner.

sample- frequency digital source, so at first

bonus of remaining avery fine sounding

glance it's possible to see the switch as a

surround- sound processor. With playback of CD

Software updates can go along way with such
microprocessor- fuelled products; but there

marketing ploy, playing the numbers game. But

audio from aCD or DVD player, connected via a

comes atime when essential hardware revisions

while it's true that the AV32R has no essential

digital input, the result is avery smooti and

are needed to accomodate movements in

need of such aconverter, the new chip does offer

clean sound, free of treble glare or obvious

technology. The principal demonstration of all the

improved performance at CD and DVD-Video

digital colorations. It is adistinctly different

latest revisions will be seen in the forthcoming

sample rates: see ' Technology'.

sound than found in aconventional CD player

flagship, the AV192, due to appear later this year.

Improved tape recording facilities are also

and amplifier arrangement, appearing alittle

in the meantime, loyal AV32R users can acquire

seen on the bp- 192 model, which can now

cooler and cleaner than usual, and with adry

the important changes right now. Upgrade

provide an analogue output to line-out sockets

quality which avoids insincere euphony. Digital

pricing depends on the age of AV32R, and more

from adigital source. Previously, only analogue

sources such as DVD and DAB radio worked

details are posted on the company website,
Operation of the

www.tagmclaren.com.

bypass mode:

There are two main revisions to the AV32R,

'Ordinary' input

now dubbed AV32R bp- 192. Both of these are
-eferenced in the extended suffix: ' bp' refers to
pypass mode, and ' 192' is the sample frequency

autrei

torn

.

Mulog

chr.o

(below). Note that

In bypass mode, the regular internal signal
processor and then digital- to-analogue converter

IksaVe
DAC

<édier

option is really for the sake of the highband

DAC

5I

the

okHz HF filter

is always in circuit,

— aroute that hitherto alt analogue sources
nave had to take — is sidestepped. The bypass

(top), versus
Bypass mode

capability of the D/A converters.
chain of analogue- to- digital converter, digital

source selected

Analog
Ouner

>
Cvlout

halving bandwidth
from 24/192 DVD-A,
for example
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Packed with audio and
v.deo processors inside, and
banks of sockets outside
commendably well converted in the AV32R, and
analogue sources were - ot emasculated by their
Recent advances in chip design means many

journey through 2o-bit/g6kHz A/D converters,

iighquality DAC chips are now specified for

providing asimilar theoretical ' window' in

192kHz sample frequency operation. Replaciu

dynamic range and bandwidth for audio as

he AKM AK4393 D/A converters [ a24/96 stereo

available from SACD.

DAC, and not 24/192 as incorrectly reported

ii

Cinema sources using Dolby Digital and DIS

with just- recorded freshness.
An original AV32R was not available from TAG
Mc..aren for comparison, but from Dolby AC3
surces, there was asimilar trend in sonic

:he Naim AV2 review, June ' oz] are the uprated

get the same first-class travel treatment through

qualities when compuing to the Naim product.

AK4395 chips, apin- compatible stereo 24/192

the AV32R bp- 192, resulting in an easier ride

The TAG McLaren AV32R always gave an ' in

•device. There is no internal upsampling

through loud action scenes; even Dolby Digital,

control' feel to the music or soundtrack, placing

advertised for sub-96kHz sources as now

which usually betrays its less than hign-fidelity

the soundfield precisely around the room, in a

employed on., for example, Meridian's flagship

pedigree, sounded more tolerable than usual.

way that almost let yc)..i sense the processor at

drocessor, making the choice of new chip

work. Naim's AV2 let aseamless sound field fill

questionable, if it were not for its measured

When connected to SACD and DVD-A sources,
the AV32R bp- 192 performed as advertised,

specification. Compared to the AK4393 stereo

providing full volume control of multichannel

all directions. While the TAG McLaren gave a

3/A converter, the AK4595 is rated by AKM wth

sources. Careful reference with asimilar audio-

satin, well- damped sound that would not upset

!ower levels of digital filter ripple, down from

only product, the Naim Audio AV2, using Chord

listeners sensitive to low bit- rate graininess, it

±o.005dB to ±o.000zdB, along with better alias

Co DIN- to phono leads to connect to the same

also denied some of the intimacy of alive

9lteriig, such that stopband attenuation is

iooX5R and 25oX3R amplifiers, showed some

concert, for example, with its dynamically flatter,

increased from 75dB to nodB.

interesting differences, suggesting the general

less engaging sound.

TAG McLaren makes much of the thought

the room, retainirig image depth and richness in

character of the AV32R bp- 192. In 5.1 Bypass

The TAG McLaren AV32R bp- 192 is still the

that las gone into the addition of 5.1 Bypass

mode, where an AV processor needs only to

most sophisticated and versatile at — and even

mode, which can be added to any age of AV32R

control gain, the AV32R was found to lend a

beyond — its price, adding tremendous value to

already in use. The analogue input is switched

smooth, controlled flavour to multichannel SACD.

the home cinema experience with wellengineered user funct .ons and great flexibility,

int) crcuit by -elays sited on asmall additional

How much of this is due to an unavoidable high-

daughterboud, positioned electrically before

frequency filter is not clear (see 'Technology') but

particularly in terms of upgrades as they have

the analogue volume control, output buffers,

where the Naim AV2 allowed SACD discs to

ana will become available. While it has always

and ai HF filter. The latter filter remains in

sound open and vibrant and dynamic, the AV32R

been respected for Is clean cinema sound

circuit at all times for all sources, a4th- order

showed asound that was dry, damped and

quality, for the user for whom sound quality

Bessel with - 3dB point of 5okHz. This may be

narrowed. The Saint-Saëns Cello Concerto No

alone is the final arpiter, Ifound the AV32R has

usefiE for removing ife high levels of ultrasonic

from Channel Classics [ CCS16598] had woody,

now been usurped by ademonstrably better

noise from SACO, although its effect on sound

resonant cello placed in an airy acoustic when

sounding product a: asimilar price point, namely

quality remains questionable.
KEY FEAR, RES

the Naim Audio AV2. The AV2 lacks the beautiful
ana informative fluorescent display, solid build,

McLaren AV32R. Treble quality was changed also,

ana flexibility of the AV32R, though, so for many

sourding clear and relaxed but without the

users the AV32R bp- 192 will be the irresistible

Now suitable for DVD-A and SACD

extension and purity of the Nairn AV2. Dynamics

choice. And if you need video switching ir sync

also suffered in direct comparison, as the quad

with the audio on the same chassis, along with

Improved D/A conversion

Tubular Bells SACD readily demonstrated. The

lucid on- screen graphics, options on digital

heavily-reverbed organ stabs near the opening of

tuners and endless customisatior features, the

the piece were restrained through the AV32R,

TAG McLaren AV32R is the clear favourile.

where the AV2 could render the same instrument

WORDS _ANDREW HARRISON

Dolby Pro- Logic Il and DIS Neo:6 modes
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passed through the Naim AV2, but seemed overly
curtailed and subtly smothered through the TAG
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DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
TacT M2150
Digital integrated amplifier based on the World
known Millennium Mk. II. DSP-based crossover. 24/
192kHz compatible. 2x300W/4ohms. Optional 24/
192kHz AD converter for analog input. Software &
hardware upgradeable. Available as power- amp S2150.

TacT RCS 2.2 X
Digital preamplifier & Room Correction System. 24/
192kHz compatible. DSP-based digital crossovers
for main speakers & subwoofers. Optional 24/192kHz
DA & AD converters. Software and hardware
upg radea ble.

TacT MH-1 & W-210
Loudspeakers designed specifically for use with the
TacT digital amplifiers and Room Correction systems. Crossovers and pre- calibration is handled in
the amplifier's DSP which leave only a coil and a
capacitor in the signal path.
MODELS:
LS- 1
MH-1
C-1
W210
W410

When TacT Audio introduced : he TacT Millennium,
the worlds first true digital amplifier, back in 1998 it
was not only heralded as the most important technological breakthrough in decades, it was also immediately recognized as the greatest sonic improvement in amplification ever.
The audio press was unanimous in its praise: "Without any true competition", " It sounded much
more like live music than anything else I had
heard", " Overwhelming transparency".
Yet another breakthrouch was introduced not long
after the Millennium amplifier: the TacT Room Correction System - and again, the audio press praised
the performance: "The walls melted away. I was
transported to the performance. The speakers disappeared. A veil was lifted.", " an almost scaringly clear sound", " for the first time
I could really hear just how good my speakers were".

www.tactaudio.com

2- way Floorstanding line source
w/ Ribbon tweeter
2- way Floorstander ( left)
2- way Center channel
2x10" Subwoofer ( left)
4x10" subwoofer

The latest additions to the line of digital components are the new " digital" loudspeakers, the
RCS2.2X room correction system, and the 2150 digital amplifiers. The loudspeakers are designed to
take full advantage of the room correction system
and the advanced features available in the 2150
digital amplifiers. The amplifiers and the RCS/TCS
correction systems can be used as stand-alone,
together, or in a fully digital setup with the new loudspeakers.
TacT can now deliver a fully digital audio solution
that will satisfy even the most demanding audiophile.
...it is time to finally find out what your music
really sounds like.., it is time to audition the
Digital Solutions from TacT Audio!

TacT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
LittleFerry NJ 07643 USA
tel.: + 1 201 440 9300

TacT
IJ
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www.exposurehifi.com
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Exposure CD Player XXII

Exposure Pre- Amplifier XXIII

Exposure Dual Regulated

Exposure Dual Mono

Phono Pre- Amplifier XXVI

Power Amplifier XXVIII

In an era where automation churns out players by the thousands, here's reprieve. The new Classics from Exposure.
Still individually built by hand, using only custom-made components. To deliver absolute purity of sound.
Passionate about your mpsic? Welcome back to the new Classics. Another masterpiece from the award-winning Exposure.

Exposure Electronics Ltd: The Works, 59 North Street, Portslade, East Sussex BN41 1DH, England. Tel: + 44 1273 423877 Fax: +44 1273 430619
Exposure Asia Pacific: The Works Two, 117A, Jalan SS2/24, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. Tel: +603 7875 8181 Fax: +603 7875 2833

high fidelity engineering
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Mirage Omnisat/LF-150 sub
Mirage offers its cunning new execution of the omnidirectional
principle in an innovative and versatile system
PRICE

satellites £400 per pair
su b

£ 370

SUPPLIER

API ( UK) Ltd

CONTACT

01787 249656

Stereo imaging over abroad

acharacteristic figure- of- eight radiation pattern,
and the rear radiation is out of phase with that
from the front. By contrast, bipoles are
essentially two ' unipoles' stuck back to
back and driven in paralel, so the rear
output is in- phase with that from the
front. This kind of speaker is associated
with Definitive Technology, but the best-

listening area is the lynchpin of Mirage speaker

known exponent is Mirage, abrand of the

design, for reasons explained in the boxout over

giant Canadian speaker maker API. In fact,

the page. Conventional speakers with forward-

under the aegis of techlical supremo Ian

facing drive units — ' unipolars' — disperse

Paisley, Mirage has developed the bipolar

sound over arelatively narrow arc. The

idea under the name Omnipolar, making

dispersion of adriver at any particular

the front and rear planes are as close to

frequency depends, in Part, on the acoustic

each other as possible, which broadens the

diameter of the drive unit, dispersion naFrowing

dispersion further around the sides.

at the top end of each driver's passband, before

The next step, which led to the loudspeaker
satellite is : he inventive

widening out as the next- smaller drive unit

reviewed here, takes the thinking one stage

takes over. The result is an off- axis radiation

further. Designed by ateam led by Ian Paisley's

part o' the system, and is based on a

pattern that varies across the frequency nand

protégé Andrew Welker, the brief was to reduce

compact, low- diffraction aluminium baffle and

with asawtooth characteristic due in part to

the cost overhead of abipole, which arises

an ABS enclosure which measures (or rather,

interference effects between adjacent drivers in

because the drive unit complement is doubled

could be put in abox measuring) 205 x158 x

the crossover band.

compared to aunipolar design in the midband

2o5nun (hwd). It houses two drive units, a

and treble — the bass can normally be assumed

11.2f.M polypropylene titanium- deposited hybrid

to be omni-directional.

bass/mid-range unit fitted with bucking

Dipoles are generally associated with panelbased electrostatic and ribbon speakers. in
wh;ch sound is radiated forwards and back —
there's acancellation null at the sides giving

The first fruit of the programme is the Mirage
Omnisat, asmall, uniquely- shaped
satellite speaker which will
normally be used with a
subwoofer, typically in a2.1 or a
5.1 channel configuration. The
Mirage comes in four
colourways: Platinum,
Black, White and
Platinum/Black.
There are two
subwoofers in the Mirage
line-up which nominally match

magnets for magnetic shielding, and asimilarly
equipped 25mm titanium hybrid tweeter.
But rather then being moulted in the usual
way on acommon baffle, they are mounted one
above the other, the two units more or less
horizontal and facing upwards. To disperse the
sound in the reqJired manner, which is close to
omni-di-ectional on the horizontal plane, the
two units are fired into closely- coupled
reflectors, made from aluminium and welded
into position, whic'h deflect the sound through
,
oughly

9o°.

In fact, the two drive units are not quite

the Omnisats, of which the larger LF15o is

horizontat, the bass/Mid driver points roughly

recommended. This was the subwoofer

2o° towards the listener, and the reflectors are

submitted for this test, which

slighly tilted, with the a.rn o' diverting alarger

gives a2.1, that is, astereo
system, primarily
intended for music.
The Omnisat

proportion of the sound towards the listener.
Mirage states that in this design, some

3%

of

the sound is radiated towards the listener, and
70 % into the reverberant soundfield, inverting
the usual proportions.
The Omnisat satellite is very well built and
finely fnished, and is eouipped with single wire
terminals — quality items without doubt, but biwire terminals would probably have been even
better. The satellites are equipped with ascrew
socket which, with external hardware, allows it

october
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SOPHISTCATED SYSTEMS • ET FGANT SOUNDS
Lavardin Model IS Reference An amazingly

SME Model so turntable/Series IV tonearm

well balanced, natural saund fom asolid-state

One of our best selling combinations consistently

new integrated player from this company with

amplifier. Minimalist de;ign which justs plays

over the last few years. Afirst class, high- end sound

96kHz capability and a64 Bit valve DAC. Avery

music superbly well. £ 2 ≥ 95 line only. £ 2595

at an affordable price. Turntable £ 2644. Tonearm

open and detailed sound with no hint of the usual

with phono.

£1127. Cartridge shown is Transfiguration Spirit

CD glare. Extremely good sound and appearance.

Mk3. £ 950.

f1995.

Tube Technology Fusion CD64 CD player The

e
..ans • ••1111w

-••••*,'

GamuT D200 dual mono power amplifier

Shun Mook Mpingo Discs We have beea selling

Rogue Audio valve amplification Tremendous

An extremely lucid and controlled sound.

these tuning devices for some 4years and in that

sound and build quality at this price point. The

Combines well with many cf cur valve

time have learnt extens:vely what they can do.

Model 66 pre- amplifier with phono stage costs

pre- amplifiers to produce the air and space

They are very powedul tools which tune out

£1295. The 88 stereo power amplifier produces

usually mirrsing in powerf Jr solid state designs.

unwanted resonances from the room, and most

6owpc from matched 655o valves, which can be

Achoice of fascia panels are available. £ 325-o.

rooms have problems, and from the audio

configured in ultralinear or triode mode and

equipment. Their application needs ro be carried

tapped for 4or 8ohms. £ 1495. All available

out in acareful and considered way otherwise it is

in black or silver face plates.

possible to "overdo" the effect which can negate
all the good they are capable of. We can help prevent
this by giving you the benefit of our long experience
and help with the fine tuning. Shown above are two
of the more cost effective productsdhe Spatial
Control Kit (9Mpingo Discs and 2holders) at £495
and the Super Diamond Resonators ( set of 3) at
£395. Call for more details.

Aloia • Audio Analogue • Avalon Acoustics • BCD • Beauhorn • Benz- Micro • Cardas • Clearaudio • Clearlight Audio RDC Rae
conrad-Johnson • Diapason • EAR iYoshino • Final • Gamut • GRAAF • Kuzma • Lavaidin • Living Voice • Lyra • Magnum Dynalab
Nordost • Nottingham An ilogia: • () pent • Pagode Equipment Supports • Red Rose • Resolution Audio • Rogue Audio • SME Shun Monk • Transfiguration • triangle • . fri-Planar • Tube Technology • Unison Research • Wadia

Our new premises have free and easy parking,

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those

Demonstrations by appointment,

immediately outside the bi.ilding. Conveniently

who might find this method more convenient.

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to iS:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

located between Reading and Basingstoke, we are
approximately 15 minutes ° rive from either junction
12

on the M4 or junction 6on the M3.

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

The new unit has 2cemonstratior rooms, witt
will make assessing our select range of prime audio
products even easie'.

Parr exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfoeaudioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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to be used on any surface, including inverted on

itself over the first few days use, as capacitors

the ceiling. [
The basic idea of an acoustic

formed, and driver suspensions bedded in.

reflector is almost as old as hi-fi itself, and the
Omnisat has notable precursor from the early

design of the Omnisat that there isn't room to

19905 in the form of Canon 'wide dispersion'

go into, but perhaps the most important is that

There are alot of additional subtleties to the

speakers, but the Mirage design has genuinely

it is not truly omnidirectional. Previous

innovative features — Ed.]

experience suggests that uf it had been, it

The LE- 150 subwoofer is much more
straightforward. It's avinyl wrap-vented design

would have been unable to focus properly.

with a25cm polypropylene/titanium-deposited
cone driver driven by a15oW continuous
MOSFET amplifier (600W peak), and measuring

plane, so that when used on medium- height
stands, with the satellites at alittle below eye

315 x500 x394mm (hwd). Self-adhesive feet

astonishing height and scale.
There are all kinds of tricks than can be
played with the system to generate an image

are positioned once the orientation of the
subwoofer has been decided upon.
When it came to listening, Iwas unable to
achieve asatisfactory set-up of the subwoofer.
Either the bass was light and agile, matching
the characteristics of the satellites at the
expense of weight and depth, or it was
overblown, and yet still lacking depth and
power. Best results were obtained with the lowpass filter set higher than usual, and the volume
setting lower, but in the end the sub seems to
be simply uneven and not well damped around

Directivity is biased slightly above the forward

level, the system produces an image of truly

that appears to come from aparticular plane.
Try them on the floor, and then reversed. It's
great fun, and no matter what you do, you'll find
the system always remains listenable.
Imagery is the name of the game, of course,
and the Omnisat manages to produce an
unusually airy, spacious image of enormous
scale, but at the same time it manages to focus
quite sharply (when used the right way around!)
despite the big, airy soundstage, atrick that

TECHNOLOGY
Thinking at Mirage, set out by API's chief
engineer Ian Paisley, has always been
dominated by the research into reproduced
sound conducted a: Canada's National Research
Council in the 19805, which provided much the
same kind of impetus and direction to the
Canadian (and to alesser extent, the US)
loudspeaker industry that BBC broadca3t
requirements had given : oBritish loudspeaker
design in the preceding decade. In amassive

the port resonance, though on the whole it
worked better with rock material, with its

eludes most other speakers. It works unfeasibly
well even when placed straight in the floor, but

generally heavy upper bass and limited depth
requirements, than with acoustic material.

it always sounds better with its 'fencing mask'
mesh cover removed.
Part of the secret of the Omnisat's stereo

showed aconsistent preference for
loudspeakers with the widest possible
bandwidth, aflat frequency response and

imaging, incidentally unheralded by Mirage

uniformly wide dispersion (
our italics) Alarger,
wider soundstage was consistently preferred by

For some of the listening, Isubstituted a
Ruark Log Rhythm 150, asealed- box pressuredrive system, and got better results. API Canada
explained that specifying the LE- 150 subwoofer
was astrategic decision, primarily aimed at the

themselves, is that the geometry of the system
implies that Omnisat is inherently time- aligned.

series of double blind tests, the NRC tests

listeners. Ian Paisley's belief is that what

Imagery aside, the most striking
characteristic of the system is the way it brings
performances to life. Whether playing Prokofiev

distinguishes live music frorr reproduced is the
ratio of direct to reflected sound, and —

— but the satellites can be purchased on their
own. (Aconcessionary price of £1295 is offered
here for a5.1-channel system based on the

or the Pogues, Mary Chapin Carpenter or

case is that the ideal dispersion pattern, the one

Copland, the Omnisat system sounds vital and

that that most nearly m rrors reality, is around

lively. Coloration levels are low, though not

same satellites and subwoofer.)

vanishingly so in the lower treble, and the open,

30% direct sound and 70% reflected, and this is
best met by aspeaker that is close to omni-

US market, where acomplete 5.1 channel
system needed to meet aparticular price point

My view is that aflagship product like the
Omnisat requires aflagship subwoofer in the
first instance, almost irrespective of price. It
appears there will shortly be just such an
animal, avisually stunning model called the
0M-200, which will cost £ 799 when it appears,
probably around the time this review is published.
The satellites' sound was coloured when
newly decanted from the box, but this righted

crucially — the spectral balance of each. His

indeed. This can come as ashock from asystem

directional.
If the direct/reflected paradigm sounds more
than slightly Bose- like, well it is. The original

that is so physically unprepossessing. Perhaps
it should not come as asurprise from a

into the reverberant soundfield, and the most

airy balance is practically in aclass of its own.
Musical dynamics are handled very well

loudspeaker so critically dependent on its
acoustic environment that, although it can be
used almost anywhere with good results, it was
at its most distinctive best with without too

Bose gon, however, directed go% of the sound

e

the current range works at about so:5o. There
are few other areas nwhich the thinking of the
two brands converge.

much clutter in its immediate acoustic
environment.

Groundbreaking acoustic design using

It is clear that the subwoofer supplied for
this system doesn't allow the system to express

acoustic reflectors

itself ideally, but with amore appropriate model

Flexible placemert options

in the pipeline, the Omnisat system is a
distinctive addition to the market, and strikingly

Satellites availabie sepaiately

good value for money, as well as being avisual
knockout, areal lifestyle package. It offers a

Time- aligned, near omni-directional

sense of involvement, scale and space, without
loss of precise stereo imagery, that makes a

Full system magnetically shielded

mockery of many conventional systems.
WOROS_ALVIN GOLD
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Model One
We strongly believe that technical specifications
are not the real key in sound reproduction. Our
loudspeakers give real life and space to your
music. Our first design is possibly the best
example of this concept. The Model One has an
extremely spatial sound image, it has rhythm,
emotion

and

their

frequency

behaviour

is

incredibly coherent. Despite its size the Model
One gives true and dynamic bass. These tones
change easily to medium and higher frequencies:
coherence is the key to a real music experience.
Every principle of our design philosophy is used
in the Model One in the most essential way:
difficult simplicity. Maybe that's the reason why it
has become our best-known speaker. The press
have rewarded us repeatedly and are continually
surprised by it. For many people, the Model One
is a statement in hi-fi, a reference at any price.
Many recording studios are using the Model
One. Who knows if it will also be an important
Totem in your life.

We named this speaker

"Model One" because, as acompany, we wanted
to choose something unpretentious. We also
wanted to indicate that it was not only our first
model, but our prime model!

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

N%I
ID AM. en%

• •
oent
J

TotemAcoustic.com

London Area

South East
The North

Cornflake.co.uk, LONDON,Tel: 0207 6310472
Rayleigh Hi Fi, LAKESIDE,Tel: 01708 680551
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London,Tel: 0207 2292077
Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEIGH, Essex,Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 265245
Image Audio,Headingley, Leeds,Tel: 01132 789374
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel:01254 887799
The Audio Room, Hedon, Hull Tel: 01482 891375

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.yerelle n@ joenit.corn
Belgium Tel: 0032 15 285 585
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Bryston 14B-ST power amplifier
Now in asingle monster chassis: the Canadian company offers all
the might of its 7B monoblocks in this 600W stereo power amp
PRICE

£ 5500

SUPPLIER

PMC Ltd

CONTACT

08 7
0

444 10 44

There are few names in
amplification with the enduring reputation of
Bryston. This Canadian company has built up a
reputation for fine- sounding products, built
with battleship qualities and carrying a20- year
transferable warranty. Under review here is
Bryston's latest assault on the high- end market,
its no- holds- barred dual- mono 14B- ST.
The Bryston 14B- ST is another Stuart Taylor
design, which started life as an attempt to
integrate the power output of the 7B- ST
500W/ch monoblocks into astereo chassis.
This evolved into the 600W/ch 14B- ST. The 14BST is physically much larger than its monoblock
siblings in order to allow the chassis to be
convection cooled whilst keeping the output
stages at asafe temperature. The CAD- designed
chassis measures 17 x7.5 x17.5in (whd).
Heatsinks run the full length of the chassis,
with curved edges to avoid injury to children,
pets and audiophiles.
On the front panel ( brushed silver for this
sample, black also available) are very
substantial handles, essential to lift the 85Ib
weight of this chassis, together with two LEDs
and asingle ' ST' nameplate — which is actually
the touch sensitive On/Off switch (there is a
second switch on the rear to totally remove
power from the 14B). The LED turns red
momentarily after power- on as the soft- start
circuitry stabilises the amplifier's internals

upsampler/DAC with Monolithic PSU. Speakers

to cause the LEDs to flicker red indicating

before turning green.

included PMC MB- 2s, JMIab Elektra 926, Martin

clipping, or what would be left of your

Logan Aerius Iand SL- 3. My Brystor 7B- ST

posts, RCA single- ended inputs and Neutrik

monoblocks were used as reference power

speakers!
Running in balanced mode, which in my

balanced/TRS inputs. Also included on the rear

amplifiers.

system seemed to give slightly more immediacy

To the rear are heavy-duty five- way binding

panel are options to start the amplifier remotely

Once it was powered up (following the initial

and pace to the sound, to me the £ 55oo 14B- ST

for home cinema or custom installation, the

loo- hour running- in period), Ifound the 14B

fully justified its fl000 increase in price over

ability to switch in an extra 6dB gain on the

took about 30 minutes to come fully 'on song' .

the 7B- ST nonoblocks. It took the sound of the

balanced inputs, and the loA IEC input.

Once the heatsinks have become warm to the

73- ST, an outs:anding amplifier which Iwould

touch, the amp is working optimally, and you

unhesitatirgly recommend, and improved it in

included my trusty Basis Gold Debut/Graham

can really hear what aspectacular amplifier this

every way.

2.o/Benz Glider LO turntable front end, Bryston

is. No matter what the programme material, or

1.5 and Klyne System 7PX 3.5 phono stages,

the level played into any load Icoud fini, this

toughest pace to better the 7B- ST, the 14B took

Bryston BP25 and Krell KRC-3 pre- amps and

amplifier never once ran hot or missed abeat. I

every speaker connected and seemed to deliver

Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature

shudder to think what levels need to be reached

an extra few Hertz of extension whilst

For listening, components used with the 14B

Starting in the lower registers, probably the
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Vinyl is very much alive
,..4.0.
Last year, EAR/Yoshino premiered its groundlereaking solid-state
amplifiers, the 312 pre and M100 power amps, at the Hi Fi show.
They will be shown again this year,
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auditions
Sade's vocals that the 7B

increasing the responsiveness of the

had suggested but delivered

bass. The bass was tuneful, whilst

inconsistently; with the

painting athoroughly

14B- ST the phrasing, inner

convincing picture of

detail and interplay between

the lower registers with

vocals and the musicians

everything from an

was clear and easy to hear.

acoustic double bass to

Each musician and

the lowest registers of a

instrument had aspace on

dance music synthesised

the stage that you felt you

bassline.

could walk up to and around.

Nothing Icould find

The more recent Anastacia

could catch it out, or

release, Not That Kind [
Epic 497412 21

render the bass in

on CD just exploded into the room with

anything other than an

Anastacia's voice effectively walking from the

utterly convincing manner. The

front plane of the speakers into the listening

crucial midrange, whilst excellent on the
7B, was simply the best I've heard from any

room with band behind. So realistic was the

amplifier to date. The vocals of female

vocal portrayal, you could almost see the lights

singers, from Enya to Celine Dion and Alicia

in the room dim as she started singing,
As asatisfied 7B- ST monoblock owner, Iwas

Keys painted the image of the performer in
the room. The soundstage was the most

surprised at just what the 14B- ST did for the

enveloping and stable of its kind. Front- to -

sound of my system. Istill believe that the
7B- ST monoblocks represent excellent

back stage depth was, for me, state of

value even at £ 4400, but if you can

the art, while the illumination of the

accommodate the size and weight

soundstage was even, from

of theL4B-ST, then Iwould

centre front to the extremes

seriously consider spending the

at the rear.

extra, confident that the Bryston

Paired with the

20- year warranty will be there

MartinLogan SL- 3,

should you need it.

this amplifier could

Iwould also seriously investigate

truly make you wonder

what the Bryston 14B- ST can deliver in

why we need a

reliability, power and astonishing sound

surround- sound format

quaiity — and all Ihave to do now is figure

for music. You could
recording venue or studio with your

out how to pay for the unit Ihave!
Ar unconditional recommendation, for the

chosen artist. At the top end, high

fines; amplifier I've heard to date.

frequencies were always crystalline with

WORDS_DAVID ALLCOCK

close you eyes and be at the

the kind of air surrounding them that valve

TECHNICLOGY

aficionados always turn to, when trying to
prove their amplifier's superiority over

This balanced- output 600W/8 ohm design

solid-state. You could almost measure the

(9oolAl/a ohm) is the first of anew range from
Bryszon,.featuring the suffix SST. Bryston hand

space around the individual instruments
whilst never losing the coherency of the

O Lid- off view shows dual- mono layout,

assembles each amplifier, using fully discrete

whole musical event.

with massive toroidal transformers placed

components instead of ICs, o.1% metal- film

Diamond Life [
EPC 26044] on vinyl
delivered intonations and phrasing from

near the front. Rear panel view ( below)

resistors, polysyrene capacitors and matched

shows balanced/unbalanced input options

traiiistors.
Manufacturer's figures give gain as 29dB
unoalanced, and either 23dB or 29dB balanced.
Bandwidth is aHz to 'over lookHz', and noise is
greater than ii2dB below full output, weighting
unspecified. Acomputer- modeled heatsink
design aids heat dissipation without recourse to
fai coolirg.

600W into 8ohm
Fardess cooling by optimised heatsinks
WI balanced operation

--"\T
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auditions
Cyrus CLS70 speaker
Heavyweight cabinet, space-age style
PRICE

£850, stands Eno/pair

SUPPLIER

Cyrus Electronics

CONTACT

01480 435577

Ifirst came across the Cyrus CLS7o

system with the radio on all day for
about aweek before serious
evaluation began. Principal sources
were my Michell Gyrodec turntable
with Gyropower QC off- board power
supply, Rega RB600 arm, Dynavector
DV.17D2 cartridge and aNaim CDi

loudspeaker at the 2001 Bristol Sound and
Vision show where Iplayed apersonal favourite
from Sean Mullins' Soul's Core album on them.

player.
The Cyrus CLS7o certainly deliver a

The Cyrus salesman promptly offered me hard

and Ifound it necessary to bring them
out alittle more than the

cash for the CD, but we didn't strike adeal. Little
did Iknow that ayear or so later I'd be able to
play it on the CLS7o in my own living room.
If you suffer from back trouble, Isuggest you
get someone to assist you with setting up these
speakers, and their associated tripod stands —
they are staggeringly heavy for their size. A
sharp tap on the cabinet revealed this wasn't
due to mere ballast — the resulting thud was
deadened to an impressive degree by an
unusual laminar cabinet construction of acousti-

powerful midrange punch for their size

recommended 6ocm from the rear
wall. Having done so, the stands
became avery prominent feature of
the room. They look striking in the
way of modernist sculpture, but in our
Scandinavian (read Ikea) influenced
home they did tend to dominate. As a
platform for the SLS7o, however, they
can't be faulted — they're beautifully
made and as rigid as aStonehenge

styled to resemble aluminium. Matching Cyrus

sarsen — with spikes so large Ibegan
to worry they were carving similar
apertures in my lounge floor!
Once settled in, the driving upper

tripod stands were provided, these in asimilar
aluminium finish. The top plate of the stands is

bass tended to favour rock over
classical. On ' Ironic' from Alanis

angled so the speaker only makes contact at
three points which obviates the need for spikes;

Morissette Unplugged [
Universal] the

cally inert layers.
The review speakers came finished in
genuine maple veneer with polypropylene grilles

but if you live with children and sprightly

Cyrus beautifully captured the
brushed drum strokes, precisely

animals, you may wish to avail yourself of the

placing Morissette centre- stage in an

pre-drilled holes and bolts which fix the

expansive acoustic. What the Cyrus

speakers firmly in place. Cyrus recommends a

lacked in ultimate extension, they

three-day break-in period, but Iconnected the

certainly made up for in boogie.

CLS7o via Naim NAC A5 to my resident Naim

Turning to the recently re-released
Procol Harum Broken Barricades CD
and the first track ' Simple Sister', the

TECHNOLOGY
This two-way design uses a6.5in paper ccne
loaded by agas-flowed reflex port, the tweeter

opening bass guitar simply erupted

being aun silk dome tweeter with dual magnets

opening drum salvo and Robin
Trower's magnificent guitar work was

and ferrofluid cooling. The second-order
crossover operates at 2.5kHz. ' Cyrus laminated
damping' CLD cabinet is made of (unspec fied)
layers of inert materials and finished in real
wood veneer. Sensitivity is quoted as
85dB/W at im, nominal impedance 8ohn
KEY FEATURES
Stand- mount monitor
Laminated cabinet construction
High- quality build

from the speakers, BJ Wilson fired his

clearly revealed.
One of the great strengths of these
speakers was their ability to
successfully navigate a
busy mix and maintain a
strong grip on musical fundamentals where alesser speaker would

in the mix. Overall the Cyrus CLS7os are an

merely render acacophony. On

albeit ones best listened to without the grilles

'Simple Sister', Gary Brooker's

on for maximum transparency. Now all you've
got to do is convince your partner that stands

percussive piano playing was
conveyed with authority, its counterpoint to Trower's guitar readily
apparent despite being at alower level

impressive-sounding speaker for the price,

that look like aset- piece from 2oop ASpace
Odyssey should grace your living room!
WORDS JONATHAN GORSE
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The
hires
battle
Here are the heavywight contenders and the
lighter hopefuls: big Denon and Lower-cost
Hotel do DVD-A, massive Marantz and budget
Sony do SACD. And Pioneer?
WORDS & LAB TEST PAUL MiLLER
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DVD-A and SACD player

With both SACD and DVD-Audio establishing tenuous
footholds in the market, the future of top-end audio looks not only to
be wide-bandwidth, but also multi-channel. Anyone looking to upgrade
from CD to one or more of these new advanced digital formats is spoilt
for choice, but as this broad selection of machines serves to
demonstrate, diversity does not make the choice any easier.
By way of example, we have top-end multichannel DVD-A and
SACD players, namely Denon's £2500 DVD-A1, and the SA-12S1 from
Marantz at a heady £3500. Both these machines will decode Dolby
Digital and DTS DVD-Video discs with video outputs to drive ahome
entertainment system, but it's their performance as next-generation
audio players that we're concerned with here.
Specialisation is exemplified by Sony's £299 SCD-XB780, which
offers CD and multi-channel SACD replay, but wouldn't recognise a
DVD-V or DVD-A disc from ahole in the ground. As the originators
of the SACD format, Sony refuses to acknowledge the existence of
DVD-A despite the fact that the technology could be grafted into any
one of its existing DVD-Video players for next to nothing.
Rotel's RDV-1080 has recently enjoyed asignificant drop in price
from £1500 to just £695 while receiving a matt silver facelift. Once
again, this is a mid-priced DVD-Video player that offers full
compatibility with two- and multichannel DVD-Audio software.
The combination of SACD with DVD (video or audio) is an
awkward alloy of technologies, but Pioneer has pressed ahead with yet
another ` universal' player and it's the first to dip below an astonishing
£400. With its DV-656A, Pioneer hopes to provide one very easy route
out of the DVD-A/SACD dilemma. It also boasts afancy On-Screen
display or GUI (Graphical User Interface) with 3D graphics. Like it or
not, the audiophile is typically forced to navigate avideo-based menu
even when configuring aDVD-A player for audio-only operation. I've
provided screenshots of each player's menu, so you can see for yourself
just what we are all up against!

FEATURES
Denon's DVD-Al is its latest battleship and, as a sign of increasing
confidence in the market as awhole, is not simply based on an OEM
chassis. Rather, Denon has built in areal ' identity' by specifying Si1504
(Silicon Image) progressive converters for its video outputs (NTSC
only), no less than eight Burr-Brown PCM1704 DACs to service the six
audio channels (apair are used in dual-differential mode for the front
channels) and a proprietary multi-channel digital audio link for
connection to its high end AV receivers.
Importantly, a32-bit SHARC processor is also used, to offer full
bass management (speaker configuration, inter-channel delay and
output level) for Dolby, DTS and multi-channel DVD-A software.
Access to aDVD-V or DVD-As top menu is available by remote
control as there's no direct method of switching between individual
groups or titles from the player itself. Older DVDs with no menu
structure may be controlled by pressing Play then Display via the
remote and highlighting either the group or track number using the
up/down/left/right arrows on the handset.
This may not sit well with audiophiles, but this is one player most
readily driven via its OSD. It's the price you pay for an uncluttered
fascia on aplayer that supports myriad features.
Marantz's SA- 12S1 has been available for over ayear and, as the
company's first multi-channel SACD player, draws heavily on Philips'
SACD-1000 as the bedrock of the design. It's over twice the price of the
Philips model, but offers a number of internal improvements and,
naturally, features some gloriously expensive alloy casework.
Otherwise, the SA-12S1 incorporates the same features as the
SACD-1000, including the same on-screen menu and compatibility with
CD, CD-R, CD-RW plus Dolby Digital and DTS-encoded DVD movie
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DVD-A and SACD players
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Denon

discs. Compared to modern examples, the menu navigation
is alittle clunky, but the player is otherwise very slick and

The fact that the Rotel's transport will not reliably
accommodate CD-R or CD-RW discs is areflection of its

channel SACD are all available from the main (front) L/12

older generation technology, sourced from JVC.
Nevertheless, this does mean the player benefits from JVC's

outputs, its additional ' stereo' outputs are best reserved for
connection to a TV, for example, when listening to

MN35505 DACs, aderivative of the bitstream class called
PEM ( Pulse Edge Modulation) and is capable of very high

downmixed DVD movie soundtracks.
Pioneer's second-generation universal player is based on
the Mitsubishi AV1 MPEG2 decoder, which handles DVDVideo, Audio and DTS data and even provides aprogressive

performance. Furthermore, the RDV-1080 is one of the few
Far Eastern players to openly acknowledge MLP ( Meridian
Lossless Packing) technology by its real name. In as blatant

video output with NTSC material. SACD data is isolated in
the preceding DVD decoder chip and passed directly to a
Sony CXD2753 DSD decoder, after which DSD and PCM

refer to this as PPCM or ' Packed PCM'.
Finally, we have the real specialist of our quintet, the
Sony SCD-XB780, which yet again nails its SACD colours to

data re-join the same path to the DACs (see Lab Report).
In addition, the transport will accommodate CD-RW and

the corporate mast. It's the closest to a CD player in

secure in operation. Incidentally, while CD. two- and multi-

an example of NIH as you'll encounter, most players simply

CPRM format. The digital output carries both Dolby and

operation; the familiar search dial is used to skip through
the track list and to trawl through menu options. Because
the XB780 has no video output, these options are scrolled,
in traditional fashion, across the player's fluorescent display.

DTS bitstreams plus S/PDIF up to 96kHz.

You can select between two- and multi-channel operation or

Speaker configuration is up with the latest Sony SACD
players, providing bass management functions for all SACD

decide which layer of the SACD disc is to be the default.
Bass management extends to offering asubwoofer feed

channels and front DVD-A channels, although independent

with two-channel, or eight different speaker configurations
in multi-channel mode. Independent level (balance)

multi-session MP3 discs and offers compatibility with DVDR/RW software recorded in VR mode and the future

level and delay trims will only provided on the costlier, soonto-be-launched DV- 757A. DVD Group and title/track
access is easily achieved via the remote's skip keys, rather
than having to search through the disc menu. Pioneer's own
set-up menu is certainly worth exploring, however, as the
company has clearly taken alot of trouble to develop this

adjustment is possible across all six channels, but interchannel delays remain exceptionally difficult to execute with
DSD data and so aren't included in the repertoire.
The player itself is an evolution of the SCD-XB770

STRUCTURED
LISTENING TESTS
Every player in this
test was evaluated
under blind conditions
in at least three
modes: firstly with
familiar CD software;
then with two-channel
1.92kHz-DVD-A or
SACD: and finally with
five-channel 96kHz
DVD-A or SACD
material. The reference
system included five
50oW Bryston power
amplifiers driving two
B&W Nautilus 802s as
stereo or front
channels, with three
B&W Nautilus 8045 for
centre/surrounds. For
reasons of consistency
and ultimate quality,
no inter-channel delay
or bass management
was employed. Rather,
in line with ITU

intuitive, 720 x576 dot GUI.

whose DSD decode and DSP (bass management) functions
are now integrated on to asingle LSI. Similarly, the three

Retel offers two on-screen menus from the RDV-1080
that may lack the panache of Pioneer's effort but remains

stereo DACs are now integrated into one eight-channel SA
DAC, with the front channels benefiting from a dual-

Telecommunication

graphically impressive. The Preferences menu is obtained by

differential operation. One local clock is employed, thereby

ations, the speakers

pressing the On Screen button while no disc is loaded.
Among other things, this gives access to the speaker
configuration, level and delay page (see screenshot) though

reducing any differences in jitter between the front, centre

were arranged in a

and surround channels. Sony is evidently putting as much

circle around the

effort into developing SACD hardware as its music arm is in

listeners, with the

these settings are only applicable to Dolby or DTS-encoded

expanding the repertoire of SACD software.

front L/R speakers set
at approximately 3e

(International
Union) recommend-

DVD-Video discs. There is no bass management or other
control over multi-channel DVD-Audio software. Once a

FEATURES

DVD-A is loaded, however, Rotel provides another menu

Not only did our blind listening tests reveal very clear

centre channel and the

screen with group, track, data rate and timing information
along with access to various repeat and search functions.

differences between each of the five players, but also

surrounds set afurther

between their respective CD/DVD-A and CD/SACD replay

8o° from these.
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Though it's aheavily-engineered player, the

DVD-Ai is a little untidy in places. Jitter amounts to some
7oopsec, nearly all data-induced components (red
markers, Graph 1): more than sufficient to colour its
performance. There are low-level issues too, just as with
Denon's DVD-3800 IHFN Sept] and with the 24- bit Alpha
processing circuit in particular. Graph 2shows the
unusual increase in distortion to >60% with signals
(dithered or undithered) at -9odBFs (red trace).
The fact that the harmorics, as marked, are all evenorder as opposed to odd-order suggests this is caused
by DSP manipulation rather than low-level quantisation
errors. The overlaid black trace [ Graph 2] shows
distortion reduced to 1.8% with 24- bit DVD-A, along with
asubstantive improvement in dynamic range and the
104.5dB S/N ratio from CD. Otherwise, low level
resolution is good to +/-0.1dB at -90dBFs and +/-idB at
-120dBFs with 24- bit DVD-A software.
Peak level output is higher than average at 2.2V but
distortion low at 0.0008% through the midrange. At
higher frequencies distortion is held to 0.015% from
2okHz-5okHz, but this is dominated by astrong second
harmonic, visible on Graph 3. At - 2odBFs this falls
slightly to - 0.009% of mainly third harmonic distortion.
The spuriae noted on Graph 3 (spikes populating the
noise floor) are still present with these lower level
signals (--90dB relative to -2odBFs). Incidentally,
Denon's Pure Direct facility has no impact on either jitter
or spuriae that could be measured, even with the video
circuits, fluorescent display and digital output all muted.
With CD, the response shows aprogressive gentle
treble rolloff, -0.3dB at 12kHz, -0.6dB at 20kHz; but,
because the DVD-A path Jses an alternative digital filter,
it is far flatter with both 96kHz and 192kHz software. In
practice, the response .ifts slightly to +oadB at 3okHz,
+0.3dB at 6okHz, +0.25dB at 80kHz with two-channel
192kHz recordings. Any partnering amplifier will need to
have been designed wfth this remarkable bandwidth in
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to choose between the
technical performance of the SA-1251 and Philips' donor
SACD-l000, as both have acustom SACD decoder, plus
three Crystal C54397 DACs to feed the six analogue
outputs. Peak level distortion is fractionally higher in this
model (o.00t% vs o.0006% at ikHz/odBFs), although
PSU and component selection improvements have
teased out the A-wtd S/N to an impressive 113.7dB.
Distortion at 2okHz is just 0.0075% while, in CO mode,
the rejection of digital ' images' is afull 107dB.
Graph ishows amere 16opsec of data- induced jitter.
The main peak remains sharp into the noise floor, proof
of Marantz's claim that the DACs are referenced to their
own master clock. This tidiness continues with Graph 2:
ikHz/-9odBFs data in dithered 16- bit and DSD form is
converted with any harmonic distortion reduced to the
level of background noise, -0.7% (CD) or 0.35% (SACD).
SACO resolution is within +/-o.o5dB to -loodBFs,
+/-0.5dB at -nodBFs and still within +/-1c1B over afull
i2odBFs range - aspectacular result! Incidentally, the
cluster of peaks <500Hz are supply harmonics, but at
<-120dBFs are almost impossible to avoid.
For its outputs, Marantz employs two analogue
filters, one with 3rd-order Bessel characteristics,
constant group delay and a -3dB point of 5okHz and
another, steeper 6th-order filter, with its pole set at a
lower 40kHz. The standard filter reduces its treble level
by -0.6dB at 2okHz, reaching -4.9dB at 50kHz and
-28.9dB at an extreme lookHz. The gentler custom filter
hits -0.3dB at 2okHz, -3dB at okHz, -23.6dB at lookHz;
ideal for use with modern, wide- bandwidth amps.
It's worth noting that while the ultrasonic response is
less 'flat' than most OVOAor hybrid players, its filter is
primarily concerned with curtailing the out-of- band noise
associated with the DSD-encode process. Graph 3shows
a4okHz, peak- level signal rising from this mound of noise
where, despite the freedom from harmonic distortion, the
practical dynamic range is already reduced to just 9odB.
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less elaborate' chassis
than the 747A, this model's audio performance seems
hardly to have suffered. The useful io6.8dB S/N ratio may
be alittle shy of the nodB achieved by the 747A but its
0.006% distortion at 2okHz is far lower than the 0.04% of
its bigger brother. And the merei9opsec of jitter, indicated
on Graph 1, compares well with the 747A.
Distortion plunges to 0.0003% (SACO), 0.0006% (DVDA) and 0.0009% (CD) through the midrange at -3dBFs.
Low-level resolution is good to +/-0.2dB at -toodBFs with
SACD, but quieter signals are less stable and at -nodBFs
are comprehensively outclassed by DVD-A which is still
going strong with errors of just +/-o.i5dB. Distortion at
very low levels (see Graph 2) amounts to 2.5% (CD),
(DVDA), and 0.44% (SACD). Much of its performance stems
from the combination of Burr- Brown DCM1738 DACs (front)
with two dual-channel PCM17o2s for surround/centre/sub
channels. These DACs internally oversample incoming
192kHz PCM data by 8-times (1.536M Hz) which is then
addressed to asingle bit-converter. Naturally, single- bit
OSO data can be sent directly to this bit-converter at
2.8MHz, sidestepping the digital filter. With PCM data, the
digital filter offers arejection of 79dB (CD), falling to 48dB
with 96kHz DVD-A, although the response remairis utterly
flat to 2okHz, rolling off very gently to -2.5dB at 60kHz,
-5.5dB at 80kHz (192kHz DVD-A). In SACD mode, asteeper
roll-off deals with the egress of ultrasonic noise, although
at -0.3dB/30kHz, -2dB/50kHz, -3.6dB/ 6okHz,
-8dB/80kHz and -14.7dB/lookHz, the DV-656A is still far
'flatter' than non-universal other SACD player.
Graph 3clearly shows that with 96kHz and 192kHz
DVDA software (black trace) distortion remains as low as
0.007% at peak outp.it with frequencies as high as 4okHz,
although these harmonics - including any musical
information - are buried beneath ultrasonic noise with
equivalent SACD software (blue trace). Some higher- rate
jitter is also evident, however, as symmetrical sidebands
either side of the fundamental (black trace).
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chains. Indeed, just because a player was
applauded with CD, this was no guarantee of
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CD detail (Lab Report), they still suspected
that something was amiss. So while the Ryan
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embodied plenty of detail, it was still
cluttered, the guitar alittle pinched, lacking
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space and ambience. Listeners commented
on the player sounding compressed, and the
sound of the harmonica softened when the
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12S1 SACD player. The sound was more
characterful here, but seemingly alittle wily
colour of the harmonica. Rotel's RDV-1080
nurtured the reedy rasp of the harmonica
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and thrill of the strings without bringing a
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similar, unwelcome edge to Ryan's powerful
vocal accompaniment. But while the sound is
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There was some slight difference in distortion
between left and right channels on our sample, which
achieved 0.0004% (CD) on the right (o.o01%, left), afigure
that increased slightly to o.0006% with 96kHz DVD-A at
*Hz. Nevertheless, there was clearly agood iodB
improvement in overall dynamic range and a2odB
improvement in the reduction of quantisation artefacts
(spurious spikes) with 24-bit/q6kHz DVD-A material. Graph
2highlights the very clean low-level performance of the
player where its linearity is good to +1-0.4dB over the top
9odB of its dynamic range with CD. This extends to afine
+/-oie at -9odBFs and +/-idB over afull 120dB range
with 96kHz/24-bit DVD-A software.
Even with CD, the A-wtd S/N is an impressive 111.3dB
while distortion at 2okHz is held to just 0.0075%. This
figure does not improve with 48-192kHz DVD-A sources
because it's largely determined by the player's analogue
output stage. Otherwise, the 'character' of the RDV-1080 is
determined by its digital filter and by contamination by
phase noise, probably from the 27MHz MPEG video clock.
For example, the digital filter does not scale efficiently, so
stopband rejection at 44.1kHz (CD) is 37dB, falling to just
33dB on 48kHz or 96kHz DVD-A software. This is marked on
Graph 3along with the bold second harmonic distortion.
While the clump of noise surrounding the 4okHz signal
is clear enough, so is the low level of ultrasonic noise
enjoyed by the MN355o5 PEM DACs (<-12odB re peak
output). Incidentally, the response shows aslight treble
'bump' of +0.1dB at 13kHz with CD but is flatter with DVD-A
and shows the merest roll-off of just -0.3dB/3okHz,
-1c1B/60kHz and -1.4dB/8okHz. However, there's no
avoiding the random or noise- like jitter that dominates
Graph 1, even if correlated patterns amount to just
36opsec. At -115dB relative to full scale, this is unlikely to
exert too severe asonic penalty but, along with the very
low-rate broadening of the main peak, explains the
blurring of stereo images and uncertainty in sound-staging
detected by our panel in two-channel listening tests.
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Sony specifies.. eight-channel CODEC for
its 5.1-channel analogue outputs, but suggests the '78o
has aseparate two-channel DAC for the front (stereo)
channels, presumably to enhance performance of twochannel CD and SACD. In practice, there's no measurable
difference in either its io3dB S/N, the 2.045V peak output
or the moderate 0.0015% distortion at ikHz. Graph
shows that, despite higher levels of integration, jitter Gust
195psec) hasn't been acasualty. Of greater consequence,
perhaps, is the high 920 ohm source impedance of these
analogue outputs, reducing output by nearly idB into low
(--iok ohm) line input loads and making it more sensitive
to the choice of partnering interconnects. Similarly,
through eithe the main or multichannel front outputs,
distortion is also alittle higher than expected at 20kHz
(0.047%) while the integral digital filter offers just 54dB of
stopband rejection (CD only). Peak level distortion is
unchanged with SACD, indicating that this is either a
function of the bit-converter or, more likely, the analogue
output stage. Distortion continues to increase with
frequency, as the -' 0.1% 2nd harmonic of 4okHz rises clear
of SACD's ultrasonic noise. Ultrasonic noise reaches -90d3
(relative to full scale output) at - lookHz (CD) and -8odB at
-7okHz (SACD). While Graph 3shows better suppression of
noise than the Pioneer or Marantz SACD players, this is a
function of the analogue filter which features asteeper HF
rolloff than its peers (-0.5d13/30kHz, -5.7dB/50kHz,
-20.5d13/8okHz and afull -31.3dBhookHz).
The CD frequency response shows amild - 0.6dB
treble roll-off with an excellent 0.02dB channel balance
and >icrodB channel separation, again regardless of
output. As graph 2demonstrates, the player's low-level
performance is more impressive where distortion is <1%
with both dithered CD and SACD at -9odBFs and low-level
linearity holds true to +/-o.2dB over afull loodB range.
SACO scores an advantage here. Its low-level resolution
extends to +/-0.5dB at -nodBFs, +/-1c1B at -12odBFs,
where there's still some 2odB of dynamic range remaining!

weight and impact, and the illusion of stereo
is compromised by aweak central image.
Sony's
SCD-XB780
provides
an
altogether drier sound with adamped quality
to the fiercest of string, percussive and vocal
detail. However bright or sibilant a disc
might sound on another player, the Sony
always manages to avoid sounding harsh or
uncomfortable, possibly because it neither
challenges itself, the system or the listener.
Not for the first time, this Sony model
sounds like chalk and cheese between twochannel CD and SACD, the latter offering a
wholesale improvement in stereo depth,
detail and all-encompassing transparency.
Quite how Sony can engineer a player
that sounds positively mediocre with CD but
comparatively glorious with SACD is a
mystery. But it's amystery Sony has repeated
with many models since SACD's launch!
Either way, our Barb Jungr disc sounded
exceptionally expressive, her voice dripping
with emotion, the piano a perfect accompaniment. 'This player pulls something
remarkable out of the musical hat, and we're
not talking rabbits,' suggested one listener.
But it was the budget, all-singing, alldancing Pioneer DV-656A that provided the
meatiest sound with CD, throwing itself into
the music with casual abandon. Sure enough,
the performance sounds alittle too feisty, or
at least lacking in measured civility, but it's
rarely less than entertaining as it bowls the
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[System Number

Pure agiC

Bow Wizard CD Player
"The Wizard costs £ 3795 including the Wand. On
pride- of-ownership grounds alone,
worth every
penny."
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News — October 1999
Bow Wazoo Integrated Amplifier
"What makes the Wazoo special is that it seemed
to supply the exact character needed to make each
of my systems sound better More than that cannot
be said of any component"
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile — January 1999
Revel F30 Speakers
"One of the few speakers I've used that did not shift
perspebve when 1turned up the votime, but only
got louder:"
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile — May 2000
Bow Wand Remote Control
"Its sheer elegance, its jewel-like cons:ruction and
its too-clever-for- mere- mortals layout"
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News — October 1999

Say no more
It's hard to recreate the emotion of music that makes the
earth move without making the earth move. So, because
big sounds come from big boxes, Heatherdale Audio has
put together aMarshall Stack of asystem to open up your
eyes, your ears and your music collection.
Whether you like your attack massive, your metal heavy or
your rock classic, System Number 3from Heatherdale Audio makes an
audio and visual statement about the power of music in your life. It's
the music you play on it that makes the statement about you.

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BNI4 OEJ -«heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com
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PIONEER DV-656A

DENON DVD-Ai
PRICE

£2500

PRICE

SUPPLIER

Hayden Laboratories Ltd

SUPPLIER

CONTACT

01753 888447

CONTACT

Denon's DVD-Ai DVD-Audio player is its latest
'battleship' and, as asign of increasing confidence in
the market as awhole, is not simply based on an
OEM chassis. Rather, Denon has built in areal
'identity' by specifying Sil5o4 (Silicon Image)
progressive converters for its video outputs.

£3500

PRICE

£399

Marantz UK Ltd

SUPPLIER

Pioneer UK

01753 680868

CONTACT

01753 789789

Marantz's SA- 1251, as the company's first multichannel SACD player, draws heavily on Philips' SACDmoo as the bedrock of the design. It's over twice the
price of the Philips model, but offers anumber of
internal improvements and, naturally, features some
gloriously expensive alloy casework.

Pioneer's second-generation universal player is based
on the Mitsubishi AVi MPEG2 decoder, which handles
DVD-Video, Audio and DIS data and even provides a
progressive video output with NTSC material. SACD
data is isolated in the preceding DVD decoder chip
and passed directly to aSony CXD2753 DSD decoder.

MEASURED
PERFORMANCE
Each player was

sound into the room. ' Guitars seem to leap from the

transparent performance was not entirely realised in our

speakers,' said one panelist, 'but its music takes no prisoners'.
Moving on to two-channel 192kHz/24-bit DVD-A

96kHz/24-bit multichannel sessions where some of its twochannel airiness was traded for amore 'targeted' approach

subjected to afull
range of tests (pp
54 -55) with both 16-

material, the Denon DVD-A 1proved a real ear-opener.
Now, the music exploded in space, depth and detail, rather
like pulling away a veil to reveal a new world of sound.

to front and rear channel imaging. Natalie Merchant's

bit CD, and either
24-bit 96kHz/

'Albeit a rather scary world', commented one listener, in

swathe through the soundstage. As the track calmed down,
the decay of the piano sounded glorious, and seemingly

192kHz DVD-A or

['I am just Blue', from Jazzport 2000], a performer who
squeezes rather than sings her lyrics in `Satchmo' jazz style.

projected with no great force into every corner of the room.

By contrast, though the Pioneer is neither shy nor retiring

listeners, who marveled at the vibrancy of its sound with this
disc, the separation and balance of the track and the potency

SACD software.

response to the exceptionally raw phrasing of Sandy Dillon

'Beloved Wife' sounded sharp — far sharper than had any of
the CDs — but also alittle too pointed as her voice cut a

Otherwise it was difficult to criticise, concluded the

Graphs are
coloured-coded with

with CD, it succeeds in sounding more mature with 24-bit

CD data in red, SACD
in blue and DVD-A in

DVD-A software. Its performance was described as ' secure'
and 'grounded' with these 192kHz/24-bit discs. Even the

of the piano's bottom octave in particular.

black. Where

crowd reaction to the live jazz recordings seemed slightly

appropriate,

muted, while the Beethoven Piano Concerto sounded more
restrained, perhaps retarded, than usual.
But then switch to 96kHz/24-bit or 48kHz/24-bit

channel mode, largely because it was not relying on a
conventional two-channel image to convey positional detail.

fundamentals,
distortion harmonics
and other peaks are
marked. Graphs of
digital jitter employ
markers whose

multichannel DVD-A and the DV-656A hits asweet spot
between the unfettered vigour of CD and the odd, stilted
restraint of 192kHz/24-bit. Both The Corrs' In Blue and
Natalie Merchant's ' Beloved Wife' sounded alive, dancing

By contrast, Rotel's RDV-1080 reached its peak in multi-

The Tigerlily DVD-A now sounded more open and spacious
by dint of its multi-channel presentation, the performance
from front and rear speakers dovetailing at the listening
position to create a very homogenous and coherent
soundfield. ' Now its performance has finally gelled,'
suggested one listener, almost in relief at the bass having

with fresh detail without appearing cluttered with all this
busy activity. Subtle detail, including fretwork, was arguably

successfully become fleshed out which, in turn, urged the

better resolved here than with either the Rotel or Denon
players. but then the most dense passages did show signs of

channel mode.
Returning to the Marantz SA- 12S1 with two-channel

stress, becoming alittle smeared or confused.

SACD, and the player sounded at once more open,

Rotel's two-channel DVD-A performance is a little
lighter on its feet but also less atmospheric than the Denon

extended and relaxed than seemed possible with CD. Barb
Jungr's 'Ne Me Quitte Pas' (' Don't Leave Me Now')

of unknown origin.
To view afull QC

which, in turn, delivers asound that is at once sophisticated,

sounded believably solid as if her voice was carved into the
air by the player unlike, it must be said, the piano which

Suite report on the

With the RDV-1080 at the helm, Sandy Dillon's vocals
were more exposed sinply because there's less warmth to
support the bass. The piano from Diana Krall's ' Sometimes

tended to wander across the back of the soundstage. The

ILove You' also sounded lighter, if no less enjoyable, but

by comparison, alittle bland and lacking in atmosphere. Joe

colour reflects the
nature of the jitter:
red for datainduced, blue and
brown for PSU and
hum-induced jitter
and purple for jitter

players, including
extra embedded
graphics, HFN
readers are invited

emotive and believable.

music on with apassion and energy lacking in either two-

midband is tremendously detailed and open but this
promise is not quite carried through to the treble which was,

there's not a great distinction between CD and DVD-A,

Beard's ' Drinking Old Taylor' had also lost alittle of its gruff

to visit www.

unlike both Denon and Pioneer models, as the Rotel lacks

warmth despite the 'easiness' associated with the best SACD

milleraudioresearch.

both weight and ambience in all modes.

still being in evidence.

Then

again,

Denon's

tremendously

vibrant

and

Ultimately, this was another player that really only
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SONY SCD-X1378o
PRICE

£695
B&W Loudspeakers

SUPPUER

Sony UK

CONTACT

91993 759759

CONTACT

91932 816000

Raters RDV-1080 has recently enjoyed asignificant
drop in price from £1500 to just £695, while the
casework has received amatt silver facelift. Once
again, this is amid-priced DVD-Video player that
offers full compatib.lity with both two-channel and
multichannel DVD-Audio software.

CD
Ryan Adams, Gold [
Mercury 170 262-2]
Lesley Garrett/LPO, Prima Donna [
SongCD9o7]

£ 299

SUPPLIER

LISTENING MATERIAL

Of alt our group, this SACD player is the closest to a
CD player in operation; the familiar search dial is
used to skip through the track list and to trawl
through menu options. Because the XB78o has no
video output, these options are scrolled, in traditional
fashion, across the player's fluorescent display.

Two -channel teakHz/24 -bit DVD -A
Beethoven Piano Concerto No5 [
Denon COAQ13]
Jazzport 2000 (
Digital master to DVD-R from Syrinx,
Germany)
Two -channel SACD
Barb lungr, The Space in Between [
Linn Records
AKD167]
Joe Beard, For Real [AQ-SACI)u)49]
Multichannel 96kHz/24 -bit DVD -A
The Corrs, In Blue [
143 Records/Lava/Atlantic 756783352-91
Natalie Merchant, Tiger/fly [
East West 7559-62570-9]
Multichannel SACD
David Bridie, Act of Free Choice [
EMI 7243 -5-33806 -25]
Ivan Fischer/BFO, Budapest Live
Jerry Goldsmith/LSO, Film Music of Jerry Goldsmith
[Telarc SACD6o4331

showed its mettle in multi-channel SACD mode, from the
eclectic David Bridie's Act of Free Choice to the sweeping
impact of the Star 7i-ek: Voyager theme from our Film Music
of Jeny Goldsmith collection. Rather than thrilling us with
raw energy, this orchestral score built to an impressive
climax of horns and strings that coursed through the room
with an easy-going confidence. The sound is both poised and
sophisticated, but it still lacks what was described as
'delicacy of detail, intimacy and that special quality'.
Of course, Ihave already alluded to the ability of the
Sony SCD-XB780 to betray rather more than asuggestion
of that 'special quality' in its transition from CD to SACD,
although it failed to stretch this lead much further with
multi-channel material. As one listener pointed out, 'what it
gained in peripheral detail it lost in the main stage with
slightly cluttered vocals and coloured strings'.
In this particular contest, it was the costlier Marantz that
won out, with its obviously greater resources to adequately
support multi- rather than two-channel delivery. Bold
orchestral scores were particularly weak with Sony's SCDXB780 compared to the broad brush-strokes painted by the
Marantz, leaving the Sony to daub the room in wishy-washy
watercolour.
Of course, the Pioneer DV-656A, which fares so well with
multi-channel

DVD-A

media,

also

handles

SACD.

Interestingly, two-channel recordings are warmer and
gentler

sounding

than

the

matter-of-fact

detailing

experienced with 192kHz DVD-A, despite lacking the cool
transparency of the Sony, for example. Multi-channel SACD
also. has this warmth, an added colour to vocals and
instruments alike, abloom that still found favour with the
listeners who appreciated the smoothness and richness of
the music as awhole.
The Pioneer really is aplayer of many colours — up-front
and vibrant with CD, cautious with 192kHz DVD-A, warmly
detailed with SACD and bubbling with intriguing musical
detail with multi-channel DVD-A.
Somewhere in this little lot is asound to find favour with
any listener.

NV

THE VE RDICT

As HFN is aimed at the informed audiophile and not at the
home cinema enthusiast, we've based our recommendations
solely on the basis of audio performance and not MPEG-video
decoding quality. This said, should anyone wish to enjoy amovie through
any of the four DVD-compatible players, then their video performance will
not disappoint. Denon's DVD-A1 is especially impressive and this,
combined with its broad acceptance of CD/R/RW, DVD-A/R/RW, MP3 and
IPEG software, ensures it'll appeal to both audio and videophiles.
At aheady £ 3500. Marantz's SA-12Si represents the top flight in price
but not, by current standards, the top flight in performance. Because
Philips' equivalent model is so close, but so very much more affordable,
the perceived value of the SA- 1251 may boil down to brand loyalty. Of
course, with its inaugural two- channel SA- 1Marantz demonstrated that it
has afirm grip of SACD sound quality, so Iconfidently expect it to bounce
back into the multi- channel arena very soon.
Despite its faring rather better as astereo SACD player than amultichannel source, such criticism cannot be levelled at Sony's SCD-X678o, if
only because it's pitched at afar more agreeable price. The player clearly
demonstrates the advantage of SACD over CD, but the transition to five or
six- channel SACD is less convincing. But this is why Sony also produces
costlier SACD players which, season- by- season, continue to define the
state of the art for multi- channel sound. You get what you pay for.
This brings us smartly along to Rotel's RDV-1080 which, aside from
being avery respectable DVD movie player, really blossoms as amultichannel audio player, so much so that it leaves its own two- channel CD
and DVD-A replay in the shadows. Slashing its price in half ensures Rotel's
older DVD technology remains attractive, while the black and silver
casework gives this familiar model an aesthetic lift. It's tried, tested and
now better value than ever.
Talking of value, nothing in this test or the market in general, can hold a
candle to Pioneer's DV- 656A which, at just Ezioo, demonstrates just how
highly integrated these players have become. It is remarkable to think
that, in afew short years, atruly universal disc player has been reduced to
just two or three vital LSIs. This universal player delivers every format at a
quality that would not embarrass single- format players at two or three
times the price. It's abargain and asure-fire toe- in- the- water for the
uncertain enthusiast. Furthermore, the DV- 656A like the DV- 747 before it,
points the way to afuture where commonsense and the wishes of the
consumer, rather than stubborn loyalty to aformat, determines the useful
compatibility of aproduct. Iawait the first ' audiophile' universal player
with keen anticipation...
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For the first time,
this year HiFi News is delighted to
become amember of EISA, and to be
able to participate in what is surely
Europe's most prestigious Awards
programme, and we look forward to
contributing as much as we can to
EISA's continuing and growing role in
the world of modern corsumer
electronics. So this year, HiFi News is
publishing the EISA European Products
of the Year. As amember of the EISA
Audio/Home Theater Panel, we're giving
the Audio/Home Theater category
citations in full; acomplete listing of all
the Awards, also including those voted
by the Photo, Video and Mobile
Electronics Panels, appears on page 66.

About Hi- Fi News
First published in June 1956, HiFi News
is the world's longest- established audio
magazine. It is the UK's best-selling
enthusiast title, and enjoys aworldwide
reputation. HiFi News has seen audio
expand from its hobbyist beginnings to
become the foundation of the consumer
electronics industry. HiFi News has
moved with the times yet retained its
traditional values, with in-depth
technical articles and measurementbased equipment reviews. Today, we
embrace the new world of home cinema,
and maintain our stance as the serious
magazine that readers trust. HiFi News
also sponsors the UK's leading
exhibition, The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
held every September in London.

HiFi News is read by serious music
lovers and hi-fi and home theatre
enthusiasts the world over. In our home
market, the UK, our research shows that
over 80% of HiFi News readers have
been reading the magazine for more
than four years. And 75% of HiFi News
readers do not regularly read any other
hi-fi magazine widely available through
UK newsagents.

About EISA
EISA, the European Imaging and Sound
Association, is an organisation that
exists to promote excellence in
photography, video, hi-fi, home cinema
and mobile electronics throughout
Europe. EISA's membership includes
dedicated specialist magazines in each
European country.
EISA's origins date back to 1982,
when five European photography
magazines came together to select a
Camera of the Year. The award proved
so popular that there were soon awards
for many categories of photographic
equipment.
In 1989, the EISA organisation
emerged in its present form, and the
awards line-up soon expanded to cover
video, hi-fi and home cinema, and —
added for the first time this year —
mobile electronics.
The EISA Awards are chosen annually
by judging Panels drawn from the EISA
membership and representing nearly 50
prominent specialist magazines from up
to 20 European countries. There are now

four EISA Awards panels; Photo, Video,
Audio/Home Theater, and Mobile
Electroncs. Only one magazine from
each country may be included in each
Panel. This year, HiFi News takes over
the baton for the UK from two other
magazines and has been appointed the
sole UK member of the Audio/Home
Theater Panel.
Each member magazine nominates
an initial short-list of products to be
considered at the Panel's Awards voting
sessions. The final shortlist of
nominated products is debated in
detail, according to EISA rules, during
EISA's Annual General Meeting, which is
attended by Editors- in- Chief from all
member magazines.
Every year, the EISA Awards applaud
the new products that combine the most
advanced technology, the most
desirable features, the ultimate
expression of design, the most
satisfying ergonomics and, of course,
the greatest value for money. In short,
EISA recognises the features most likely
to be appreciated by an enthusiast
public seeking high quality and creative
facilities.
EISA members
Here's the list of EISA members on each
voting panel. The Panels are drawn from
the total EISA membership of 50 leading
magazines from 20 European countries.
Anumber of leading trade publications
are listed here as Associate Members.
PHOTO PANEL
Alt Om Foto & Video, Denmark
Focus, The Netherlands
Foto, Spain
Foto, Sweden
Foto-Kurier, Poland
Foto Objektiv, Austria
Foto Video, Hungary
Foto & Video, Russia
Fotografi, Norway
Fotomagazin, Germany
II Foto grato, Italy
Kamera-Lehti, Finland
Le Photographe, France

Mediaexpert, Switzerland
Photonet, Greece
AUDIO/HOME THEATER PANEL
Alta Fidelidad, Spain
Audio, Poland
Audio, Portugal
Audio Review, Italy
Digital Home Theater, Italy
Digitalis Hazimozi, Hungary
Eyefi, Norway
Heimkino, Germany
HiFi News, UK
High Fidelity, Denmark
ITM Praktiker, Austria
Ljud & Bild, Sweden
Mediaexpert, Switzerland
Media Totaal, The Nethermanc
Prestige Audio Video, France
Sound Vision, Greece
Stereo, Germany
Stereo & Video, Czech Republi

awards
EUROPEAN COMPACT SYSTEM OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Denon 2015A Series
With mirror- finish displays and
aluminium front panels, these z5cmwide components certainly look first
class. In fact, with quality parts used
throughout, the zolSA is acredible
miniature system whose performance
equals Denon's acclaimed full-size
components. Two- channel hi-fi purists
can select aseparate amplifier and
tuner, or an integrated receiver, in both
cases benefiting from RDS radio data,
phono m- m pickup input and quality
terminals for one pair of speakers.
Recording options are an analogue
cassette deck, or MiniDisc with longplay (MDLP) recording and asix- second
recording buffer. The CD-RW-compatible
CD player delivers aharmonious sound,
with accurate mid- range timbre and
brilliant highs.

EUROPEAN LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
10109'41110 Wend/
1111M1 (Mu. «Id

JMlab Electra 906
The new range of Electra speakers
implements even more original
technologies from the famous Utopia
series. In fact, the stand- mounted 906
model offers most of the sound quality of
JMIab's high- end Micro Utopia — at a
much lower price. The drive- units are
JMIab's own unique designs, the W Cone
Stereo & Video, Russia
Sztereo, Hungary
VIDEO PANEL
Alt Om Foto & Video, Denmark
Digital Video Home Theater, Italy
Digital Vision, Greece
HiFiTV- Video, Germany
HiFi Video Home Cinema, France
ITM Praktiker, Austria
Kamera-Lehti, Finland
Life Video, Poland
Ljud & Bild, Sweden
Mediaexpert, Switzerland
Media Totaal, The Netherlands
Stereo & Video, Czech Rep.
Stereo & Video, Russia
Sztereo, Hungary
Video Popular, Spain
MOBILE ELECTRONICS PANEL
Audio Car Magazine, Spain

165mm mid- woofer and Tioxid inverted
dome tweeter, carefully co-ordinated
through afine-tuned, high- slope
crossover network, and housed in arealwood-veneer enclosure with time- aligned
baffle. Their sound is characteristically
French: fast, dynamic, rich in detail, not
always polite, but in this case
homogeneous, smooth and balanced.
Audio Car Stereo, Italy
Auto Hi•Fi, Hungary
Automedia, Poland
Avtozvuk, Russia
Bilstereo Tidningen, Sweden
Car & HiFi, Germany
HiFi Video Home Cinema, France
Media Totaal, The Netherlands
Stereo & Video, Czech Republic
Total Car Audio, UK
4Wheels, Greece
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
AVM, Denmark
Car & HiFi Club, Germany
Cemarkt, Switzerland
Flash, Switzerland
Fotomarkt, The Netherlands
Fotowirscheft, Germany
Il Fotografo Trade, Italy
Photonet Professional, Greece
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EUROPEAN HIGH END AUDIO OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
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Sony SCD-XAmES
High- definition multi- channel audio
formats are poised to supersede CD, and
this state-of-the-art player from Sony
makes an excellent case for SACD. As
you would expect from the inventor of
SACD's underlying Direct Stream Digital
coding technology, the SCD-XA777ES is a
real heavyweight champion. It combines
the very latest specification with the
highest build quality, and reproduces
both multi- channel SACD and twochannel audio CD. Its sweet, detailed
sound is one of the most natural
performances currently available from
digital media.

EUROPEAN STEREO AMPLIFIER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Harman/Kardon HK 670
Harman/Kardop's rIK 670 is awell-built, twochannel amplifier of attractive modern design.
It has comprehensive inputs, including adigital
loop- through and RIAA phono input for
turntable enthusiasts. . thas arated power
output of 2x8o watts, backed by very
impressive current delivery and the ability to
control di`ficulr loudspeaker loads. This
ensures avery dynamic sound with good
timing and rhythm — perfect for all kinds of
modern music. Bass is strong and tightly
controlled, midrange well resolved and treble
very open. Avery capaPle amplifier at a
modest price.

EUROPEAN AUDIO PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Marantz DV83000
Which provides the best sound quality,
Super Audio CD or DVD Audio? While the
experts are still debating, Marantz's
DV83oo lets users judge both formats for
themselves without needing two
separate, specialised, expensive players
— or compromising on performance with
acheap, one- box solution. The DV83oo is
an advanced AV component that not only
does justice to audio material in CD,
CD-R/RW, SACD and DVD-A media, but
also provides masterful reproduction of
video signals, using progressive scan.
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EUROPEAN AUDIO RECORDER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Yamaha CDR-HD13ooE
Yamaha's CDR-HDi3ooE incorporates both
aCD-RW drive and a4oGB hard disk that
can store up to 600 hours of high- quality
uncompressed PCM audio. Anon-HDD
CDR-HDi3oo version exists so you can use
any IDE HDD you choose. With its 24- bit
AID and D/A conversion, this product
combines the flexibility of PC- based
recording with the sound quality of proper
hi-fi. It is ideal for recording digital
broadcasts, but will also ' rip' pre-recorded
CDs onto the hard disk at lox speed. The
CDR-HDi3ooE can act as the ultimate
music jukebox, and users may also edit
and rearrange tracks before burning them
back onto CD- R (at 8x) or CD-RW (at 4)0,

with the option of entering artist and track information
via the computer keyboard. Best of all, the 'Audio

Master Quality Recording' mode m. ¡ tes longer pits onto
CD media to ensure compat.bility with all CD players.

EUROPEAN PERSONAL AUDIO OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Thomson Lyra PDP 2800
Thomson's Lyra digital personal playe is the essential
travel companion. It can be used on the move with
headphones, ir car via cassette adapter, or connected to
ahome ado system. Its bu It- in loGB disk
accommodates ahuge music archive in MP3 format (the
standard for digital personal audio), as well as storing
convention: PC data like acormal external hard drive.
MP3 and MP3 Pro audio files are easily created on any
PC, and equally simply downloaded to Lyra with the
push of abutton. There's ever aback light 'LCD display
to show download progress and stored tracks sorted by
artist, album or title.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER SYSTEM OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Anozrzinur
JVC TH-V7oR
Jvcs TH-v 7oR is acomplete package for
anyone just getting started in home
cinema. The stylish main unit includes a
DVD player, and decoders for Dolby
Digital, DTS and Dolby Pro- Logic II. The
matching powered subwoofer unit,
meanwhile, has built-in amplifiers to
drive the extremely compact 5.1- channel
speaker system with 5x30 watts —
ample for aclear, detailed sound in
smaller rooms. In an outstanding piece of
design, the console may be configured
horizontally or vertically; this, combined
with ease of use and areasonable price,
means the TH-V7oR will attract home
cinema beginners and many other
consumers too.
october
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EUROPEAN HOME THEATER AMPLIFIER OF THE YEAR 2002-20
Yamaha RX-V63o
This 6d- channel AV receiver is an
excellent unit at amodest price. The
Yamaha RX-V63o has enough power to
drive most multi- channel speaker
systems, and performs with the same
passion on music as with movies. It
decodes all of the key surround- sound
formats, provides 14 DSP programs,
and has enough inputs for all but the
most extensive systems. Its digital
section relies heavily on Yamaha's own
chips, and features arobust power
supply.
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EUROPEAN HOME THEATRE LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
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Clear io Nicola

Chario Piccolo
It looks like areal high- end component,
and sounds like abig speaker system.
But the Chario Piccolo is in fact a
compact, surprisingly affordable ' 5.1
package', comprising five attractive,
small speakers and an astonishing loowatts- powered subwoofer. By using hightech drivers in small but well optimised
enclosures, Diario has endowed the
Piccolo with arealistic, dynamic,
thoroughly musical sound. All this in
real-wood-firished cabinets, which
makes these speakers apleasure to see
and touch.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER INNOVATION OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
MKIWUMWMOMNM

Pioneer VSA-AXio
Pioneer's VSA-AXio is a ' fully- loaded'
AV amplifier that also brings afresh
idea to home cinema: an innovative
auto calibration system. This system
makes use of amicrophone to
calculate precise performance settings
for every situation, measuring room
size, evaluating acoustics and
compensating for speaker distances,
sizes, nonlinearities and levels — all
at the touch of abutton. In this
powerful, comprehensively- equipped
design, Pioneer shows how userfriendly technology can aid the creation
of an excellent home cinema
environment.
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EUROPEAN DVD PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
JVC XVN5
With its elegant slimline design
featuring amagnificent ice- blueilluminated front panel, this is a
beautiful DVD player. It is also areal
performer, capable of handling not only
DVD-Video discs but also standard
audio CDs, plus CD- Rand CD-RW discs
containing audio, MP3 and even JPEG
files (for display on atelevision or
monitor screen). The JVC XVN5 DVD
player provides excellent pictures with
perfect definition and colours, plus

Dolby Digital and DTS outputs. Its RI-bit/192101z
digital- to- analogue converter supports and

downmixes from curent digital multichannel sound
formats for video.

EUROPEAN HIGH END HOME THEATER OF THE YEAR 2002-2003
Jamo D7
Hot on the heels of its successful System
Two, Jamo's D7 system takes afurther
step towards absolute home cinema
excellence. Its state-of-the-art 7.2channel ( onf gura:ion (seven satellites
and two surprisirgly compact motional
feedback act ve subwoofers) has been
specificaly designed to fulfil the
potential of the new THX Ultra2 concept.
Each enclosure's transducers and internal
circuitry have been conceived solely to
maximise realism and resolve the latest
films' ccmplex, dynamic, multichannel
soundtracks — the satellites feature
curved front panels to increase spatial
resolution.

EUROPEAN PROJECTOR of the Year 2002-2003
Epson EMP-TWloo
Epson's new home cinema projector
brings home acompelling big- screen
viewing experience without costing a
fortune. Three polysilicon LCD panels, in
16:9 aspect ratio, produce astrikingly
detailed picture with 1280 x720 pixel
resolution. This is enhanced in turn by
Faroudja's advanced DCDi video
processing. The EMP-TWroo is one of the
quietest projectors in this category, and
features apowerful, simple on- screen
menu system via which any individual
feature of the image can be adjusted to
optimise picture quality. An impressive
roster of video connections, including
component, RGB and DVI inputs, will
handle all known video standards,
including high- definition formats.
october 2002
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EUROPEAN MULTIMEDIA OF THE YEAR 2002-2003

home, SFAV 10

Panasonic SV-AVio/SV-No
From Panasonic's 'e.wear' range comes the
amazing SA-AVio. Despite being truly pocketsized (it measures just 28 x50 x87 mm and
weighs only 98g), it digitally captures stills,
video and voice, and provides adigital music
playback feature. An on- screen display
makes all of the functions easy to use, and
data is stored on SD Cards. There is also a
USB interface for straightforward PC
connectivity, and apartnering SV-Pio colour
printer (one of the world's smallest) for
instant hard copies. By providing so many
functions in such asmall and elegant
package, the SV-AVio points the way forward
for multimedia consumer electronics.

EUROPEAN PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR 2002-2003:
IN FULL

Listed here are all the EISA European Products of the Year 2002-2003, voted by the Photo,
Video, Audio/Home Theatre and Mobile Electronics Panels.

Photo
CAMERA: Minolta Dynax 4
COMPACT CAMERA:
Nikon Lite Touch Zoom 140 ED
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA: Leica M7
LENS: Tamron 28-30o/3,5-6,3 XR
FILM: Konica Centuria Super Family
DIGITAL COMPACT CAMERA:
Minolta Dimage X
DIGITAL CAMERA: Canon Powershot G2
PRO DIGITAL CAMERA: Canon EOS D6o
PHOTO PRINTER:
Epson Stylus Photo 2100
DIGITAL SCANNER:
Epson Perfection 2450 Photo

Audio/Home Theater
COMPACT SYSTEM: Denon 201 SA Series
LOUDSPEAKER: JM Lab Electra 906
HIGH END AUDIO: Sony SCD-XA777ES
STEREO AMPLIFIER: Harman/Kardon HK 670
AUDIO PLAYER: Marantz DV83oo
AUDIO RECORDER: Yamaha CDR-HDi3ooE
PERSONAL AUDIO: Thomson Lyra PDP 2800
HOME THEATER SYSTEM: JVC TH-V7oR
HOME THEATER AMPLIFIER:
Yamaha RX-V63oRDS
HOME THEATER INNOVATION: Pioneer VSA-AXto
HIGH END HOME THEATER: Jamo D7
HOME THEATER LOUDSPEAKER: Chario Piccolo

PHOTO INNOVATION: Foveon X3 sensor
DIGITAL IMAGING PRODUCT:

Video/Audio/Home Theater

Adobe Photoshop 7.0

VIDEO PROJECTOR: Epson EMP-TWioo

DVD PLAYER: JVC XVN5

Mobile Electronics
Video
TELEVISION: Philips 32PW9527
PLASMA TELEVISION: Sony KZ-32TS1
PROJECTION TELEVISION:
Thomson 44TWeiloS
LCD TELEVISION: Panasonic TX-22LT2F
FAMILY CAMCORDER: Samsung VP-D59oi
HIGH END CAMCORDER:
Sony DCR-TRV940/95oE
DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER:
Philips DVDR890
VIDEO EDITING PRODUCT:
Apple Final Cut Pro 3.0
VIDEO INNOVATION:

MOBILE ELECTRONICS INNOVATION:
Pioneer DEH-P9ooHDD
MOBILE ELECTRONICS HEAD UNIT:
Clarion DXZ928R
MOBILE ELECTRONICS AMPLIFIER:
Rockford Fosgate 500 bd
MOBILE ELECTRONICS LOUDSPEAKER:
Hertz Space 6K 25
MOBILE ELECTRONICS NAVIGATION:
SYSTEM Alpine INA-No33R
MOBILE ELECTRONICS VIDEO COMPONENT:
Alpine DHA-S68oP
MOBILE ELECTRONICS IN- CAR MULTI
MEDIA: Becker Online Pro

JVC D.I.S.T. technology

All Panels
MULTI MEDIA: Panasonic SV-AVio
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Walrus Systems
amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
avantgarde
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
cart rae
cartridge man
cawsey
chord electronics
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
es lab
final lab
gamut
hadcock
incognito
klimo
lavardin
lector
loricraft
lyra

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

There's never been a better time for hi-fi lovers.
Weird, innit? The word is that good sound reproduction as a pursuit is declining, to be
superseded by Home Cinema, Multimedia, and other lowfi media. Strange, then, that there's so
much superb equipment ( dedicated to hi-fi) which sells like the proverbial hot cakes. And,
provides lasting pleasure. And, keeps it's value. Don't always believe popular myths!
We always keep a wide range of Audio
Physic loudspeakers on dem, from the
£999 Yara. to the £ 6599 / £ 7499 Avanti 3
(pictured). A natural sound, but clear
and very open. Deservedly popular.
Hear the music, not your hi-fi!

The Brinkmann Integrated puts to
shame a lot of well known amps.
Sound quality is top notch (
very
natural) with bags of power to hand,
styling is timeless, and build, it goes
without saying, the very best. £ 2000
for the standard version, £ 2500 with
inbuilt valve output DAC

•

So you thought Walrus was only
for Analogue? Only ' cos we've
been waiting for decent digital
products ( too few on the market.
unfortunately). The Chord DAC 64 £1900 - is more than decent, it's
brilliant. Detail freaks will love it retrieves every last bit off your CDs
(and future formats), yet sounds

We are one of the very few
places you can compare
both these top selling
British turntables side by
side. Gyro SE or
Spacedeck? You decide.
And, yes, we know it's
actually the Hyperspace
pictured, before anyone
complains! This, too, can

musical with it!
Although Klimo is new to Britain (to our knowledge),

The Brinkmann MC
pickup ( based on the
legendary EMT
generator) gives
rivals several times
the cost a thrashing!
Our direct import

it's world-wide reputation for at least the last 20 years
precedes it. The Merlin pre-amp: magical valve sound,
superb build (
from Germany, need we say more), and a
price which comes from cutting out the middleman!
From £ 1550, taxed, on the road, as it were.

price? Just £ 1250.

be compared with the
Michell Orbe. As can the
SME Model 10.

Latest!
Origin Live arms and arm mod
kits now available
*Chord Electronics now on demo

From Rega, to SME,
Clearaudio, and Verdier,
Walrus is Britain's premier
turntable specialist.
You want power? And you want the subtlety of
valves? And build quality to last? The Papworth
M100 monoblocks (£ 3950) are the answer. An
absolute, British built, bargain!

*Cawsey cables from Australia the best we've yet heard!
•Trichord Dino phono stage on
demo
*Lavardin on demo
Exciting new Musical Fidelity
range on demo

Duevel - exciting, transparent, very open, 3
dimensional, the list goes on, and on. and on...
The full range. always on dem.
ADM.

michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortoton
papworth
phy cabes
pink triangle
pluto
rega turntables
ringrnat
schrocier
shun mook
sme
spendor
stax
sugden
sumiko
tci cables
tivoli audio
tom evans
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul
verdier

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items.
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
"interest free credit available on most items. subject to status '

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walruseo.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

US
BASINGSTOKE 01256 32
2Feathers Lane
BRENTWOOD 0-.277 264
30 Crown Street

AIL
EXCELLENCE

BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crwys Road
CAMBERLEY 01275 685597
173-175 London Road
CHELTENHAM 0"242 583960
38 VVinchcombe Street
CHESTER 01244 345575
86/90 Boughton

audio T

WE SELL THE FINEST PRODUCTS
and we bring you the benefits and security of buying from alarger dealer, yet
each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop. We are enthusiastic
and friendly, with the knowledge and experience to satisfy your expectations.

ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side

naim

EPSOM 01372 74888
15 Upper High Street

Naim Audio Naim enjoyed
aphenomenal six years of
success with its slimline
1100"*.
range and has recently redesigned
each of the products to enhance their sound quality,
appearance and flexibility. At the heart of the 5series is the NAIT 5integrated amplifier, all of its functions are controlled by amicroprocessor that
is only powered when interpreting abutton push, remote contrcl signal or
volume control movement before returning to sleep mode. Maximum
flexibility has been built into the NAIT 5for easy system expansion with ro
loss of sound quality.

EXETER 01392 491'94
156 Sidwell Street
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
IGH VVYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
20 7794 7848
190 West End Lane

Available at BASINGSTOKE, BRENTWOOD, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, CAMBERLEY, CHELTENHAM,
CHESTER, ENFIELD, EPSOM, EXETER, GLOUCESTER, OXFORD, READING, SOUTHAMPTON,
SWANSEA, SWINDON, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, WEST HAMPSTEAD, WORCESTER

OXFORD 01865 76596
19 Old High Street, Headington
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall

Wilson Benesch has consistantly
developed products that captivate the
hearts and minds of discerning audiophiles
throughout the world. From turntables to
tone-arms and in 1995 " the A.C.T. One "
the Worlds first curved floor-standing loudspeaker. With
its multi alloy baffles and advanced carbon fibre
composite structures, it remains as contemporary and
successful today as it was five years ago

SOUTHAMPTON 23 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
SWANSEA 01792 474503
9High Street
SWINDON :31793 538222
60 Fleet Street

Available at BASINGSTOKE, BRENTWOOD, BRISTOL, CARDIFF,

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 525666
6 High Street

CHELTENHAM, EPSOM, READING, SOUTHAMPTON, SWANSEA,
SWINDON, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, WEST HAMPSTEAD

WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity

•1
• •
•

All shops are closed on Mondays

For your FREE COPY of MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2002
FREEPHONE 0500 101501 (quote ref HFN02)
or vist our web slte at www.music-at-home.co.uk

CHORD

AR- Chord Electronics lids become
ynonymous with outstanding performance. The
panys range of products fulfils every stereo or multi-channel
m requirement. Continual dedication to research and innovation,
combined with excellence of build and sterling reliability have been
rewarded by continued growth. Chord users include many of the most
demanding customers in the audio world, both from professional and highend customer domains.
Available at BASINGSTOKE, BRENTWOOD, BRISTOL, CAMBERLEY,
CARDIFF, CHELTENHAM, EPSOM, EXETER, OXFORD, READING,

NEW 2002
EDITION

SOUTHAMPTON, SWANSEA, SWINDON, TUNBRIDGE WELLS,
WEST HAMPSTEAD

—"WV—

•57 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE • 3 YEAR GUARANTEE
ON HI- Fl SEPARATES • FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIE
•PRICE PROMISE • 10 DAY EXCHANGES • 30 DAY NO
COST PENALTY UPGRADES • PART EXCHANGES • INTEREST
FREE OPTION Subject to status. Written details on request.
•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

gm

The B&W Nautilus has been hailed
as the best loudspeaker money can
buy. Radical in concept, astonishing in
reality, its the worlds first cab:netless
speaker. By using unique tube technology and placing
the drive units right at the front, resonance is reduced.
The net result (along with afew other secrets!) is the
complete obliteration of unwanted cabinet resonance's.
And perfectly transparent, flawless sound.
Available at CAMBERLEY and CARDIFF

opinion

John crabbe
Last month's

which led in turn to thoughts of designing and building ahorn

delvings into the Hartley- Turner

system from scratch, resulting eventually in the 1958 device.

saga dragged up memories of my

Three of these were made, as two friends joined the project,

own early loudspeaker ventures,

and Iwas reminded recently of our shaping and tapering

bringing areminder that this is

activities by an organ pipe Inoticed which progressed from a

something I've often been urged

circular to square cross-section. The area of asquare in

to discuss. By 'early' Imean

relation to the circle it exactly contains is 4 ÷ r(- 1.273), and

before February 1958, when

Iwondered how this would affect the energy concentration of

Wireless World published my

waves travelling through such atube. Power-per-sq-cm shifts

article detailing amassive folded

in proportion to the square of the pressure, and as the latter

concrete horn (see ' Sidelnes' July'98), after which all Crabbe

varies inversely with area, it follows that the power- density in

speaker projects appeared in HFN.

this case will change by the square of 1.273. Remarkably, this

So what preceded that concrete monster? Apart from vague
memories of my father's DIY efforts, the first exposure to good
reproduced sound Ican recall was at Decca's Brixton factory in

is 1.62, the Golden Section!
Readers may recall my little diversion over this famous ratio
in relation to its merits as claimed by Cardas in the design of

1946/7. It was there the loudspeaker bug began to bite, and

cables (July 2000, Jan 2001), but it was intriguing to discover a

by the time Iwas dratted into National Service at 18, our 2m-

means of designating the figure other than via the strictly

high family bookcase had been given aback- panel and placed

correct Pythagorean Wi + + 2. Pursued to the limit, that

diagonally across acomer to provide agiant baffle. The middle

gives 1.618034, but for non- mathematical applications this is

shelf was cleared of books and its rear fitted with a3oomm

usually rounded up to 1.62, and as (4 + 70 2 equals 1.621

Goodmans speaker facing into the room via an array of vertical

Isuggest that for practical purposes the pi- based alternative

slats fanned out to fill the im-wide shelf space.

deserves comparable status.

Next, after two years of hi-fi starvation in the army, Ibought
the 2nd edition of Gilbert Briggs'
Sound Reproduction (
1950) and
immediately read it from cover to
cover, becoming covverted to the
idea of alarge reflex enclosure using
aconcrete panel set across acorner,
thus ousting the bookcase. But I'd
come to favour ad!ff..rsed sound to
compensate for point- source

'Yes, all very interesting' Ihear the reader muttering, ' but is

The first exposure to good reproduced
sound Ican recall was at Decca's Brixton
factory in 1946/7. It was there the
loudspeaker bug began to bite

monopnony, so the speaker aperture
was in the enclosure's top, with the main drive- unit facing a

there some further audio point arising from this?' Well, it

triangular reflector up near the ceiling.

strikes me that if amanufacturer can successfully cite the

Countless driver/tweeter/crossover combinations came

Golden Section as ameans of avoiding ' resonant multipliers'

and went with this as the foundation, including ahome-made

by the use of an irrational progression of strand masses in

horn- loaded ribboi But the speakers Imost favoured were the

cables, there might also be opportunities for entrepreneurs

Barker 148a and its higher flux sibling, the 150, featuring

who could offer aparallel advantage in loudspeakers. A

'Duode' coil systems aid delivering the best sound I'd heard in

column- like enclosure (or the tunnel in areflex model) which

that room.
On awhim, Ithen acquired an old Voigt Home- Constructor's

adopted the above circle- to- square profile could be said to
ensure harmonically unrelated concentrations of acoustical

speaker whose driver had aDC- powered magnet, placed it in

energy- flow at start and finish — thereby reducing coloration.

the opposite come and became instantly entranced by its

Moreover, this would be achieved by employing the Golden

uncluttered transient impact. The drive- unit was soon replaced

'Section' in ademonstrably cross-sectional manner.

by its Lowther equivalent. Then Igradually elongated the horn

There could be other variations on the theme worth

at both mouth and throat, abandoning the tapered

exploiting, with alternative reasons offered for conjuring a

quarterwave air- column which loaded the cone's rear as the

golden 1.62 from 1.273, whose square- root also has

modified horn had aless rapid expansion law and alarger

possibilities. This is 1.128, which comes within ahalf- percent

mouth, granting it greater bass extension in its own right.

of the voltage/pressure ratio representing 1.0 dB or the size of

Finally, the driver was inverted, with the horn now coupled to

an equal- temperament whole- tone.

the unit's back and its twin- coned front delivering
unobstructed HF into the room.
This crowned afascinating and highly instructive exercise

Given asufficiently ignorant or credulous audience, I'm sure
that aclever ad- man might manage to put over astory
encompassing the lot. ri
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collection
Alares fabulous ar
just gathering du
WORDS STEVE HARRIS

of classic audio products isn't
tall gets put to good use...
PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

systemsetup

When does an enthusiast

become a
collector? And when does a system become a museum?
These questions came quickly to mind when first surveying
the wonders of Alan's listening room. It's true that Alan
has
more
pre-amplifiers,
power-amplifiers
and
loudspeakers in one room than many dealers could
muster, but it's also true that he uses and enjoys them all.
Alan's lifelong devotion to good quality sound and good
engineering has led him to assemble astunning array of
what we'd what we now call classic hi-fi. Taking pride of
place are his immaculate valve power amplifiers, every one
adesirable collector's item in concours condition: BeamEcho Avantic, RCA, Cooper-Smith and Leak. But as I
moved closer to admire this garden of thermionic delights,
Ifelt the warmth of the glowing tubes on my cheek. Every
one of the amplifiers was up and running, and ready to be
connected in turn as part of the system.
Even
selected
was not
diagram

more impressive, whichever combination Alan
from his array of panel-mounted Quad 34s, there
a trace of hum from the speakers. Alan's block
shows how each

pair of power amplifiers
is connected to a preamplifier and its output
assigned to a pair of
speakers.
Modestly doing their
bit on a lower shelf
beneath the valve models
are a trio of Quad 303s,
and also on (static)
display are a CooperSmith pre-amp, Avantic
mono tuner and Avantic
SP21 pre-amp. Much as
he loves using his valve
power amplifiers, Alan
finds that those vintage
pre-amplifiers generally

0 Historic: an ex-BBC Voigt

contribute too much hum
and noise. As for the speakers themselves, pride of place
goes to apair of Voigt corner horns, now painted to match
the decor. These are of 1935 and 1938 vintage, and
currently house Lowther PM6 units.
In front of the Voigts, at the moment, are apair of B&W
DM is, a pair of BBC LS3/5As and a pair of Tannoy
Chatsworths. Alan uses all of these speakers by turns,
tending to gravitate towards the Voigts in the evening.
So how did this all start?
Alan was brought up in the rolling downlands and is just
old enough to remember the Battle of Britain. It must have
been the sight of the Spitfires wheeling overhead from

—IV
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nearby Biggin Hill that got him interested in aeroplanes. After
school, he joined an engineering company, and then spent most
of his working life in aircraft maintenance. As he says, with
aircraft things have to be right: there's no room for error. And
he seems to have applied the same standard, the same

hum in the background, although Idon't know why this is!
'The RCAs have been rebuilt, all the components
underneath have been changed. The Leaks are running the
LS3/5As and if you listen you can hear them humming abit. But
Leaks hum, end of story! And these have got no chokes in them.
All they've got is abig resistor. Not the right way to do it, but
the man built it so everybody could buy it. It was only 17 quid!

mentality, to his audio equipment. His interest started early.
'When Iwas about 18, Ihad aLeak 12.1. Then Igot another
one, and Ibrought them with me here, and Istuck with Leak —
with aVarislope stereo, darkened-front pre-amp — for quite a
long time. And then Iswapped to Quad. I've had 33/FM3, 303s,
405s, Quad Hs.., at one time Ihad over 40 pieces of Quad gear

And everybody could afford it, nearly. And usually what
happened was that people went from Leak to Quad.
'There's been at least 100 sets of speakers through here, if
not more. I've got the B&W DM1s, but I've had DM2s,
DM2As, DM3s, DM4: I've had half adozen pairs of them, very
nice little speaker. That's what made B&W a big company,
because they made four million of them. And the middle unit,

here! Ihad alot of Rediffusion 100V transmission line units,
and Idid change the transformer on some of them. But the
problem was most of them were just burnt out, because they
just used to put them on leave them for years, so they needed a
complete rebuild.'

the HF1300... that made Celestion rich. Basically, it was DM4s
from 1974 until into the 1990s, and avariety of others. DM4s in
pairs. I've always had good speakers in here!

Later, he moved on to the Quad 44: 'That's anice pre-amp,
very quiet. Good company. good engineering! You look at that
606. The way it's designed, it's got louvres at the bottom — it

'There's been at least 100 sets
of speakers through here. I've
got the B&W DM1s, but I've hat
DM2s, DM2As, DM3s, DM4s...
sucks the air in and sends it out the top to keep it cool. Good
amp, and they're still making it.'
Now, in retirement, Alan has time to devote to hi-fi. As I
admired the installation, he told me: ' It's virtually full-time. I've
been working on this lot now for about three months to get it
like that. Idon't think there's much more Ican do.
'In one of the transformations, all the amps were under the
floor — there's an airbrick in that corner. There was aRadford
STA-25, which Ineedn't say any more about! All the Radfords
hum. Ihad an STA-15 which Iborrowed. But they've all got

'I've had several Tannoys — these are Chatsworths, and I've
had the corner Chatsworths as well. These are Golds, they were
Reds, 'cause they were 1960s; these
' are 1970s. The Blacks started 1946
to 1950, the Silvers went from '50
to '57, the Reds went from '57 to
'67 and the Golds went from '67, I
don't know when to, and then the
HPDs came in.
'And 3LZs! They're anice little
speaker. Of all the Tannoys, Ilike
them. Ibought a pair for £50 in
Reigate, and took 'em up to one of
the audio jumbles,
Japanese bloke came up and gave me L500.'

and

this

Alan's LS35/As came from Rogers. 'The crossover on those
is something else. Unfortunately... they were 15 ohm when I
got them, but Iwanted to bi-wire them. Iwent over to Rogers
at Mitcham and bought the new units and the new crossovers,
which allowed you to bi-wire them. You just cut the link and ran
it out to the terminals, which Idid. But I've now put a bar
through the terminals and I'm running them single-wired. They
sound better.'
With such asurfeit of Quad amplification, you'd expect Alan
to have owned ESL speakers along the way.
'Yes, Ihad electrostatics, as you saw from the picture. They
were all right. They beam, the old ones. Idid borrow apair of
63s from Spalding, but you've got to have them up the room, in
space. When you've got them in space, they're lovely. But they
went back — Icouldn't afford them.
'I was repairing 'Stats at for aguy at one time, stripping them
down, getting the bits from Quad... but that was when Quad
was Quad.'
Currently, Alan also has a speaker that's something of a
curiosity: it's a home-built transmission line, which looked to
me like the Chris Rogers design, based very closely on the
Cambridge R50 and published as a HiFi Answers
constructional project in 1973.
'That section down there is virtually the same as aConcerto,
except that the bass unit has got the transmission line. But God,
they're heavy. And that Formica was part of the design. It
C Sources include Michell Gyrodec with SME arm,
Marantz CD94/CDA94 CD player and Revox open- reel deck.
Alan has ahuge collection of tapes recorded from radio

systemsetup

O Speakers: B&W DMI, home-build transmission line with
L53/5A on top, Tannoy Chatsworth, with Voigt horn behind

O Block diagram: ' No 2' speaker pair can be varied, and currently
the choice includes Tannoy Chatsworths and the ' kit' ILS

tightens it up. The guy Ibought them from made them.'
Among his source components Alan now has abeautifullyinstalled Michell Gyrodec with an SME arm.
'I've had TD124, I've had 301s. Ihad aTD124 in there for a
long, long time, but it only had the 9- inch arm on it. I've had

Cambridgeshire, and he says sometimes the voltage up there
goes up to 255V'
Alan's long and interesting life has spanned the whole
technology revolution from ceramic resistor to CMOS.
'When I was three, we moved from Wallington to

another one with a12-inch SME arm on it. I've had SME arns
since about 1959, and I've never gone for anything else.

Addington, they were actually putting the National Grid in,
and there was apylon behind the house. And they'd got aitches

Probably if Ireplaced that,
Of course, he's also got
being equal, open-reel tape
four Revoxes including the

all I'd go for would be aSeries V.'
aCD player, but for Alan, all else
is still where it's at. He's had at least
G36 seen in the pictures.

right across our ground with cables draped across and then
they had the winch. And the winch cable broke one day! Have
you ever seen one of those insulators close? Porcelain, and

In the last three years, Alan has started indulging another
branch of the audio collecting, with 1950s and 1960s radios.
I've got lots of Grundigs and they're all 220V, and they've

for along time Ihad one of the discs, that was my trophy. Iwas
only three years old!'
He's still as keen as ever, but you get the feeling he no
longer has the need to acquire more equipment. He's happy to

got to be run on 220. In the little bedroom, there's a
transformer in abox, and you can have 210, 220, 230, 240. The
mains here — I've checked it acouple of times — is 238V.
Graham Gosling, who did the big Grundig for me. is up in

there's some weight there. Luckily, it missed everybody. But

carry on perfecting the installation, and to sit back and enjoy it.
'I see stuff, but I've got to the point now where Iknow what
I've got, and there's not really anything Iwant! 7i

O Inside aVoigt cabinet:
the Lowther driver is
effectively wedged in place
Upstairs: Alan with his
amazing collection of
195os/196os radios

0 Amplifier array: all wiring is concealed
behind panelling. All power amplifiers seen
here are in regular use, fed from Quad preamps as shown in the block diagram above.
When Quad 34 pre- amp No jis switched
on, it energises arelay which brings in the
mains power for the whole system
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Built from granite with a
performance to match.
Loudspeaker of the year
1997

Electrostatics without
peer, for scale and
Eggleston Works

drama there is no
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Sound Lab

For versatility and
performance from
valves anc solid state,
there's no better range

Burmester

Class A amplification
and exceptional
build quality

Our products are selected to offer you the best in
every sense. For performance, looks, style and
pocket, there's got to be something that fits your bill.
This year we opted to be absent at the London show.
We believe that the finest products should be
auditioned in only the best environments. Call us for
your nearest dealer today.

Distributors for:
Advantage • Acoustic Zen • B.A.T. • Boulder •
Burmester • Copulare • Hovland • Kharma • Lumley
• Pass Labs • S.A.T. • Sound Lab • Wisdom •
Eggleston Works • VTL

Entry level ' High- End'
electronics with no
compromise in
performance

The Lumley range
comes of age. Stella
performance and

Acfk ntage

fantastic looks
A
Another stinnirig
looking loudspeaker
rance with excellent
perbrnance.
Internationally
rencwneci

A

The worlds leading solid

When it cornes to the

state electronics. A

suppor:ing cast, there's

Genuine product for a
lifetime

Ciflec,
PRODUCT

YEAR

Hovland, beauty in
every sense, the ' Music
Makers'

METROPOLIS
music

t: 01892 539245 • f: 01892 616383

•-•

HifiNews
software

Homage to Furtwängler • Joshua Bell revisits Mendelssohn • Uchida's
Moments musicaux •Illinois Jacquers prolix musicality • the extravagance
of Shibusashirazu • Hi- Res jazz reissues • Warner's DVD-Audio releases
HENRY FAIR/DG

classical

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 8 ( Ed Haas)
VPO/Boulez
TDK TD-VPOBR

BRAHMS:

95m, DVD

Violin Concerto • Double Concerto

This is an exemplary music DVD, with

Gil Shaham (yln)/Jian Wang (ylc)/

Pierre Boulez's live performance at St

BPO/Abbado

Florian's Cathedral, as part of the 1996 Linz

DG 469 529-2

International Bruckner Festival, filmed

71111195

under Brian Large's direction, together
Anyone lucky enough to have attended

with a16m documentary/interview where

Dohnányi's last Cleveland concert, at the

Boulez answers intelligent questions (in

Barbican, will have realised that Gil

German — English subtitles). Topics cover
Bruckner's musical sophistication (often

Shaham (there playing the Bartók Second,
and creating afar stronger impression

his peasant- like characteristics receive too

than on his recording with Boulez) has

much prominence, suggests Boulez) and

quietly become amusician with something

whether or not the acoustic of St Florian's

to say — no longer just the brilliant fiddler.

influenced the pauses in the symphonies,

And in the Brahms Concerto, live from the
Philharmonie (the coupling is aJesus -

where he says conductors 'should resist
the feeling of having to play on straight

Christus Kirche production without
audience), he brings real depth to the slow

ratings

rehearsal and adecent exposure of the

songful -eadings of the outer ones, well

Shaham

Linz surroundings.

Very good

B:2

Good

Moderate

C:3

Moderate

Poor

D:4

Poor

H: H Historical

Ill Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.

batonless, semaphoric conducting style,

is that the balances seem to shift slightly,

so often effective in bringing clarity to

or the ambience is tilted, for the finale.
The Double Concerto is even finer. I
was particularly taken by the young cellist,
whose previous discs Ihad not heard.
There's something of Tortelier's eloquence
in his opening passages — he does
slightly dominate (which seems fair

A ' star' denotes outstanding quality. Ratings

enough for this work) but shows

also show disc price codings: • full price

tremencous imagination, offset by

• mid price • budget price • special price.

Shaham's plainer, eminently

MI All discs reviewed are available from the

straightforward responses. The sheer

CD Service: tel 01234

740052

for details.

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS
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It is fascinating to watch Boulez's

the Joachim cadenza. My one reservation

YCOUPANNEC/VIRGIN CLASSICS

A :I

Good

Historical, eg. 78rpm

0 Gil

supported by Abbado. In (i) Shaham plays

Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording

away'. There are brief snatches of
movement and gives accomplished,

power of the Berlin Philharmonic is
impressive throughout this disc and the
sound puts it ahead of DG's ' Karajan Gold'
remastering of the Mutter/Meneses

Henri

Brahms concerto recordings. CB A/A*a*

Dutilleux

musi choice
beefily driven climaxes are wearing.

contemporary scores, applied to this

Technically, there's the drawback of

music. The orchestra brings its own unique
authority and sound to the work (in stark

slight wind pitch flutter in the slow movt;

contrast to the abysmal Israel PO/Mehta

and the spread is wider on the later

Eighth dating from 1987 on an Arthaus

recording. Divided strings too, with

DVD). Iconfess Imuch underappreciated

Monteux. CB B:2-3 V

this when released first on CD by Deutsche

FURTWANGLER:

Grammophon. CB A*a* V

Symphony

2

DUTILLEUX:

Chicago SO/Barenboim

Tout un monde lointain • Three

Teldec

092743495 2

2CDs, 82m ins

Strophes on the name Sacher •
How many of today's conductors and

L'arbre des songes
Truls Mork (vIc)/Renaud Capuçon

instrumentalists have time to compose as

(vIn)/Radio France PO/Chung

well? Of the works that have been recorded

Virgin Classics 54550 2-2

by an older generation of musicians

60m 245

recognised more for their platform talents

Aterrific disc, notwithstanding existing

— Klemperer, Schnabel, Kempff and

concerto recordings by the dedicatees,

Furtwângler — none has deserved this

Mstislav Rostropovich (
Tout un monde)

more than Wilhelm Furtwângler's Second

and Isaac Stern (
L'Arbre). Chung directs

Symphony, completed during the

with absolute assurance (his Métaboles

turbulence of the war against Hitler. Ihave

appeared earlier on DG, with the Berlioz

admired the conductor/composer's own

Symphonie fantastique) and this is Mork's

DG recording ever since it appeared here

most commanding

as aspecial 2LP import; it is available on

disc yet — good

the ' Originals' label and there were two

though his

further CDs of live performances under
Furtwängler, with the Vienna Philharmonic

Elgar/Britten with
Rattle was on this

Concerto for one day. Ma seems

and SWR Orchestras.

label. The short

drawn into the conspiracy —

score for

admirers shou4c1 make for his later

Brucknerian in scope and in manner — lots

The E- minor is alarge-scale work,

unaccompanied

version with Masur. The air clears

of big climaxes built up then stopped

cello, Three

dramatically for the symphory: a

abruptly, and other, more plaintive ideas

Strophes, was one

sensitive, beautifully balanced

introduced. Some of the melodic fragments

of aset of pieces

reading from Abbado which makes

are very haunting, and this is atragic work,

commissioned by

for half arecommendation for

heavily scored, with superficial echoes of

Rostropovich from

these recouplings. But Ivan

Strauss: specifically the Alpine Symphony.

12 different

Fischer's Eighth with the Budapest

composers celebrating the Swiss musician

So far, aheavy overlay of distortion of

Festival Orchestra [ Philips] is1he one to

one sort or another has taxed our

have. CB A—Baili

appreciation of the sound of this music;

and patron Paul Sacher, and translating

O Wilhelm

letters from his name into musical

Furtwângler

notation; the first Strophe also contains a

conducting

FRANCK:

former mentor restores the canvas to its

quote from one of the 20th century

and, in 1954,

Symphony

proper colours. It is good to find Teldec

masterpieces he commissioned, Bartók's

meeting

Boston SO/Munch

Music for strings, percussion and celesta

Daniel

JVC JMCXR 0018

(though Iconfess Ididn't manage to

Barenboim

identify it!). Dutilleux's Three Strophes I

with h's

This Symphony Hall production dates back

KARLOWICZ:

would rank in interest with the Britten

parents

to 1957 — RCA's later Monteux version

Symphonic Poems

Cello Suites. It was recorded in Oslo; the

with the Chicago SO (also Mohr/Layton)

BBC Philharmonic/Tortelier

works with orchestra are Radio France

became better-kriown and was indeec half-

Chandos CHAN 9986

productions from two different Paris

speed mastered by the company for LP as

locations. CB A*a* •

the aLdiophile' pressing was conceived (
je,

Mieczyslaw Karlowicz was aPolish

the Mobile Fideli-yClassical d.scs from

composer, killed in an avalanche at the age

DVORAK:

licelsed sources). Much as I
wanted to like

of 33 (1909); he had studied composition

Cello Concerto • Symphony 8

Murch and the Bostonians — ard the slow

in Berlin and is represented here by three

Yo-Yo Ma (vIc)/BPO/Maazel/Abbado

introduction is good — at every point of

of the symphonic poems upon which his

Sony Classical SMK89871

comparison Monteux was more musical,

reputation largely stands. The Oxford

more sensitive. At the start of

Dictionary of Music writes rather grandly of

78m 59s

and Daniel Barenboim's homage to his

committing itself to such aproject and I
36111395

for

recommend the set strongly. CB An V

66m 505

By the time Maazel gets through the

instance, Munch's dynamic changes and

their ` Schopenhauerian obsessions with

orchestral introduction, pulling the music

timing seem applied in aroutine, uncaring

love, death and pantheism' (Ken Dodd

about and making areal meal of it, we

way where the Chicago players sound as if

used to have apatter about ' Schoping

have had enough of Dvorak's Cello

they love every phrase. And Munch's

Hauers'!). But this is interesting, if slightly
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reviews
depressing music which put me in mind

American violinist has developed

Clarinet Concerto, which these artists first

largely of Tchaikovsky's Francesca da

considerably; and his are both lovely,

did for Philips in 1985, almost too plain-

Rimini or Romeo & Juliet. Isee that

uncomplicated performances (particularly

spoken but with each further hearing I

Tortelier's successor Gianandrea Noseda is

so the slow movt of the Beethoven), even

admire it more; Hoeprich includes stylish

already planning to record for Chandos: he

though one might think the Bell/

inserts and the sound is good. Idoubt that

has quite ayardstick to be measured

Norrington alliance an unlikely one in such

anyone would complain about the join

against. CB Au •

LYAPUNOV:
Symphony 1 • Piano Concerto

repertoire. Indeed, Bell floats with

between the opera overture (Nijmegen

accomplished ease (as it were) over the

2001) and the two dramatic arias

difficulties of the Beethoven, whilst

(Amsterdam, 2001); the quality change is

allowing himself quite broad slowings and

minimal. These have, respectively,

Polonaise

returns to tempo — again, unexpected

important solo parts for clarinet and

Howard Shelley ( pno)/BBC

with the partnership of an arch-

basset- horn. The singing is impressive:

Philharmonic/Sinaisky

authenticist! Soloist and orchestra are

rock- steady and secure in intonation. CB

uncommonly well balanced in this Sony

Au* I •

Chandos CHAN 9808

2

64m 315

play Debussy, Alfred Brendel replied to the

WALTER SCHELS/DECCA

production by Andrew Keener; and the
Asked at apress conference why he didn't

acoustic of the Salzburg Mozarteum is well
defined. Record of the Month. CB A:1* •

effect that Liszt provided more than
adequate water fountains for his fingers.

MOZART:

So should we not hear the concerto here,

Clarinet Concerto • La Clemenza

as it is so overshadowed (and so

di Tito — excerpts • Adagio K4ii •

influenced by) Liszt's Second? Or the

Mauerische Trauermusik

Polonaise because we can listen to

Erich Hoeprich ( clt)/Joyce DiDonaro

Tchaikovsky's, from Eugene Onegin?

(mez-sop)/Orch of the 18th Century/

Lyapunov's music may not be first-rate but

Brüggen

it's tuneful, transparent in scoring, and on

Glossa GCD 921107

this disc most beautifully played by the

59m 33s

BBC Philharmonic. And Howard Shelley's

This Glossa digipack is entitled ' The Last

fingers are once more at the service of the

Concerto, 1791' but is really aMozart

unfamiliar. Give it atry — but don't expect

concert assembled from recordings made

too much! CB A:s*•

in The Netherlands and Japan between
1986 and

MENDELSSOHN:

2001,

serious in tone and ending

in adownbeat way with the Funeral Music

O Mitsuko

SCHUBERT:

Violin Concerto in Eminor/

[alternatively coupled with the Requiem,

Uchida

Six Moments musicaux, D78o •

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto

on GCD 921105] which follows an Adagio

Piano Sonata in Eflat, D568

Joshua Bell (vin)/Camerata Salzburg/

for wind quintet (clarinets and three

Mitsuko Uchida ( pno)

basset- horns), both pieces having masonic

Philips 47o 164-2

Norrington
Sony Classical SK 139505

70m 02S

connections. The documentation is lavish,
with asection devoted to the basset

67m 36s

Where Kempff in Schubert could give the

Joshua Bell's UK debut was promoted

clarinet (which Hoeprich uses in the

impression of playing the pianoforte for

somewhat over-zealously by Decca,

Concerto); texts and translations are

his own private satisfaction — Curzon too,

leading to impossible expectations. His

included.

to some extent — Uchida is not like that.

(which he had been
playing since 12), awork
Bell has only recently
returned to and where
he has decided to play a
cadenza of his own in
place of the one
published in the score,
now known to be largely

At first, Ithought this account of the

She's afervent believer and wants you to
attend. Listening to her Moments

TIMOTHY WHITE/SONY CLASSICAL

first CD included the Mendelsson Concerto

musicaux, so often plundered by pianists
for recital encores, is like having someone
look you straight in the face as they
expound their thoughts: it's afrank gaze
which doesn't allow for half- concentration.
Uchida makes much of rests, veiled
timbres and the significance of the return
of themes.

by the composer's friend

Unusually, the booklet note here is by

David. And in the

her producer Erik Smith, and he is one of

Beethoven, unobtrusive

those writers who not only informs —

cadenzas and inserts are

fascinating stuff about Schubert not even

the soloist's own too —

having adecent piano for much of the time

what ever did soloists

— but describes the music in such away

play before Kreisler, I

that you immediately want to hear it ( LP

wonder?

collectors will remember William Mann's

Since that 1988 debut
coupling the young
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similar gift).
Joshua Bell

Outlining the history of the early four-

musi, choice
movement sonata, first drafted in less than

by the composer's son, understood that

accessible keys, Smith ponts out that,

Shostakovich was writing about universal

EVGHENY BRAKHMAN

relatively carefree, it has afinale written as

human aspiration in the face of tyranny.

Piano sonatas by Beethoven,

if for aquartet. Its date, 1817, puts it

(At the time, of course, the Soviets had

Mozart and Liszt

outside the parameters of the Brendel/

just crushed Hungarian resistance.) The

Evgheny Brakhman ( pno)

Philips series although the Kempff/DG

Eleventh was soon recorded by Cluytens

EMI CDM5 67935-2

cycle has an affectionate complementary

and Stokowski (aterrific Houston SO set),

reading, in regrettably shallow sound,

well before the interpretations of
Kondrashin or Rozhdestvensky were

which makes the writing sound more

7101 555

More often than not, debut discs stay in
one's collection for reference against an
artist's development, rather than because
they give real satisfaction. The Belcea
Quartet [ Debussy, Dutilleux and Ravel on
EMI — how did this get overlooked for the
2002

Good CD Guide] are one obvious

exception and this recital, by one of four
young pianists whose work is endorsed by
Martha Argerich (the discs bear ahuge
lower-case 'a' logo and there's abrief
introductory note to the set) is another. I
have been playing these sonatas,
progressing in time and expressive
complexity from Mozart's Cmajor, K33o,
Mstislav

EMI CLASSICS

Rostropovich

via Beethoven's ' Tempest' to the great
masterpiece by Liszt, with increasing

at work and

pleasure and admiration for the

(below) in

intelligence and subtlety of Evgheny

the 1960s,

Brakhman's conceptions.

with

Whilst remaining very consistent,

Shostakovich

Brakhman allows himself alittle more

in London

freedom after the classicism of the Mozart

issued in the

(although the minor- key slow movt has a

West.

restrained poignancy, its coda most

Independent,

poetically resolved); the recitatives in the
Beethoven are eloquently timed, and in

Edward

the finale, rather than arelatively

Writing in The

Seckerson

untroubled rippling Brakhman seeks out

described

every disturbance and gives it full

Rostropovich's

expression — twice slightly at the risk of

performances

mannerism, it should be said. Yet Ilike his

last March (from

reading as much as any of the established

which this CD

pianists'. And, attending to the potential of

was made) as

every quaver of the Liszt, yet mindful of its

unfolded ' as if in

integration within the whole, this 21- year-

real time'. The

old Russian brings afantastic technique to

innocent, eg, in the menuetto. Contrast,

long, eerily atmospheric ' Palace Square',

the work which, comparing him with, say,

too, Mitsuko Uchida's longer- thrown

with its insistent and omnipresent

Horowitz in his classic prewar recording, is

phrasing and quicker tempo for the finale.

threatening timpani motif (heard again

She plays on a40 year old Steinway;

after the massacre of ' 9January'), does

Evgheny

production took place at the Vienna

indeed sound that way. The LSO is on top

Brakhman

Musikverein in August last year. CB A:1* •

form and working with aconductor for

like looking under the bonnet of amodern

o

BMW and then an old Ford; piano playing
really has advanced, as with the training of
athletes in recent years! CB A:1* MI

passages are perhaps even more

Symphony 11

impressive than the more heavily- scored

LSO/ Rostropovich

outbursts. UK readers can gauge the

LSO Live LS0e3o

ALEX VON KOETTLITZ/EMI

whom they have affection; and these quiet

SHOSTAKOVICH:

72M 225

Shostakovich's Symphony ii, subtitled
'1905' deals overtly with the tragedy of the

recording from the excerpt on this month's
cover- mount disc.
Alistening env ronment well insulated
from traffic noise is necessary (or

rebellion against Tsar Nicholas II, and

headphones) or eise in the first 725 of the

when premiered here under Sargent in

Adagio the bare pp double- bass pizzicati

1957 it was mostly dismissed as ' film

will hardly be perceptible at Rostropovich's

musk'. But Robert Simpson, later echoed

slow tempo. CB A:1* A
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keep you interested. Fine, but maybe not

jazz

quite as sublime as its fashionability
suggests. BW Au•

BARRY GUY/HOWARD
RILEY/PHIL WACHSMANN

SHIBUSASHIRAZU

Improvisations Are Forever Now

Shibu-Hata

Emanem 4070

Smash Records SMASHCD 002

67m

71m 565

It's becoming evident that the late 19705
Shibusashirazu are a25- piece from Tokyo.

were aprime time for Free Improvisation in
Britain. Here, Barry Guy (bass and pedal-

Bassist Fuwa Daisuke founded the group

controlled electronics), Howard Riley

to accompany plays, but expanded the
band to include Butoh dancers, sequined

(piano) and Phil Wachsmann (violin and
pedal- controlled electronics) come tearing

vamps, puppeteers, paper carnival floats

from the speakers as if they can't wait to

and rather fine overblown solos by
baritone saxophonist Yoshida Ryuichi.

be heard.

Some tunes are from the lexicon of

The variety of sounds achieved on each
instrumental is staggering, but they are all

drummer A: Wichard, Bill Doggett as

O Extravagant Japanese folk, though having them played

focused on asingle musical point. There is

pianist (Doggett later snot to fame playing

spectacle:

by adozen horns in unison gives them a

none of the inert layering of trademark

organ), guitarist Freddie Green. trumpeter

Japan's

blood- chilling, quasi- ceremonial frisson.

sounds which vitiates today's improv

loe Newman, drummer Shadow Wilson and

Shibusashirazu

scene. In fact, the pace is so quick and

pianist Sir Charles Thompson. Souna is

generate excitement, and so has apunch

witty it suggests Improvisation is actually

adequate, though it tends to lack tie highs

lacking in most efforts of European

super- serialised bebop.

and lows some digital remixes bring to

improvisors to provide big- band festival

historic recordings: one track (' 12 Minutes

fare: the rhythmic basis moves from swing

December 1977) could not be found, so

To Go') features the full swisn-and-crackte

to latin to go-go to cossack to great effect.

the tracks were taken from an LP, but Dave

of aworn 78rom.

The master tapes for this session (20

The troupe is doggedly concerned to

Booked in to play Glastonbury this year,
Shibusashirazu are asuitably extravagant

Hunt's remastering is as present and

Illinois lacquers amazingly prolix

precise as you could wish — certainly

musicality always buns through. Music

spectacle: Kato Takayuki's progressive

better sounding than the bulk of current

from atime when the saxophone was only

guitar solos doubtless went down abomb.

releases. For this CD, three extra tracks

just tamed, its tone more rough- house

Producing live at Buddy Egota in Tokyo in

from the same trio on 24 January 1979 are

sack- butt than smoothlazz suck- buttery.

June 2001, Tanaka Atsushi (recording) and

also included. Guy, Riley and Wachsmann

Fantastic. BW Ha* •

Kojima Rokuon and Kobayashi Yoshio

play kaleidoscribble electronica from an

(mastering) made agood job of an

epoch yet to come, the sound of top

ROY AY1ERS

extremely difficult task: balancing 25

musicians driven over the edge by a

Stoned Soil Ficnic

musicians playing at their peak and

monstrous aesthetic. How many violins

Atlantic Masters 81227 3588 38m 2-65

keeping the mix realistic and
uncompressed.

have you heard mooing like aVan Cuyp
cow (' Trio Eight' and ' Trio Nine')? Amazing!

The cover of the original LP release from

BW A:1* •

1968 is currently being displayed in

There is nothing original about this
music — the spook synth- solo comes

various London record shops, its snapshot

O '
Flying

straight out of Sun Ra, and Don Cherry

ILLINOIS JACQUET

of amulti- racial, floppy-batted tribe or

Home': tenor

established the east- meets- west floorplan

Jumpin' At The Apollo

pleasure- seekers like aoefinition of

saxophone star

in 1970 with Relativity Suite — but it's

summertime flare groove.

Illinois Jacquet

delivered with such gusto and finesse you

in his heyday

have to applaud. BW Au •

Delmark DE-538

66m 525

The music is spacious and funky, with

Ahandy collection of sides cut by

Roy Ayers's trickling vibes providing a

saxophonist Illinois Jacquet between 1945

glittering surface. On most tracks Mitoslav

and 1947 for Apollo Records, arecordstore

Vitous replaces Ron Carter on bass. and

label named after Harlem's nearby Theatre,

some may find his wide vibrato kitschy.

where fans used to wax so enthused over

Otherwise it's Grady Tate on drums, Herbie

lacquers rendition of ' Flying Home' that

Hancock on piano, Hubert Laws on flute,

they'd leap from the circle balcony.

Charles Tolliver on trumpet and flugeborn

Oacquers classic 1941 solo with Lionel

and Gary Bartz on alto sax.

Hampton lived on in the Hampton band's
arrangement for decades after he'd left.)

distract from the fact that it's an Ayers

There are supercharged tenor fests here

album, where the held chords and sense of

rDiggin The Count'), wonderfully argued

floating ease frequently approach akind of

ballads (' Ghost Of AChance', ' Funny That

tropical Muzak: the endless modes can

Way') and novelty blues numbers featuring

become cloying.

Wynonie Harris on vocals.

These illustrious names should not

Nevertheless, just when you've decidea

Sidemen include bassist Charles

it really is just rarc otic fluff, there's some

Mingus, partnered on one session with

hip little modulation on piano or vibes to
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choice
For any other band, atrack like 'Annie',

rock

ajangling summer anthem with atruly
gorgeous acappella coda, would be
something to be proud of, but Wylie just

SAINT ETIENNE

couldn't find space for it on any previously

Finisterre
Mantra STETioCD

released album. Similarly, his lovely hymn

47m 46s

to eponymous quirky songwriter Laura
Nyro was rejected, perhaps for being alittle

It's been way too long since the last

too cosmic even for the Rough Riders.

St Etienne album, but not much has

An unashamed devotee of ' 6os harmony

changed — it's still best to expect the

pop by The Byrds, Crosby, Stills & Nash,

unexpected. The album begins with a

The Association, Turtles and others, Wylie

howling wind over the sounds of afootball

overloads these tracks with sparkling

crowd, suddenly interrupted by actor

guitars and complex vocal layers, which

Michael Jayston's plummy voice asking the

may make them abit too retro for some

supremely pertinent question, ' Have you

tastes. Similarly, the Brian Wilson-esque

ever been to aHarvester before?' That's the

naWeity of ' The Sound Of Windchimes'

defining characteristic of this trio — they

complete with harpsichord arpeggios and,

somehow take the familiar and make it
downright weird.
Better yet, in the context of their songs,

of course, chimes, could be mistaken for
but desperately wanted to appear cool and,

0 Back to

simple-mindedness, when it's actually just

the future:

or emotional engagement. For example,

let's face it, that audience never goes away.
Wisely then, Taylor, has never varied the

simple honesty.
Wylie is now pursuing asolo career so,

once it actually gets going, the opening

formula and, it seems, we're still lapping it

if this set pleases your ear, there's more to

track, 'Action', is really the Beach Boys' Do

uo. Over the years, he's become amazingly

come. IB B:211

It Again' slyly re- modelled with retro disco

adept at it, so that this album sounds just

beats and funky Hispanic guitar rhythms,

enough like all his previous efforts that it

but that's okay because it sounds just
wonderful. 'Amateur' is everything the

won't upset anybody, but the me.odies and
words have been juggled into just enough

Human League hoped they were but never

of adifferent order that devotees can

quite achieved.
'Soft Like Me' combines afemale (and

delude themselves into thinking ft's new.

feminist) rap with floaty flutes and one of

trying to work out who JT's audience might

achieved the success they'd been striving

Sarah Cracknell's most irresistibly girlie

be nowadays, Ican help them out. There's

towards for over eight years, so their debut

vocals. And, through it all, Jayston adds a

aline in an old National Lampoon track

(Static Prevails) and their breakthrough

surreal commentary (eg. ' The perverse
possibilities of The Barbican... you could be

that says, 'Awade in the ocean of most

(Clarity) are finally seeing the light of day in

men's consciousness would barely get your

this country. Anyone looking to explore the

invisible here), setting the whole thing in

feet wet.' Those are the kind of guys you're

Arizonian emo—rockers' back catalogue

its own haunted yet commonplace urban

looking for. Still, if beautifully produced,

would be advised to start with this one,

landcape.

immaculately played, cosy affirmation that

which marked the beginning of the sulky

all's right with the world is all you require,

intelligence that characterises their recent

this is ideal. IB A:20

sound. Jim Adkins and Tom Linton provide

they do it without sacrificing melodic grace

Essentially then, this is an album about
London but, by extension, it's about the
title of track eight, ' The Way We Live Now'.

James Taylor

JIMMY EAT WORLD
Clarity
64m es

EMI 539616
With their eponymous

2001

album —

actually their fourth — Jimmy Eat World

If the market research department is

emotive vocals, and songs

It's also the best thing I've heard all year. At

COSMIC ROUGH RIDERS

such as 'Just Watch

some point when Oasis, Verve and the

Pure Escapism

TheFiireworks', or the

Happy Mondays have been rightfully

Poptones MC5o6oCDP

hypnotic 16- minute- long

39m 29s

consigned to the dumper of history, Saint

PUPAE EAT WORLD CLITY

'Goodbye Sky Harbor'

Etienne will be recognised as one of the

Daniel Wylie, mainstay of Glasgow's Rough

should send shivers down

most consistently wonderful and awe-

Riders, thought he'd made it when they

any receptive spine. The

inspiring bands of all time. IB ke •

became the first band signed to former

band's distinctively crunchy

Creation Records boss Alan McGee's new

guitar progressions are
given added interest by the

JAMES TAYLOR

label, Poptones. It didn't quite work out

October Road

that way and, despite acres of critical

O Jimmy

acclaim, when Poptones hit afinancial dip,
Daniel and Co were accounted out. The last

World: raw!

Columbia XPCD2716

51M 275

Eat

use of strings, pianos and xylophones, with
standout tracks including the melodic
American smash ' Lucky Denver Mint', the

The Andy Williams of the dope-smokin'

release under that deal is this collection of

stomping rhythms and haunting melodies

generation, lames Taylor was always an

re- mixes and out- takes. Usua!ly, such

of ' Your New Aesthetic' and the bizarre

easy option, providing the soundtrack to a

collections are little more than scrapings

electro pop styling of ' 12.23.95'.

zillion sunny day reveries with his

from bottoms of barrels, but this is

supremely laid-back vocals. Maybe his

something better. Wylie is such aprolific

don't expect the polished, glossy sounds of

comfortingly familiar songs about nothing

songwriter, and such asonic perfectionist,

Jimmy Eat World, because this album is

in particular perfectly reflected an audience

that significant numbers of excellent songs

much more raw, and that's what gives it its

that really didn't want to think too much,

were relegated to the cutting room floor.

edge. JB A:01

It's atuneful and honest album, but
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3500
2800
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745
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1035

880
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800
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1000

750
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900
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400
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2500
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musit.choice
be heard only via 78s. Gut- crunching,

audiophile:
DVD-A/SACD

Chicago- style blues from Butler, aharp
wizard of the old school, is backed here by
Jimmy DLane on guitar and underpinned by
ablissfully trashy drum sound from longtime KK fave Sam Lay — Sam Lay, fer
chrissake!!! His work is almost an homage
to Fred Below. Listen people: if this release

BB KING & ERIC CLAPTON

was on amajor label, the likes of Mojo

Riding with the King

would be calling it the rebirth of the blues.

Reprise 9362-47612-2
DVD-A 5ach

Seek it out, even if you play the CD layer.

61M335

KK A/A*:1*

Astunning duet from Yoda and Luke — er,
BB and Eric, with the emphasis on the

THE CORYELLS

Master. There are remakes of blues classics

The Coryells

from King's past, along with others of more

Chesky SACD235

relevance to Clapton, st.ch as ' Key To The

SACD Hybrid 5.1

Highway', while adefinite high point is a

Acase of the wrong sticker: my copy of this

bluesy version of Sam & Dave's ' Hold On
I'm Comin'. All are joyous recreations, the
set sounding like what it is: two geniuses
enjoying themselves, with nothing to prove,

6im 55s

disc says 'stereo' but the player (and my
rear speakers) tell me it's a5.1 mix. Doesn't

Ulf Ing
M.11 II MIMS inn a III tan
no 111111 NOT MT Sil cenntanat CO 888888

matter: use of the rear channels is typically
Chesky, subtle to the point of auto-

like Louis & Ella. Although the surround is a

turned into aglorified test disc tor a

0 BB King and

bit heavier than purists might prefer —
whole instruments do issue from the back

fledgling genre. But it's not all bad news;

Eric Clapton:

suggestion. And the music is simply

the stereo 96kHz version is utterly

'two geniuses

wonderful: Igave it [ A/A*:11 when I

— much self-control was demonstrated by

rragnificent. Musically? Still aflipping

with nothing

reviewed it in its original CD form in ' 99, and

the engineers. KK Au*

n7asterpiece. KK Be

to prove...'

it's now worth another [ 1- and-a- bit for
added atmosphere. Legendary guitarist

GRAHAM NASH

WILD CHILD BUTLER

Larry Coryell is heard here with his sons,

Songs for Survivors

Sho' Nuff

mixing classical, jazz, Latin, rock and blues,
and coming up with some of the best

Acoustic SoL nds APO 2015 SA

DTS 69286-01092-9-2
DVD-A 5.1ch

143111285

SACD Hybrid

'audiophile' guitar sounds since those old

60m 36s

Charlie Byrd LPs. And Istill adore the

Acoup for DVD-A: Nash's latest is

Unashamedly stereo, but suffering not abit

unplugged version of ' Trouble No More'.

(apparently) the first release by amajor

for it: blues as raw as this should probably

KK A**a*

artist to go multi- channel before being
afforded two- channel CD release. Nash
loves multi- channel, as was revealed at a
CES press conference, but he's shown
remarkable restraint: the surround is allembracing without being smothering.
Musically, the set transcends the number of
channels: Nash sounds as good now as he

MoFi relaunches with Patricia Barber on SACD
rifffffifflfelliffeei

PATRICIA BARBER
Café Blue
Mobile Fidelity MFSL UDSACD2oo2
SACD Hybrid 2ch

63m 145

did on his 25-year- old- plus albums, yet this
one's imbued with poignancy in contrast to

Modern Cool
Mobile Fidelity MFSL UDSACD2oo3

its modernity. An ode to his past, yes, but

SACD Hybrid 2ch

also an positive nod to the future.
'Squisito', as Italians would say. KK A*a*

Nightclub

73m

REiL
RECOROING1111--

barber

ois

Mobile Fidelity MFSL UDSACD2o04
SACD Hybrid all

57m 34s

FLEETWOOD MAC
Rumours

How sad: the relaunch of the most successful

Warner Bros 936 2- 4808 3-9

audiophile label of all-time kicks off with

DVD-A 5.1

45m o7s

precisely the sort of music which cursed the

Along with the Neil Young and Van Morrison

genre with the ' Nice sound, shame about the
music' tag. Don't get me wrong: Ms. Barber,

DVD-As, areason why certain critics detest

like Amanda McBroom, Sade, et al, is

multi-channel. So overdone (apparently

talented, professional and skilled. She's probably a

lacking soul and imagination, who wear Boss, write

with the band's full approval) is the

nice person, too. The musicianship? To die for, like

with Montblancs and drive BMWs, that may be

surround element of this disc that it

the sound. But there's no escaping the fact that this

enough. But why couldn't they revive Mobile Fidelity

overshadows any purely sonic gains which

is the sort of 'yuppie jazz' which makes purists hear

with something awesome, like MoFi Mk l's

DVD-A provides over CD. Here we have one

-ed. It is aural wallpaper, albeit as luxurious as that

swansongs from Orbison or the Who which never

of the most popular albums of all time,

which Derry Irvine acquired at our expense. For those

reached the stores? Amissed opportunity. KK A*:2
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Owninga Aleridian system wouldJill
the most demanding audiophile
with pride. Then again, who
needs to be an audiophile? No
one, of course. Howevel; we
can't guarantee that you non 'I
start showing audiophile
tendencies after wweeks.
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Ire offer two demonstration studios, installation and
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world's finest audio and AV equipment.
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_your budget, we have the knowledge, experience anel
products that will get the best out of your music and
movies. Proud of our shop?You betcha.
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CD offer

The best of The London
Symphony Orchestra
We celebrate the artistry, sound quality and sheer
musicality of avery special record label: LSO Live
LS

LSO U»

t
DVORAKi
sir Conti

eerier
SynirMonle
lant,1,11(pe

s

:es TrOyens
SIR COLIN DAVIS

Sin Cot N DAVI ,

h these days

7th Symphony is in the can.

of recession in the sales

of recorded classical music it's good obe able

Itook the opportunity recently to ask Sir

to report asuccess story, although it has to be

Colin about the label and its profile from his
focal point on the rostrum and began by asking

said that LSO Live is benefiting the record buying public rather more than the record

his impression of the Barbican's revised

industry. How come? Because the label, which

acoustic.

was launched in z000, is owned and run by the

'Certainly on the platform it sounds better,

London Symphony Orchestra itself, and instead

yes. It's agreat place to perform in and rehearse

01 working in astudio environment, it records

because you can hear everything that's going

live concert performances ii its home, the

on. It sounds very agreeable and it's possible to

Barbican Hall.
Th sis anot inconsiderable statement from

organise things very easily. It still is quite a

the world's most recorded orchestra, which

isn't along reverberation — the sections of an

celebrates its centenary in 2004.

orchestra tend to stay as individual pockets of

difficult hall to record in, though, because there

sound rather than automatically generating the

The recordings are, moreover, sold at budget

sea of sound which we have come to expect.

price. Orchestra, soloists and conductors are
not pad above their normal concert fees.

O Sir Colin Davis

'Recording is so dependent on place,
acoustic and the rest of it; if there is an

Instead they are treated as shareholders in the
lapel, receiving royalty payments, but only

(at one time with Decca and involved with many

objective sound, Idon't know what it is! But I

beyord the point at which each release breaks

award- winning recordings in his distinguished

firmly believe that by recording in this way with

even. Quality is assured by capturing two,

career) working in conjunction with engineers

an orchestra of this quality you get abetter

sometimes three concert performances, using

Tony Faulkner or (in one instance so far) Simon

product, because you're actually giving a

the best as the main ' take' and patching where

Rhodes, both of course top names in their field.

performance and not just trying to get it " right".

necessary from the others — or in afew

Tony Faulkner elaborates on the technical

It is completely different and Ithink much more

instarc es from the LSO's unique warm-up

challenges of these endeavours in the panel

productive. The response of the public to the

rehea-sals — to cover the odd mistake and to

over the page.

label confirms what I'm saying.'

eliminate noises- off. All the recordings released
so far have been produced by James Mallinson

Adozen or so recordings have been released
since the start — works by Brahms (
AGerman
Requiem), Berlioz (five releases capped by

Does he involve himself with matters of
balance for arecording?
'I don't interfere, no. The important

Grammy Award- winning The Trojans (
engineered

component of this kinc of work is that you've

by Simon Rhodes) — awonderful memento of

got to have complete t•ust in the people who

the LSO's year- long ' Berlioz Odyssey' series),

are doing it. And you can't go up and say " Look,

Dvorák (
Symphonies Nos. 8 & 51) and Elgar (the

Idon't like that; we're going to do something

three Symphonies). All are conducted by Sir

else", because with live recording you've

Colin Davis except for the Brahms which was

already done it! You can influence it, maybe, for

done with André Previn. Released in August was
Shostakovich's iith Symphony conducted by

the next performance that you give, and of

Mstislav Rostropovich. Arecording of Dvorák's

course the conductor has an enormous
advantage because he's given aCD of

--JVT:Ic7o—ber
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WE'RE NOT LETTING THE CAT.
OUT OF THE BAG...
Pick up your FREE Audiophile
Candy 2003 Accessories
Catalogue at Stand 9, at this
year's Hi -Fi & AV EXPO Show. This
year's show is at The Renaissance
and Le Meridien Hotels, London,
Heathrow.
New features include expanded
product range, news features,
customer feed back and letters
pages, overviews by leading audio
journalists and aglossary of terms.
Alternatively give us a call and
reserve your copy now!

0870 241 246 9

...UNTIL THE 14TH SEPT
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CD offer
rehearsals and
performances, so

LSO Live CDs sound different from most recent

he can listen to all

classical CDs. LSO Live performances have
energy, dynamics and momentum hard to find

the things that

minutes recording time without audience
covers any emergencies — such as repairing
the damage when the public address

Presumably

on regular studio recordings. The differences
are not in the technology, they are because

balance decisions

the orchestra has intentionally taken the risk

auditorium during one LSO concert!

of breaking the mould of creating orchestral
CDs out of short session takes recorded in a
studio. These are recordings of real events.
The technology used for LSO Live

Traditional studio classical CDs are pasted
together in aworkstation from dozens or

have happened.'

are made during

O Tony Faulkner

to eliminate loud coughs. A reserve of 30

rehearsal because
they can't be done during aperformance.
'That's right, but mistakes can be rectified

speakers sounded accidentally in the

sometimes hundreds of takes.
Making CDs the LSO Live way applies more

recordings is as good as it gets, but no

pressure, because there is no safety- net of

different from that for top- end studio
sessions. The microphones are the same: DPA

being able to do the same little difficult
sections adozen times before they are

(for The Trojans, recorded by EMI's Simon
Rhodes); valve Neumanns (ex RCA Living

absolutely right for splicing in. However, LSO

long before these recordings began. It's unique
— Idon't know any othet orchestra that does it.'

Presence), Schoeps, plus some ribbon mics
for the releases Ihave engineered. The

studio and even harder to fabricate on a
workstation. Plus we record an opera from

analogue mixer looks the same. Our high
density dCS9o4 digital converters, hard- disk

beginning to end in the order of the plot.
Mild audience noises, squeaky staging, or

because of this long-standing LSO practice of
having awarm-up rehearsal [ which is also
recorded] before arepeat concert, which began

With two, sometimes three concerts
recorded, plus, perhaps, one or more
rehearsals, there must be some additional
pressure to keep the tempi consistent from
performance to performance.
'What usually llappens is that one of the

Live catches atmosphere, hard to create in a

performances is taken as the basis for the CD.

conductors have very familiar names and

You don't expect to be able to mix them up; you

impressive track records — Sir Colin Davis,
André Previn, Mstislav Rostropovich.

just hope that through tie experience of one
concert you do abetter one the next night.
When Ilisten to aperformance after the event I
can usually hear all kinds of things which Ican
improve. Atempo may be ajust afraction too
fast or too slow, for example, and you can just
adjust that next time. One of the performances
may well turn out to be the best. We'll use that
as the base, but tnere may be audience

performers' heavy breathing and noises annoy

recorders and tape- machines are the same.
The Quad electrostatic monitors and EAR
power- amps are no different. The players in
the orchestra look the same too. LSO Live's

some critics. The acoustic of aconcert hall like
the Barbican sounds different from the
combination of arecording studio and
routinely added control- room 'cheap perfume'
digital reverb, and that sounds unfamiliar. For
me, these are small prices worth paying to

LSO Live recordings are made at public
concerts in the Barbican Hall. The only editing
for the CD is between two concerts, normally

experience the electricity and human touch of
great performers and performances.
Tony Faulkner

A SPECIAL LSO LIVE CD OFFER: ORDER NOW!
Your order
LSOocno

price

LSOoo3o SHOSTAKOVICH Symphony No n ( 1CD)

£4.99

something on the floor. The engineers can

LSO000i

£4.99

DVORAK Symphony No 9 ( 1CD)

LSO000s BRAHMS Ein deutsches Requiem (1CD)

£4.99

it at arehearsal or even after the final concert

LSO0007 BERLIOZ Symphonie fantastqiue (1CD)

£4.99

— though none of us like doing that: tempo is

postage — 75p for first recording, 25p for extra recordings

very important, as you say, but apost- concert

All prices Include VAT

they can't, we've got the possibility of repairing

total price

£19.99

BERLIOZ Les Troyens (4CD)

coughing, or aplayer may drop amute or
usually deal with things like that, but even if

quantity

total

tempo is not to be relied upon!
'The future of this label is interesting
because quite by accident we got off to avery
successful launch, so to speak. You can't plan
for such success; we were just going to see

Your details
"tie

Last name

First name

,
VidresS

what happened. The problem then is how to

Postcode

keep the standarc up. How big do you want the
email

label to become? If you're going to produce an

ii ,1 (day)

enormous number of records they can't all be as

Your payment - pay by credit/debit card or cheque

good as one another. Idon't know how we will
deal with this, but maybe we'll have to be very

My Visa/MasterCard/Amex/Switch number is

critical of what we're doing and if we produce
anything which we think is not up to the

Expiry date

Issue no. (Switch only)

Valid from date ( RBS Switch only)

standarc, then probably we shouldn't publish it.
Idon't know — this is all speculation.
'Of course the rather more comic side of LSO
Live is that it's upset thinking elsewhere —
especially across the Atlantic — because

Signature
OR pay by cheque payable to ' London Symphony Orchestra' (tick here if enclosing cheque)
Please tick if you do not want to join the LSO's free mailing list

nobody gets paid upfront for these recordings.

Please return to: Fax -020 7638 4578

The idea that an orchestra can play even better

This form can only be used when ordering CDs to be sent to aUK address. If you would like to order CDs to

when it's astakeholder instead is aradical

be sent to addresses outside the UK visit www.iso.co.uk or call +
44 2o 75881116.

change of view!'

London Symphony Orchestra Ltd, Barbican, London EC2 Isolive@lso.co.uk

ri

Post -LSO, Freepost KE7766, London EC28 2RR
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Audio designers pay lip- service to the importance of good internal earthing practice,
but just how well do today's products perform when subject to ground currents?
WORDS

As

I recall Meridian's Bob Stuart warning many years
ago, just because an amplifier has terminals labelled as an
output that doesn't mean they shouldn't also be considered as
an input. He might have added — perhaps he did — that earth
or ground terminals are also apotential input. Currents flow in
grounding systems, which finite impedances within the ground
wiring turn into voltages. If these voltages are not to make an
unwanted contribution to the output signal, then the internal
grounding arrangement of the equipment concerned must be
carefully realised.
For electronics equipment in general, and audio electronics
in particular, the working environment has never been more
challenging. On the one hand, the advance from 16-bit to 24-bit
digital coding is facilitating unprecedented dynamic range
capability, while on the other the numerous interference
sources that threaten this enhanced performance — computers,
mobile phones, etc, — are burgeoning. Particularly when
computers and video equipment are used in close proximity to
audio gear, as is increasingly the case in home theatre and other
multimedia installations, the available audio performance can
be significantly compromised. The clearest indication that
there's a problem comes in the form of audible hums and
buzzes, but more subtle degradations can pass unremarked save
for ageneral shortfall in the anticipated sound quality.
Electromagnetic compatibility regulations, which electronic
equipment has to meet to earn CE certification, have helped
control this problem by specifying acceptable levels of
sensitivity to external sources of interference. But are they
sufficient in an audio context? Audio equipment is unique in
having to operate across a frequency range of around four
decades ( 10Hz to 100kHz) and over a practicable dynamic
range of around 120dB (an amplitude range of 1,000,000:1).
Ensuring immunity from interference throughout this
performance envelope is aconsiderable design challenge, and
there's reason to believe that much, if not all, audio equipment
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flunks it to some degree.The object of this article is not to
describe how ground currents arise or the circuit techniques
that can be used to curb their influence. Readers interested in
these aspects should refer to the co-ordinated series of papers
on what has come to be known as the Pin 1Problem (because
pin 1 is the ground pin on an XLR plug or socket) first
presented at the Audio Engineering Society's 97th Convention
in 1994 (MS 97'), which explores the subject in considerable
detail (for details of these papers, see page 95).
For the purposes of HFN's readership — who will generally
be more interested in effect than cause — Iintend to start from
the premise that these ground currents exist and that they can
cause signal degradation, by the process properly termed
common impedance coupling (Fig 1). The question to be
addressed here is whether this is a significant problem for
modern audio equipment, or something we can safely assume
has been designed out.

ENTER THE HUMMER
The name Hummer puts most people in mind of the overgrown
military 4x4 that came to world attention in the course of the
Gulf War, but it isn't the only device of that name to have
originated Stateside. Of rather greater relevance to the matter
of ground current sensitivity is the Hummer originally
described by John Windt of Windt Audio in one of the papers
presented at AES 97.
In its most basic form Windt's Hummer simply comprises a
mains transformer connected via acurrent limiting resistor to a
pair of crocodile clips. The current limiting resistor is selected,
in conjunction with the transformer's secondary voltage, to limit
the peak current when the croc clips are shorted to about
100mA, this value being, according to Windt, 'the amount of
current Ihave measured flowing in the ground system of large
sound systems'.
By means of adapted input plugs with external wire loops

t feature
connected to the ground pins, the Hummer easily allows this
order of current to be injected into the ground system of any
piece of audio equipment. Any susceptibility to common
impedance coupling then manifests itself as an increase in
hum/buzz level on the output, which can be determined either
by listening for the change — which means the Hummer can be
used in the field, without the need of special test gear — or,
more rigorously, by measuring the equipment's residual output
with and without the Hummer connected. Ideally, there should
be little or no change in the noise floor, aresult which indicates
a well-realised internal grounding arrangement within the
device under test.
Although the specialist audio industry pays lip service to the
importance of good grounding practice and of suppressing
interference in its various forms, the blunt truth is that so far as
most audiophiles are concerned John Windt's Hummer might
never have been invented. Here is a simple, cheap means of
testing for the Pin 1Problem that might very easily have been

current flow, but even if they're dressed up to look like
Blackpool illuminations, they still suffer the disadvantage that
their output is more or less a sine wave, fixed at the mains
frequency. For amore versatile Hummer the transformer has
first to be changed to awide bandwidth audio frequency type,
then the input signal can be derived from asignal generator or
other audio source, allowing arbitrary waveforms and
frequencies to be used.
Fig 1 shows the Hummer circuit Ibuilt to generate the
measurements which follow, based around a Burr-Brown
OPA547 high-current op-amp and Jensen JT-11-FLCF 1:1 line
output transformer. The former is connected in a shunt
feedback circuit with again of 3.9, so when the input is driven
at 2V rms (typically from adigital signal source such as aCD
player or computer sound card) the voltage at the transformer
primary is 7.8V rms.
Across the transformer's combined primary and secondary
resistance of 116 ohms this gives ashort-circuit current of 67mA
39k0

iokfl

FLCF

iopF

input
L6on

ground voltage
circuit 2

ground voltage
circuit

output
INI4148

equilibrium body
(earth)

LED
FIG.1

adopted as a standard element of audio equipment reviews,
even entirely subjective ones. But whereas the Hummer has
been seized on as a diagnostic tool in the sound installation
industry, within the hi-fi diaspora it remains virtually unknown.
As aresult of this we barely know, as an industry, how well or
how badly today's audio products perform in this respect, while
audio consumers are mostly unaware that there is even a
potential issue regarding equipment grounding. Guidance as to
which items of equipment are more or less blameless in their
performance is non-existent.
None of which would matter much were audio equipment
typically so well designed that ground currents have little or no
effect. But that was certainly not the case in 1994 when the AES
97 papers were published. Far from it: it was the realisation that
common impedance coupling was an endemic problem that
prompted the AES papers in the first
instance. It's possible, of course, that the

FI, . 2

rms, equivalent to 95mA peak. l'he series combination of
resistor, diode and LED across the secondary simply gives a
visual indication of correct device operation. When the
Hummer output is open circuit (no ground current flowing), the
LED lights in response to the presence of an input signal; when
the Hummer is correctly connected, so that its output is shortcircuited via the device under test's ground wiring, then the
LED extinguishes.
In order to test for screen current sensitivity over the whole
audible frequency range, Isettled on using pink noise as the test
signal. A 16/44.1 WAV file with full-scale pink noise was
generated using Cool Edit Pro and burnt on to an audio CD-R.
This was then played via aMeridian 508 CD player to generate
the Hummer input signal. An output port of the device under
test was connected to aCrystal CS5397-based ADC operating

We barely know how well or how badly today's
audio products perform in this respect

audio industry at large has absorbed the
message and, in the interim, mended its
ways. But as well as being an unlikely
scenario, this supposition is entirely untested. For all that any of
us knows the Pin 1Problem is just as rampant in domestic audio
gear as ever it was.
You know what I'm going to say next: I built my own
Hummer to find out.

HUMMER PLUS
John Windt actually described anumber of Hummer variants in
his paper, of which the mains transformer and resistor version
is merely the simplest. Hummers of this type can be made more
elaborate with bulbs or LEDs to provide avisual indication of

at 96kHz sampling rate, 24-bit, the digital output of which was
stored on my computer's hard disk via the S/PDIF input of an
M Audio Delta Di0 sound card. The recorded sound files were
then spectrum analysed using Sound Technology's SpectraLAB
FET software.
It must be said in defence of the non-adoption of Hummer
testing as part of equipment reviews that acomprehensive test
of this sort is often extremely time-consuming to perform
because of the large number of possible Hummer connections,
all of which need to be incorporated if the testing is to be
thorough. Take, for example, asimple pre-amplifier with four
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Fig 3:
Hummer results
for the Exposure
XVIII mono power
amplifier. Blue
trace shows the
residual output
noise with the
Hummer
connected as
,okdescribed in the
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As Fig 3, but for
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stereo inputs and asingle stereo output. To give this athorough
check-over the Hummer would need to be connected in turn
between all the input and output grounds, and to the safety
ground ( mains input earth) as well. Idon't intend to list all the
possible connections, but if Ibegin the process you'll get an idea
of just how many connections are involved:
Monitoring left output, Hummer connections
Left input 1to: left input 2, left input 3, left input 4, left output,
right input 1, right input 2, right input 3, right input 4, right
output, safety ground.
Left input 2to: left input 3, left input 4, left output, right input
1, right input 2, right input 3, right input 4, right output, safety
ground.
Left input 3to: left input 4, left output, right input 1, right input
2, right input 3, right input 4, right output, safety ground...
And so on and so forth. Just imagine the number of Hummer
connections involved in testing a complex AV amplifier, the
time it would all take and the challenge involved in firstly
working out all the possible connections and then tracking them
through the test procedure. As aproduct development exercise,
maybe even as an automated on-line quality control test, this is
feasible, but not in the context of an equipment review. To make
Hummer testing practicable in the latter instance, the number
of options would have to be limited in some arbitrary way.
For the purposes of this article Ichose to measure five varied
items of audio equipment — some old, some new — which
recommended themselves for no better reason than that they
fell to hand. In no particular order they were: aTascam DAP1
portable DAT recorder, Musical Fidelity CD-Pre 24 (which I
reviewed in the June issue), TacT RCS 2.0 pre-amplifier, an
ageing Audio Innovations Alto integrated amplifier and one of
the Exposure XVIII mono power amplifiers which see service

15k

in my listening room. The results of these trial Hummer
measurements are shown in Figs 3 to 7, all on the same
amplitude scale to allow easy comparison.

zok
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As Fig 3, but for
the TacT RCS 2.0
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Without question the best performance was posted by the
Exposure power amp (Fig 3), but bear in mind that this
operates at higher signal voltages and with lower overall gain
than the other items tested and might therefore be expected to
be less susceptible to the Pin 1Problem.
The blue trace represents the noise spectrum at the
amplifier's loudspeaker output, connected to an 8ohm dummy
load, when the input is shorted. Mains harmonics are visible at
low frequencies, but are at alow level. The orange trace shows
the output noise spectrum with the Hummer connected
between the input ground and output ground; overall the noise

o

'co

ANALYSIS

level increases by a modest 7dB or so. With the Hummer
connected between the input ground and safety earth (
ie, the
earth pin of the amplifier's mains plug) the red trace results:
clearly the noise floor has increased further and now displays a
more obvious up-tilt towards low frequencies. Overall this rates
as apassable performance, albeit one that could probably still
be improved upon.
Absolutely the worst item tested was the Tascam DAP1
portable DAT recorder ( Fig 4). The blue trace, as before, shows
the output spectrum (from the right channel line output) with
the right line input shorted. Gain was set to amodest 3/10 on
the unit's rotary control and the input selector set to Line. Even
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UNISON
RESEARCH
UNICO
The new Unico integrated amplifier from Unison Research has an impeccable pedigree.
Triode valves give the natural quality of sound that makes listening apleasure. And with
styling of understated elegance and 80 watts of power, Unico offers an unbeatable package.
As top reviewer Ken Kessler wrote recently in this very magazine (July 2002):
"No integrated I've used in recent memory delivers so much at this price".

lefe

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks,
SLO 9DA, England.
Tel: 01753-652669
Tel: 07000-853443
Fax: 01753-654531
www.ukd.co.uk e-mail: post@ukd.co.uk

Hi Fi World (August 2002) were similarly impressed: " Big, beguiling,
punchy sound with great build and style make it atrue audio bargain !"
Unico gives pure luxury—at areal world price. Complete with radiowave remote control.
•Unico Remote ( line) £750, (line + phono) £800

MICHELL GYRODEC SE
A SYMBOL OF PRECISION
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June 1999

Michell Engineering Ltd, 2Theobald St, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 4SE
Tel: 0208 953 0771 Web:www.michell-engineering
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thefeature
with the DAP1 powered from abattery, as it was for this test,
the spectrum displays amass of mains harmonics, those at lower
frequencies being worryingly high in level. With the Hummer
connected between the left and right line input grounds (orange
trace) the noise floor increased by an enormous 80dB or so
depending on frequency, an indication that this unit has amajor
grounding problem. Ibegin to understand now why I've had
such problems with mains breakthrough when using the Tascam

'THE PIN iPROBLEM SERIES'
1. Bill Whitlock, Balanced Lines in

Giddings, ' Grounding Systems and

Audio Systems — Fact, Fiction and

their Implementation', Journal of the

Transformers', Preprint 3917, Audio

Audio Engineering Society, vol 43,

Engineering Society 97th

no 6,

Convention, November 1994

5. Stephen Macatee, ' Considerations

p465, lune

1995

2. John Windt, An Easily

in Grounding and Shielding Audio

to record accelerometer outputs.
Like the Tascam, the Audio Innovations Alto ( Fig 5)

Implemented Procedure for

Devices', Journal of the Audio

Identifying Potential

Engineering Society, vol 43, no 6,

displayed a very 'grassy' noise floor when the CD input was
shorted and the output measured across the speaker terminals
(blue trace), but at least it has the excuse of being mains
powered. The noise floor leapt upwards by 30dB or so with the
Hummer connected between the grounds of the CD input and
speaker output (orange trace), and the mains harmonics
increased in level also. Although there was barely any further
degradation when the Hummer current was passed between the
CD input ground and safety earth ( red trace), it is still clear that
the Alto's internal grounding arrangement isn't all it could be.
Musical Fidelity's CD-Pre 24 distinguished itself with avery
low, very clean noise floor when the right channel Line 1input
was shorted and the output measured from the right channel
Pre Out socket (Fig 6), even though the gain control was set to
maximum. Although there are mains harmonics visible, they are

Electromagnetic Compatibility

p472, June 1995

Problems in New Equipment and

6. Cal Perkins, 'Automated Test and

Existing Systems — the Hummer

Measurement of Common

few in number and extremely low in level. With the Hummer
connected between the right channel grounds of the Line 1
input and tape output (orange trace) there was a modest
degradation in noise floor at low frequencies, but this increased
markedly at higher frequencies, to reach about 35dB by 20kHz.
With the Hummer connected between Line 1ground and the
unit's safety earth (red trace) overall degradation of the noise
floor leapt to almost 50dB but the spectrum was flatter, with the
exception of asharp rise at low frequencies.
Unlike the CD-Pre 24 ,TacT's RCS 2.0 pre-amp has no
analogue path from input to output. In fully featured form it has
A/D and D/A sections that allow it to accept analogue inputs
and generate an analogue output, but at its heart it is adigital
pre-amplifier that incorporates TacT's room correction
software. The residual noise floor, measured from the right
channel output with the right channel of Input 1shorted and
the gain set to maximum (blue trace of Fig 7) was not as clean
as the Musical Fidelity's, with a greater number of mains
harmonics visible at higher amplitudes. Passing Hummer

Test', Preprint 3918, Audio

Impedance Coupling in Audio

Engineering Society 97th

System Shield Terminations', Journal

Convention, November 1994

of the Audio Engineering Society, vol

3. Neil Muncy, ' Noise Susceptibility

43, no 6, p488, June 1995

in Analog and Digital Processing

7. Kenneth Fause, ' Fundamentals of

Systems', Journal of the Audio

Grounding, Shielding and

Engineering Society, vol 43, no 6,

Interconnection', Journal of the

1
2435, June 1995

Audio Engineering Society, vol 43,

4. Charles Atkinson and Philip

no 6, p498, June 1995

current from the Input 1ground to the left output ground
(orange trace) increased the noise floor by about 15dB but the
shape of the spectrum stayed much the same, with amodest rise
at low frequencies. Connecting the Hummer across Input 1
ground and the safety earth resulted in a further 15dB or so
degradation at high frequencies, but at lower frequencies this
increased to reach about 35dB.

CONCLUSION
All of the products tested displayed clear susceptibility to
ground currents, suggesting that the Pin 1Problem is alive and
well and still compromising the performance of today's audio
products. The extent of the degradation in any given system
depends on the amplitude and spectrum of the ground current
present within it, and in many instances may well be
insignificant. But so long as audio equipment is affected by
ground current, that outcome cannot be guaranteed.
It is possible to engineer audio equipment such that it
displays little or no reaction to ground currents, given which we
should surely not accept anything less.

ri

ERRATA: `OPENING THE WINDOW'
John Crabbe has pointed out to me, in more
considerate terms, that my brain was on
vacation for that part of 'Opening the
window' (September issue) that dealt with
passive pre-amps. First, the source
resistance presented by apotentiometer at
its mid setting is, of course, aquarter its
overall resistance, so the maximum source
resistance of azok ohm passive pre-amp is
5k ohm, not lok ohm as stated. Second, a

81pF. Although the first error offset the
latter somewhat, the original conclusion
that ashort cable run will normally not
cause significant attenuation with apassive
pre-amp is manifestly over-optimistic.
Beginning with the sentence starting at the
end of line 7above the foot of the second
column on page 77, the text ought to have

decimal point slipped somewhere in my
calculation of thopF as the maximum cable
capacitance allowable for an attenuation of
idB or less at lookHz with asource

and Rcz) to be zero, then the source
resistance seen by the cable linking the
passive preamp to the power amp is exactly
aquarter the resistance of the
potentiometer, ie 5kohm in the case of a

resistance of lok ohm. It should have been

read: ' If we assume the signal source output
resistance (Ro) and cable resistances (Rci

zo kohm passive preamp.
'This high source resistance has to be
watched if it isn't to cause unwanted HF
attenuation. To limit the attenuation to idB
or less at lookHz the capacitance of the
output cable to the power amplifier must
have acapacitance of 162pF or less. For a
short run of low-capacitance cable this
condition will normally be met but alonger
cable run to the power amplifier, or the use
of ahigh capacitance cable, may cause this
figure to be exceeded.'
Apologies to all HiFi News readers for
these errors.
Keith Howard
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Spirit

of

Sound

JMIab is renowned for its technological
creativity, and has one clear objective
"The Spirit of Sound".
Our new Electra line confirms this objective...
Erik Truffaz, symbol of the new electrojazz
wave, is the ideal link between the musical
creativity he incarnates and the high end
sound reproduction we represent.
He gets from JMIab the acoustic and
dynamic feelings he wants to share...
"JMIab reproduces perfectly what Icreate.
We cultivate the same sound
philosophy".
Vf

Focal-JMIab UK : 0121 616 5126 - Email: info•focal¡mlab.co.uk •
Lonsdale House 52 Blucher Street - BIRMINGHAM B1 1QU

www.focal-imlab.co.ulc

FROM ILLUSION TO REALITY
WITH RINGMAT AUDIOPHILE CABLES
Performance every bit as special as our other Ringmat and Statmat products

u•
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C Ddvoye

PUTTING SOUND
INTO FOCUS

We have been researching the design of multi-strand cables for many years, as we felt that existing
cables did not provide the level of performance required by our other Ringmat and Statmat products.
The fruits of this research resulted in the concept and design of the Ringmat OFC Pure Power Cable
and the Ringma: Pure Signal Cable.
With very low capacitance and low resistance, the Pure Signal Cable and Pure Power Cable
complement each other, giving exceptional tonal performance, transparency and accurate sound
reproduction. The over-riding impression is of "speed", giving great pace to lively music and allowing
every detail of aperformance to be savoured.
For best results, use witi other Ringmat and Statmat products to maintain signal phase coherence
throughout your system.

Pure Signal Interconnects from £ 105 for 0.5m stereo pair, phono to phono
Pure Power Speaker Cable from £225 for 3m pair terminated with 4mm plugs
Pure Power Speaker Cable from £325 for 5m pair terminated with 4mm plugs
NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME,
HEAR SOUND REPRODUCED AS IT WAS MEANT TO BE
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
All products purchased from us have ano-quibble money-back guarantee as well as help and advice
in getting the best out of our products in your system.

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO Box 200 Brentwood Essex CM15 9FB GB

Call 01277 200 210
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write to: views, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA * e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

The bad old days?
The gratuitous cover shown in the August

audible results fully realising the promise

'Views' section was anostalgic reminder of

shown by the reduction in resonances

the bad — or perhaps good — old days of

measured by Mr Howard's graphs. Asimilar

the ' ros, when Ifirst began reading hi-fi

effect presumably accounts for the sonic

magazines. Iparticularly remember one Hi-fi

benefit of using these feet under electronic

for Pleasure cover where the model had five

components on metal equipment racks.

cartridges strung around her necklace — do

Special supplement tc
guide the confused

Rotel Reviewed

Jim Taylor, e-mail

you have this in your archives?
In all this time I
don't believe Ihave seen

II We'd dearly like to see that cover too, but

abetter tip than Keith Howard's idea of

our file copy has gone missing: if anyone has

replacing the spikes on the top of speaker

one we can borrow, drop us aline. In the

stands with elastomer pads. In my case

meantime, here's another Hi Fi For Pleasure

Iused ' soft shoes' originating from the

gem, from April 1976. For the full cover story

Accessories Club as replacements for the

turn over the page! And for more response to

spikes on my Parlington A-4 stands, the

KH's ' Bad Vibes', see below.

Not so tight
Although Ken Kessler is afew years younger than

they are rarely needed.
One day there may be adealer who really

me and our musical tastes could not be more

cares about more than your money. If you know

dissimilar, Ihave come to love and respect the

of one Ken, please let me know. Now if you were

man for his forthright opinions and accurate

to set up adealership, that would be something.

judgements of hi-fi matters in general and

And you'd be sick of the sight of me.

technology in particular. More than once he has
had me racing to my hi-fi dealer for apurchase

John Luke, Hampshire

but also how long to expect trouble- free service.
We depend on periodicals such as HiFi News to
inform us. Don't let us down.
Lenny Jordan, e-mail

Getting the vibe
What an insightful dissertation by Keith Howard
['Bad Vibes', July/August: on the complex and

that has never been regretted. In fact, it is

More Ivor please

doubtful I
would continue subscribing to HiFi

I
was delighted to see that Ivor Humphreys is

News regularly if he chose to pack up his tent

writing about CD sound quality in your magazine.

placement. In apaper, ' Low frequency motions

and flee back to the US of A.

I
wanted to thank him for the recommendations

that nave passed', Professor ANO'racq of West

moving subject of vibrations in the home. But his
analysis is at fault in one particular: speaker

in the June issue's Meridian 588 player review—

Watford University points out that onni-

expect me to be sympathetic to the plight of hi-fi

marvellous sounding discs! Ireally appreciate his

directional spea'(ers should be placed as close to

dealers [' Opinion', page 130, August zooz] and

sensible judgement of 'classical music' sound

the source equipment as possible. The

for you to argue their cause by citing the value of

quality — please let him write more.

advantage of such placement become obvious

It is stretching things abit though, Ken, to

their after- sale services. Perhaps unwisely, Ihave
been in and out of many reputable dealers
buying hi-fi equipment or nigh on 40 years,

Pierre Andersson, Sweden

Product longevity

when the listener adopts aprone position.
Apart from the foregoing, it was atotally
riveting article. Reade smay w sh to know that

gradually moving from the old Collaro/Mullard/

Perhaps you could do an article on audio

Prof O'racq is saving up to buy atorch and a

Goodmans rigs to something resembling the so-

products' longevity. What products are still

raincoat to investigate underground vibrations

called high- end. Ken, despite spending an

performing well after five, ro, 15, or zo years? Are

emanating from the mole holes in his back

obscene chunk of my income with reputable

their owners still happy with their systems? And

garden.

dealers, never once in all those years have I

what products fail within afew years of

received as much as aphone call from even one,

purchase? The reason for my suggestion is that

Brian RStreet, Shaftesbury

Athousand thanks, Keith

never mind asking how things were performing or

my British- made integrated amplifier, now just

if I
was satisfied with my purchase.

three years old, recently developed afaulty

Iread the article by Keith Howard [' More bad

selector switch and will cost frzo to be repaired.

vibes', August] and in response to his invitation, I

these days, it doesn't make me acheapskate —

Needless to say, for the £ 56o that Ioriginally

immediately set to work. Iinserted Stabidome 6c

it means that dealers get the customers they

spent, Iexpected amore durable product,

rubber cancellers, thickness 15 mm (4pieces x

deserve, or lose the customers like me they don't

especially since Idon't play football with it!

2), between the cabinet ( 424) and the top plate

deserve. Anyway, Idon't waste their time on

Audio consumers need to know not only which

of the stand (solid tulip wood, Lokg) of my Zingali

auditions, as thanks to you (and Martin Colloms)

products may meet their listening requirements,

95-112 ll Studio Monitor (nominal impedance 8

If Ichoose to buy from the cheapest source

•We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full address (which will not be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion, but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi- fl. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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PINEWOOD MUSIC
Suppliers of the finest Audio
and Video Equipment from
"MOM ILJILINCIMPI
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'S' Series

S9

0

AierrIta • INICSINNIMME MINIM

WARNING: if you purchase a pair of Krell
loudspeakers, most of your money will be going on
nothing. Would you feel happy about that? Well,
you should do - because ' nothing' in this case is the
sound of the enclosure. The Krell LAT-1 and LAT-2
are the only designs we have encountered that have
avirtually inaudible cabinet. What does this mean?
It means this:

S6

S3

C3

SUB- 3

•Exceptionally low coloration.
•Extraordinary detail retrieval.
•Unrestricted dynamic contrasts.
•The widest and deepest soundfield.
•Sheer 'you-are-there' believability.
But there's more: from adomestic standpoint the
LAI speakers are very slim with aminimal footprint
and a complete absence of the ' what-the- hell- isthat?' factor when you walk into the room. They
don't invade your living space, but they do invade
your emotions in amost direct way.
You can hear the flagship LAT-1 only at Pinewood
Music, where we also have the standmounted
LAI2, the outrageous LAT Centre speaker and the
incredible 2600 Watt Master Reference Subwoofer.
Second warning: this thing can generate fear...
To power the LAT's we use Krell FPB amplifiers.
Read Martin Colloms' review of the FPB-400cx
(HEN August 2002) and then listen to one in an
appropriate system: you will begin to understand
the term ' unsurpassed performance'.
Pinewood has been loyal to Krell for 15 years. Why?
Build quality, reliability and aperformance always
at or beyond the cutting edge.

ITISH1,912?
*****
Spendor S8 - "Terrific performers for all types of music" Noyember 01

Spendor S9 - Editors Choice January 02

Telephone Brian Rivas if you would like to know more.

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Knights

Broadway Road éBroadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322

Available now at your Spendor Dealer
For full information contact:
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd
Station Road Industrial Estate
Hailsham East Sussex
BN27 2ER
T+44 (0)1323 843474
info@spendoraudio.com

Consultation antl Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephotte
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ohms, sensitivity 96dB/im/iW). Floor spikes in

Off the fence?

living abroad, one should take advantage of what

the stand bottom plate penetrate athick carpet

The ongoing polemic over Ken Kessler brings an

good cultural aspects there are and tolerate the

to the non- suspended floor.

edge to your magazine and is perhaps one of the

negatives as much as one can, within reason, to

many reasons why you avail yourself of his

achieve abalance. If Ken reviewed equipment

services.

without political comments, àla Martin Colloms,

Result: the sound moved backward without
really being distant. It was realistic, completely
transparent, without avelvet darkness, more

Having read his thoughts on the late Henry

then Iguess Ken wouldn't be Ken.
What also puzzles me is the wishy-washy and

suave still, not coloured, natural. The first CD test

Kloss and Leigh Faulkner's response in Views

was The Magnificent Seven: The Return of the

(July 2002), Iam prompted to add my own

limp manner in which you deal with the issue as

Seven [
original soundtrack, Tsunami TSU am].

thoughts. (
Ihave been reading HFN since it was

editor of this fine magazine. Your response to

This CD is quite glassy, even aggressive (like

half an inch thick and had ayellow border.)

Heifetz's violin) and Icursed for years the
charlatanism and mercantilism of CD producers.

the world many times over, Iknow there is

Mea culpa. Now, the sound was perfect, without

nothing more English than an

any frontal projection of the sound; even in the

Englishman abroad. Accents

tuttis you can hear the small signals of the far-

become ' plummy', ex- pats

away notes: the distances are respected.

search for Watneys Red Barrel,

There is anew dynamic with the compliant
cancellers under the cabinets.
My speaker connecting system is asolid tube

English sausages, Heinz baked
beans and all sorts of items they

agree with the reader or Ken? As editor, Iassume
you have final say over what is published so you

`If Ken reviewed equipment
without political comments, then
Iguess Ken wouldn't be Ken'

wouldn't touch back in Blighty. I

construction, vibration- free, and the insulation is

myself try to absorb the culture Ilive in as

pure air. No cable touches the ground. My

opposed to creating a ' Little UK'.

electronics are arranged far from the line of the

Leigh Faulkner's e-mail said nothing. Do you

As aBrit who has been lucky enough to travel

still printed Ken's response ' for better or worse'.
If you were not sure, then tell us why or kill the
subject and tell Ken to write about something

Therefore Isort of understand why Ken

speakers on zomm marble plates, themselves on

constantly makes comparisons with the USA.

else. After all he does work for you, not the other

Stabidome-Teflon 6o. Everything is connected

A $9000 Krell for £9000 in the UK does invite

way around.

with Fadel Coherence power cords and Fadel

discussion! On the other hand, widescreen TVs

Reference One interconnects. The Fadel PC800

are cheap in the UK and expensive in the US. lags

of balance you seek to attain in the magazine;

power conditioner (an inductance) with an Oracle

are cheaper here than they are in England.

Ken's sometimes vitriolic comments vs Martin's

Delphi transport has improved the performance

Now, Ilike the equipment Ken reviews and

I
think it's about time you stated what sense

no-nonsense approach? Should ahi-fi magazine
be discussing MP3, reviewing DVD players? Or

400%. Upstream from the pre- amp, the result is

Ilove Italy. Like him, Ialso collect watches and

amazing. You would, in fact, do better with two of

cameras and, in addition, Ilook forward to his

change the subtitle of the magazine to Pure

them! Ido not plug the amps into the same AC

reports on hi-fishows so we have some things in

Audio/Video Excellence, which will give readers a

circuit as the most polluting units.

common, but I
wonder what his motivation is to

clearer sense of what's inside.

live in the UK. Iassume that he is not forced to

Get off the fence, Steve!

3o'clock and I
thought I
would not hear the

live there so even though he is entitled to his

Victor Savage, USA

acoustic of the room, which isn't bad: 5m x4.5m,

opinions (and his views are correct on many

half- buried in the garage, double walls, special

occasions), it does appear that he is ' biting the

II It is aquestion of balance, but an ' Opinion'

power line from the electric meter. (Basically, Ken

hand that feeds him'. Ihave learnt that, when

column should allow its wriiter free rein!

Humidity was satisfactory. Iput the volume at

Kessler's model auditorium — with even an
armoured sound proof fire- proof door, a

Cover to cover

soundproof dormer window. The local

April 1976: HiFi For Pleasure's '
first timer' idea filled the back cover too. While a

distribution transformer for my area is at 5om

pouting model played the bride, HFP editor Trevor Preece was the diffident groom.

opposite the house, at the edge of awood!)
The music Ihear is suave (resolution), moving
along imperturbably, solid, regular, majestic, a
true steamroller, a'
force tranquille' that crushes

RX etit,! rece,ver, HP150( , •
and RD20 cassette deck
'mt.

at.. or

Special supplement to
guide the confused

ne

linlebtaa.i1P1600
tun.. no*
e.1.400o'

Rotel Reviewed
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everything in its path (time domain). The
differences between old and new CDs have
become so tiny that Ino longer dare to express
an opinion about the way the interpolation filters
are working. All I
want to complete my
equipment are some Townshend Seismic Sinks.
My conclusion: improvement achieved without
any sacrifices in resolution or dynamics. Is this
because the reverberated field of sound coming
from the stands and transmitted to the four walls
by the floor was attenuated? Ihave read and reread each and every one of KH's articles.
Everything that he achieved corresponds to my
wishes and I
would have loved to emulate it, if I
had the ability and the means.
Athousand thanks, Keith.
JHui Bon Hoe, France
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CD replay is getting
better all the time. But
we believe you still have
to find serious money if
you want " real" music.
Fortunately we have...

The way to Kay vinyl

Seri_ous

Model 10

465gotrLer/e

CDs

The technology behind CD replay
is very COMPLEX. We believe you
have achoice: GOOD OR CHEAP, you
can't have both — mechanical and
electronic demands are too great.

Model 20/2

Unless you hear SEPARATION, SCALE
and PRESENCE the sound will be just
apale reminder, not an experience.
Even worse, RF INTERFERENCE and
JITTER — causing edginess and glare
— create that "digital sound".
Two outstandingly musical players,
free of digital " nasties", are the
W ADIA 301 and the new O PUS 21
from RESOLUTION AUDIO.

Model 3012

Both have built-in volume controls
and can drive the power amp direct
— NO PREAMP required. Both can
also accept digital inputs up to
24/96K Hz from other sources.
Feed in aDVD or DAB TUNER
and make the player the centre of
an all-digital system.
The compact Opus 21 with ONBOARD UPSAMPLING is the first
product in anew STYLISH range, to
include apower amplifier and a
tuner. See www.aimdesign.com

Series 300

Upgrading THE SOURCE gives better
results than spreading the same
money over more components. If
you think that only silly people pay
more than £ 1500 for aCD player,
listen to these two. They will
RE-WRITE YOUR IDEAS, completely.

Series IV

Customers say we make some of the BEST

The
Right
Note
.\

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know

we can do the same in your home. Our

it

dp

lic• I › mc•

V.

advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the -E3,
long run.

J
UST
400001110111e

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

01225 874728

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BAT,dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,
VERDI) MERACUS, PASS, SAT,SUDDEN, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY, CAT ,DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGEA, PASS, SAT,SONNETEER,
SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, LUMLEY, NEAT,TOTEM,

Ask foi rietoils of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING - SUSSEX •BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 •

fax : + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
email: salesesme-ltd. emon.co.uk

or visit our websit2 ww w.sme.ltd.uk

VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO,
CHORD CO., DNM ,HOVLAND, NORDOST, SILTECH, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC.

SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNIQUE

The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot loo puts together the log
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

111111
:•;;;'
2'
,
11
• Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.
• Want the full review? Just contact HFN

Naim CD 5

Audio Resarch CD3

Back Issues on 01370 756 0000

Linn Ikeed

£1143.30

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
02/02 [AH] 01223 203200

vienv.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard, CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution and
organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the music.
Aram DIVA CD72 £400

2001

Awards 01223

203200

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player. Well-balanced performance at the right price.
Audio Research CD3 £ 5490

Aloo

t

o

wel

Chord DAM.

02/02 [ KK]

020 88 79

7962 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT Classic Audio Research with lab handles,
balanced XLR analogue and digital outputs, and sliding top lid
with magnetic puck. Straightforward top- loader, and for KK 'one
of the sweetest, easy- to- listen-to-for- hours- on- end players I've
ever used... if ARC's unspoken goal was to make this player
sound like an analogue retrieval device, they've succeeded.'
Lim

7/02 [All]

Linn Sondek CD12 £12,000

3450/£500o 12/99 [
AH]

Marantz CD-17 Mk II £799.90

531999

0141

307 07777 www.linn.co.uk

Musical Fidelity A3.2 £ 999

& SH] 0141 307 7777 www.linn.co.uk

12/00 [AG]

et753 680868 www.inarantz..com

05/02 OH]

020

3900 2866 www.musical-fioelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much arevision of the A3, as ascaled- down Nu-Vista 3D.No
nuvistor valves but it has got 24/96 upsampling, for new levels of cleaness and
refinement. Pitch definition is superior too, and its smoothness and lack of congestion
lets you play at an increased level. Exemplary per formance at arealistic price, said IH.
12/00 [AG]

01722

332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Won't play CD-RW discs or give adigital
output, disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results indifferent.
But musically, it's in aclass of its own for the price, imbuing a
richness and life that CD too frequently lacks. Unsophisticated
in some ways, the CD5 has asolid, three-dimensional quality
and superb dynamics. Great sense of timing too, naturally.

www.dcsltd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aD- to- Dconverter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and professional- grade electronics. Sublime sound quality. After feeding them
the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs start to sound wholly believable at last.
Provision is also made for DSD conversion when astandard is agreed.

8/
99[
CB

HOW WE RATE IT Using four Bitstream DAC7 D/As in dual-differential mode, and a
DSP digital filter to counteract group delay, this player also includes CD Text, and can
play CD-RWs. The sound is alittle distant and not as detailed as some but with arich,
varied tonal quality, aided by astrong bass. If the extreme treble is perceptibly shy,
the player has astrong, almost physical, presence that helps music to corne alive.

Naim Audio CD5 £1125

0a6n pime

01744

[
AH]

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left ' with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD12 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through presenting more information rather than less. But note that the
Cfat2 now uses amodern 24/96- type DAC instead of original multibit.

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully- sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer
memory and re- clocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded:
'It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
dCS Purcett/Delius

4/01

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi- sized case is Linn's smooth- operating all- metal threemotor disc mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC and ahigh-frequency switchmode power supply. Offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual
instruments easily, yet more relaxed in treble focus yet with plenty of articulation of fine
details. Connection options include XLR balanr ed analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

CD players
NAME
ArCaM CD23 Text

£1950

Naim CDS II

£5900

1/99 [ MC]

01722

332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures.

—jV
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Perpetual PiA/P-3A Sio99/799 u/o1 [ DA]

+1303 543 we

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive DSP unit ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P- 3A) that do something
special. DA found the combination transformed CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians better than other moderate- priced DACs. The P- IA is the killer, used as a
software- based interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ
correction too. Mail order only in the UK, see www.perpetualtechnologies.com
Prime D30.2

Lim

6/
99

[AG]

01 4
23359 054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT This player uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism but with
Primare-tweaked software designed to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to
shock that results, there is new decoupling and amagnetic clamp. Conversion is by 8x
oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20- bit D-Aconverters. There is little graininess, but the
balance between resolving ability and smoothness is about as well judged as it comes.

U
L-

NAME
Arcam DV88

Creek T43

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
oa/ol[AH] 01223 203203

Philips SACDi000 £ 1300

06/on [AG]

04/02 [AH]

Magnum Dynalab MDio2 £ 1990

Marantz STip

0208 665 6350 www.philips.co.uk

01753 789789

Woo

03/01 11H1

01932 816000

4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

o2/oi [AG]

020

8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

€599

09/01[18]

01753 68o868 www.marantz.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and RDS; sound was 'cool, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image.' Tonal balance
was alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully conceived,
sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes quiet confidence.'
TAG McLaren 132R £ 2295

olio° [AH]

o800 7838007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT High- quality £ 1400 AM/FM analogue tuner with an optional £895
DAB module. Luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this a
highly desirable unit. Sound quality tips the balance entirely in its favour. The T32R
had more warmth and body through the midband (compared to Arcam DRTio), and a
less digital sounding treble. AH called it ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT An easy- to- use universal machine that provides, as Ali put it, the
ideal platform to get on and play the new wideband music. Neither new audio format
was found to underperform, and (unlike most) the ' 747 gave decent results on CD too.
Note that it won't decode HDCD or the new dts 96/24. Alandmark product.
Sony SCD-555E5

020 8361

WWW.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Also aDVD-Video player, but does not offer DVD-Audio. SACD
replay had apoise and clarity beyond CD; the ambience of multi- channel SACD
brought something close to real- life. For two- channel use, there's aseparate pair of
outputs, but it's better to use the front Land Rof the multi-channel set.
£899

o9/01 11H]

HOW WE RATE IT The T43 is asimple fuss- free FM tuner with excellent sound quality.
FM, MW and LW are available on atotal of 64 presets. Signal strength and multipath
distortion are shown on apanel display. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's
nicely articulated and stable. It can only enhance Creek's reputation for producing...
high quality products at acompetitive price', for this little unit is excellent value.'

DVD/SACD players
PRICE
£900

£399

HOW WE RATE IT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was for
cassette deck expertise. This all- analogue FM- only tuner has
optional remote- control, for fine-tuning and switching of five
presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other Ihave
heard, including DAB, in every respect...it's nothing less than
stunning.'

HOW WE RATE IT Painstaking audio circuit design details include separate clocks and
power supplies for audio and video, and apair of Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716
DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound
equalling Arcam's Alpha 75E from awell-built, and ergonomically- satisfying design. To
add DVD-Audio capability, afactory- retrofit upgrade is promised, probably around £300.

Pioneer DV-747A

the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FM) DT26. Like other Arcams, the
DT81 has comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested
enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively
impartial but accurate receiver.

www.sony.co.uk

Turntables
NAME
PRICE
Clearaudio Champion £m

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
Win [AH] 01252 702705

onno.audloreference.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Substantially built, this high- spec model has adual 65o/78onm
laser for best results with both SACD and CD, also allowing it to play CD-R/RW. Its
user- selectable digital filter options proved interesting, but on most material the
standard setting sounded the most realistic. This is asimple- to- use, self-assured
player, holding you spellbound with the best DSD/SACD recordings and transfers.

HOW WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 3D image stability and arich, colourful
sound; midband could sound alittle recessed. It showed rhythmic 'groove' and pace
to make extended listening apleasurable experience. Looks good with its içimm thick
shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's no dust cover. Speed
change to 45 is by shifting the belt on the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.

Toshiba SD- 900E £ 1300

Linn LPI2

o7/oi [AH]

01932 828828 www.toshiba.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Copper- plated chassis and power supply
screen show audio hasn't been overlooked. On DVD-A it was of
ahigher calibre than many so far, the exaggerated high treble
adding clarity, but not too intrusive. Video circuitry can be
switched off for best results, though there's still a ' haze' on CD
compared with adedicated CD player. HDCD compatible.

NAME

PRICE
£65o

Michell Gyro SE

01223 203203

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT For the most part, DAB is still far short of the ' hi-fi' category, but the
current pick of the crop is the Arcam DT8i. With better controls than previous models,
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www.linn.co.uk

£775/£399 05/99 [AH]

020

8953 0771 www.michell-engineering,.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the Gyro of the '8os, itself
descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References.
SE has less Perspex, for lower price and arguably better sound.
Unique merry-go-round appearance distracts the eye but the
ear needn't be fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great
sound at areasonable price. Can be upgraded with QC PSU and
aclamp. New version uses DC motor for even clearer sound.

ii

01/02 [AH]

0141 307 7777

HOW WE RATE IT Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better PSUs. Various versions still in production, using Basik,
Valhalla or Lingo power supplies, and Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference deck.

Radio Tuners
Amain DUN

from £1075 10/97 [ KK]

Pro-ject Debut

f.110

07/00 [TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed belt- drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and

Ortofon m- m cartridge. No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp
and lively sound,' commented TB. Add the Phono Box cartridge pre- amplifier, in m- m
or m- cform for an extra £40, and you have an incredible vinyl- playing front-end.
Proiect RPMfour

E3oo

07/00 [ TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Comes complete with an Ortofon 510 cartridge (if bought
separately, £ 45) and aPro-ject 9tonearm (nominally £ 250). The clear acrylic cover
attracted comment, reminiscent of 'ajelly mould or blender'. Change to 5rpm is by
shifting the belt, which means first removing the platter. Sound quality was rated as
good; but achange of stylus (to Ortofon MC3o Supreme) brought the unit alive.
Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand 8

f5oo/Eirjo odios ITBI

01235 511166

HOW WE RATE IT The cheaper model, Kontrapunkt A (£ 500), has aFine Line stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atight, rhythmic bass quality,
with no brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B (£ 750), with nude Fritz Gyger 8o
stylus on asolid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and
detail. Both were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.
SME Model» £2643.75

12 /99

IBBI

01903 814321

www.sme.ltd.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet for
the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians just
because it is so damned quiet. The Model so let's you hear the music and nothing else.'

Amplifiers
NAME
Attain FMJ A32

PRICE
Enoo

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/02 [AG] 01223 203203

400

05/01

[
AH]

01223 203203

Conrad-Johnson MV60 £ 1349

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 85W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DC- coupled, bipolar transistors (no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the power
amplifier. Aclean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music. You also get
microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to
equalise levels of sources). It rates as today's finest integrated amplifier at the price.
03/00 [ MC]

020

8971 3909 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT The ARC Reference Two recalls the US valve
specialist's earlier achievements, eg,SPio II. Despite
broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled design,
sound quality was top notch. It joins the reference class of preamplifier controllers with amarvellously balanced sound, in a
mix which defines true performance. ' It comes close to, or is
state of the art,' said MC.
AS Passion Ultimate £1295

ofl/oi [ MC]

01159 224138

07/00 [AG]

01892 539595

Creek P43R/A52SE £ 350/£599 S/00 [TB]

HOW WE RATE IT Full remote control pre- amp and 6o watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. It combines the dynamics and consistency from load variations of solidstate, but with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Performance is well
into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not asingle-ended design! It's
sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

020

8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

020 8361 4133

www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Creek's inexpensive remote- control, line- level preamplifier gives an
easy- to- listen-to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and
deep bass. You can add ' standard' or 'special' m- m phono stages (f49 and £ 79), and
low- and high- sensitivity m- cboards for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE power amplifier.
f699

02/01 [ AH]

020 8361

4133 yfflw.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This 75W/ch integrated amp with passive
pre- stage sounds good enough to worry more expensive
combinations. Its sound had all the right elements in place, in
tune, in time. Imaging held instruments rock- steady in awide
believable space. Remote control of source and volume as
standard: phono stage is an optional extra. ' SE' model with
uprated components also available.
Croft Vitale

£380

02/00 [ K1(]

01746 769156

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Alcassic hard-wired pre- amplifier, true to the minimalist ideal. As KK
explained, while sounding vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and
grain, the Vitale nods to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's
also enough low-level noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of
'no transistors'. It's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre- amp. Quieter than aNuVista? Er, no.
£1449

01/00 [ KR]

oi480 453791

www.ear-yoshino.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre- amp to satisfy audiophiles and studio
professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five years operation.
ESLab DX-S4

£2495

11/01 [ 1111

01903 814618

www.eslab.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much an amplifier as digital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of 20oW was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, 'everything about asound
stage and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and
stable regardless of volume or transient requirements.' IH found
nothing to fault in performance.

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

www.balanced.com

020

HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of C-1's megabucks flagship ART have been trickled down
to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank
of tremendously expensive capacitors. Although for C-1 the ' MV' prefix designates a
lower- cost range, the MV6o stereo power amp is aworthy partner.

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light- controlled shunt resistor. The remote- controlled Ultimate is still top of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps four times the price.
BAT VK-5oSE/VK-60 £6125

12/01 [ MC]

Conrad- Johnson Premier 17LS £ 4895 12/01 [ MC]

EAR 86e
Audio Research Ref Two £ 9998

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT A55W stereo power amplifier from US, using two pairs of Svetlana
EL34 output valves. Designated with the budget range ' MV' prefix it may be, but there
was an unmistakable vein of the excellence which distinguishes the c-jPremier range
of valve power amplifiers from lesser breeds. Anicely-tuned upbeat delivery was also
present in good measure, proving equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

www.arcam.co.uk

wviw.arcam.co.uk

£4041/4210 1/99 [ AH] 01622 721444

HOW WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering.
The SPMizooC uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair ' have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to power amp out.

Creek 535o

HOW WE RATE IT This top- of-the- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of looW/ch. Pre- amp is revised too, giving astill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features include tone controls. AG found it sounding confidently
in charge, making the most of the speakers it was used with. An unusual degree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance.
Arcain A85

Chord CPA poo/SPDA i2ooC

Krell KAVlooll.

£3 899

so/os [ KK]

020 8971 3909 www.krellonline.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked up iohm Apogee Scintilla speakers of mid-' 805
vintage, and found 'the KAV-3ooiL produced the very best sound Ihave ever heard
from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue...1 would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp Ican name south of the Theta Dreadnaught.'
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Bring Your Music To Life!

WRITE NOISE

il

AUDIO KITS. MODULES, COMPONENTS

Supplied " th attractive stainless steel & Piexioias cover

•
Le_071_

MC34

Our combination of exceptional build quality, point to
PRODUCTS
INCLUDE:Power Amplifiers
30-250W,
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies. Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers.
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cabies.
Capacitors,
Resistors,
Semiconductors,
Transformers.
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

point wiring ( no PCB), all Triode front end, push pull
EL34's, and traditional design using Audiophile
components

results in

a jaw dropping,

luxurious

warm sound with plenty of power for demanding
speakers ( 2x40 watts). No Listening Fatigue!
Order now by phone or ring for our free illustrated
leaflet. Or our website for more info www.iconaudio.co.uk

See us at the NEC Vintage Fair Sun 15 th Sept
WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G6I-4AW

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/david.white38
Email:- davidsMite38@ntlworld.corn
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

Try for 30 days, full ref un d if not delighted

n
£649. e;

Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome

Phone 07787 158791. Emaii sales@iconaudio.co.uk
;cow_ degailio— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
V.sa .Inn MasterCard accepted

CE marked

*Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee including valves.
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Distributed by:
Henley Designs
01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Llnn KoMt«

£ 95

4/99 [ AH]

0141 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LK14o power amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an m- m phono input, one of io in total which can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.

£
2590

McCormack

to/oo [AG]

0208 9484253 www.mccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain with two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.

MX-Ploo/X-ASloo

£799/799

oao 8900 2866

2/99, ii/oo [AG/AH]

HOW WE RATE IT Musical Fidelity's X-Ptoo pre- amp substitutes solid-state devices
for nuvistor miniature valves. The X-ASi000, aloci W/ch solid-state design, is housed
in similar stretched cylinder canister. While the pre- amp is the star, the power amp is
relatively transparent, and the combination is clean and musical with bags of power.

Features an impressive outboard power supply, and uses new Semelab output devices
so powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry is not required. The circuit is
internally bridged, to give i4oW/8 ohm, or double that into 4ohm, with prodigious
current output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there is areal synergy.
Pass Labs X35o

03/00 [ IH]

020

Pathos Twin Towers £3250

o6/oo [ DB]

020

io/oo [ DB]

020 8900

£ 1499

4/99 D
WI 01235 810455

www.nagra.com

f.45o

03/02 [AH1

SI pcatoo/ppaloo

Dino

02/01

[
AH]

01722 332266

8/no [ MC]

01480 4477 00

www.quad-hiffico.uk

01722 332266

2001

Awards 01903 750750

www.rotel.com

04/00 [
IH]

0141810 2820 wvAv.sjaudio.com

in/no [ MC]

o800 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has an A/D-D/A interface, which means it can operate as adigital
en- and decoder and as aD/A converter for digital sources. It can also accept the
company's DAB radio module internally (af605 option) and can be intelligently
interconnected with other TAG McLaren components using the proprietary system bus.
The DPA32R offers asolid performance at afair price, and above average sound
quality, despite which MC found it worthy of respect and areserved recommendation.

£
750

7/02 [ KK]

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch
MOSFET output stages, with excellent build and finish plus remote volume control. Its
midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region replicated at these price points only by
all- tube amps of which there are precious few, and which would probably not have
this amplifier's smooth and generous power delivery.'
Vedlas Pee

fio,000

n/oo [ KK]

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 3oW (we measured 36W) but still adynamic
performer. Smooth and musical sound, with avery convincing decay to treble notes
and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going amp that didn't fatigue after
continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit as some, but rhythm and timing
were its real strengths. For more volume, iust look to the ' ir ? i'iso pre / Dower.
Naim NAP5oo

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre/power amp
combination (£ 215o/f258o) are exceptional, although much of the complex circuitry
is related to the power supply. The power amp too takes the reduction of residual
noise and interchannel crosstalk to near- obsessive lengths. IH found that they
provided extraordinary definition and that he had rarely been so impressed with an
amplifier combination, and felt that in all key respects it performed flawlessly.

Unison Research Unico£75o
£799

01423 359 054

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Pleasant to use, apart from those archaic DIN sockets. With
partnering 50W/ch NAP 150 power amp, it did deliver the famous ' Nairn sound'. There
was an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of the unnatural glare and haze that
afflicts some hi-fi products that attempt to give too much in terms of detail and
clarity'. AH concluded ' you would find the NAC 112 and NAP 15o difficult to trump in
terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical satisfaction'.
Naha NAIT 5

[ AGI

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful amplifier for the money, giving over goW into 8ohms on
test. Sonically, its basic character is warm and open, with good detail, although it
could betray agrey, even ' processed' or identifiably 'solid-state' character. In this last
respect at least, it might not compare favourably with Arcam's f450 A75. But the Rotel
can still win in terms of sheer bang for buck.

TAG McLaren DPA32R £ 1695
E625/f75o

6/
99

2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 50 watt
into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push-pull design, fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.
Naha NACsia/NAP150

yAvw.ukd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/11
valve amplifiers is larger than the originals, and lacks filters and
tilt/tone controls. Only available only as pair, using KT- 88 to
give twice the power of the KT- 66 original; it's conservatively
rated at 40W/ch. The pre- amp lacks the noise floor of the
original, and has anew smoothness and precision but elusive
lushness of the original is retained.
Rotel RA- 972

OW

o1753 652669

8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Arevision of the Ai amp in the stretched cylindrical- cased X- Series:
you can see the X-A2 either as astripped down, remote- control- free version of the XAlooR, or an enhanced X-M, with the superior transformer of the X-AlooR, and power
increased from 5o to 75 W/ch. Deciding whether it improved on the X-Ai was, as DB
put it, a ' no brainer', thanks to asurprisingly powerful bass, with superior separation
and articulation, while voices are clearer, and music is more convincing.
Nagra VPA

8/99 [ KK]

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A3o.i bipolar amplifier, rated at 1c:10W/channel, looks like a
million dollars, and is remote controllable. The volume control is afine step- ladder
type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Atruly powerful amp, even taking the power rating into account.

HOW WE RATE IT Choke Regulation power supply configuration employs an extra
inductive component to block higher mains harmonics and RF noise. Additional
capacitance is used after the chokes to reduce the AC impedance as seen by the
output stage. This pre/power combination has arare sense of ' rightness'. The
excellent low-level musical resolution and subtle articulation work well with SACO.
Musical Fidelity X-A2 £499

www.passlabs.com

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote control pure Class A, single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/i2XA7. The downside is relative
inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that ' this is one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Quad QC 24/II-forty £ 3995
boo°

01892 539595

8900 2866 wyAv.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful yet compact 150W/channel amplifier, with five line
inputs, m-m/m-c and tape monitor, the remote controlled A3oo is essentially
transparent to the signal. ' There is a " rightness" here,' said IH, ' which soon had me
re- appraising current CD favourites and rediscovering others'.
MF AC3'

02/00 [AG]

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 350 watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it alower
than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thick, short cables. There is alevel of detail,
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.

Primare A3oa
Musical Fidelity A3oo f1399

Emma

£2995

05i0111111

01263741417

mvw.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP5oo is the largest Nairn amplifier, in astylish sci-fi boxwork.

HOW WE RATE IT It is built into a beautifully fabricated brushed aluminium cabinet
that's compact considering its 240W/ch output, although it weighs achunky 21kg.
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Hearing is Believing

Ihe Disc Emporium

CLON

l
re

Ex Demonstration Stock

t

NEW SALE

30 years of Excellence

•

Amain

II

EAD Powermaster 2000

7250 ) 500

(5 channel Amplifier 400 watts per channel)

•

EAD Ovation Processor

lieW

4495

3000

3250

2115

EAD Ultra CD Player

2220

695

VSA VR5 speakers ( maple)

7500

4250

2000

1200

900

300

DD. DTS. Prologic, MPEG & HDCD + autosetup)
(

EAD Theatrevision P

' Classé
Castle

(Dedicated Region One Player with progressive scan)

clan

Lavardin
Marantz
Primare
Sony

(See www.vonschweikert.com for details)

B+W Nautilus

Previously Owned Equipment
Parasound

•

Pioneer

•

SP- D07 DD & DTS processor

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open:

HCA I206 ( 6channel amp)....

144 London Road, Knebworth, Herts, SG3 6EY

Tel: 01438 816688

Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

acoustic Arts

APOLLO
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOQUEST
B&W ( INC NAUTILUS)
BEYER

HI Fl * HOME CINEMA * MULTI ROOM * FULL INSTALLATION SERVICE

BLUE ROOM
BOSTON
CASTLE
CLEAR AUDIO
COPLAND
DENON
DENSEN
GRADO
RMAN KARDON

The Sonus Faber Cremona is a rare
combination.
dream

with

An

interior

stunning

JADIS
KEF
KOETSU

designer's

aesthetics,

the

Cremona has true audiophile appeal,
following
in the footsteps of the

KRELL
MARTIN LOGAN

Guarneri Homage.
The

Guarneri

set

new standards

MICHELL

for

NORDOST

musicality and midrange transparency,
the Cremona picks up this baton and
moves

forward

giving

greater

ORTOFON
PRO-JECT

scale,

PRIMARE

dynamics and weight. A truly capable
speaker,

it

can

be

used

in

QUADRASPIRE

any

QED

application.

REL
ROKSAN
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SONNETEER
SONUS FABER
SUMIKO

101 St Albans Road, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD17 1RD. Tues - Sat 10 - 5.30.
Late night Thurs by appointment. Tel 01923 245250/233011 fax 01923 230798
E-mail ACOUSTIC-ARTS@freenet.co.uk. See classified for second hand listing
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THETA
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SPARENT AUDIO
VIBE
WILSON AUDIO

Sound quality was superb, the P400 ' tells it the way it is', and will mask no flaws in
the programme. But it could reveal new detail and so provide engagement for the
listener. Well worth seeking out!

overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
B&W Nautilus 802

PRICE
Enna

Esoo

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
[
AG] 020 8642 4436 www.atr.de

11/99 [AG]

01285 760561

www.atc.gb.net

HOW WE RATE IT ATC's Studio Control Monitor ( 1200 x405 x465mm hwd) is an
monolithic 70- litre fully active three-way design and includes 350 watt of on- board
power amplification and electronic crossovers, and an external pre- amp, the SCA2
(£2599). Musically it has bold dynamics, apowerful bass reach, but slightly vague
imagery and amarginal loss of HF detail and sweetness. An effective communicator.
Arantgarde Uno

Ego°

Dynaudio Contour 12.5£2456

fog

o5/oo [ SH]

01895 833099 www.avantgarde-acoustic.de

«jot [111]

egg 732636

www.aviblfi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x2o5mm) 2- way
update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm
Vifa pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. Aconsistent
impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The Ill version retains, or
even builds on, its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy, and levels of detail.
Blueroom Minipod £259

07/00 [AH]

01903 260033

Elac CL82 Mk 11

£399

9/o2 [ KU]

01903 750750

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology into this 49omm-tall standmounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug for
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and deserves adecent amplifier in the 25-100W
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals 'sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'.
B&W CDM iNT

Eno

or/or [AG]

01903 750750

Elac 3ioi JET

fee

12/01 [ AG]

01903 750750

12/00 [ AG]

03/00 [AG]

cittoo 652 5002 www.elac.com

01 494

551551

www.elac.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact, vented all- aluminium enclosure with
aluminium cones and domes. One for the stripped pine and
chrome set, this litle model has sharp reflexes, and is at once
bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock and jazz, this
is asurprising and engaging speaker. What it lacked in
sophistication was made up in panache.
Energy Encore

Eno

2

08/01 [AG]

01473 240205

www.energy-speakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This sub/sat systems' satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an aluminium dome tweeter and synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusually low ( 2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a15oW MOSFET amp in charge of the zoomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce the subtle sound of solo instrumental playing
and full-scale orchestral recording at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
£249

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of £ 200 bookshelf monitors, the 3o3 was the only
model to acquit ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG. Utilitarian
rear- ported cabinet includes glass- fibre cone driver and tapered-tube tweeter. It
sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest.
Treble can get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly

2001

Awards

020 8361

8864 www.epos-acoustics.com

HOW WE RATE IT Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver,
with acarefully- profiled moulded cone allowing the use of asimple crossover. With a
cabinet designed for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel, and screwed- in front
baffle, it gives an open, lively and exciting sound. Avery fine speaker for the money.
Harbeth Compact 7ES £1299

6/99 [ MC]

01444 235566

www.harbeth.com

HOW WE RATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then-equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/SRL Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by barn- door
standards. Thin- wall enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed- on panels damped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, with natural vocals; easy to recommend.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This smallest member of the CDM series has now been upgraded
with aversion of the Nautilus tweeter with its extended damped rear cavity, married
to afront-ventedi65mm Kevlar cone bass unit. Avery grown-up loudspeaker which
manages astrong, large-scale sound and its bass is also more tuneful and expressive
than many rivals'. Treble quality is not quite as good, but it remains powerful.
DM3o3

www.dynaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Elac's speakers have aluminium enclosures and ribbon tweeters,
but this one uses awood enclosure and dome tweeter. The aluminium composite bass
dome is retained, however, and so is the unusual ability to deliver volume levels that
would defeat most others with negligible compression or distortion. Bass lines are
particularly well projected, and the sound overall is extremely well integrated.

Epos Mu

Eagg

08/00 [ 81(1 01732 451938

www.minipod.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has asmall Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit and soft- dome tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can even err on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
BIN 6o2 S3

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT Amagnetically- shielded AV design, although it would benefit from
an additional subwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour T2.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, ' deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

HOW WE RATE IT Avantgarde's smallest stands 1.44m high, has
horn- loaded mid and tweeter, and self- powered subwoofer, with a
claimed system sensitivity of ioodB/watt. SR noted that they
gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication — but without
the coloration that has spoiled other horn loudspeakers. The Uno
more than stood up to box speaker competition at the price.
AVI Neutron III

01903 750750

03/00

HOW WE RATE IT Large, oval rear- facing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium midrange
driver. Tuning allows the user to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
ATC SCRIToLE

9/01 [ AH]

HOW WE RATE IT Third in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one
of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers. It carries the authority and
finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces
where the 801 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass,
midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to
mention killer looks leads to atruly great speaker, recommended
without hesitation.

Loudspeakers
NAME
AIR Jordan Note 3

E6000

Jamo D83o

£1499

05/02 [AG]

01788 556777

wvdw.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet provide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can be
forward. Monitor- like incision can give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its 'astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities.'
Jamo Eft°

£3oo

03/01 [TB]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
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On September 3rd 2002 the first Audio

NoteTM

Auditorium will opens it doors in

The Hague, the Netherlands , setting the first step towards anew concept for the
ales and presentation of Audio

NoteTM

UK equipment in Europe.

Audio NoteTM Auditorium
The Auditorium primarily offers complete Audio

NoteTM

systems, including the most

sophisticated. The systems will be optimally presented in aunique ambiance where
you can expect anew level of service unprecedented in the industry including aunique
upgrade programme and the possibility of financial lease.

Invitation
Besides offering the full
range of Audio Note'm
products, the Auditorium

The official opening of the Audio

NoteTM

Auditorium will take place on September

28 th .As part of our introduction we will be offering all systems with many extras for
free saving you up to thousands of euros.

offers acollection of 10.000
LP's all taken from the
famous private vinyl
collection of Peter Ovortrup
himself. Also accessories

As amusic enthusiast you are of course invited to join our Grand Opening.
Accompanied by Audio NoteTm CEO Peter Qvortrup and many Dutch and International
hifi experts you can see for yourself all that the Audio Note.
" Auditorium has to offer
while enjoying good drinks and food.

from established
manufacturers like Finite

During the opening we will organize

Elemente, TJ-Electronics,

system build from t*élinest Audio

tvv*nini concerts,

NoteTM

performed by our reference

currently has to offer including the world

Border Patrol, DeZorel, Echo

famous Gaku-On amplifier, M-10 preamplifier, TT-Three Reference record player with

Busters, Caig, Cardas, Shure

10- Limited cartridge, DAC-5 Special and the new SOGON cables.

and DB systems are offered.
ditionally the Auditorium
use technical

The number of places for the Grand Opening and the mini concerts is limited, please
reserve your entrance tickets today to join this unique experience.

or upgrades
io Notem
and Audio In

Per person amaximum of two tickets are avai able.

!ions

equipmen

ote Nederland
703885660

plein 39
43

2516 EB Den Haag

The Netherlands

Email: infoeaudionote.n1

Web: www.audionote.n1

contain two zoomm cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm softdome tweeter. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
jkilab Cobalt 815

f859

05/01 [AG]

0121 616 5126

www.focallm.fr

HOW WE RATE IT This French floorstander uses an inverted- dome Focal tweeter plus
two 16omrr drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. Sensitivity
measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder than this
implies. .t had asomewhat bright treble, but this is aspeaker which starts and stops
when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
Linn Catan

£635

Wm [AH]

me 307 nn

wwvi.Unn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AH.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock- down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the (atan from single- wire mode to bi-wireibi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Martin--ogan Prodigy£ 8967

08/00 [ MC]

020 8971

3909 www.martinlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impact, this ML may be the one for you.

in mirror- image pairs, and uses two small 14omm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm
silk dome driver that takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but
the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only the last ounce of
detail. Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Sonus Faber Signum £1249

04/00 [ AG]

01473 240205

www.miragespeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This miniature two-way has asuperb two- layer enclosure, with a
steel lining and aConan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power, but
lacks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match but It really needs asubwoofer.
Mission 782

£ 00

01/00 [ AG]

01480 451777

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT So much control over every area of misbehaviour something subtle
but significant had been squeezed from the sound. The 782 is most comfortable when
producing medium volume levels in small to medium-sized rooms, despite the zoo watt
maximum recommended amplifier power and respectable (89dB/W at im) sensitivity.
Complex design, and still one of the most detailed and articulate speaker in its class.
Mission fs2-AV

£799.90

Woo [AG]

01480 451777

www.mlssion.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo- channel sub- sat system), the
f12- AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
whicn can be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The fs2-AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.
Quad ESL- 989

£4 000

07/00 [ KK]

01480 447700 www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth take on the ESL- 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' 57'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifier- breaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.
Ruai Etude

£499

05/02 [ AG]

01702 601410

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
deta led, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links. An easy
8ohm oad with reasonable sensitivity for its size (86dB).
Rua:k 3rologue R

£949

10/00 [ AG]

01702 601410

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood-veneered enclosure is supplied

020 89713909

HOW WE RATE IT This is acostly miniature, with an 8litre enclosure. Beautifully
finished, it's built from superb solid hardwoods with asense of style. Such is the
quality of this speaker's appearance that it is worth fitting the matching solid walnut
stands, at £ 450. While its tonal balance is not quite in the reference class, its obvious
commitment to the musical message, sense of performance and pace certainly are.
Snell E.5 Tower

Etsao

6/99 [AG]

01233 813111

www.snell.com

HOW WE RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall- damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink
— which one review described as ' European- sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially
US- flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy
quality which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.
Tannoy Dimension TD12 f6500

4/12 [ MCI

01236 420199

www.tannoy.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn- loaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass/mid unit. As MC noted, you may need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated-driver array; in
fact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynamics and expression associated with much higher prices. It
remains clear and natural up to really high sound levels.
Totem Arm

Mirage 6111614 £m)

8199 [MCI

£959

7199 [ AH]

01924 406016

www.totem,com

HOW WE RATE IT Aslim floorstander, the diminutive Ario is thin enough to slip into
the smallest of listening rooms and it's adesign that does have an outstanding ability
to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers. Integration between
the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the
fluid midband. Despite the limitations of power/ low frequency handling, AH found
himself quite taken by thesedelicate pole- like loudspeakers.
Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 flu

9/01 &

12/01 0845

4580011

www.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Definitely an opinion divider, KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will 'astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds.., astonishing
clarity, top- to- bottom cohesion, more than plentiful bass and amidband naturalness
that recalled the Quad ESL.' AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an
uneven balance that did no favours except with the most well behaved and
straightforward recordings.' Probably best suited to low volumes in small rooms.
Wilson Benesch ACT 2

£ 9000

10/99 [AG]

0114 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously- constructed teardrop
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbonloaded Tactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
similar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery f5500

08/01 [AH]

01142 852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an integral stand, and uses four drivers per box. Ai5omm
Tactic mid/bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face forward, in an inverted
configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass drivers in aisobarik
clamshell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery
remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.
Wilson WATT/Puppy £ 8700/9700 Woo [ MC]

020 8971 39 09 www.wilsonaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The System 6is the latest iteration of the Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy combination. System 6includes re- engineering of both units and now
provides superior dynamic range. Although relatively compact, it can take on the
world's largest power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo
imaging was good and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more
expensive units.
october
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Ireland's Premier Home Entertainment Event

Consultants Ltd.

The Dublin Hi -Fi Show
Burlington Hotel

OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REG.\ RDLESS OF PRICE
17
.
I

/NM

luI

MOM

November 9th - 10th
10am - 6pm

al.

Admission € 5.00

F4' "
, r

Featuring
The very latest in home
entertainment systems

Now Demonstrating

Hi -Fi • Multi- room • Plasma
•LCD Wall mounted TV

//)

Great Show Offers!
Live Music

Hi Fi
200 2
Organised by Cloney Audio
For details please call + 353 1 2888 477
Ex Demonstration & Previously Om ned Equipment
THETA CASANOVA FULLY LOADED INC CIRCA SURR SILVER
PROAC RESPONSE 1SC EX DEM
SOWS FABER SIGNUMS EX DEM
SONOS FABER AMATOR POWER AMPLIFIER
SONOS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2
KRELL FPB300cx POWER AMP LATEST MODEL
KRELL KSA1OOS
MARANTZ SA12 CD/DVD/SACD
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE/SMART 845s
ARCAM DELTA BLACK BOX
REVOX 8261 TUNER
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60 POWER AMP
LEXICON MC1 A/V PROCESSOR
NAIM 102
NAIM 250 POWER AMP EX DEM
NAIM CDS II EX DEM AS NEW
NAIM 135 POWER AMPS AS NEW
NAIM 90
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

ANALOGUE BELLINI PREAMP SILVER
RESEARCH CA50 INTEGRATED AMP EX DEM
RESEARCH D130 POWER AMPLIFIER EX DEM
RESEARCH D100.2

WILSON SYSTEM 5.1
WILSON SYSTEM 6.1 FERRARI GREY
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 PREAmP/POWER AMP EX DEM
KRELL CD DSP MK 2 CD PLAYER GLASS LID TOP-LOADER
KRELL KSL PREAMPLIFIER
KRELL KPS25sc CD PLAYER
KRELL 250P PREAMPLIFIER
KRELL Km/300CD CD PLAYER

€3250
£795
£995
£595
£1595
£8500
€1995
£2750
£2795
£100
£ 295
£ 650
£895
£950
£2995
£950
£1295
£3350
£3150
£195
£295
£2495
£895
£1795
£5495
£14500
£1295
£1495
£595
£14995
£1495
£1895

51-1
XD
XD
SH
SH
XD
SH
sH
SH
SH
SH
sH
SH
SH
SH
sH
XD
XD
XD
SH
SH
XD
XD
51-1
SI1
SH
X4)
sN
SH
SH
XD
SH

na Rubtd
wvvw.mana.co.uk

"Now I
can only
say that until I
had the Mana
equipment table
fitted, my hi-fi
system was at
best half
Cocked."
Alan Sircom
HiFi Choice
March '95

0% INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Licensed Credit Broker
REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST UPDATED SALE LIST
Agencies include: Audio Analogue, Audio Research, Audio Technic.% BOSE, B&W. Canlelaik. Castle.
Copland. Denon. Graaf, Goldring. Jamo, Jadis. FIEF Koetsu, Krell. Lexicon. Loewe TV & Video, Lyra.
Manante. Martin Logan. Michell. Musical Fidelity., MRS. NAD. Minx, NEC Gas Plasma Screens. Nook,'
Cables, Onkyo. Opera, Ortofan. Pioneer. Proac. Pro-jeer. QED. REL Subwoofers. Rotel. Shar? LCD Screen,.
Speakercraft, Sennhciser. SME. Smuts Faber. Swiance. Stands Uniçue. Stan. Target, TAG MOLAREN.
TEAC. Theta. 'Floret's. Transparent Cables. ffison Research. ,an den Hin. Wilson. Yamaha

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL - ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS
l'anta

House, ('ark End Street, OxIOrd ()X1 1,11)
Telephone: Oxford ( 111865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
E MAIL: Oxford.Audioehtinternet.com
WEBSITE: ra ww.oxfordaudio.comk

110 october
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"Mana Tables are not cheap. But they are essential if you want to
unlock your system's true potential." BEST BUY
Malcolm Steward, HiFi Choice February '96
For information on MANA products please contact: Unit E, Amlwch Ind. Est.
Amlwch, Anglesey Wales. LL68 9BX..Email: post@mana.co.uk
VISA

-) Sales: 01248 751 043 Factory 01407 830 530 f=
Fax 01407 830 535

J

VISIT THE MANA FORUM AT.

http://manaforum.atinfopop.com

accessoriescluo
It's show time!
The show in question is, of course,

'professional' version of the Moth Record Cleaning

special prices that will be available at the show:

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2002, at the

Machine, the MKIIP, featuring forced- air cooling

Stereophile Test CDI fio.oNoo (normally £ 13.00)

Renaissance and Meridien hotels at Heathrow on

and stainless- steel fittings throughout, designed

Deoxit/Progold package £ 24.00 (normally £ 28.00)

September 14-15 — easy to find, at the junction of

to cater for larger- scale cleaning of LP records, for

Sovtek & Electroharmonix valves: we're offering

the A4 and the M4 / Heathrow spur road! Visitors

professional users who need constant use of a

zo% off all stock types

to the Show can find The Hi Fi News Accessories

machine. The price of the MKIIP is £ 5oo.00.All

Cartridge Man Stylus Gauge/Digital Level package

Club on Stand 3in the Renaissance foyer and

Moth Record Cleaning Machines will be available

£340.00 (normally £400.00)

should look out for our show specials, aseries of

at special show prices, either for delivery at the

Last Stylus Cleaner fio.00 (normally £ 12.50)

offers that we traditionally make for Showgoers.

show, or for shipping at alater date.

Superspikes, original equipment type, £ 25.00 per
set of 4 (normally £40.00)

Now, special show prices are all very well, but
as areader from New Zealand said in an e-mail

GETTING WIRED

Superspikes, adhesive loudspeaker type, f15.00

last year: ' What about us poor souls that haven't
got ahope in hell of getting to Heathrow?' In those

The full range of Incognito Analogue products will

per set of three (normally £ 25.00)

be available at the Accessories Club stand. The

poor souls' interest — and for those who are

range of arm re-wire systems has been expanded

SPECIAL SHOW RATES

reading this after September 15 — we have

from the original ' Rega'-based loom to induce

All of the latest Accessories

decided to extend this year's special Show offers
to ALL customers, whether they buy by mail order

specialist kits for Hadcock, Syrinx and now to a

Club offerings will be

Universal loom that will fit all and any tonearms.

available at special

Benefits of the Incognito system are no plug/

show rates, including

catalogue with details of all our offers.

socket, no solder joint within the arm/cable

the Michell Unicover,

Offers are valid until 28 October!

assembly and the best quality Cardas Litz wire and

the universal turntable

connectors are now available to owners of SME,

dustcover, the SAP

Mission, Linn et al. All Incognito re- wire products

Relaxa, the remarkable

will be at special show prices.

magnetic isolation support from Italy, the SID

or

at the show. Call 01234 741152 for

our

full

NEW SET-UP DISC
Hi Fi News Test LP: The Producer's Cut. Hot off
the presses, anew i8ogm pressing of the HFN Test

The all new Incognito Turntable Power Supply,

(Sound Improvement Disc), and the new LoRad

LP with expanded and

auniversal design suitable for use with all

Mains Cable from Supra, available either 'off the

additional tracks, and a

synchronous motor turntables, will be seen for the

reel' by the metre, or in ready- assembled cord sets

unique multi- discipline

first time at the show. Quartz- crystal controlled

in all international flavours, as well as our long-

universal alignment

stabilised frequency, two speeds, and available in

established favourites, the complete range of Ben

protractor. Special

23oV or noV output versions, the Incognito Eddy

Duncan's Pure Series, his Pure Power- based mains

Show price of £ 22.00

is priced at £ 175.00.

installation system Superspur with its associated

along the alignment

MORE SHOW SPECIALS

exclusive HFN products, Fluxdumpers, Blackheads

protractor from the

Here are some specific tasters of the individual

RF blocking Pure Series products and the range of

(RRP £ 25.00). Bring

original HFN Test LP and take aProducer's

and our very own LP/CD Modular Storage System.

cum

Cut version away for an exchange price of £ 2o.00
RINGING THE CHANGES
On the subject of exchanges, Ringmat is offering
trade-in prices on both Ringmats and Statmats.
Bring along any of the
earlier types of Ringmat

accessoriesclub order form
Name
Address

and upgrade to the latest
Anniversary version for

Postcode

Tel

£40.00 (RRP £ 70.00). Any
of the earlier type of
Statmat can be upgraded to
the latest CDi Blue Statmat
for f2o.00 (RRP £ 37.50).
Ringmat is also launching their new range of
Phono interconnects at the show — lots to see! All
the exchange schemes do require us to see an
actual body, so do please remember to bring the
relevant exchange piece along to the show!
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
Seen for the first time at the show will be the

Cheque/postal order enclosed for
(pounds sterling) made payable to:
HFN Accessories Club OR please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex*
Card Number
it — fr — irl

if-

Expires (date)
*Please indicate which

-71

11

f'
Signature

TO ORDER: send completed order form
(tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box zoo, Bedford MK4o
iYFI, United Kingdom.
Fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028 Telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152
E-mail: accessoriesclubrabritishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address:
www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com (secure order facility)

UK SALES: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include delivery.

EXPORT SALES: export sales are very welcome. Where
applicable they will be VAT (Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to
additional shipping at cost. Please contact for quotation.
Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

—1\
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ONLY DAYS TO GO • ONLY DAYS TO GO
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For cutting- edge
Sound and Vision

The HiFi Show&

AVEXPO

AMMON 2

0

0

14-15 September
Le Meridien and The Renaissance
Hotels, London, Heathrow
Open 10am-6pm
New product launches Revel in the world's
most stunning hi-fi

sounds The very

latest in home cinema

With excitement,

entertainment and breathtaking images Top hi-fi
experts

Meet international audio gurus

face-to-

face DJ demos Upfront DJs play

the freshest beats around Live music Experience the
sound of great artists performing

in person

* Two-for- one ticket offer

Bring this ad to the Show a
free entry for the second p
(photocopies not accepted)
Sponsored by Hi -Fi News Magazine

St&ñ Ado

hne

forty years of

valve amplifiers

"Steinhart Audio
particularly tickled
my ears"

Balanced low and high mass supports - modular racks, loudspeaker
stands and isolation plinths, manufactumed only from solid timber and
inert granite.

tel/fax 01777 708673

Paul Messenger, stereophile US

Sefflatie
48 High Street, Northampton NN4 ONE UK.
tel/fax01604-660 285

E-mail: infoghne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk

nextmonth

HifiNews

EXCLUSIVE! Classé combination

As the famous Canadian Classé amplifiers return to the UK, our exclusive
in-depth lab test covers the top pre- amp and stereo power amplifier

Best speakers tested
We'll be testing six of the best floorstanding speakers up to fl000

Best analogue, best digital
We listen to Pro-Ject's hottest turntable, lab-test digital players and processors

Wm

£2000 mntifinr çneavprçt

Don't miss our exciting free-entry loudspeaker competition

On sale Friday, 4October ...essential reading!
—1\
fc;ctober
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A3.2 SERIES II
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
MACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Tune in and

UBSCRIBE
ve %

Take out asubscription to
and pay as little as £ 2.45 per issue

TODAY

•SAVE 30% off the normal subscription price
•FREE home delivery — so you'll never miss an issue
•RECEIVE
before it's on sale at the
newsagents — get to those classifieds first!
•The price stays the same during your initial
subscription period, even if the cover price rises
•your full money back guarantee means that, if in
the unlikely event you are not entirely satisfied,
we will refund the remainder of your subscription

But please hurry!
Offer closes 4th October

2002

PAYMENT DETAILS

Simply complete this order form and send to:
IPC Media SLbscriptions FREEPOST (VI261

made payable to IPC Media Ltd

Ienclose acheque for EIS

PO 3,/X 2:2 Haywards Heath West Sussex RHM 3FS
Telephone Order Hotline — 02622 778778 Fax — offlri urissoso e-mail — ipcsubs@ciss-ult.com

Iwish to pay by D Mastercard

I'd litre to subscribe to HiFi News with asix monthly Derict Debit of £ 14.70 saving 30%

Card Number

ye to subscribe to Hi Fi News for ayear for f29.40 saving 30%
UK £29.40

Jr,);), , £37.00

DI'd

CI Visa

CI Amex

O Diners

D Switch'

23k

£ 49.70 ( US$71.36)

Issue Number`

Expiry Date

Name
Address

DIRECT DEBIT DETAILS

Country

Address cf Bank:

Name of Bank:
Postcode

email

Signature

Postcode:

Name of Acount Holder

Date

Sort Code:

limazzamm

For office use only: Originators reference — 764 221
A/C No

1PC Medo Ltd, publishers of Hi Fi News and IPC Electric Ltd ( IPC) will collect your personal information to
pn:e ess you order and to gain abette ,understanding of our magazile readership. We may send you details

Instructiontayour Bank/Building Society: Please pay IPC Media Ltd Direct Debits from- the account

on cur magazines and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC 3

detailed on this intruction, subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I
understand

We maypass your detals to other reputable companires whose products and services may be of interŒt to

that thisineruction may remain with IPC Media Ltd, and if so, details will be passed electronically to my

you. Please tick here if you prefer not to receive such offers _I

Bank/Building Society.

This guarantee should be retained bythe Payer

The Direct Debit Guarantee

1)BIRECr
ebit

This guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit

If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change IPC Media Ltd will notify you within to

Scheme. The efficiency and security of the schemes is monitored and protected by your own

working.days in adyaice of your accoent being debited or as otherwise agreed.

Bank or Building Society, you are guaranteed afull immediate refund from your branch of the

You can Cancel Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building Society

amount paid.

Please also :.end acopy of your letter ko us.
Registered Office IPC Media Limited, King's Reel Tower, Stamford Street. London SE1 9LS Registered Nuirber: 3731204

theguide

to advertise in this page

BUCKS

NORTHERN IRELAND

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN

Northwood Audio

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIOMECA. AUDIO NOTE,
AUDIO TECHNICA. ASH DESIGNS. ATACAMA.
BEYER. CABLE TALK, CASTLE. CELESTION.
CHORD CABLE COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS.

BIGGER BETTER RANGES

PRODUCTS NOW ON DEMONSTRATION
-AUDIO NOTE DAC 1.1

CR DEVELOPMENTS, CURA, DAVIS. DENON,

AND FACILITIES

-MICHELL GYRODEC SE/SME

°NM. EPOS. EXPOSURE. GRADO, HEART.
HENLEY, IXOS. JM LABS. REF. KLIPSCH,

309/ROHMANN

LINN CLASSIC. LYRA, MARANTZ, MICHELL,

NEW REGA ELECTRONICS AND

MICROMEGA. MIT. NAD. ORTOFON. PATH,

HIFI, HOME CINEMA,

TURNTABLES

PIONEER, PMC, PROJECT. PROAC, REL. QED,
QUADRASPIRE, MOTEL. ROSE, REGA. ROARK,

-SACD PLAYERS AND DISCS

SENNHEISER, SELECO. SME, SONY ES.

-SONY DIGITAL RADIO

SOMETHING SOLID. STANDS UNIQUE,

-VIENNA MOZART SPEAKERS

MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS
LARGEST PRODUCT

STAX. STRAIGHT WIRE. SUMIKO.
TALK ELECTRONICS. TANNOY, TARGET,

TEL:

TEAC. TUBE TECHNOLOGY, UKD. VEDA,

98

VIENNA ACOUSTICS.

VINYL

Premier Audio

THE DIRECT DISC

Now demonstrating
Dcs Eiger. Purcell & Verdi Transpon, Photos CD Lad &
250 Power. Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
L'ables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Area, Audio Synthisis, Kona Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

'
gene demonstration

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

VINYL VINYL VINYL

NORFOLK

Thousands of records always in stock.
+afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash

A

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

Audio Synthisis Audio Physics - Audio Amu - Absolute Sounds
LICS - Kota - Pifias - Silted, - Arcici - RDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - °moron - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/X wekonu

OPENING OFFERS
8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
BT70 TAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 028 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 3006
E-mail. DavideKronosHi-fl.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.Kronosill-FIciLuk

YORKSHIRE

'Room I

2

FANTASTIC SPECIAL

CAMBRIDGE Sr. AYLESBURY. BUCKS

www.northwoodaudio.co.uk

AND MANY MORE...

Ttom
o

RANGE IN IRELAND

01296 428790

available at £ 1.50
Telephone/Fax 01621 810740

goodselection of Srgand

We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 « Colin Grundy

Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

.
1,

4o. -

Or visit our website on

Basically Sound of Norfolk

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTH COAST

Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio line lull digital theatre),
B&W speokers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Scout Faber, Sony P•ojection, D.N.M,
Crimson, Audion, Wilson Audio, Sonos Faber, C.R DL, Epos Creek, Myryod,
S.M.E, Rd, Ratel, Denon, 01 Products
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE

New

Now

Krell KRC3 pre amp Mint - boxed (ex deer) £3,490 £2,595
Jodis Orchestra CD. Boxed
(ex dern) £1,299 £950
Unison Research S8-845. Mint - boxed
£3,093 £1,995
Scout Faber Electra Amator II Speakers.
Boxed
(eu dem) £2,698
Audion Sterling valve amp, single ended (en dew) £600
A.T.0 SCA2 pre amp. Boxed,

£2,095
£425

mint with remote
(s/hl
£3,450
£2,295
To see our Full up to dote listings go to swew.chanrnyoudio.com
NB. All Ex Dem items ore as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full monufactures guarantee! Offering a minimum of 2 years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.

Choose from the ,
finest e )

GREATER LONDON

13.e
411),N
/
1
'

n. symbol of security

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI- ROOM

effries
EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 023 9266 3604
CLOSED MONDAYS

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171
fax ( 0,473) 655172
W

W

vv

. 5 ig

uk.corn

YORKSH I

Mail Order Available

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

emall:engesignals.uk.com

n a Is .

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

SOUTH EAST LONDON

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, leotard, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 0tH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

Front End Problems?
then contact:

JRRE'

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICRON1EGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • RtYfEl.
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iueiityY
indecently good hi-fi
K11110,11

I41.)A

as6

october

20C?

I11.11ne..

/\

•Fol: 11211 .
-Fri f
030mo - 7 OupiniSat

V

Ioam

- 6pm

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

Celebrotinn

r,

Ourode

of

Sound

For friendly ads ice or to arrange your demonstration of some of the
World's finest audio equipment' contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 ( evening calls welcome). Generous pan
exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • lexicon
•Nordost • Primare Systems • Red Rose • REL • Spendor • Wilson Benesch
•The Profes.sional Monitor Co • Weritas • Wadia and many mom.

§E

:
44
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w

• REID

GamuT

•

ltaâavai)
te
RIDSE

CD;Ison be-Desch

LEEDS (
0113) 2528850
E- Mail: Info@audioreflections.co.uk
Website: www.audloreflectIons.co.uk
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WEST MIDLANDS

.2:1=1:1=r

kilLJUM

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

HI-Ff

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcam, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, l'horens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30. late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

•JEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9 MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

Licensed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

.SA • AOCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX:

01384

444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

O'Brien Hi-Fi

st 11th

Est. 1966

5551(11.1 I

• AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYO • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance iSecond Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

111)11

0% Instant Finance Available

5511

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5 miss walk Raynes Park BR • 20 miss Waterloo • 5miss from A3 tRaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

Tel: 020 8946 1528

V

LONDON

UK WIDE
M ADISOUND

Isolationj Systems

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas

•
AIRTEK PNEUMATIC ISOLATION
PLATFORMS FOR USE UNDER ALL AUDIO
COMPONENTS INCLUDING SPEAKERS
A MAJOR UPGRADE FOR COMPONENTS
BENEFITS GAINED IN ALL AREAS
RELEASE YOUR SYSTEMS FULL POTENTIAL

S Solen
re-

ell le

Inductors

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

ECLIPSE'

IWNAUDIO

ACOUSTIC PANELS

AVAILABLE ON A14 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

&

LEMONS

Juicy fruit from London's freshest
hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop in.
All the usual, i.e. friendly andefficient service,
free home installation+ credit cards.
1HE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL HI-Fl RETAILER

[D1E511323

PRICES START FROM £149

ORANGES

r)))
imordi

FOR MORE DETAILS 8r A BROCHURE
CONTACT

fttrItss

ARCAM, CABLETALIÇ CASTLE, CHORD CO. CREEK,
DENON, EPOS, LINN, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, QUADRASPIRE, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
ROYD, RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE,
STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

Our Eighth active year

01643 822128 monsun 9am-9pm.

020 7924 2040

e-mail voodootekffl'hotma t coto

www.oandlhifi.co.uk

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY
Martin — Logan SL3
Krell KAV — 280CD
Krell KAV — 300CD
Krell KAV — 5001 Integrated
Krell HTS — 1
Krell KAV — 150

fkaline cable
L/ scan-speaK

£2,000

EIIIN

POA
£1,900

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

£2,600
£4,250
£ 1,500

Tel: 01460 54322

LEAP

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S A.
TEL 608.831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail .info©madisound.com
Web Pa•e htt.:/www madisound corn

UK WIDE

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
Repairs and advice on Iligh-End and
quality hi fi, by

an engineer with over
35 years experience.

Tel: 01752 779 933

P.O. BOX 44283

Ih
•ItItt

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

e-mail: southwesthifiefsbdial.co.uk
rje

Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

To advertise in this section Call Dennis on
020 8774 0718
october 2002 117
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to advertise in this page
Image Audio

Absolute Demo
03

C.,

c).

Fa1cÁc6ít1cs Ltd

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier £265.00
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
£219.

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers £ 3499.00
Audio Research PH3 - Phono stage £ 1149.00

4111.1.111111111.earch CA50 - Integrated Amp.

http://www.falcon-aeoustics.co.uk

£ 2049.

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£ 800.00
Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier £ 945.00
Audio Research LS5 Mk11 - Preamplifier £ 1999.
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
seas, and apick of the hest from other manufacturers.

DRIVE UNITS: h> FOCAL 84

10De CROSSOVER NETWORKS • Active 2a Paskike. Components. Accenoties.
COMPONENTS

£ 2590.00

SOLEN Pot, props lene capacitor, Who'd. Ido 100mEd.

Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £ 2199.06
California Audio Alpha - DAC '
£699.0 .
California Audio Delta - CD Transport £ 499.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player
£ 399.00'
Copland CSA28 - Integrated A
Copland CDA277 - CD Player

ALCM .

Oilier £849.00
D
£ 899.00,4

Copland CDA288 - CD Player H

D

1%141 It Is DI

£ 1249.00 >

ih ' her 50. hooks and 5tic

Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier £ 15
PS Audio 4.5 - Preamplifier £239.00.
O
..c
=

fty
>
eieet
...»
-..

co
=

cr

PS Audio 6.2 - Preamplifier
PS Audio Ultralink 11 - DAC

ur

• 111,../inv

,Itholtsy Set
icar w•E• 2001 scar seism CDR

Price List & Unit Spec. FREE on Web site • availaNe in . pdf tonne,

£ 275.00i

SUMMER SALE

cao.odl

Valid to the end of August 2002
10% off all books and magazines
and
15% off Maximus and C800 II ( Antea) Total Kits.

£989.061

PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp £ 1999.(Kti:
Sonus Faber Concertino Home L
£ 429.06i
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home L=s £ 1300,06d
Sonus Faber Becta - Loudspeakers black
Theta Digital Pro Prime 1 - DAC

I
lull steps

Art' Units & Kit Designs
NEW Focal Unit Range
as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.

£2
£

ta•amei - Preamplifier

11111; ; 1, 1; . 1. ; r11;; 111i

Stale of the

el.i

Gotdmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player

'I 111 ,01111

kl ' it, kSI kill R PI lunI \ Ilit"'.

Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve P
mplifier £720.00
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preaenplifier £ 7
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier £ 1
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier

Iddss : mid. to 600mFd.
I‘li ds, u•Iddon-edrundl inductor,
IIII HI III 11,41, Power. Super Power, Super•Super Power
I ttitiS
25mm wire,
IRON DUST I
non wire

e7.04
£ 749.00

(whilst stocks last)

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Black £ 2900.00
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer £ 1850_00

USED/ EX DLM \\ I) NESS içit le \ 11 \ I
Arum Alpha 10 + Mart
£350
&earn AVR200 Av Amp
New/vs-dom £600
Arcam CD72 Text - black
Now/on-dom
£325
Arcam Xeta2 5.1 Processor
S/H
£ 100
Audiolab 8000s uremote
S/H
£275
Cyrus Pre Amp + remote
S/H
£ 175
Linn LK140 x2
New/ex-dem
£575
Linn Director
New/ox-dom
£500
Linn Line Musik L
New/es-dom
£500
Uno Koran Maple
En dom
£435
Linn Pekin Tuner
Es-dew
£455
Naim Nais 3 ( Line)
S/H
£300
Naim NBL - Cherry
Esdom
£5,000
Naim CDS2 + XPS
Exdom
£5,250
Naim CDX CD Player
Ex-dem £2,000
Nairn Nac 82 Pre-amp
Exdom
£2,000
Nains Nap 250
Ex-item
£ 1,200
Naim Nap I35's
Ex dom
£3000
Naim Credo Black
Endew
e.1350
Nairn Intros Black
Endew
£450
Roban Caspian Power
Now/es-dew £500
Roban Rokones
New/en-dom
£350
Roban Copian CD & Amp
New/ex-dom. £800 each
S/H
£330
Linn LK100's x3 ( all for £9001)
Linn Kairn Pro Iyear old
S/H
£700
Linn Unto Phono Stage
S/H
£400
Linn LKI40 x2
Ex-dem
£600
Nairn Nait 3
S/H
£350
Naim CDS2 & 8PS
Endew £4500
Naim Nao 82 Pre- amp
Endew £ 1800
Naim Supercap
En dom
£1500
Naim Nap 250
Endom
£1200
Naim Cuedos, black
En dom
£750
Nairn Intros, black
Esdom
£400
Roban Caspian CD
Esdom
POA
Roban Caspian Amp
Endew
POA
Roban Caspian Poweramp
Endew
POA
PMC FBI's, boxed, ( Ipair only)
New stock
£ 1000
Triangle Ittoks
Endom
£400

******** MANA ACOUSTICS NOW IN STOCK

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL30, lust send alarge SAE. ( 44 stamp or US$: billokerwaa.
Europe USSI bill or 3International Reply Coupons IIRC) to:- ( Dept BENI Tabor House.
Norwich Road, MULBARTON, Norwich, Norfolk. NR14 RIT Tel bums 578272

no grey imports - all equipment comes

Stockists of Nairn, Linn, Rega, Arcam, Dynaudio, Denon,
Sanyo Projectors, JM Lab, Dynavoctor, Mana Acosutica,
Ouadraspiro, B&W, Lyra, Stan

Costa« Andrew or Days
8.10 St Anne's Road, Rendingley, Leeds L116 3141
Tel: 0113 2789374 Tax 0113 2754252

with 1 year full warranty

✓

MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

Reference

SR-60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225
SR-325
RS- 1
RS- 2

CARTRIDGE SELECTION
Audio
AT 110E

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA17

Two-way unit for series switching

MA 18

two pair of speakers to one amp
Headphone Volume Control for

£30

N/A

£330

£280
£62

1012 OX
1022 OX

£76
£95
£124

1042

£143

Eroica LX/H
Elite
Grado

Prestige Black

Ortofon

Prestige Gold
510
MC 15 Super II

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

1006

CC126 Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no £ 8.00
OLINEX J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
to 2phone plugs
OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22
£22

£16
EX

£76

GEX

£67

£100

GEX

£86

£133

£114
£109

GEX
GEX

£100
NIA

£232

£190

GEX

£47
£142

N/A
N/A

N/A
£26

£34

N/A

£130

£110

EX

N/A

£227
£452

£193

EX

MC 30 Supreme

£385

EX

N/A
N/A

£643
£837
£95

£548

EX

N/A

£742

EX

Shure

Kontrapunkt b
Rohmann
M 97 XE

N/A
£58

V 15 VXMR
Blue Point Special

£304

N/A

Sumiko

£265

£237

£25

£32

STYLUS
N/A
£52

MC 25 FL

Switching Unit to share single pair of
speakers with two systems

Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam

GEX

conection to amp not equipped £ 38
MA19

EXCHANGE
£28

QED SPEAKER SWITCHING
MA15

Lintone Audio

SELECTED USED Ern IPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO

£78
£22

N/A
EX

£204
N/A

Ex - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-19 DAYS +) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE

11

AND UP TO £ 12 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( RFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Lek

Delta 290 Power Amplifier
( used).... £220330
AVITIO0 AN Receiver
Xeta One AN Amp (Was £999.95) (ex
leo deM). .. . £549.00
Alpha 7SE CD Player
In
dseed
m)
)
.
. ..: . £1
£1
99. 00
90
95

Audio Research LS2/2 Pre Amplifier
Audio Note MI Pre Amplifier
Audiolab 8000A Amplifier
Audiolah 8000P Power Amplifier
Castle Winchester Speakers
Counterpoint SA- 103 Power Amplifier
Croft Pre Amplifier
Chord SPM800 Power Amplifier
Cyrus AN Master Dolby Pre Amplifier
Cyrus 2/PSX Power Supply

( used).... £400.00

lunined
sed
sed11:::. £11
£99
£22
:00
0
3
5.
:
.
0000
00
00
(used). . £200.00
(used).... £295.00

Cyrus Tuner
Dahlquist DOI 0Loudspeakers

(
used).. £120.03
500.00

Exposure XVIII Power Amplifier
Linn LP 12 ( black) Elos/Lingo

( used). . £600.00
((used)
used)....
.. £ 1,500.00

Marantz SR4203 DIS Reciever
Marniez CD94 CD Player
Marantr PM66KI Signature Amplifier
Meridian 603 Pre Amp/DAC
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amplifier
Mioion 753 Freedon Speaker,
MVL A2+ Amplifier
rs
Naim 92/90.3 Pre Power Amplifie
Naim CD3 CD Player
Naim NAP 90/3 Power Amplifier
Naim Intro Speakers ( Black)
Naim CDS/Power Supply CD Player
Naim Nap500 Power Amplifier
Naim NBL Loudspeakers (
Passive)
Rel Studio 2Active Sub

( used)... .£250.00
(used).. £395.00
( used)._ £200.00
( used)._ £600.00
(
used) .. .. £495.00
£799.03
(ex
( used)..
dem) ... .£595.00
(u"d) ... 5
£
£4
( used)...
95
9
5..00
00
(
ex dem)... £35995
.
( used). .. . MAXI
(used) .. £2,295.00

( used) .. £6,995.03
£4.995.00
( used) ..
(used) .. £ 1950.00
Ruark Prelude Speakers ( Rosewood) (ex dem).... £549.00
Roark Logrythm Active Sub Woofer
(ex dem).... 095.00
Ruark Pro-logue Speakers
(ex dem).... £699.00
Sat CD Player
( used).... £950.00
Spender S6 Loudspeakers (ex Dem).... £999.00
STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, TAG MCLAREN, CYRUS, KRELL, RUARK,
OPERA, AIARANTL, MICHELLE, CASTLE, TEAC, KEE ARCAM, PMC ETC.
Website: www.lintone.co.uk Emaikinfo@lintone.co.uk
741 Park Lane, Gatehead, Thur & Wear NE8 MR
Tel 0191 477 4167

SUPERDEAL AUDIO

( used) .. £ 1,700.00
((495.03
used). . £275.00
£

Fax 0191 477 2771

& VISUAL

SUPERIOR SOUND • SUPERIOR VISION • SUPERB SERVICE
3 dedicated dem. rooms, inc.luding " BOSE® EXPERIENCE" Room. Delivery and installation, free locally. Multi room installs.
Products from: Arcam, ATC, Bose, Boston, Beer, Celestion, KEF, JBL, JVC, Linn, Loewe, Marantz, Mission, Morduant Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nairn
Ortofon, Panasonic, Pioneer, Primare, Project, Prowire, QED, Quad, REL, Roksan, Sony, Soundstyle, Technics, Toshiba,
VideoLogic, Vienna Acoustics, Wharfedale etc. etc.

COME AND VISIT US AT: 352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON CRO 7AF
TEL. 020 8654 1231/2040 www.superdeal-online.co.uk
118 october 2002
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Credit Cards welemm
Finance mailable
(inc. 0%)
Subject to state'.

themarket
FOR SALE
MICHELL Orbe, Rega RB300, as new £ 1600,
Trichord Dino £ 260, cancelled orders, must sell,
Thorens 166 Mk VI, Rega RB25o, Supex SDX-1000
£475, Grace 707-11 £ 300 as new! Audio Alchemy
V.2.0 and V.3.0 f675, Snell Type Cspeakers £ 1250,
Magnum P200 pre- amp Azoo monoblocks £ 2250,
Tel: 01179 55 6 555/ 0 7979 514450 [ K13751
NAKAMICHI Deck 1.5, discrete 3- head cassette in
excellent condition, approximately zo hours use
only, including manual, bargain £ 350 ono, including
free delivery on cleared funds, Tel: 07810 808320
[K13771
KRELL MDA 300 Reference monoblocks complete
with large coned feet and slate platforms £ 5500
(£12,000), Krell KRC HR Reference pre- amp with PSU
£50oo (£ 7800), Krell KPE Reference phono stage
with PSU fi000 (£ 2500), all mint condition, boxed
with manuals, Tel: 01384 371586 day/eve [ K1434]
SONUS FABER Extrema Reference loudspeakers
with dedicated stands £ 3750 (£ 7700), mint
condition, boxed with manuals, Tel: 01384 371586
day/eve [ K14351
MERIDIAN 502 pre- amp, balanced, dual- mono
design in mint condition, with box and manual £850
ono, Tel: 020 7603 2730 [ K1448]
KEF Reference 104/2 pair rosewood, SME 3009/52
and SME 3009/52 imp with damper, both arms with
detachable headshells, Garrard 301 silver hammer
finish, vgc, all in manufacturers' packing, plinth for
SME/3o1 with SME Perspex lid, sensible offers, Tel:
01394 420608 [ K1452]
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier 16LS pre- amplifier
£3995, Conrad- Johnson Premier 15 phono amplifier
£1895 ono, both mint, boxed, with manuals,

Research interconnect 5metres phono £ 250, Audio
Research speaker cable spade 2metres £ 150, Tel:
01479 851316/ 07980608242 [ K1500]
MARK LEVINSON Reference CD Transport No. 31
£45 00 (£ 9500), the ultimate CD transport, mint
condition, boxed as new. Tel: 01384 371586 day or
evening [ K15021
LINN LPiz, Valhalla, Ittok bin £ 475, Naim 32.5 no
HI- CAP style 3475, Linn Kans Mk iEioo, all items in
good condition. Tel: 01702 711817 (Essex) [ K15041
EAR 859, immaculate, new valves £950 ono, Michell
Delphini £ 300, Micromega Duo/ DAC £ 500 ono,
Wanted: Neat Petites, Leak Stereo zo or Quad Ils,
Meridian 208, Tel: Alex 020 8985 4452 or email:
alexkirkham@yahoo.com [ K1509]
KRELL KSA250 power amp, Krell KBL pre- amp
£3750 for both, Technics tow box CD SLZi000 CD
player SH-Xi000 processor £ 5000 new, will accept
£1750, Tel: 01527 459274 [ 1(1510]
ATC SCM 2oSL speakers, black ash finish, excellent
condition complete with heavy 4pillar Target
stands (£ 2400 new) £ 1000, Tel: Steve 07813
788420 ( mob) or 020 8466 7451 (home) [ K15131
YAMAHA DSP Al000 cinema surround digital AV
amp including 7speakers: 2Bowers & Wilkins
DMz000 floorstanding 32in high, also four
Goodmans Maxim, two 75W surround speakers with
wall brackets and one Yamaha NSC7o centre
speaker (£ 1800 new) will accept £ 450 the lot! Tel:
01744 671277 [ K1518]
KRELL KSA loos power amp, Sustain Plateau
design, pure class A, good condition, boxed £ 2895,
Tel: 07973 109599/ 01582 661228 (Beds) [ K1521]
LINN Wakonda pre- amp, perfect, phono, boxed

stunning sound, house purchase forces sale, Tel:
Luxembourg (352) 26370641, email:

with manual £ 300 Tel: 01256 334137
(Basingstoke)/ 07780 661585 [ K1523]
CABASSE Skiff 301 speakers 94dB floorstanders
in light oak, absolutely superb sound, elegant and

gramsayi@internellu. [ K14571
TAG MCLAREN AUDIO Fi stereo speakers, dark
grey, 18 months old, boxed, absolute mint condition

dynamic, mint and boxed, Cabasse lifetime
guarantee £ 800 (£ 1500), Electrocompaniet
balanced interconnects, mint £ 130 (£ 400) Tel:

(£18,000 new), property purchase forces sale
£9100, Tel: 07703 577339 or email:
dan@dangoodwin.co.uk [ K1468]
MERIDIAN 201/2, Dual system pre- amp, boxed,
manual £ 350 (excellent for multi- room), Nakamichi
CR4E tape deck, boxed, manual £ 350, both items in
mint condition, excellent sound quality, Tel: 07850
743440 or email: simon.burrows@consignia.com

01308 868044 [ K15241
B&W Matrix 801 black £ 1900, KEF 105/3 black

[K1469]
NORDOST's superlative Valhalla interconnect, 0.6
length carefully fitted with bullet plugs, in excellent
condition, sounds incredible! (new £ 1900) £ 1050
Tel: 020 8879 0364 [ K14701
KRELL 3ooi, mint condition, boxed with manuals
fi5oo ono, Tel: 01953 851468 [ K14731
KRELL 300 CD player and KAV5001 amp, boxed as
new, mint condition, manuals, etc £ 4500 both or
split, also Trilogy monoblocks and pre, boxed, mint
£2500, Tel: 0117 9104849 ( Bristol) email:
biggianddave@freenet.de [ K1475]
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2, noV with transformer.
silver, all packaging, 18 months old, vgc, fantastic
sound, Stereophile grade A £ 1650 ono, Tel: Ben 020
7482 6211 [ K1477]
THORENS 125 Mk II, Hadcock 228, Decca London
Gold Garrott, superb combination. Quad ESL 57's,
bronze, tuners: TEACI3X1o, Sugden A48, Marantz
CD94, sounds like CD7! Studer A62 NAB deck,
sensible offers Tel: 01933 275323 [ K14891
KIMBER Monocle XL speaker cables, ipair 13ft
£500, Kimber Select ion interconnect ipair 1.5m
£375, all mint boxed, Tel: Barrie 01323 487781
[K14991
GOLDMUND Reference turntable, boxed with
manuals £ 7995 (£ 30,000 new), 1Mlab Mezzo
Utopia, boxed and mint £ 3995 (£ 7800 new), Audio

£650, XL0 Signature type 2.1 balanced Ybi-amp
interconnect 2.2M £ 900, XL0 Signature type 5.1,
speaker cables, 8X 2.5ft £ 600, Tel: 01293 882789
[K1525]
QUAD ESL- 63 refurbished by Quad, as new fi000,

£200, Tel: Mark 07968 998948[1(1538]
WILSON WATT PUPPY v6, black and mint, crated
and in storage, unbelievable loudspeaker £ 13,250,
Transparent XL Reference cable straight through
config, poa, Levinson Reference system 32, 33H,
31.5/ 3605 Tel: 07785 575643 [ K1540]
MARK LEVINSON 331 power £ 2750, 38 pre- amp
£1950, 39 CD player £ 2750, Wilson Audio Watt 3
Puppy 2speakers, piano black, tails, paws and
original crates £4250, all in excellent condition, Tel:
01962 864109 [ K15421
AUDIO RESEARCH L525 pre- amp, 2yrs old, mint
condition, recently serviced by AS £ 3550, Bryston
76 ST monoblocks 2yrs old, mint condition, 20yr
guarantee £ 2850, Davis cinema one projector, great
picture, mint £ 2650 Tel: Steve 01792 798253/
07899 916183 [ K1 5431

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent speakers, outstanding
sound quality, brand new condition and boxed, very
regretful sale ( house move), cost £ 3900 15 months
ago, will sell for £ 2600, 4m pair Townshend
speaker leads £ 200, pneumatic turntable supports
£125. Tel: 07774 195471[ 1(15441
MERIDIAN 557 Elmo, 502 £ 950, 508.20 £ 950,
(XLR) pair vdH second cables fioo, all vgc,
manuals, boxes. Tel: 020 8776 9812 email:

2

m.curtis83@ntlworld.com [ K15451
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier nA power amp ( new
valve), £ 2000 or nearest offer, PV12 pre- amp with
phonostage £ 900, all items are boxed and in mint
condition, Tel: 07967 603166 (day), 01223 722351
(eve) [ K1547]
PROCEED AVP pre-amp/processor ( NTSC/PAL
PDSD_RF demodulator) warranty boxed f3250
(£4800), Theta Dreadnaught 3xmow, mint iohrs
only warranty boxed £ 3975 (£ 5500), Krell KSA2o0B
balanced (a.k.a KSA250) serviced £ 1,950 (£ 4,50o).
harnfield@hotmail.com Tel: 07961 536232 [ K1548]
ACCUPHASE DP- 65V CD player (volume control)
mint boxed £ 1,950 www. accuphose.com/dp65v_es.htm, Audio Synthesis DAX £ 750, Micromega
Hzsolo CD player re- clocked £ 200, Music Fidelity
Nu- Vista pre- amp boxed £ 85o (£ 1200), Nordost
SPM Reference unterminated £ 300/m, email:
harnfield@hotmail.com, Tel: 07961 536232 [ K1549]
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- Ray £ 450, A3CR ( power)
£700, Quad 405 romanz and 34 ( modified) floc),
Genesis CD £ m°, all vgc, Tel: 07836 739271.

Gradient SW63 £ 750 or £ 1700 the lot, Tel: 01344
774403 [ K1526]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR pre- amp f600, A3CR
power amp f600, A300 CR power amp £ 1300, A3
tuner £ 350, A3 CD player £ 5oo, may separate, no
time wasters please, Tel: 020 7840 0207/ 07968

[K1551]
THETA Casanova, silver, alloy cover, DTS, video
switching, circle option, latest firmware and chipset
(£5950 new) £ 3800, Meridian 596 DVD player,
latest spec £ 1950, Target five- tier hi-fi rack, silver
f5o. DBX2oo switch £ 60, Rega RB2oo and Audio

065251 [ K15271

Technica AT33SE £ 70, Tel: 01628 627406 or email:

JAMO Concert 11 speakers, ahi- end bargain,
amazing transparency, superb on Jazz, Rock,
Orchestral, Lieder £950, moving, will demonstrate,
Thorens TO 125 turntable £ 8o, Tel: David 020 8699

will.loyal@btinternet.com. [ K15521
BRYSTON 7BST, silver, pair boxed, mint £ 2850,
Modulus M3A pre- amp boxed, mint, £ 1495, Proceed
CDP2 CDT2 player/transport (Madrigal) £ 995, Tel:
8543 9580. London. [ K15531
MERIDIAN 500 CD Transport £ 675, 562V
Multimedia Controller £ 55o, 565 7.1 Digital

4690 [ K15321
PRIMARE Azo Mk Il integrated amplifier remote
control 7oW, excellent condition asking £ 380 (£ 700

020

new), Tel: 020 8464 6405 (evenings) [ K15331
ROGERS E40A integrated valve amp with phono

Surround Processor filoo, Meridian Digital
Loudspeakers DSP5500 £ 4000/pr, DSP5000
f2000/pr, DSP5000C fl000, Tel Chris Harris 01628

stage 40W/ch, class A, three months old (£ 2000)
£695 ono, Tel: 01992 719320 ( K1535]
NAIM NAP 500 power amp (£ 10,995 new) £ 7395
ono, Naim Supercap power supply, iyr old (£ 2450
new) £ 1850 ono, both mint and boxed, Townshend
Seismic Sink 1.3 DTurnstable support (£ 235 new)
£99 ono, Tel: 07719 921262 (day)/ 0118 9461421
(eves) [ K1536]
NAIM 52 original PSU Match6o 135's and Monitor
Audio Studio 50, rosewood, including 5m NAC A5
£6000, may split, Chord Co Solid RCA- DIN im f6o,
Optima 440 stand, stainless finish £ 200, Pink
Triangle Ordinal and 1307 chip, faulty output board

474729 IK1554]
SONY TA-Ei000ESD digital processing control
amplifier, plus 2 Sony TA-N55ES stereo/bridged
mono power amplifiers £ 550, Pioneer DV9o9
DVD/LD/CD player plus Meridian 519 Laser
Demodulator £ 600, Tel: Chris Harris 01628 474729
[K1555]
LINN Classik, silver, as new, boxed with manuals
£650. Paradigm subwoofer PDR8 mow £ 45, Tel:
01827 251763 Birmingham [ K1558]
B&W DM603S2 speakers £ 345, QED Profile 4)(4
(6m x2) speaker cables £ 114, QED Qnect 4 £ 41,
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Monster Cable Interlink 400 £ 32, Monster Cable
Interlink CD £ 32 interconnect cables, Nordost
Flatline Gold £ 21, Tel: 01628 473958 thanks [ K1562]
KIMBER Select KS2020 pure silver digital
interconnect, Musical dynamic and rhythmic IMIR
£350 (£ 629). Tel: 01284 703217[1(15671
IMPULSE LALI, 2- way horn- loaded loudspeakers
in maple, 91c1B/W, 990 x36omm ( hwd), bi-wireable,
excellent condition but no boxes, £ 800 (£ 1600), Tel:
01625 434544 or email:
miked@nomail.fsworld.co.uk [ K1568]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu Vista M3 integrated
amplifier, mint, boxed £ 2800, Acoustic Energy AE5
rosewood finish, stunning speaker, bought on a
whim, too big for my room, retail at £ 8000, asking
£3750, still need running in, boxed as new, ask for
Steve after 7pm. Tel: 01943 864097 [ 1(1569]
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV- 14L pre- amp, 2 months
old, genuine 5hours use, system mis match £ 1700,
Tel: 020 8316 2993[1(1570]
BOSE Lifestyle 5, superb condition and sound
quality, styled in black, 18 months old, cost £ 1250,
will accept £ 650 ono, Tel: 07909 542480, first to

guarantee from date of purchase. Tel: 01482
897040 ( EYorks) [ K1582]

8543 5531 Chris (eves) [ K1590]
LINN/NAIM black ash LP12, Valhalla, Basic+, K9

QUAD 77 series integrated amplifier. CD player and
tuner with Quad system remote and Quad link

£475, Trampolin £ 6o, 3.5m pair A5 cable £ 30, NAC
62 and Snaic £ 200, Dynavector DV-2oXL 2months
use, 8months old £ 260, all ovno. Tel 01293 419203
(Gatwick) [ K1591]

cables, excellent condition in carbon finish with
manuals, £ 85o. Tel 02920 530 358 [ K1583]
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC4.7 pre- amp and

3077
[K15841

LINN Keilidh, black, granite stands £ 55o, Linn
LKioo amplifier x2 £ 325 each, Linn Numerik £ 325,
Loewe Calinda 21in TV looHz scanning £ 425. Tel:
07887 56o 865. email: robert766@aol.com [ K1592]
GARRARD 401, with SME 3009 arm and Shure Vi5
type II cartridge, solid veneer base. Tel: 07831

TANNOY Devon speakers, 3ocm, dual concentric,
5o litres, 1976, good condition, £ 140 ono, Tel:
01242 235072, Cheltenham [ K1585]

097999. email: arwinsor@aol.com [ K1593]
AUDIOLAB 8000C m-m/m-c phono pre- amp £ 200,
8000SX power amp £ 240, 8000CD £ 450, Monitor

AUDIO NOTE M2 line pre- amp, all new valves
£450, Audio Innovations Series 800, loth
anniversary power amp, new valves £650, Arcam
Alpha 7CD player £ 150, Tel: 020 8767 2160 [ K1586]

Audio 703, PMC rosewood £ 400, vdH Teatrack biwire 2x5m £ 140, boxed, receipts. Tel: 020 8769

AW6oFTT power amp with balanced leads (£ 2300
new) £ 1750, Sonic Link Silver Aero bi-wire speaker
cable 2 X 8m lengths (£ 32o) floo, Tel: 0121 779

ARCAM Alpha io with DAVE unit, surround power
amps. Alpha io DAB tuner, Alpha 9CD player, Alpha
8FM radio, all as- new or unused, Castle Howard
speakers, cherry, and Castle Richmond on stands,

see and hear will buy, new hi-fi forces sale. [ K1571]
GAMMA Space Reference single- ended power
amp, upgraded Audio Note 30oBs £ 2495 ( new
£8000), Gamma silver LIT2 interconnect £ 250 ( new
£800), Harmonic Technology PRO AC2 power cords

original cost £ 5000, all for £ 2600, SW England, Tel:
07774 888676, email: camcrews@ukonline.co.uk
[K15881
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier 14 line pre- amp,

1.5m £ 125 ( new £ 190) few months old, Tel: 020
8993 2006 [ K15721
CYRUS FM7 tuner, including interconnect cables,

unmarked £ 2000, Hampshire. Tel: 01730 82 5493,
email: jeremybacon@cemco.com [ K1589]
TRANSPARENT Music Link super interconnects
Lom boxed, vgc £ 320, Yamaha KX480 cassette
deck w/IR remote, boxed mint £ 75, Yamamura

mint condition, boxed with manuals £ 225 ono. Tel:
01422 360878 [ K1573]
SANSUI 19705 35A valve tuner amp boxed, Sansui
19075 SR212 turntable, AR6 speakers walnut
casing, Aiwa ADR55o cassette deck boxed, all
immaculate, offers, Tel: Val 020 8467 5805 [ K15741
STAX SRS 313 headphones, 6month old, absolute
pristine condition, new £ 700, accept £ 450 ono,
amazing sound equivalent to speakers costing 16 to
18 grand, Tel: Richard: 07816 063648 [ K15771
NAIM CD5 £m°, Naim NAIT 5 £ 700, both as new,
boxed with remote and interconnect, will accept
£15oo for both, includes iyears manufacturer
guarantee from date of purchase. Tel: 01482
897040 (EYorks) [ K1582]
QUAD 77 Series integrated amplifier, CD player
and tuner with Quad system remote and Quad link
cables, excellent condition in carbon finish with
manuals, £850. Tel 02920 530 358 [ K1583]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Moo° class A m-m/m-c
pre/main £ 700, Quad 33, 303, 3control power FM,

total hours use 1870, re- valved at 896 hours,

M4000 speaker cables ( 3m) vgc, £ 400. Tel: 020

9868 1K 15941
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 speakers, cherry finish,
mint, boxed £ 2850. North Bucks: 01908 376966
[1(1595]
MERIDIAN 556/20 DAC, sumptuous sound
Tel: 07768 520634 ( Birmingham) [ K1597]
AUDIOLAB 8000C/8000P pre/power amps £ 395,
Castle 7speakers, cherry wood finish, £ 395, Arcam
Alpha CD player £ 60, all in mint condition, Tel:
01483 202153, email: cdenham@westonaero.com
[K1598]
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3D CD player, hear those NuVista valves work their magic, just 8months old,
cost new £ 2995, asking £ 2100. Tel: 01296 4373 14,
Aylesbury, Bucks [ Ki600]
AUDIOLAB 8000 CD player, mint condition £ 495,
van den Hul CS122 speaker cables x2pairs, 4m
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upgrades £ 240, Revox A76 tuner, anal, teak £ 120,
Technics SLiso turntables, SME 3009 £ 210, Tel:
01597 825018 [ X1587]
[INN LP12 Basik turntable with nearly new Grado
gold cartridge, recently serviced and upgraded
£490, Musical Fidelity LPS phono stage with
external PSU, £ 95, Target Audio turntable isolation
platform, wall mountable £ 40, Tel: 01489 482053
(Southampton) [ K1576]
STAX SRS 313 headphones, 6month old, absolute
pristine condition, new £ 700 accept £ 450 ono,
amazing sound equivalent to speakers costing 16 to
18 grand. Tel: Richard: 07816 063648 [ K15771
KRELL KSA5o, this amp has been back to Krell and
totally rebuilt and is in as- new condition, trouser
flattening bass, absolutely stunning £ 1150. Tel:
01323 842227 (E. Sussex) [ K1578]
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH amplifier CD tuner
cassette turntable with SME Series 2arm, similar to
Thorens' 125, housed in quality handcrafted unit
£5oo. Tel: Sillence 023 8063 8260 (Southampton)
[1(158o]
NAIM CD5 fl000, Naim NAIT 5 £ 700, both as new,
boxed with remote and interconnect, will accept
£150o for both, includes iyears manufacture
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the place to buy or sell audio equipment and accessories
£80 per pair. Tel: 01933 674425 (Wellingborough)
[Ki6oi]
NAD T76o surround sound receiver, 5x60 watt,
Dolby Digital, RDS, DIS, also superb in stereo,
boxed as new (originally £650) asking £ 250 ono,
local demonstration apleasure. Tel: 07958 944424
(Cleveland) [ K1602]
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 £1495. A/R SPii Mk 2
£1495, Copland CD288 £950, KEF 105-3 £950, all
vgc. Tel: 01494 873024, Mobile: 07768 763576
[K1603]
QUAD ESL- 63, brown, Celestion SL6000 subwoofer,
custom stands, two Quad 606 Mk 2 power amps,
Quad 77 pre- amp with remote in blue, offers
wanted Beocentre 2300 and Beolink 7000. Tel:

020

768837. email:
amw@london606.fsnet.co.uk [ 1(1604]
MIRAGE M3SI immaculate, super high- end
speakers, black finish, can demonstrate £ 15oo, Tel:
07813 2118911, email: angers-home@sebnini.com
[Ki6o5]
KEF Q65 speakers £ 450, SME IV arm £ 550,
Nakamichi Dragon £ 1200, Michell 150 MC £ 500,
Croft Charisma elite £ 500, jadis defy amp £ 2950, all
excellent condition. Tel: 020 8688 6565 [ Ki606]
QUAD 989 speakers, 6months old, vintage finish,
£2500 (£ 5000 new) Tel: Roy 020 8861 1778
weekdays 9am-5pm. [ K1607]
MAGNEPAN MG2o speakers, mint condition
£6000, Gryphon Adagio CD player £ 5300, Gryphon
Callisto 2200 integrated amp £ 5950, boxed as new,
Tel: 0033 686 860 786 (Paris) email:
Egourdain@magic.fr [ Ki608]
WADIA 27 digital audio converter £ 3800, Meridian
DSP5000 24/96 speakers £ 2950, Wilson Audio Cub
speakers and stands £ 2900, Faroudja NRS £ 2900,
Tel: 0033 686 86o 786 (Paris) email:
f.gourdain@magic.fr [ K1609]
TAG MCLAREN AV32R EX processor £ 2200, TAG
McLaren looX5R amplifier £ 2200 latest software
version, boxed as new. Tel 0033 686 86o 786 (Paris)
email: f.gourdain@magicir [ K1610]
SONUS FABER Conciertos, walnut bi-wireable
(the best) with matching Sound organisation stands
£65o. WAD KT88 valve power amplifier checked and
tested by WAD spare valve set £ 5oo, Tel: 01243
863371 Bognor/Essex [ K1611]
KRELL KRC-HR Ref pre- amp with SPU, vgc, original
boxes and manuals, 16- bit electronic volume
control, full remote control £4200 (f7000) Tel:
74 80 79 6 4 / 07932

01590 624333 [ K16131
REVEL Studio loudspeakers, voice plus pedestal
centre speaker, gloss metallic grey and aluminium,
Embrace surround speakers white, original manuals
and packing, superb condition £ 12000, Tel: 01223
264839 [ Ki6141
ORIGINAL Thorens T12116o5 needs overhaul so
£50, Rega RB3oo £ 100, Ringmat 33oSLR £ 25, Leak
GT renovated Troughline 3stereo £95, also STD 305
with SME 3000, 3, offers, Tel: Bob Parsons 01628
662135 or 07941 920308 (Slough area) [ K1615]
KR ENTERPRISE VT 8000 valve transducer mono
amplifiers, very rare opportunity to own these
'state of the art' power amps. 80W/ch, mint in
crates, retail £ 20,000, accept £ 11,000, Tel: 020
7253 6690 [ K16161
STAX SRM T2 tube headphone amp, remote power
supply, atrue reference and very rare, mint
condition £ 3800 price inc pair of Omega II SRoo7
electrostatic ear speakers, Tel: 01744 633656
11(1617]
COPLAND 289 CD player, hardly used, £ 1400 ono,
Cyrus aCA7 pre- amp and PSX-R £ 450 ono, Cyrus FM
7.5 tuner £ 200 ono, Tel 020 7818 6883 [ K1618]
A VERY sad day, Sonus Faber Amati Homage
£8950, Cardas Golden Cross speaker cables, biwired, 2.5m Lioso, GRAAF GM2oo, OTL/OCL £ 5950,

Cardas GC XLR interconnects x2 pairs £ 550 pair,
GRAAF GM13.5B £ 2750, Resolution Audio CD5o
£1450, TICE power block £ 750, Cardas GC power
cords x3 £ 175 each, Pagode HDoi 55HD supports x
2 £750 each, all unblemished, very little use and
with original packaging, Tel: Paul 01858 433677
[1(16191
KR ELL K
SA io o
S£3400, KAV 3ooCD £ 2500, KRC-3
£2400 ProAc EBS plus stands, black, fabulous
sound £1250, Sonus Faber Electas, black, £950,
XLO 2.1 Signature balanced im £195 Transparent
Music Link balanced im £195 Tel: 01628 789115,
Mob: 07710 879000 dtalwaruk@yahoo.co.uk
[K162o]
MARTINLOGAN SL3 hybrid electrostatic
loudspeakers, light oak finish side panels, excellent
condition £ 1895 ono, for further details Tel: 01835
862152 anytime or 07740 926964 [ K16211
QUAD 6o6 completely rebuilt by Russ Andrews,
Kimber, hollo and RATA slit- foil, superb sound, mint
£450 (£ 1200) TAG McLaren PAio pre- amp, three
months old, mint £ 299, Russ Andrews passive preamp, five imputs floo Tel: 01752 518868
(Plymouth) [ K16231
ZINGALI Omniray Overture 4, elegant, effortlessly
musical, Italian floorstander (£4000) £ 1750, JMIab
Mezzo Utopia (£ 7000) £ 3500, Audio Note J, MAF
stands (£ i000) £ 5oo, Advantage 1200 integrated
(£1750) £900 Tel: 01424 845562 [ K1578]
LAVARDIN PE+AP line pre (6inputs) stereo power
amplifier, audiophile quality, superior brother to
legendary IT, superb transparency and imaging 2.5
years old, boxed, mint £ 3250 (£6100) Tel: 01344
772509 (nr Bracknell) [ K16241
ARCAM DiVA 721 compact disc player, two months
old, £ 300 guaranteed, Moth 30 pre- amp £80, Creek
5350 integrated amplifier £ 530, as new DNM reson
speaker cable £ 5.50 metre interconnect £ 32 B+N
CC6 centre speaker, new £ 279, £ 129 not used, Tel:
01582 724414 / 07710 614209 [ K16251
LINN Karik-O CD player, hardly used, boxed £ 350,
Tel: 01823 667228 near Taunton 11(15261
SPECTRAL DMA- 18o series 2 reference power
amplifier, top rated by Stereophile, 200W/ch,
superb and highly detailed sound, very fast,
incredible dynamics and soundstaging, as new,
boxed, £ 5000 ono (£ 12,000) Tel: 01453 887954
[K1527]
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF5600 five- channel power
amplifier (120 watt per channel) superb sound and
condition, supplied with original box, manual and
reviews, house purchase forces reluctant sale, cost
£3999, selling for £ 1699 Tel: oo 352 26370641
(Luxembourg) or email: gramseyi@internet.lu
11(15281
PERREAUX exceptional 2001 integrated 200W amp
(new £ 2400) and matching balanced CD1 HDCD
player (£ 2300) as new in boxes with
manuals/warranty/
remotes (www.perreaux.com) £ 2900 Tel: 07753
928123 central London [ K15291
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE Spacedeck (rare
redwood finish) £ 400, Thorens TD 125, SME 3009,
Shure 95ED, SME plinth and cover, spare turntable,
spindle bearing and mat, absolutely mint! £450 Tel:
01462 622889 [ 10.530]
TRANSCRIPTORS Hydraulic Reference turntable,
arm, Shure M75, sweep arm and stylus brush
(squirrel) hinged plinth and cover, spare motor and
belts, vgc £ 325, Transcriptor stylus in original lined
box with weights and tweezers - mint! offers
please, Tel: 01462 622889 [ K1530]
BRYSTON 7BST monoblocks f2400/pair, Bryston
BP25 £ 900, PMC AB1 rosewood boot), Denon 715
CD £ 50 Tel: 01635 299244 Berks.[K15321
REGA Jura floor speakers, black ash, bi-wired, mint
condition, 32in high, loin deep, 8in wide, can

demonstrate, bargain at £ 300 pair, Tel: 01329
287136 (Hampshire) [ K15331
SONUS FABER Extrema loudspeakers, with
original stands and boxes, superb condition, £ 2800
(£7000+) Mark Levenson 334 amplifier, two years
old, as new with boxes, £4500 (£6000) offers
considered. Tel: 01273 464449 [ K1534]
MAIM very little used, pair monoblocks (135)
£2300 Hi-Cap (£400), Tel: 01873 858969 [ X15351
QUAD 99 system, pre and power amplifier, CD and
tuner, complete with B&W CDM 7NT speakers, all
boxed and mint (cost £ 4000) £ 2100 Tel: 020 8508
4190 [ K15361
ARUM system, CD7SE CD player, 8 & 8P amps,
Tannoy Mercury MC2 speakers, smart wooden
stand, all cables, cost over fl000, sell for £ 500, Tel:
020 8352 0653 or 020 8411 6711 (
North London)
[K1537]

WANTED
OLD Tannoy speakers, drive units, any literature
and badges, also valve amps from Quad, Leak,
Radford, JR149, HLP3, LS3/5A speakers, old
microphones, will pay cash and collect, Tel: 01245
381961 [ K14961
CYRUS power amp PSX power supply compatible
with Cyrus integrated amp, Tel: 01752 291625/
07759 283320 [ K1519]
TURNTABLES and tonearms: collector seeks
items by Micro Seiki, Alphason, Ariston, Linn,
Systemdek, Roksan, Garrard, Thorens, SME, Voyd,
Helius, Oxford, Michell, Oracle, Walker, IMF, Gale,
NVA, Source, STD, etc!!!. Tel: 01455 613489 [ K15611
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-Ploo and X-ASioo. Tel:
020 7241 8214 day, 020 7624 8732 eve [ K15751
VINTAGE hi-fi wanted, especially from 5os and
60s, interesting old quality items required: Western
Electric, Vitavox, Pye and Tannoy speakers, vintage
microphones, valve amplifiers, nice record decks,
arms and cartridges, hi-fi yearbooks, Tel: 01726
812966 [ K15791
TRIO Kenwood L-o7D turntable working or not,
cash waiting. Tel: 01782 680376 [ K1581]
ROGERS, Harbeth or similar, one pair of LS3/5A
speakers, must be in excellent condition, private
buyer. Tel: 01394 388399 [ X1596]
QUAD 707 & 77 stereo power amps, 77 CD player
with phono outputs vgc. Tel: 01775 760604
(evenings) [ K1599]
QED speaker (TRI) stands 22cm (
T522) or 17cm
(TS17) Tel 020 8262 7568 (evening) or 020 7377
7000 ex 2363 (day) [ 10.612]

TRADE
AMAZING interconnects! Hand- built pure silver
cables with world class connectors, fantastic
performance, money back guarantee £105 per
metre pair. £ 5p&p, other lengths available Tel:
0115 982 5772 after 7pm or email:
bob@skydivers.co.uk [ K1436]
RUARK speakers CL2o £800, CL3o £ 1250, Solus
with stands £950, Talisman £ 300, Meridian
speakers M6o £ 1425, DSP 5000 £ 2450, DSP55oo
£4550, DSP6000 £6850, 861 processor and cards
£55oo, 800 DVD + cards £ 55oo, 568 processor
£2950, 562V pre-amp £999, 5oo transport £800,
Runco 933 projector worth £ 18000 sell £ 7500,
Technosound Tel: 01908 604949 [ K1622]
PAUL HYNES custom amplification, can't find
what you want off the shelf? For custom assembly
of the amplification of your dreams Tel: 01932
712822 or email: paulhynes@freezone.co.uk
(Ki 31F]
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WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

Dynavector (
SuperStereo)
A GENUINE ADVANCE IN MUSIC REPRODUCTION
Bring the concert hall and opera house to your home with aDynavoctor
processor.

•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.

•

Easily connects to your existing audio system, price £795.
..."extraordinarily convincing in the way it simulates agenerous and spacious acoustic
without in any way interfering with the front soundstage or the musical precision"...

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

"Simply sounds more natural and right than regular two-channel stereo..."
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice
..."can provide asense of realism beyond the usual expectations and adegree of

Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

involvement significantly above the norm". Ivor Humphreys, HiFi News.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

Processor available from

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE

http://web.onetel.net.uk/-dynavector

9am-9pm
INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
GRAHAM
CARTRIDGES IL sill I MOTH
MEMEMsisuatseue.eCREEK
DEN
SHURE
CLEAR AUDIO
ROKSAN
PIONEER
AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO TECHNICA
HADCOCK
MICHELL
TEAC
GOLDRING
MIERINE. CLEAR AUDIO
SONY
ROKSAN
TOM EVANS
SUMIKO
APOLLO
AUDIO NOTEDENON
MINI DISCS
TRANSFIGURATION SOUND STYLE
HEADPHONES
NIZEZEZZ
LONDON (DECCA)
SOUND
SONY
HARBETH
SENNHEISER
DENON
ORA ORGANISATION
CANASSE
ROKSAN
SONY
VAN DEN HUL
IMIZEM SHUN
AKG
ORTOFON
SONY
MEIEM
GRADO
AUDIO NOTE
DENON
AMPL IF/YES
SONIK LINK
RESON
AUDIO TECHNICA
AUDIOOUEST
OVO
DENON
CLEAR AUDIO
VAN DEN HUL
OAT
AUDIONOTE
KOETSU
SONY
OED
C.A.T.
DENON
TONE ARMS
TA SCAM
ORTOFON
GAMUT
NORDOST
PHONO STAGES
SONY
•
N
ALOIA
SOU HER
ARGENTO AUDIO
PANASONIC
MICHELL
EAR
PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE S AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8. BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX.DEM OR EX•DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0

TEL:

SuperStereo

E-mail dynavector@onetelnet.uk

Tel: 01283 702875

DELIVERY

SALE NOW ON!

Dynavector
Tel/Fax: (01202) 767873

01283 702875 9m-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Quad 405 Conversion
Lucid Designs offers afull rebuild of the Quad 405 with improved sound
quality, lower distortion and higher power output into low impedance
loads. Custom designed Pre and Power amplifiers can also be supplied.

Iff.. ill: t
Lucid 1)esigns Limited
17, Whitwell Terrace, Guisborough, Cleveland, TS14 6EY.
Telephone: 01287 631990. e-mail: luciddesigns@btopenworld.com

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 •Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

BANDOR Luxury Drivers

mil

BANDOR loudspeakers - the specialist product of an
Englishwoman with 36 years experience in the field - embody

numerous features which ensure excellent performance. Cone,
voice- coil former and voice- coil are formed from aluminium
alloy, providing good heat dissipation and low thermal
compression. Bandor originated the use of athin, curvilinear,
anodised, spun cone. Copyright: DoPE. BANCE JORDAN 1982
Posessing outstanding ability to reproduce transients faithfully, and reproduce a
wide frequency band, the 50mm unit covers 100Hz-20kHz, allowing flexibility in
the choice of crossover frequency for multiple-driver loudspeakers: e.g. 200Hz
New Swindon Lab and offices opening soon!

NEW PRODUCT
15" Bass Driver.
400 watts power
handling
(continuous) R.M.S.
Aluminium cone,
humidity proof.
Impedence 4ohms
+8ohms res.
frequency (fo) 15Hz
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(or lower for modest power handling) may be chosen, thus avoiding the critical
zone 1-4 kHz where phase errors are most audible, and assists in securing

Output Pulse

good imaging. In the bass drivers, generous Xmax values allow the realistic
50 ontone

reproduction of the pedal organ and bass drum, when correctly loaded. A
manufacturer who uses Bandor exclusively, advertises that his sales are mostly
to professional musicians..
For full brochure please contact BANDOR MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS
11 Penfold Cottages, Penfold Lane, Holmer Green, Bucks. HP15 6XR
Tel: 01494 714 058 Fax: 01494 715 903 Email: bandor@netcom.co.uk

—
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Website design and maintenance by
Adrian nordan

www.bandoncorn
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
HI-FI
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saleitems
OUR PRICE ORIGINAL RETAIL PRICE

Kenwood L1000G pre/ LIOOOM Power Amp795.00
£
Exposure VII pre + XII psu
£595.00
Harmon Kardon AVP I
£ 175.00
Cary 572 se Monoblocks
LI , 295.00
£195.00
D nalab SDA 2.8

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi -fi make it easy for
you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
z.bout expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to tne very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Michaelson Audio Odysseus
£795.00
Chord SPM 1200E + Integra + Remote
£4,250.00
Krell FPB600
£7,995.00
Theta Dreadnaught/53,250.00
£
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Chord CRA 3200E + Integra
£3,250.00
Mark Levinson No 28
£ 1,295.00
LOUDSPEAKERS
£I,795.00
JM Lab Electra 926
£3,250.00
Martin Logan Ascent
£1,295.00
Martin Logan Cinema ( Centre)
£I,295.00
REL Stentor II
CD PLAYERS & DACS
Audio Research CD 2
£ 1,895.00
Primare V20 DVD/CD
£750.00
Perpetual Technologies Dac + Correction Engine a PSU £995.00
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VARIOUS
Project 2.9 Classic/ Ortofon 510
£395.00

Pc> w

r

widest selection in the country,
•
naunique no- pressure
environment.

ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Erectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
Imerge
LM Lab
Krell
• Lexicon
Linn
• Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
• Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
• NEC
• Nordost
• Oracle
• Ortofon
Plinius
• P.M.C.
Primare
• Project
• Quadraspire
• REL
Rockport
• Roksan
Rote)
• Ruark
• Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

£2.500.00
£1,200 00
£2,350.00
£600.00

£I,800.00
£,986.00
£3,498.00
£4,499.00
£4B87.00
£, I
49.00
£4,499.00
£1.798.00
£,000.00
£.499.00
£1,000.00
£150000
C -

amplifiers
[On Dem
£650.00
£650.00
£395.00
£395.00
£I,395.00
£1,395.00
LI,495.00
£3,495.00
£I,595.00
£1,495.00
£6,450.00
On Dens
£295.00
£4,995.00
£5,995.00
£3,250.00
£1,295.00
£345.00
£3,495.00
£795.00
£5,995.00
£895.00
(On Dem
£3,495.00
£I,350.00
[On Dem
£2,995.00
LOn Dem
(On Dens
£8,500.00
£995.00
[On Demo
(On Dens

Gamut D200 " new"
Linn LKI40 (Treble active cards)
Linn LK 140 ( bass active cards)
Primare A20 Integrated
Croft Mk IV Power Amp
Musical Fidelity FIS
Audio Innovations S1000 mk III monos
Audio Research D200
Krell Kan 500i
Krell KSA 808
Goldmund Mimesis 3
Krell FPB250M
Bryston 4 BST
Naim Nap 90
Krell MDA 300
Oracle S3000 Integrated " yew"
Bryston 7 BST Monoblocks " new .
Cary SLA 70 wk 11 Silver
Linn LK 100
Boulder 500 AE
Acuphase E203 Integrated Amp
Krell FPB 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power ' Hew"
Cary Audio 300 SE Sig.VVE300B
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
Plinius SAI00 -new Krell 250 A/3 3Chanel amp
YBA Passion Monoblocks " new"
YBA Passion Stereo new
Krell FPB 300c
Sunfire 300 Power Amp
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new -

£3,250.00
£950.00
£950.00
£750.00
L £2,500.00
£3,000.00
£3,250.00
£5,498.00
£3.847.00
£5,I50.00
£10.000.00
£2.050.00
£650.00
£12,000.00
£9,950.00
£4,400.00
£2.250.00
£650.00
C5.500.00
£9,990.00
£1,030.00
£16,500.00
£5.304.00
£1.500.00
£3.400.00
£4,698.00
£8,995.00
£5,995.00
£9,998.00
£2 400.00
£6,000.00
£8,250.00

amplifiers

P

McCorrnak Line Drive
£395.00
Audio Research L515
£2,250.00
CAT SL I ( Black)
£ 2,595.00
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m bal/ remote
£995.00
Audio Research LS3
£1,095.00
Musical Fidelity F22
£695.00
Audible Illusions P3Amc
£2,450.00
Audiolab 8000 Q Pre
£695.00
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
£495.00
Mark Levinson 380 5
£4,250.00
Hovland HP100 Line Pre
LPOA
BAT VICSOSE
£5,295.00
Krell KSL 2Pre
£1,750.00
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
£ I,795.00
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
( On Dens
Trilogy 901 Pre
£ 495 .
00
Krell -1(SL + Phono
f1,295.00
YBA 1Alpha Pre mm/mc + psu " new"
[ On Dens
YBA Passion Pre + mc " new"
( On Dem
Boulder 2010 Pre
& OA
Plinius I6L ' new
LOn Dens
CAT. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new" [ On Dens
Audible Illusions P3A Pre MM/MC mk 11 -new [ On Dens
Naim 42.5
£150.00
PRE POWER AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity FIS/ F22
£ 1,995.00
Audio Innovations 51000 monos/ L2 Pre
f1,595.00
<Z> Li a

lity

£4 .000 .(>0
£3,700.00

speakers

Linn Keilihd ( cherry) + bases
JMLab Mini Utopia + Std ( Rosewood) " new .
REL Stadium (VValnut)
SD Acoustics SDI
Martin Logan SL3
(PI Lab Cobalt 826
B+W DM 602 52
ATC SCM 20A
Audio Physic Avanti Ill X-dem
Genelec 205 Active Monitors

rei:020
f

£95.00
£.400.00
£4.995.00
£1,895.00
£I,997.00
f1,500.00
£,400.00
£ I,295.00
1.000.00
£6,900.00
£4,950.00
£6.500.00
£.000.00
£2,794.00
CI 3,000.00
£95.00
£4,900.00
£5.595.00
£0,000.00
£3,200.00
£,750.00
£3,I40.00
£450.00

t :020

£850.00
£5,780.00
£I,500.00
£I,650.00
£,399.00
£I.279.00
£330.00
£,30100
£7,499.00
£750.00

£395.00
£2,995.00
£695.00
£695.00
£I,995.00
COn Dens
£195.00
£1,995.00
£6,499.00
COn Dens

8392
8392

Audio Physic Caldera
£5,995.00
Audio Physic Virgo III " new"
( On Dens
Thiel 7.2
£7,995.00
JM Lab Utopia ( Ex Dem)
£ 12,495.00
Audio Plan Contrast 3
£ 1,395.00
Avalon Ascents
£6,995.00
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Std Elk 111.1
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
£5,499.00
Audio Physic Tempo III "
new"
[ On Dora
Naim SBL's
£ 1,295.00
ClaraVox Magnifica
£6,995.00
£995.00
Ensemble Speakers PA I
Audio Physic Caldera " new"
( On Dem
Audio Physic Libra
Xdenso
Audio Physic Spark " new"
( On Dens
Rogers L555 new"
£330.00
ATC SCM 10 + stds
£795.00
.

CIE)pla.yer

r- ra t

£995.00
LI1,995.00
£3,495.00
£4,995.00
[On Dens
£10,995.00
£2,495.00
£995.00
[On Dora
£695.00
£I,595.00
£595.00
(On Dem
£995.00
£995.00
£9,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00
£14,995.00
£1,895.00
£6,999.00
L395.00'
LPOA
£I6,995.00
£1,995.00
(On Dem

bles

£10.000.00
£4,000.00
£14,000.00
£18,799.00
£,20100
£2.000.00
£3.899.00
£7,799.00
£2,000.00
£2.225.00
£4.500.00
£2,000.00
£10,000.00
£4,799.00
L1 , 749.00
£430.00
£1.200.00

DACS

Meridian 508/20
Krell KPS 25S
Mark Levinson No 39
Mark Levinson 390S ( upgrade)
Audio Aero " new"
Audio Note DAC 5
Musical Fidelity Na Vista CD
Micromega CD3 + Duo dac
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Thule Spirit CD
Wadia X 64.4 AT&T/ Bal
Theta Pro Geny
YBA CD IDelta " new"
Tag Maclaren CD22OR
Audio Lab 8000 DAX
Mark Levinson 30.5/ 31
Oracle CD2000 Transport
Sony CDPRI/ DAS RI
Krell KPS 25s 24/96
Acuphase DP7OV
Acuphase 90/91
YBA CD Speciale
Boulder 2020 dac
Krell KPS 25sc
Theta Data Il Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre " new"

£1,800.00
£22.500.00
£5.000.00
£6,495.00
£4,500.00
f19,50000
£3,000.00
£3.000.00
leoue
£900.00
£5,000.00
£1,295.00
£4,400.00
£
£1,500.00
1 . 600.00
£24.000.00
£7.500.00
£6.000.00
£22,500.00
L £1600000
£675.00
£24.000.00
£23,498.00
£4.000.00
£1,195.00

canaloque

£450.00
Quad FM4 Tuner
£245.00
£12,28900
SME 30/2 A " new"
£ 10,495.00
£4,200.00
Oracle Delphi mk IV
£2,250.00
C Moth Record Cleaning m/c
£395.00
£325.00
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
( On Dens
£2,050.00
Project RPM9/ Ortofon Rohmann " new"
( On Dem
£1,050.00
Ortofon Rohmann
[ On Dem
from £ 300.00
Adjuster Racks (Aluminium/ Perspex)
[ On Dens
£14,000.00
Krell Kan Processor
£6,500.00
£4.000.00
Pierre Luron JI/ SL5
£1,695.00
£495.00
Michel Is° Phono + Hera
£325.00
£
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
[ On Dens C500.00/C750.00
1.100.00
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
LOn Dem
£2,000.00
Elemental 4Tier ( Fixed)
£ 1,295.00
£I,000.00
Roksan Shiraz
£450.00
£2,200.00
Michell Orbe/QC
£ I,495.00
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
£795.00
L.
Voyd Valdi/ Orion
£695.00
£1.600.00
Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
£795.00
£400.00
Parasound TQ I
600 ( remote tuner)
£ 295.00
I.650.00
SME Series VArm " new"
£ 1,350.00
£1,400.00
Wilson Benesch Act 2arm
£ 895.00
£I,200.00
Rotel Michi Phono
£ 695.00
Musical Surroundings Phonomena Phono Stage £ 495.00
L
Pink Triangle PT SA/RB300S/W
£ 795.00
£2,750.00
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
( Ors Dens
£4,000.00
Transparent Audio Music Wave Ultra XL Bi Wire £ 2,100.00
£1,695.00
Cary PH301 MM/MC
£ 1395.00
£400.00
Nackamichi DR 3
£ 225.00
£1,795.00
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
[ On Dens
£2,065.00
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo £ 1,695.00
£423.00
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply £320.00
£740.00
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC £640.00
£2,500.00
Lavardin Reference Phono " new' .
[ On Dem
£50.00
Linn Akito
LI 50.00

-
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components

AV Components
[On Dens
Linn Klassik DVD
£4,495.00
Krell HTS (AV Processor)
(On Dem
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
[On Dens
Audio Refinement Multi 5 ( Power) new
£3,500.00
Lexicon MCI " new"
[On Dens
Lexicon MCI2 " new .'
TELEVISIONS & DVD PLAYERS BY LOEWE
LOn Dem
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
Loewe Aconda
Loewe Manus + Std
Loewe Xelos + Std
Loewe L2A Active Speakers
PLASMAS
from £ 4000.00
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
L4,995.00
Panasonic TH 42 PWD4 " new"

1959 cSz-- 020
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BUY/SELL

8392

£2,000.00
£6,498.00
£95.00
£.250.00
£5,500.00
£, I
00.00
£495.00
&OA
&OA
CP0A
LPOA

1963

lainfoechoice-hifi.com

Open from 10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

CPOA
LPOA

MAX

Midland Audio X- change
dCSVerdiTransport
For many years dCS users all over the world have been asking us to
make adisc transport to go with their dCS DACs. Well here it is - the dCS
Verdi. The Verdiis two products in one - aCD transport and aSACO
transport. Every effort has been made to obtain the best possible
playback fidelity from both media. Compromising one to favour the other
was not an option. We have achieved this by paying attention to the
transport as asystem, rather than concentrate on one or two specific
features. The Verdi's low jitter on- board clock ensures that it will give
excellent CD playback with non — dCS DACs, but it really comes into its
own when used with either the dCS Elgar plus or dCS Delius D/A
converters, where the ability to synchronise the Verdi to precision clocks
built into the Elgarand Delius takes CD playback to another level. We
firmly believe that the quality of playback possible from the OSO layer of
SACD's when using the Verdi, is the closest to the original master
recording so far achieved with audiophile equipment.

Verity Audio— Parsifal
This is ahighly flexible high- end loudspeaker that complies with ease to
every listening environment. It uses custom designed parts of an utmost
quality mounted on arigid and reinforced asymmetrical enclosure. The
extremely fast midrange driver gives you the sweetness of an
electrostatic loudspeaker without bottom end limitations.
The unique custom made bass driver employed in the Parsifal Woofer
module offers coloration free bass reproduction that extends
from the low bass frequencies to the lower midrange. It's
seamless integration with the very transparent Verity Audio
Parsifal Monitors provide natural and resonance free musical
reproduction. All components used are carefully computer
matched and indexed for optimum sound staging
performance.
The result is ahigh- resolution loudspeaker that gives agreat
sense of liveliness, scale, and presence in the listening
space. The Parsifal, without any doubt, sounds naturally even
throughout aseemingly unlimited frequency spectrum and
dynamic range. It gives hours of enjoyable music without any
fatigue.
The quality of its finish and the beauty of its appearance
deserve the designation of apiece of art.

Nagra PL-L
One of the most respected names in the world of professional Audio,
Nagra has aforty year history of producing leading edge electronics for
the recording industry. Their move into high end audio was awelcomed
surprise, and their gear has met with rave reviews.
Many listeners requested aline stage preamp, and Nagra listened. The
PLL will interest many, not only because of the great sound, but also for
the new found convenience of full remote controllability. Balanced outputs
are available as aoption. As with all Nagra equipment, expect superb
Swiss craftsmanship and meticulous attention to detail.
Nagra takes great pride in introducing the ultimate preamp, the PL- L, I
input cousin to the PL- P. The PL- Lcombines the unmistakable sonic
excellence of the PL- Pwith the convenience of remote control for those
whose source components do not include Phono. The features of the PLLinclude four selectable inputs, one for balanced and three unbalanced.
dual output zones, each with two unbalanced outputs. An optional
balanced output is available as well.

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Midland Audio X-chang

MAX

RegaP9Turntable
The new P9 is, in our opinion, the ultimate performance turntable
available to the music- loving public. We designed the P9 with no financial
restrictions whatsoever. The platter alone costs more to produce than our
P25 turntable! It is made from pure ceramic; amaterial that you would
otherwise find used for insulation tiles on Nasa's space shuttle. The
reason for using such an exotic and difficult to produce material? It is the
hardest material known to man apart from diamond!
The main bearing assembly is engineered to extremely tight tolerances.
This results in virtually friction free rumble- less performance, which, if
lubricated correctly, will last your lifetime!
The plinth is acomplex CNC machined skeletal structure encased in
highly ridged phenolic resin laminates.The equivalent to the carbon fibre
`monocoque' chassis of the formula one car - an ultra lightweight, ultra
rigid foundation for this high performance turntable.

Audio Research VS55
The VS55 represents afresh, new design direction for Audio Research.
Using an open ( rather than fully enclosed) chassis architecture, the VS 55
features amilled, anodised top plate through which the input and output
tubes project upward.The chassis is finished in matte black with silver
lettering, while the top plate is clear anodised with an inset logo. Behind
the tubes and finished top plate are located the output and power
transformers and arow of high-quality power-supply capacitors.The
appearance is crisp and logical without being overly retro".
Best of all, you will find the sound of the VS55 adelightful complement to
any Audio Research preamplifier, especially the SP16.While offering
excellent soundstage focus and avivid, liquid midrange, the VS55 also
has surprising musical dynamics. Bass extension and impact are
impressive compared to other amplifiers in this power range, thanks to
generous power- supply energy reserves and to the efficient outputtrarsformer design. In all, the VS55 bears the sonic hallmarks of being a
true Audio Research amplifier: aquick, dynamic and powerful acoustic
envelope surrounding an illuminated midrange of palpable lushness and
realism. Matched with appropriate, high-quality loudspeakers and source
components, the VS55 will give listening pleasure far beyond normal
expectations in this price and power range

Suppliers and installers& High
Quality Audio Systems

Spectral - DMC-15 Preamplifier

47 Laboratory
Accuphase

Spectral slatest addition to their superb range of electronics will be
available from late July as areplacement for the DMC1 2. A line level
remote controlled preamplifier with topology taken from the DMC3Os
Reference preamplifier, we are very excited about this product please call
John Roberts to discuss the possibilities with any Spectral component.

ATC
Audio Physic
Audio Research
Avalon Accoustics
¡We
bel canto
Benz Micro
Cardes
Clearaudio
dCS

JM La
Kuzma
Lavardin
Mark Levinson
Martin Logan
Michel.
Nagra
Primate
ProAc
Rega
Siltech
Sonus Faber

[Jensen

Spectral

DNM/Reson

Nordcst

Electrocompaniet
Finite Elemente
Graaf
Gryphon

Sugden
Transparent Audio
Verity Audio
Wadia

.m:dlandaudiox-change.co.uk
call John Roberts Tel 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidde

— nimster

• Worcs • DY11 5AD

e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Fax 01562 750246 Mobile 07721 605966

SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER

The Audio Salon is
co-sponsor of The
First Scottish HiFi
and Home Cinema
Show, 19 20
October 2002 in
Glasgow with
Loud&Clear and
StereoStereo.
Details on request.
Personal
appointments by
arrangement.

ATC CA2 pre-amp

stateiltent
LYRA HELIKON

Had vinyl been invented after high resolution digital,
it would be greeted as ahigher technology

The KEITH
MONKS
Record
Cleaning
Machine is a
prudent
investment at
£1,990 and more SUMIKO PEARVVOOD
SIMON YORKE S7
musical than high
density digital
solutions. The rarity and
scarcity of vinyl makes
this machine pay back
soon, and you charge at
least £ 1.50 each LP. Unlike
cheaper imitations, the KM
BLUE POINT SPECIAL
removes all debris; not only
clicks and pops disappear but the noise threshold lowers to yield
subtle detail, ambience and nuance.

SIMON YORKE S8

SME 10A

MICHELL
ORBE

Speakers

Although Simon Yorke makes the most affordable
of the world's super turntables, production of the S8
(Yorke's statement on suspended chassis) was
ARMANI
itself suspended in 1995 due to demand for the
FERRARI ...
archive and larger domestic S7 machines. We
ZINGALI
tried various American and European
As this and future winters set in, invest in some
alternatives, but none came close to giving us
Italian style and passion. Not all Italian speakers are
the pleasure of music from the S8. By petition to
created equal. Find out why these ones are also USE
the Master, we have joyfully arranged for ten
by leading musicians and studios worldwide. You ci
units to be produced, one per month

find them reviewed and online. Zingali are Italy's
commencing December to October 2003. In a
biggest loudspeaker manufacturer, yet you may n(
world of Limited and Special Editions, this is atrue
find them at your local store, not least because if
and authentic offer: the price will be £4,250
price you pay is invested in seasoned solid woo ,
including the Series 9tonearm. It is something of a
and acompression driver quite distinct from an
bargain: do not confuse with ordinary sprung
moving coil. If the sound is for you, the suit an
turntables. Do they boast satin- machined stainless
the car can wait until next year
Zingali
steel platters weighing 10kg?
horn speakers employing the Compression
Driver start from £ 1,920 (with pedestals).

www.atc.gb.net
Listening to the latest
incarnation of ATC's SCM100A SL ( Studio Control
Monitor, 100 litres, Active,
Super- Linear magnets) is
an awesome experience,
truly placing the
competition at some

t%à

Art Loudspeakers
Expression
3- way monitor

distance. Not everyone is
ready for studio
accuracy, but consider
the grounded source,
Class-A 350 watts in
total after the
crossover feeding
the new 25mm
ATC SCM100
silver-wired tweeter
with extended frequency response; the famed
hand- built giant mid- range, and the 12" woofer
breathing into the revised flared port and you start
to conceive the greatness of this loudspeaker.
Priced at £ 8,335 inc VAT and amps in cherrywood
finish. Could be the last speaker you will buy.

íiiRrH

Evinsnn
REFERENCE DEALER

In the cinema room from early
September 2002, our custom Proceed-

game. Definitive, upgradable and futureRevel- Levinson
proof. We define products for your eyes,
system will feature
ears, and mind. On demonstration we
the marriage of
have most products from the world's
music and film
technologies with Damost esteemed brand. Nothing from
Lite screen and
the past or present, nor from
automation accessories.
Heart of the system is the
reading, will prepare you for the
new
Proceed AVP2, PMDT
present. Coming soon: series
and PVP
400 dual- mono single-chassis
amplifiers.
Revel is not merely
an excellent match for
Mark Levinson
amplifiers, but an
acclaimed product in
its own right. If you
are spending
£1,695 to
£15,000 it
should be on
your short list.
Stereophile in
December
named the
Studio not only
joint Speaker of
the Year but joint
Product of the Year,
and Hi-Fit the

ILES11011111
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independent UK magazine, recently acclaimed the
£15,000 Salon as very good value. The best place
to hear the Salon, in our opinion, of course, is At
The Salon

.54/ONLINE
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Updated on 1st of each month
-NEWSLETTER
-USED AND DEM EQUIPMENT ( updated weekly)
-USED CABLES AND AUDIO UPGRADES
-AUDIO CABLES SECRETS - HINTS AND TIPS
-LINKS, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
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Mark Levinson
The Gryphon
Sugden
Proceed

5 Crown Terrace - Hyndland - Glasgow G12 9HA - Scotland

1
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SME - Simon Yorke
Trichord / MICHELL
Keith Monks
Lyra - Sumiko

EnART Loudspeakers
d=1

Prate
Zingali

ART Audio
EAR / Yoshino
Heart - Shanling

STAX Ergo Grado

Max Townshend

ATC
Revel

Ear Speakers

t:0141 - 3575700

f: 0141 - 3399762

•
21eoioé±mfzLZdesi?eiA

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk

Expertise

Audio Platforms

Since 1979

UK: Next Day Insured Delivery. Overseas 2-4 days. We use TNT and UPS.

Advisors in system matching, audio cables and mains power products

Thirty
years
innovation,
integrity
and
investment status audio. Still ahead of the

ats?lo aeoesece

Specialist in audio cables and mains conditioning

AudioSource Stereo Interconnects

Stratos series Ill stereo interconnects: £ 125 per
one metre pair, £ 99 per half metre pair, £ 59 for one
metre digital. RCA or fully balanced plugs.

The Adagio upsampling CD Player £ 4,300, shown above
is will be joined by Prelude pre- amp and Encore stereo
power amp later in the year.

sugden audio
New! Integra shielded AC power cord: for
integrated and power amps. Unprecedented
performance and value at £ 150 for 1.0, 1.5 or
2.0 metres using Wattgate IEC plug.

The revised audiosource double helix,
British braided cord bets all contenders
at only £ 55. Standard length 1.5 metres

Shanling CDT- 100

au+. tte

The MasterClass range comprises
phono stage, pre- amp with remote
control, stereo and mono power amps,
pure class A.
Now joined by the MasterClass
integrated amp featuring phono stage
and XLR inputs. £ 2,990.

gei

Audiosource type E4 power outlet and
mains conditioner.
Now with Integra shielded input lead, left
or right entry.
£ 349 six outlets. £ 389 eight outlets.
Sold direct to the end-user. As the price ir reduced
by mail order distribution, we are happy to offer
home trial on approval for thirty days full refund
if not delighted.

www.audiosource.co.uk

Meet the future. In the past we asked the Chinese bi
echeap components
and circuit boards with British names on the outsi . But who can doubt the
Chinese native design flair? Shown above, the
anling CD player sounds as
good as it looks: options of solid-state,pr triede, upsampling or plain filtered.
The UK price is £ 1,650 due to the unusual fair policy of enthusiast distributor

are the preferred audio cables and AC mains cords at
the Audio Salon. Alumiloy as exclusively featured in JPS
products uniquely displays the fine quality of our world
class equipment. Sold exclusively in the UK direct at US
domestic prices, not pound equals dollars!!!!

New! The SuperConductorfr
interconnect 1.0 metre £219 (05
metre £179); fully balanced £319.
Digital fx £219; fully balanced £299.

'This lovingly crafted six- watt wonder opened
endows into the music that were quite remarkable...
't may well become a legend in its own time. It offers
9normous retro appeal, yet features modern design,
'it and finish with carefully selected 21

Our best - selling product ever The ../PS Digital
component,4C mains cord UK version, 2.0
metres. £269. This cord offers full conditioning
and fitters RF1 Digital hash is prevented from
entering via mains and from cross
contaminating other equipment

century materials

9nd parts." Chuck Bruce, The Audiophile Voice.

The PX-25 is on dem with ART Audio's Vinyl One,
:he dual mono VPS reference pre- amp, and
ligher output triode amps. Other triode amps by
EAR/Yoshino and Heart of The Netherlands.
Affordable excellence.

October 2002

)ur prices are 10 20% below market on all used
Ind ex-dem equipment. Our core business is
ledicated to in-depth stocking of new and current
irofessional and hand-built products.
All equipment is premium, no rogue, abused,
refurbished " recently serviced" or grey-imports,
and no speculative sourcing from overseas ads.
All used equipment guaranteed for six months;
ex-dem adds manufacturer guarantee
11 goods shipped same day where possible. UPS
)remium service costs £9per box UK next day,
overseas at cost), Al insurance costs 0.75%. For
lomestic insurance of high value audiophile
Kluipment, we can highly recommend this company.
:or updated and comprehensive list of equipment and
ludio cables, please visit www.audiosalon.co.uk .

information available.

Audio Analogue Paganini CD Player
Mk Levinson 380S pre-amp £6,995 £3,250
Boxed, mint. 24 months old
£ 795 £ 425 5years old, boxed, manual
Musical Fidelity 3D Nuesta, choke psu, Ltd Ed.
CD Player, 6months, as new
£2,990 £2,250 Mark Levinson 333 power amp £8,500 £3,695
Poise and power: 350 wpc
Meridian 506.24 CD Player £ 1,195 £ 595
18 months old, mint, box, R/C, manual
Musical Fidelity A3CR Pre-amp £3,000 £ 1,995
With two stereo A3CR power amps
NAD C541 HDCD CD Player £ 330 £ 150 12 18 months. Mint. May split

LOUDSPEAKERS

Proceed DAP

£1,995 £ 895

Roksan Attessa DP-1
Wonderful transport with DAC module
and Trichord clock-3

Apogee Duetta Signatures (
anthracite)
£1,795 £ 695 With DAX-III active, all mint, c. 1992
Dream loudspeaker system: see Apogee users net.
£9,480 £2,350

Digital Analogue Processor, HDCD, 5inputs

rm

£2,995 £ 995 KEF Reference 104/2 (
Timbre DAC
black ash) £ 1,250 £ 450
Discontinued model
Super price cult product, circa 1992
Last one remaining (silver) reduced price
Brochures available on request
Martin Logan Re-Quest (
Cherry) £5,898 £2,750
4yrs old ( in London)

f: 0141 - 339 9762

\lo 74

The acclaiMed
acclaimed kaplovator AC cord
allows for amazing resolutions and a
very black background Although /Iles
attracted rivals at the same ptice point
of £ 1,095 it has no equals. Full

Muse 18 active sub-woofer (
walnut)
Currently with Apogee card ( Sonus Faber, Martin
ATC SIA2-150 Integrated amplifier
£2,375 £ 1,495 Logan etc available) 2x10" woofers, purist. 230 volt.
dichell Orbe with SME 309
£2,590 £ 1,590 Mint, as new, supplied by us
Stereophile rave reviews, website, etc
mused, boxed, new. No waiting and large saving on a
$4,850 £ 1,500
Audiolab 8000A Integrated amplifier £ 450 £ 200
tancelled order. Your choice of cartridge.
ProAc Response 2.5 (
Walnut) £ 2,70 £ 1,350
Audio Note P2-SE Class A, 20 wpc £ 1,500 £ 95 Abargain at their full UK list price
friChord Dino+ Separate Power Supply
Boxed, as new

;ealed box. special offer on high value item
£525 £ 369

MITAL
nyone seeking outstanding value and performance in
players should not overlook Heart Audio from the
qetherlands. Their tubed versions of Eindhoven
v1arantz CD players are, at last, officially imported to
he UK, prices range from £330 to £699 (and NOS
Jpgrade tubes always possible). Details on request.
evolutionary!!

Balanced Audio Technologies £ 1,750 £995

ProAc Future Two (
Cherrywood) £ 10,570 £5,995
Glorious state-of-the art

Less than one year old. 1owner from newVK-31

Wilson Benesch ACT-1(
Cherry) £6,999 £4500
The Inner Sound ESL Stereo amplifiers (
silver)
Boxed, mint, 12 and 18 months old, 230 volt

Glorious for users of Quad or any ESL: see
www.innersound.net $2,995 £ 1,450
Mark Levinson 380 pre-amp
3-years old, boxed, manual

£4,495 £2,250

Zingali Overture .2S (
Walnut) £2,520 £ 1,750
Ex-dem, approx 2-years run in! Stands.
LIST UPDATED WEEKLY ON
www.audiosalon.co.uk

t: 0141 - 357 5700

\NALOGUE
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

NEW THIS MONTH
PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO TURNTABLE WITH HELIOS
ORION SILVER WIRED WALNUT
£595
KOETSU BLACK CARTRIDGE LOW USE
£200
PERREUX 3150 3WPC MOSFET POWER AMP
£895
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN IT OAK
£3,500
KEF REFERENCE 3.2 SPEAKERS IN EXOTIC
ALBHINO BURR FINISH 10 MONTHS OLD
£1,495
MARK LEVINSON ML9 POWER AMP
£1,795
MARK LEVINSON No27 POWER AMP
£1.795

LIST
Sill £1,200
SAL £600
S/H £1&00
E/D £8,500
S/H £2.750
SAL £3,800
S/H £3,800

ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY, STUNNING
£6.500 S/11 £12,369
WADIA 7 & 9TRANSPORT & DAC
£8,995 E/D £22.000
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT 1TRANSPORT & DAC 2
£2,500 S/H £7,230
CYRUS CD7 ODAC PSXR 4MONTHS OLD
£995 S/H £1.500
PRIMARE T20 ADS TUNER
£350 SM £600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS28 MK2 PREAMP
£1,595 SAL £3,400
DENSEN BEAT 100 MK3 INTEGRATED AMP INC PHONO
£395 SAL £900
ARCAM A85 INTEGRATED AMP R/C 3MONTHS OLD £495 S/H £700
ARCAM P135 POWER AMP 3MONTHS OLD
£350 S/H £500
KRELL FPB 200C POWER AMP CAST. LATEST £5,995 S/H £8,750
KRELL FPB 300 POWER AMP. BALANCED £5,995 S/H £9,450
ATC SCM 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS £6,500 S/H £12.495
PROAC 3.8 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2,500 En) £3,990
PROAC FUTURE . 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2.500 E/D £3,500
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SPEAKERS BI WIRE & STANDS £495 S/H £1.145
B&W CDM INT SPEAKERS CHERRY 3MONTHS OLD £750 SAL £1,250
HELIOS STARGATE CD PLAYER SUPERB £1.500 S/H £2,700
AUDIO RESEARCH LS38 BLACK & R/C
£1,795 S/H £3,125
ALBARY M408 MONO POWER AMPS
£395 SM £850
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
750 S/H
1,220
MIRAGE MI SPEAKERS MK2 THESE ARE STUNNING
SPEAKERS WITH STUNNING LOOKS TO MATCH £2,300 S/H £5.000
LINN CD 12 CD PLAYER AWESOME
£7.995 S/H £12,000
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT & CJ DA2:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT £1,995 S/H £3,800
NAIM 82 PREAMP WITH PHONO BOARD
£1,395 SAL £2,160
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMPLETE WITH
ROWLAND ACTIVE BASS AMP ROSEWOOD £6,995 S/H £15.500
AVANTE GARDE TRIO HORN SPEAKERS
LATEST SPEC, TERRIFIC
£9,995 SAL £21,950
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995 S/H £2,500
NAKAMICHI DRAGON AUTO REVERSE
3HEAD CASSETTE DECK, AREAL CLASSIC £1.250 S/H £2,500
KRELL KAY 3001 INTEGRATED AMP R/C
£1,495 SM £2,790
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO VALVE INTEGRATED R/C
JUST BEEN FITTED WITH NEW VALVES
£2,500 S/H £3.945
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSCEND XA2
FRONT LOADING CD TRANSPORT
£795 S/H £1,300
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 (FIXED OUTPUT DECADE) £1,095 S/H £,200
MERIDIAN 207 PREAMP CO PLAYER
£395 S/H £1.050
MERIDIAN 601 DSP PREAMP MC/MM,
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE & VICE VERSA. ALSO BAL. R/C.
VERY USEFUL
£1,195 SM £2,750
MERIDIAN 201 PREAMP
£395 S/H £760
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO AMPS MK2
£2,500 S/H £5,760
DENON POA 6600 MONO AMPS BAL SURPRISING £695 5/11 £1.000.
MERIDIAN MI00 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1295 S/H £3500
MISSION 754 SPEAKERS PRIMAVERA FINISH £595 S./H £ 1.398
EGGLESTONE WORKS ANDREA SPEAKERS
PIANO BLACK, STUNNING SPEAKER.
STEREOPHILE ASPEAKERS OF THE YEAR
£6,995 E/D £1389
NAIM 135 MONO AMPS
£1,995 S/H £3,152
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3,500 E/D £5,800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS FINISHED
IN BIRDS EYE MAPLE
£6,000 610 £11,450
LUMLEY 120 REFERENCE VALVE MONO AMPS.
TRIODE SWITCHABLE, CHOICE BLACK OR CHROME FINISH.
BARGAIN
£1295 E/D £3,500
MIT MH 750 PLUS SERIES 2SPEAKER CABLE 3'i, MPAIR £395 S/H £900
CARY 805/211 SIGNATURE MONO TRIODE POWER AMPS
BALANCED VERY RARE
£6,995 SH £ 12.000
CAE RAE LITTLE BIG HORN LOUDSPEAKERS £4,995 ED f8.800
CELLO PALETTE (LATE MODEL) & MASTER SUPPLY £7.995 SH £29000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES &
MASTER SUPPLY (LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH £23,000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9.995 NEW £27,500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLACK £10,995 ED £35,000
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE TURNTABLE & ARM
K1K111 COMPLETE WITH FLYWHEEL ( WORLD REFERENCE) £7.995 ED £20,000
ACCUPHASE DP901DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC
(STUNNING CD PLAYER)
£7.500 SH £20,000?
KRELL KAV300 CD PLAYER (LATEST) £2.500 SH £4.291)
CELLO REFERENCE STUDIO DAC 01/52 (EXCELLENT) £3,500 ED £11,000
JADIS JA80 MONO POWER AMPS MKIII (LATEST) £3.995 SH £9580
CARY 80SC TRIODE VALVE MONO POWER AMPS (LATEST) £4.995 SH £8.995
NAG A401 MONO POWER AMPS 400 WATTS £2,995 SH £12,000
PRIMARE 928 MONO POWER AMPS COMPLETE WITH
928 PRE AMP NICE COMBO BLACK/GOLD £2,995 SH £9,759
LEVINSON ML3 POWER AMP DUAL MONO
£2.995 SH £8250
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2,700
LEVINSON M112A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2.700
VTL INTERGRATER VALVE AMPLIFLEX (LATEST) £1.695 ED £2,400
AVI S2000 MONO POWER AMPS
£795 ED £1.400
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP £995 SH £1,695
GAMMA AEON 211 TRIODE VALVE MONO'S VALUE £2.250 SH £6.995
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP (BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MIN/MIS 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1.695 SH £5,150
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP IN/CE COMBO) £695 SH £1,795
ROBERTSON
SH £995
SONUS FABER QUID INTERGRATER AMP & SUPPLY £795 SH £1221
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
AVALON ASCENT II LOUDSPEAKERS IN BURE ASH
WITH SEPARATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £6,995 SH £14,800
ARTIMIS EOS SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKERS IN CHERRY
&BASS MODULES & SEPARATE CROSSOVERS (BARGAIN) £5,995 ED £17.750
SPENDOR FL10 LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD (LATEST) £1,995 SH £3.475
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1,300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
£1295 SH £6,000
VERY GOOD
ALON 4LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH (BARGAIN) £995 SH £3,850
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY CAT SL1 MO/II
VALVE PRE AMP
£2,995 ED £6.250
AUDIO RESEARCH 1S1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1,797
MARK LEVINSON 28 PRE AMP INCLUDING PHONO
&BALANCED
£1.395 SH £3.600
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH £600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH £886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1,795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH £950
ARCAM BLACK BOX TACO
£ 195 SH £450
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

130 october 2002
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V'audio

36 Druid Hill,

Heatherdale
eaudio limited

Stoke Bishop, Bristol 1959 IE,1

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OEJ

Tel: 0117 968 6005

Pre-owned equipment available

Home cinema & Hi Fi consultants

with guarantee

SALE OF EX- DEMO & PIE EQUIPMENT

Export facilities available

APPROX
NEW

SALE

PRICE

PRICE

ATC SCM 50 SL ( Passive) Black

£5,400 £3,000

Alon Petite (Walnut)

£1,200 £600

AVI Bigatron (Cherry) Ex-demo

£600

£400

Roxsan Radius/Goldring/022

£750

£400

AVI Pre + Monoblocks
(not current units)

£2,400 £1,000

Ruark Solstice Reference Monitors

£4,000 £2,700

Triangle Zays î9ldb) Black/Walnut

£1,200 £700

Jamo 507's ( Black)

£750

£350

Linn Sondek/Lingo/Mission Mechanic/
Kiesiki Blue (V. Den. Huled new)

£N/A £1,300

ATC SCA-2/SPA2-150 Pre Power

£6,800 £3,500

Proceed Audio-Video Pre-amp

£4,700 £3,000

Audioplan Kontrapunkt Mk IV's

£1,100 £450

Alon Irs MkI ( Black)

£2,000 £1,200

Alon Lotus SF

£3,000 £1,500

PS Audio Lambda CD drive (+AT&T)

£2,800 £1,400

Offers on SOME of the above would be considered

'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANVIZYZ Cones Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064

9 e.
1

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

CHOK ING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABI,ES?

can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
Careless cable choices

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

1
,COMPONENTS
1 (ACCESSORIES
UPTUBES

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870* fox ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
latri/www.fotwyre.com
email: otwyre@fatwyre.com

li& company
THE

CAIRE

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Visit our Web Page wiewbifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEAKERS
PRICE
HALE Transendance 5Speakers
£2950
REVEL Studio Speakers (rosewood/black gloss finish)
£P0A
JEAN-MARIE REYNAUD Offrand Speakers
£1495
AUDIO NOTE AN JSE Speakers
£650
SONUS FABER Elector Speakers
£975
ORCHID LWO Speakers ( Ex demo)
£2295
YAMAHA NS1000 ( Not M) Ebony Speakers
£825
THIEL SCS 2Speakers (Walnut, factory sealed boxes)
Normal price £2395
Our price £ 1595
PRE AMPS
AUDIOLAB 80000 Pre Amp
NAD 114 Stereo Pre Amp
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3A Pm Amp
NAKAMICHI CA-7E Pre Amp (Remote)
ADCOM GTP 450 Tuner/Pre Amp
OAKLEY High-end Valve Pre-Amp
(similar to Conrad Johnson)

£345
£99
£125
£1295
£350
£650

AMPLIFIERS
AUDIOLAB 8000M Mono Blocks
£995
MARK LEVINSON No.334 Power Amp
£P0A
KRELL KST 100 Power Amp
£1695
HEYBROOK Signature System (CO Player, Pre & Power Amp).. . £995
BOW WAZOO Integrated amp ( New. Normal retail £2500) £1995
NAKAMICHI TA4 high definition Tuner/Amp
£395
CHAMELEON Ruby Amp
£545
ADCOM GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
AVI 2000MI Integrated Amp (ex demo)
£750
ROGERS E40a Integrated Amplifier
with PhonoStage ( NEW)
£995
SUGDEN AU511P Power Amp
£395
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
CEC TL1 CD Transport Belt Drive (Gold finish)
(Stereophile recommended) Normal retail £5000
PHILIPS CDR 880 CD Recorder
MARANTZ CD72 Mk2 SE CD Player ( mint)
KRELL KAV 300 CD Player

£2650
£195
£295
£1995

DAC'S
THETA GEN VDAC
£2495
SONIC FRONTIERS SED1 Digital Processor
£895
THETA Chroma HDCD DAC (ex demo)
£775
MISCELLANEOUS
NAKAMICHI ZXL-1000 Cassette Deck
£ 1495
NAKAMICHI ZX-7 3Head Cassette deck
£395
NAKAMICHI Bx-300 3Head Cassette deck
£295
QUADRASPHIRE 04 Wall Shelf
£120
SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH Coax Resolution
Reference balanced digital cable
£250
ROTEL RO 970 BX Phono Stage
£99
QUAD FM4 Tuner
£195
MERIDIAN FM 204 Tuner
£249
STAX SAO 07Omega Ref (SAI 17 Head Phone
&SAM007 Dual Triode) Normal Retail £2995
f1750
STAX SRS40 40 (94 04 & SAM 0067)
Headphones Normal Retail £ 1195
£750
SHUN MOOK Record Clamp Normal Retail £ 1660
£995
MARK LEVINSON ML 25S Phono Stage
with Power Supply
£3495
NAKAMICHI CR40 Tape Deck
£225
REVOX Reel to Reel Tape Recorder
£275
HARMONIX Record Clamp
£ 195
LUXMAN K331W Cassette Deck
£150
AUDIO NOTE ANS7 MC Transformer
with PhotoPhono Stage
£8495
CHORD SYSTEM Enhancer/Mains Conditioner
£95
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
KOETSU Urushi Cartridges ( New & Unused) Retail £2800.. £1995
KOETSU Jade Diamond Cartridge ( New 8. Unused)
Retail £7900

£4500

KOETSU Red TCartridge ( New & Unused) Retail £1495 .... £995
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Air Bearing Arm with
Magnesium Wand c/w Pump
£1695
THORENS TD1 25 Turntable with SME Arm
£195
ORTOFON MC 7500 moving cartridge, ex demo
£895
VERDIER Ebony wood arm board
£425
Selection of Koestsu moving coil cartridges
at discount prices
£P0A
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE. (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or

VISA

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Hear the difference
for yourself!
When choosing a turntable all you have to do is listen. Ignore all the jargon
and gimmicks, if one turntable sounds better than another - it's because it is!

OLVERE SEQUEL

WHAT HIFFI?
SOUND AND VISION

nil U1,11.4.11 ( Ail* TO litTIN(.11141
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October 1999

October 1999
*

*

*

*

*

"This cruises effortlessly
through everything
from jazz to rock,
bringing music to life in
a thrilling manner.
Sonic pictures have
immense solidity, detail
retrieval is exemplary,
and dynamics and
punch are huge"

Extremely capable
design with
no apparent
shortcomings;
don't even think about
selling your vinyl
till you've heard it
on this!"

elf0e0.0 AR1,

=ram

April/May 2000

(USA) May/June 2000

12 out of 10

* * ***

"Detail was staggering,
and if performance
were judged solely on
how much could be
heard the score would
have to be ten out of
ten. Sorry, make that
12 out of 10!"

"The AVID Acutus is
a performance
package that offers
what ! consider the
most complete and
thoroughly integrated
solution to quality
vinyl replay"

j511 -111
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(Greece) May 2001

(Germany) Feb 2001
*

*

*
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"Listen to it. Give into
its magic. Let it drag
you to a totally sensual
musical world.
Experience it even if
you do not have the
ability to acquire it.
It is an experience
that maybe you owe
to yourself"

Our AVID distributors will let you compare any of our AVID turntables to
any other brand. The difference will amaze you!
> Audiocraft (
Uxbridge)

01895 253340

> Definitive Audio (Nottingham) 0115 973 3222
> Doug Brady Hifi (
Liverpool)

01925 828009

> Kronos HiFi (
Ireland)
> Loud & Clear (
Scotland)
> M.A.X. ( Birmingham)

02887 753606 > Premier Audio (
Wakefield)

01924 255045

0131 555 3963 > Progressive Audio (
Kent)

01634 389004

01562 822236 > Sounds Perfection (
Cornwall) 01326 221372

I
D)
(AVID)
7 Yeomans Close, Catworth, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE28 OPL, England.
• Tel: 01832 710370 • Fax: 01832 710436 • Email: info@avidhifi.co.uk • Web: www.avidhifi.co.uk
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01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 MKII MONO'S
£995
AUDIOLAB 8090A-GREYPHONO
£I99
AUDIOLAB 800LIDAC
£399
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO TOWER 400 ( INCL TWIN ACTIVE SUBS-£ 2350 NEW)
£ 1195
DENON AVP-A IGOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW)
f995
DENON DVD-5000 GOLD WITH MULTI REGION CHIP PITIED-SUPERB MACHINE
£ 195
EPOS ESI4 WALNUT SUPERB CONDITION
£349
ICRELL KSAI00 POWER AMP LOVELY CONDITION
£ 1495
LINN NUMERIK DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC
£399
LINN ISOBARIKS DMS WALNUT LOVELY CONDITION BUYER COLLECTS
£595
MARANTE DV4200 DVD PLAYER BLACK SEALED BOX NEW
£299
MERIDIAN 500/566-20 BIT TRANSPORT/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1195
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM- MULTI REGION
£ 95
MICROMEGA STAGE 6IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£495
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MONITOR AUDIO MA 1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
£595
MUSE MODEL 3PRE- AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MUSICAL FIDELITY TI FM ONLY TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 199
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN CASE IYEAR OLD SUPERB CONDMON
£ 1895
NAIM NAPI40 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDMON
£ 399
NAIM NAPI80 2AVAILABLE SUPERB CONDITION ETC - EACH
£695
NAIM HI-CAP-OLD STYLE- BLACK CASE
£429
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£279
MAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£399
NAIM IXO 2- WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPI40 OLD STYLE- SUPERB CONDITION
£399
NAIM NAP90/3 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 29
NAKAMICHI OMS5FAI CD PLAYER- WAS £ 1500 NEW- LOVELY CONDMON
£399
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2
£ 179
PIONEER DV- 717 MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER-GOLD
£299
PRO- AC TABLETTE 50 CHERRY- IMMACULATE
£395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER ( 0500 NEW)
£ 1695
REGA PLANAR 3/RB300/NAGAOKA MP11 BORON BOXED ETC
£229
ROKSAN DPI/DA I/DS4 BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£849
RUARK TALISMAN MKI BLACK ASH VGC
£299
RUARK EXCALIBUR ( WALNUT-COMMISSION SALE- IMMACULATE- BOXED)
£4995
TAG MACLAREN DAC 20-24 BIT BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£595
TUBE TECHNOLOGY GENESIS VALVE MONO BLOCS BOXED SUPERB
£ 1695
RUARK CL30 CHERRY WOOD ( NEW £2500) WITH SILTECH AND XL0 INTERNAL
HARD WIRE UPGRADES AND WET BINDING POSTS- SAVE OVER COO

wwvv.eminerstaudlo.co.uk
UK + 441011746 769156
+ 44 (011746 764395
fax + 44 [ 0_11216B1B772

£ 1895

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

Worldwide Croft distributor
UK Loth-X distributor

www.sound-stage.co.uk

Sounds Perfection
SPECIALIST IN ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL

.4?

SILVERBLUE SQ

WE STOCK: J.M.LABS * LEXICON • PARASOUND • PRIMARE • PROJECT • TRIANGLE
REL SUB WOOFERS * VIENNA ACOUSTICS • AVID • PROJECT * SME
ROKSAN • STRAIGHT WIRE • MICHELL • ACOUSTIC DESIGN
AUDIONOTE • MONITOR AUDIO * BOSTON • SUGDEN
AUDIO ANALOGUE " GRAFF • NAD • PHILOSOPHY CABLES • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PLUS MANY OTHER TOP BRANDS

NORDOST VALHALLA CABLES * PROJECT CENTRE OF EXCELLENC I.
AVID TURNTABLES • PHILOSOPHY CABLE RANGE
ATC ACTIVE SCM 50 ROSEWD BXD MINT 6MTHS OLD
LEXICON MC 1PROCESSOR NEW BOXED
LEXICON MC IPROCESSOR USED BOXED
ATC SIA 2 150 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER MINT BOXED
£ 14') ,
PRIMARE A30.5 AMPLIFIER NEW BOXED
MEPHISTO CD TRANSPORT WITH TRICHORD CLOCK &
TRICHORD PULSAR ONE DAC MINT ONLY
AUDIONOTE OTO SE LINE / BORDER PATROL PSU
£ 119 ,
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd AUDIO MONOAMPS MINT
£ 1195
VIENNA ACOUSTIC MOZART SPKS ROSENUT BOXED
£ 1095
RUARK EQUINOX SPEAKERS & STANDS MINT BOXED
£ 1049
PARASOUND DAC 2000 (JOHN CURL SPECIAL) ONLY
£795
BOSTON ACOUSTIC 10X SATS SET OF 4MINT BOXED
£795
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONOBLOCKS MINT BOX
£795
AUDIONOTE AN-1SPX SPEAKERS BLACK
£695
ELEMENTAL AUDIO REF SPEAKER STANDS BARGAIN
£795
ELECTROCOMPANIET 4.6 PRE AMP MINT BOXED
£795
PRIMARE V20 DVD PLAYER DEMO UNIT BOXED MINT
f759
TRIANGLE ANTAL XS SPEAKERS NEW BOXED ONLY
£729
QUAD II SE MONO BLOCKS CHROME MINT COND RARE
£695
AUDIONOTE PI SE POWER AMP BOXED
£695
ROGERS E20 VALVE AMP MINT ONLY
£620
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS ONLY
£595
ALCHEMIST 224BIT CD PLAYER BOXED
£595
ELEMENTAL 2TIER REFERENCE STAND MINT
f575
VIENNA ACOUSTICS HADYNS NEW BOXED
£549
MERIDIAN 555 POWER AMP BOXED
£495
AUDIONOTE AZ3 SPEAKERS MARKED BOXED ONLY
£475
TRIANGLE ZEPHYRS XS BOXED
£449
REL STRATA II BLACK BOXED ONLY
£395
PRIMARE A10 AMP DISPLAY ONLY
£375
TRIANGLE COMETE XS SPEAKERS MINT BOXED
£ 335
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 PRE- AMP ONLY
£325
MUSICAL FIDELITY E300 POWER AMP ONLY
£325
PARASOUND CD- P 1000 CD PLAYER
£249
ARCAYDIS BABY 2NEW BOXED £400 NOW ONLY
£275
MUSICAL FIDELITY E600 CD PLAYER 24 BIT
£295
KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC ONLY
£285
NAD 804 SPEAKERS EX COND BOXED ONLY
£225
ARISTON RD 80 TURNTABLE. EX COND. BOXED
£ 195
ARCAM ALPHA 5CD PLAYER BOXED
£ 175

FOR FRIENDLY SERVICE CALL NIGEL
01326 221372
MOBILE:- 07766 404869
Email :- nigelesoundsperfeetion.co.uk
kathrynesoundsperfection.co.uk
Web :- www.soundsperfeetion.co.uk
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DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OE LISTENING

PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ.

Tel: 0115 922 4138. Fax: 0115 922 97() I
www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
email: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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bow technologies

BOW Wazoo XL line level amplifier, latest
spec. Remote volume control with RC 5handset ( not included) ( E24.75) Perfect condition.
UK
spec,
boxed
£ t35o

"toe

e
O

Lexicon MCI 7channel s.i sub A/V processor. MEIN
DTS, AC3 .. pretty well the works. Boxed,
mint, my demonstration unit. Drives the new
ATC active cinema packages (currently with
the Active so based system) with aplomb ( Essoo)
£3300
Sony VPL VVVioNT widescreen LCD projector. Ex demonstration.
Complete with Marata Vision ceiling bracket. RRP £4000
450 hrs
use
LI•too

c

Nordost specials
All ex demo or trade - ins
Single length bass line 8m sub lead ( phono).(E438.6o) No box
sm SPM interconnect ( phono plugs) ( 0365.95)

fabo

sm pair Quattrofil XLR ( in box) ( f1409 .9o)

£345

sm pair Quattrofil phono ( in box) ( b374.95)

Olas

0.6m pair Quattrofil 5pin DIN to RCA ( L1269)

0.,

£510
•-.

£760

o sm pair Red Dawn ( revs) single wire spkr cables ( b2.74) £760
1x3m pair pair SPM s'wire loudspeaker cables (£.18.75)

£1700

1x5m pair SPM hi- amp loudspeaker cables ( 4335)

£
1601

Ix 2.5m ( spades) (£25.7o)

With 4,6or8way options,
choice of cables, EarthTerminal,
nickel plated contacts with
contact enhancer, and the
option of an in-built mains
purifier, this versatile
block will suit any system.
Call now for more information
or to order your
MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE.

£1554

densen
harbeth
michell
nht
primare
royd
sugden
teac
trichord

hi-fi

for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( o 14 7 3 )
6 5 5 17 1
)655172
email:eng@signals.uk.com

Tel: + 44(0)1539 825500 Fax: + 44 1:1)1539 825540

signals

E-mail: AN10 2

fax ( 014 7 3
w

w

bu cklesham

w

.

ipswich

suffolk

oDY

uss Andrews Accessories Ltd.,FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL LAS 9111
ussandrews.com

www.russandrews.com

signals.uk.Com

90% of our customers prefer our " warm and
old-valve" sound to their expensive transistor
preamplifiers & power amplifiers. We have asigned
testimonial to prove that one customer prefers
£900 " EL34 Lim Signature" to £2,600 preamp /
power amp/power supply made by afamous name.
Do you need further proof that price is not a
substitute for the " valve sound" ? Money refunded
to 10% of customers who prefer transistor amplifiers.
Money back guarantee (less £30 return carriage,
within 1month) that our valve amplifiers deliver clear
sweet treble, without harshness, from CD players
+ 100% fatigue free + Sibilance on female voices
is well controlled and greatly reduced.
Hi s sound like ' His' and not ' Hissssssssk'
+ Singers accentuation and accents become blatantly obvious + Random background noise/crossover distortion
disappears, creating an inky black silence, so you can hear quiet notes, breathing noise, artificial reverberation, etc
+ more powerful bass slam than most transistor amplifiers and most Single Ended amplifiers + 40 watts (EL34)

more
bass

One customer bought our £600 " EL34 Silver" to replace his
£1,200 Single Ended valve amplifier because our amplifier has more bass.
Another customer listened to a £ 1,300 Single Ended valve amplifier, but he bought
our £ 1,350 " KT88 Triode Connection - High End" because our amplifier has more bass.

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 18 testimonials from satisfied customers + www.affordablevalvecompany.com + Amplifier shown without
CE safety cage, to prove that this is agenuine valve amplifier. Customers must not remove the CE safety cage.
Free delivery to U.K.
Subsidised £ 50 UPS delivery to other countries.
Return carriage for Money Back Guarantee is £ 30 for U.K. £ 100 for other countries.
134 october 2002

Proven reliability.
2years guarantee.

UP

TO...

3YEARS

INTEREST FREE CREDIT* from...

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10.000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

MarantÈ

manin-t_

Over 30yrs experience

Meriden'

Comfortable dom rooms
Main road location

Mission

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

MonaCif

Qualified staff

Service Dept.

Musical-

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit only 20°.'. deposit

MYYdd.

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)

NAD

•

In

Delivery & installation

Ortophon
Pickering

Part Exchange

Primer.

Open 10.30am - 5:30pm 6 days Mon. to Sat.

Pro-Ac

Visa, Mastercard, Switch etc.

Project
REL

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

SME
Sonus-Fabet

Tel: 01904 629659

Stax
TAG McLaren
Tannoy

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TEAC
Thorens
Yamaha
& lOtS more..

sin high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

definitive audio

4 :34

Living Voice • Vitavox • Electrofluidics • Art Audio • Border Patrol
Canary • DNM • Sugden • Wavac • Lyra • Monarchy • Western Electric*
Wadia • Michell • Stax - Tom Evans • Nottingham Analogue • EMT
Kuzma • Resolution • Micro Benz • Tri -planar • SME* • Van den Hul

PLAYROOMS LTD

'W.E. valves - in stock • *SME turntables and tonearms - in stock
Sale of Part Exchange and Ex-dem Items

Sale

New

Proac Response 1SC.
Impulse H2 Mahoaany - boxed.
Linn Kelidh Walnut.
Mirage M89Oi Canadian floorstanding speaker, black.
Celestion A3 Rosewood - boxed - perfect.
Rega Planar 3
SJS Model 1 Line pre-amp.
Conrad Johnson 0 V10 Phono pre-amp - new valves + service.
AudioNote Soro Pnono integrated - fully serviced + new valves.
Cary 2A3 Stereo - new valve set..

£550
£1250
£390
£390
£700
£155
£650
£650
£700
£775

Original Voyd Reference - Oak - light use, as new. Rare as...

£5000

Voyd Standard sprit phase PSLI Black - VGC.
SME Series V tonearm.
SME Series IV - with superb Living Voice arm lead.
Helius Cyalene - Audio Note Silver internal wiring.
Nottingham Analogue Anna Log' tonearm - 9" Carbon fibre
uni pivot ( unused).
Art Audio VP1 Phono - Special - Chrome.
Art Audio Concerto Power-amp 6550, inc Hovland caps.
Totem Arrow loudspeaker 4 months old - perfect.
Snell Type C rare classic loudspeaker - Walnut.
An Audio Diavolo 6300B 15w -Black & Gold - inc volume pot.
Art Audio Concerto Line integrated 6550.
Canary Audio 601 Pre-amp - Blue. Joy.
Canary Audio 303 Mono pwrs. 12 mths old, 6 mths use. More joy.
Audio Innovations Series 500 Phono integrated.
Audio Innovations Series 700 Line integrated.
Border Patrol WE 300B Power-amp.
Croft EL34 Intewated.
Tom Evans Groove Phono stage.
Audio Research VT100 Power-amp - boxed - big.
Canary Audio 30013 SE monos - mint.
Tube Technology MAC ( special) Phono stage - boxed, mint.
Sugden A21 Power amp - 4 months old - box of mints.
Wadia 861 CD player - substantial - US mint.
Wadia 301 CD player - new box of US mints.
Helios Model 2 CD player - sought after - VGC.
Resolution Audio Opus 21 two box CD player- new, boxed.

£1200
£1000 £ 1460
£800 £ 1210
£500

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£1000
£1000
£1200
£700
£1000
£3000
£1650
£1600
£5000
£600
£600
£3000
£300
£1150
£2900
£2750
£1000
£500
£5000
£3250
£900
£2250

£ 1200
£750
£ 1400

£1400
£1900

£ 1500
£2000
£2650
£ 1000
£4200
£2850
£2250
£ 7250

SAMILLIE
EX DEMONSTRATION STOCK
ALL IN AS NEW CONDITION
NEW

SALE

LEXICON MC 12

8100

6400

LEXICON DC 2

3600

2400

PARASOUND AVC 1800

I
200

695

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDVI

2700

2000

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDC7

3500

2300

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDA7

5000

3500

I1300

8499

SELECO SVD800 PROJECTOR
QUADSCAN FOR ABOVE

1250

750

STEVVART 4:3 72" ELECTRIC SCREEN

N/A

1800

PRIMARE V I
0 DVD

750

400

ONKYO DRS 2AV SYSTEM

900

600

I500

999

£4500

LEXICON 700T REMOTE

£ 1850
£4400
£3500
£ 1450
£700
£7950
£3850
£ 1200
£2850

CRESTRON REMOTE CONTROL

RING FOR DETAILS

NORDOST AUDIO & VIDEO CABLES

RING FOR DETAILS

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER - MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
PLAYROOMS LTD. 76 HIGH STREET, SUNNINGHILL
BERKSHIRE SL5 9NN
TEL: 01344 621100 EMAIL: sales@playrooms.co.uk
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THE MIDLANDS
BEST USED
EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT, BOUGHT,
SOLD PART
EXCHANGE
ALSO AGENTS FOR

Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246

t.1

Advantage.
Balanced audio technologies.
Boulder. Burmester.
Egleston.Hovland. Kharma.
Lumley Pass labs.
Sound lab. VIL.

Acoustic/Ids
STATE OF THE ART
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2
We are proud to have on permanent demonstration the wonderful flearAudio range of
turroables. The Champion range is upgrade-

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEGIS CENTRE BLACK
ADVANTAGE A300 POWER AMP
ADVANTAGE M300 MONO'S NEW SEALED BOX
ART AUDIO QUINTET VALVE POWER
ATC SPA2-150
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 14
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK 11
AVI S2000MP+P PRE
AVI S2OOMM MONOBLOCKS
AVI SC200MC CO
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK20 PHONO REMOTE
BKS 107 SUPREME RIBBON HYBRID
BOW TECHNOLIGIES WAZOO XL INTEGRATED AMP
BOW WIZARD 2
BOW TECHNOLOGIES WAZOO INTEGRATED AMP
BURMESTER 001 CD WITH VOLUME AND REMOTE
BURMESTER 935 PRE
BURMESTER 956 POWER
CHARIO SYNTAR 100 TOWERS BLACK
CHORD CPA 1800 PRE
COPLAND CTA 505 POWER AMP
COUNTERPOINT 5SPEAKER SURROUND SYSTEM
CYRUS PRE
GRAFF GM 20
GRYPHON TABU INTEGRATED
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
KEF REFERENCE 1BLACK
LINN KNEKT CLASSIK 3 MTHS OLD
LINN KAN MAPLE 1WEEK OLD
LINN KOLEKTOR BLACK
LINN KELIDH BLACK POLYMER BASES
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD10 VIRTUAL DECODER EX OEM
MARANTZ SACO 12IS NEW UNUSED
MARK LEVINSON NO28 PRE BALANCED PHONO
MARK LEVINSON 331
MARK LEVINSON NO29 POWERAMP
MARK LEVINSON NO39
McINTOSH MC 2000
McINTOSH C100 TWO BOX PRE
McINTOSH MR85 TUNER
McINTOSH C28 PRE
McINTOSH MR73 TUNER
MICHELL ISO
MICHELL ARGO HERA
MONSTER ZR REFERENCE SPEAKER CABLE 2X10 FT
MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS 8 24/96 KHZ DAC
NAIM PHONO BOARDS M/C
NAIM 250 NEW STYLE SERVICED MARCH 2002
NAIM 250 NEW STYLE
NAIM SBL LATEST DRIVERS BLACK
NAIM PREFIX S
NAIM BLACK CABLE FOR 52/PS
NAIM IXO
NAIM NBL CHERRY EX DEMO'S
NAIM CREDO EBONY
NAIM 92 PRE
NHT 1.3A SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX OEM
NHT 1.1 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX DEM
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 1307 FILTER
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL INTEGRATED
PIONEER OVO 717 REGION 2
PROAC 1SC WALNUT TARGET R4 STANDS
PROAC RESPONSCE 3.8 BLACK
PROAC CC2 CENTRE BLACK
QUAD 77 PRE + SYSTEM REMOTE
QUAD 99 MONOBLOCKS
REGA CURSA/MAIA PRE POWER
REGA JUPITER CD
REGA BRIO INTEGRATED
ROGERS E40A INTEGRATED VALVE AMP
SAT CDFIX 24/96 KHZ WITH UPSAMPLER NEW SEALED BOX
SHAHINIAN HAWKS
SONY SACO 1
SONY DVP-S7700 DVD MULTI REGION
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO MARBLE BASES
TANNOY MERCURY M3
TANNOY LANCASTER 15" MONITOR GOLD HPD
TARA LABS RSC MASTER GENERATION 2 BALANCED 3 MTR
TEAC P30 TRANSPORT
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT BLACK
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION HB 2X 15 PAIR
YAMAHA SW 160 SUB

able and so you can start on the alterable and

RAP
150
2800
4600
1800
3000
3500
N/A
4400
3500
N/A
1050
1600
1250
5000
2000
2500
3850
2000
7875
3280
5425
550
2000
1900
1500
N/A
3300
3800
5750
7000
N/A
1000
325
530
N/A
N/A
700
3500
3500
5500
N/A
5000
15000
6500
2300
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
350
7000
80
1910
1910
2540
450
250
N/A
7620
1425
550
500
400
1860
4000
600
1700
4000
1000
850
1300
1000
1000
300
2500
1500
7500
4000
1100
2100
250
N/A
1200
2800
4000
ROO

NOW
75
1395
2795
495
1695
1195
1095
1995
1495
795
395
795
450
1995
1295
1295
2295
895
4995
1995
3695
150
895
695
150
195
1995
2295
4495
4995
495
650
225
295
295
195
195
2595
1195
2995
1395
3495
8995
3495
1695
395
395
195
395
95
2495
40
1095
895
795
250
150
250
3995
695
150
150
150
695
2495
150
795
2495
650
395
795
495
595
195
695
795
3295
2395
295
995
95
995
395
1695
2495
150
150

THIS SITE IS UPDATED DAILY SO BE SURE TO VISIT AGAIN SOON.
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES. IAM ESPECIALLY
INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON
•NAIM AUDIO • LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA
•ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN
•COPLAND • CHORD • EAR • YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU
•XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND
•DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN
•TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM • DYNALAB

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9M42JJCN 4 M6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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proceed on to dream fime. Also we have the
•,•

unipivot toneamt from Clear Audio,
,king Me perfect combination with a

• ItItI It
,.•.,

III MONA
, oitinues to grow from

strength to strength' lie latest from SOM. Faber
is the new floor standing Cremona Homage!
The Cremon A Homage is styled after the
Amati Homage and is voiced to sound like the ' classic'
Guarneri Homage speaker. A baby Antati for less than live thousand poends!
MARTIN LOGAN DESCENT
The Extraordinary Manin Logan Deeceni suhwoofer
An impressive blend of the most ' musical* subwoofer which em help
improve the stereo performance of any system. While sill being :
MI Lto really ',WS you, if > ou are using the Decent for
Perfect for high end combined music and cinema ny vicn.s

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND ANI) EX- DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMEXI .
EX- DEMO

REP ( NEW1

NOW

AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTO AMP MINT .. f3499.00 £2750.00
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE
¡GOLD) NON REMOTE
mpg» £700 .
00
DENON AN-F100 MINI SYSTEM
IDVD/DECODEFVAMPI
f799.00
£650 ,
00
NAKAMICHI SOUND SPACE 8
LIFESTYLE
SYSTEM
ROTEL RB981
POWER AMP.
£
1
4
099
00..
00
00
£750 00
£320 00
MICROMEGA MICRO DAC
£400.00
.
f150.00
f695.00
MICROMEGA TEMPO 2
900.00
WILSON AUDIO CUB MK1 SPEAKERS £7949.00 f3500.00
WILSON AUDIO WITT MK2
f12000 00 f7500.00
If you require any further information
please contact us by phone.
fax or email as below

SECOND HAND

IIRP(NEW)

SF PSOE

CLASSE AUDIO THIRTY 8
SEVENTY PRE/POWER
f2600.00 £120021
COPLAND CTA501 POWER AMP
£1600.00
F.1007_17
OFF 107 SPEAKERS WITH CUBE
£3395.00 £1100.Z
MACINTOSH MCD 7009 CD PLAYER ... £4000.00 f1100.3]
MICHELL ISO hr PHONO STAGE £895.00 . -195.90
MYRIAD M120 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER . £700.00 . i'450.40
KRELL
PRE AMPLIFIER
i 190.on
NAD 214KSL
POWER
AMP
£370. 04)
NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK
£1
f
72
W5i00
(e
ONKYO ED901 CINEMA PROCESSOR
f700.00
MAC
RE ROO 077 REEL TO REEL TAPE DECK ... 0200000 . rwo 117
RUARK SAME SPEAKERS IN BLACK ASH .. f350.00 .£1501.1
SELECO HD800 CRT PROJECTOR
£12000.00 £85911C
THETA COBALT DAC
800.00
M75.05
£
THETA DATA MK2£f3290.00
mole
ZSYSTEMS MODEL TTC
5£000.00 tz ,deoc

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER'
* 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS INCLUDING 2 ' CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
AUDIO RESEARCH AUDIOOUEST BOW INC 800 HAUT) BEYER BOSTON CASTLE CELESTION. CLEAR AUDIO. COPLAND. DENON, DENSEN. GRADO, JADIS,
KEF. KOETSU. KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN. MICHELL MICROMEGA NORDOST ORTOFON. PROJEKT. OUADRASPIRE. OED REL ROTEL.SENNHEISER. SIM2.
SONUS FABER. SONNETEER, SOUND FYLE. SUMIKO SYSTEMLINE TARGET THETA. TRANSPARENT AUDIO VIDIKRON. VUTEC. WILSON

101 St Albans Road, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD171RD
Phone: 01923.245.250 / 233A11 Fax 01923.230.798 EMail:acousticartsefreenetco.uk
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am - 5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appomtment)

II

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB f
- loB 33 7d13 F 74'

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4 to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE & FAX 01582 736561
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU48AO
Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NMM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAucho@aoLcom
VALVE AMPS
L.RANT G200 MIS LTD.EDIMN 200 WATT MONO SS
G10e PRE AMP
NESTAROVICH LABS 150 WATT MONO'S

MINT BOXED
MINT/BOXED

LUMLEY REFERENCE 120 AMOS (TRIODE MATCHABLE)
GAMMA AEON 211 MONOBLOCS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 2FREW
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE PRE »AP

MINT/BOXED £ 1650
ANT
£ 1795
MINT/BOXED £1495
NWT/BOXED
£ 1095

UMSON RESEARCH SIMPLY-4

MINT/BOXED £895

PATHOS CLASSIC- IdREMOTE
GeDEN TUBE SI50 6.34 REMOTE CONTROL INTEGRATED AMP
(01150 REM.)
AUDIONOTE M- I
PRE AMP (WITH PHONO STAGE)
AUDIONOTE MUERO REMOTE PRE AMP
AUDIONOTE M- ZERO PRE AMP

NEW /BOXED

NEW/BOXED £750
EXCLT
£375
EX OEM/BOXED
£450
NEW BOXED
£300

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 0-AL PRE AMP
COUNTERPOINT SA- 12 CLASS AVALVE HYBRID ( 2X85 WATTS)

MINT/BOOED
EXCLTiBOXED

£2250
£2495

£795

£595
£650

SOLID STATE
CHORD SAM 3300 * SIDE BARS 4MONTHS OLD
BOW TECHNOLOGIES WAZ00-AL ( RETAIL £ 2500)
MORAD/TU PM- 94 QUARTER AINTEGRATED AMP

AS NEW/BOXED
NEW/BOXED
EXCELLENT

£4250
£ 1750
£750

MARK LEVINSON NO 28 PRE AMP INCL PHONO STAGE
(DIRECT FROM FACTORY)
GAMUT PRE AMP BALANCED,SINGLE ENDED

AS NEW/BOXED
MINT/BOXED

£ 1750
£750

MICHI RHA-10 REMOTE PRE AMP (RARE)
MICH RHC-10 PASSIVE PRE IRARKGOOD)

BOXED £575
FAINT/BOXED £350

MUSICAL FIDELITY MAT 2- BOX PRE AMP
MERIDIAN 501-2 PRE NAP

MINT
£425
MINT/BOXED
£495

AVI 2000 REMOTE INTEGRATED

£475

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC- 1REMOTE INTEGRATED
ELECTROCOMPANIET AW-60 CLASSA POWER AMP
EXPOSURE Ki POWER AMP JUST SERVICED AT FACTORY)

EX MS./BOXED £ 750
EX DES/BOXED £ 750
BOXED £575

CAIRN LEO ARIA REMOTE INTEGRATED
CAIRN FACE NORD 4808
CAIRN 4808 REMOTE INTEGRATED (FEW HOURS USE)
CAIRN K-2 100 WATT MONOBLOCS (FEW HOURS USE)
SUGDEN A-41 PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
AS NEW/BOXED
MINT BOXED

E('

)(DINER AMP

compAcr

£350
£750
£ 550
£795
£ 325
£ 495
£895

DISC

MARK LEVI//S I. '. ).9CO
EIKOS ACOUSTIC PRECISION CD PLAYER

MINT/BOXED

£3495

AS NEW/BOOED

£ 1250

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DA)( 2ORCO COMPATABLE
COAXAESEBUATA.T.TOSLINK

AS NEW/BOOED £ 1250

PROCEED PDT- 3.140P-3 TRANSPORT .8BAC
MARANTZ CD- 94 MKII TRANSPORT
(AT&T COAX) 0 COU 94 DUC

MINT/BOXED £ 1795
MINT'BOXED

95

COPLAND COU200
OUI 2000 MC REFERENCE CD PLAYER
BALANCED A. PHONO OUTPUTS 1100

AS NEW/BOXED £650
MINT
£495
MINT/BOXED £ 1750

ROKSAN ATESSA DP2 MK11 TRANSPORT DAD DAC &DS5 PSU
REGA JUPITER TRANSPORT A. IO DUC
ROKSAN DPI 5TOP LOADING TRANSPORT (
UPGRADED)

MINT/BOXED £ 1195
AS NEW/BOXED £695
MINT/BOXED £450

MERIDIAN 563 DAC. BALANCED A. PHONO OUT
NEW TEAC D- TI DAG
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC HDCD COMPUTABLE
ROKSAN ATESSA 002 DUC

MINT/BOXED £495
MEW/BOXED £275
AS NEW/BOXEO £225
PANT/BOXED
£350

SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 NEW STYLE .

ARCAM BLACK BOX 50
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC
DPA ENLIGHTENMENT DAC

MINT/BOXED
£225
MINT/BOXED
£ 375
MINT/BOXED £425

SOONDSTYLE 0105 BLACI(A3LACK MARBLE

DPA LITTLE BIT- 2DUC

£
275

TUI1ERS/TApES/MISC
NANAMICHI CR3 (DISCRETE 3FM) VERY UTTLE USE

MOIT

NAKAMICHIC4SSETTE DECK- 2

MINT

ONIX B4.

RACKS/STACIDS
5SHELF BLACK OR SILVER EX DIS. (£ 320 RETAIL
SOUNDS1YLE XS 310 AN TABLE (£320 RETAIL)

£ 195

EIDIS

£195

EACH

£50

£150

GLASS/GOLD TOPS& CONES
SOUNDSTYLE TOP TABLES BLACKMARBLE 3OFF
SOUNDSTYLE 0105 * 2TOP TABLES GREEN MARBLED

vinyl-

GLASS GOLD TOPS F. CONES

MINT/BOXED

SOUND ORO Z540 NEW BLACK FINISH MIDI SIZE

EX

KUDOS S51)? 18 INCH SPEAKER STANDS SAND FILLED

GC

£ 50

MINT
£225
BOXED £375
GC
£295

ATTACAMA R724iATTABITE IPElA WEEKS OLD WAS £ 250)

MINT

£ 175

ALIDIONOTE VERY HEAVY STANDS FOR AN-J

1/GC

£ 175

LOGIC TEMPO ELECTRONIC & DATUM ARM
ZETA TONE ARM
LINN AKITO
PRIMARE R-20 PHONO STAGE

OGC
MINT
BOXED
MINT/BOXED

SOUNDSTYLE SPEAKER STANDS SOLID PILLAR ATECAMA STYLE

AM PHONO STAGE A. PSU MM/MC
LED MISTRAL MC PHONO STAGE

MINT
£ 175
ASNEW/130XED £225

RO/OSAN RADIUS-3/TABRIZ Zli DS4 PSU/NITAXEFLXES-X
PHONO STAGE
ROKSAN XERXESTIEGA RB309/LINN K-9

PROJECT CLASSICA-TONEARKAFITDRIDGE P8910 BLACIQ.
PINK TRIANGLE PT- TOO
PROJECT 6TURNTABLE A. ARMGOLDRING CART.

MINT/BOXED £ 1195
MINT
£650

£225
£350
TBA
MA

LOUDSPEAKERS
IVILSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLAU
KLIPSCHORNS FAMOUS CORNER HORN MAPLE VENEER

£250

.DIS

£90

SPECIAL OffER
18/24 -1/2 PRICE LAST FEW

£50.00

CAliI.1 S
101.10SPE»391 CABLE
MIT MH-750 12 FT PAIR

£995

CARDAS HEXUNK 2METRE PAIR ( FACTORY TERMINATED)
MINT/CRATED £7500
MINT
£3000

£ 325

AUDIONOTE AXIL OMETRE PAR

£200

EINSTEIN GREENLINE 3METRE PAIR

£250

CELESTION KINGSTONS EX DIS /110W INEW£25001
NEW/BOXED £ 1750
ACOUSTIC PRECISION LOUDSPEAKERS
IBA
B.K.S. 107 MK 2RIBBON HYBRID
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
ROKSAN OJANS 3X ) ROSEWOOD)
MINT/BORED £795
SNELL TYPE EMK3 VERY RARE
MINT/BOOED £995
SD DOS FLOORSTANDERS) OPEN BAFFLE)
BOXED
£
675
MISSION 753 BLACK ASH
MINT
£475
FROAC-3 STUDIO MONITORS 1ATC DRIVERS) ...... MINT
£
795
PROAC RESPONSE - 2
MINT
£
695
PROAC TABLETTE 50 (YEW WOOD FINISH)
1/471130.18
TBA
PROAC-2 NOLT DRIVERS)..
PANT
£350
CASTLE EDENS
EXCLT £375

AUDIOOVEST CRYSTAL HYPERLITZ 4METRE PAIR 18I-WIRE TERMINATED) £ 150

VAN DEN HUL SOURCE HO ( NEW PACKAGED)

£50

NAKAMICHI CR3 ( DISCRETE 3HEAD)
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK- 2
TEAC 01010 3HEAD CASSETTE DECK

MINT
MINT
MINT

£325
£
225
£ 125

VAN DEN HUL M.C.D 102 MK Ill HYBRID 08 METRE ¡ MINT)

£50

UNIX BWD- 1AUDIOPHILE TUNER 8, SEP PSU
PIONEER PD 91
SENNHEISER EID 600

MINT
TWA

0325
£295

MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE.

SON/CLINK SILVER AFRO RI- WIRE 3METRE PAIR ITERMINATED)

£80

VAN DEN HUL M.C.D. 352 1.6 METRE PAM [ TERMINATE Lb
INTERCONNECT
LINDSAY AUDIOPHILE SATIN GRAY 2METRE (AMERICAN NEW/PACKED WAS £480)
LINDSAY AUDIOPHILE GRAY 2METRE

.

£200

£ 175

CARDAS CROSSUNK 2X1METRE ( NEW/PACKED)

RES

QED GONER SILVER SPIRAL 0.5 METRE PAIR NEW/PACKAGED

f65

QED DUREX SILVER SPIRAL 05 METRE PNR EX OEM

YO/RO

£60

5METRE PAIR

£60

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AND
PLEASE PHONE GEORGE

NEW/BOXED £200

Beauhorn'
The Beauhorn Virtuosos simply manage to make music
of all kinds more interesting and involving than
conventional speakers.
Paul Messenger HiFi+
in fact, the sound had clearly the "Beauhorn" signature.
True, the B2 'sare less sensitive than the Virtuosos, but
the vivid, uncolored midrange that Iso much liked on
the Virtuosos was there, .fully there.
Thorsten Loesch Enjoy the Music

the Beauhorn sensation the feeling that you are there
website: www.beauhorn.com

e-mail: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424 813888
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opinion

ken kesster
Natural

no-brainer, unlikely to disappoint and unlikely to suffer a

other fields. Ican't name the first

mismatch. For the veins-in-his- teeth audiophile, the task of
matching three components is the very challenge which

persons to combine gin with tonic

makes hi-fi so rewarding.

combinations
seem to grace hi-fi just as they do

or caviar with blinis and sour
cream, but these geniuses hit on
groupings which worked perfectly
and which have become staples
within their spheres. There were no

or how the Quad Il forty sounds so magical with n ohm

cream cheese and lox. They were wondrous accidents. With

were the Radford STA25 and the LS3/5As, nor the Dynaco

hi-fi, it's easier: at least we have a 'choose one each from

Stereo 70 and Wharfedale Diamond 8.1s.
When you tally up the number of possible combinations,
even eliminating impossible combinations due to power

Let's leave aside combinations which were created
artificially, deliberate collaborations between two makes for
convenience or obvious commercial benefit. This would
include such liaisons as Magnepan/Audio Research (1970s),

LS3/5As. Hell, the latter weren't even contemporaries, nor

incompatibility, it has to run into the millions. So you can
imagine how gobsmacked Iwas to find the very system I'd
been raving about as amasterpiece of natural selection in a
hi-fi store in the middle of Italy. And Iknow damned well that

NAD/Dual/KEF (19705-1980s), Krell/Apogee (1980s),

they hadn't yet seen my reviews of Audio Research's SID16

Snell/Audio Note (1980s-1990s) and the most famous of all,
Linn and Naim. The latter is still adream combination for

pre-amp and VS55 power amp. And if they had, well, their

many, despite the companies having terminated their love
affair long ago. Then again, there are those who never
realised that Jerry Lewis split with Dean Martin.
Audio is rife with good and bad combinations
because most of us will admit that at the very core
of audio is aconundrum: asystem is made up of the
three types of components — source/amp/speaker
— and yet few manufacturers excel in all three.
Where the bittersweet tang becomes acidic is in the
other realisation, or admission: that theoretically

English is about as good as my Italian...
Set up in one of AudioNatali's listening rooms, providing a
déjà vu of asystem I'd used for acouple of months, was the
very combination I'd been raving about to all who'd listen as

No manufacturer alive would deny
they'd like to sell acomplete
system rather than just parts

the best systems should come from one brand.
That's because, again theoretically, the manufacturer could
optimise each part to work with the other. But what we end
up with are all manner of contradictory arguments.
No manufacturer alive would deny that they'd like to sell a

the high- end bargain package of the new millennium.
Admittedly, the source and amplification proved the onemake- is- better argument, but the speakers were not likely
candidates unless, as in the UK, they happen to share a

complete system rather than just one or two parts of it. That's
why Krell now makes speakers, why Linn sells everything

distributor. Ihave no idea if Audio Research has Sonus Faber

including the wire and the wall- mounted keypads, and why

sounds as if they'd used them for areference.

others — when they'd rather not undertake the manufacture

AudioNatali's Marco Natali had, as if by instinct, fed an Audio
Research CD3 into the aforementioned SP16 and VS55, driving

of something for which they have no track record — assume
the distribution of acomplementary brand, eg, B&W's
relationship with Rotel for affordable electronics, and Classé
for high- end needs. But again, these are deliberately created
combinations, and rare are the occasions when adistributor
has actually chosen amix of brands which complement each
other to adegree of near- perfection.
Conversely, brands such as Wilson Audio categorically

Guarneris in the factory listening room, but the synergy

the Guarneris with Transparent Music Link Ultra — the same
rig which gave me so many hours of bliss. You could argue
that the set-up wasn't such asurprise given that AudioNatali
sells all three; then again, no store is likely to put together
dream systems made up of components they don't sell.
But Marco knows his wares and he found everything about

refuse to produce electronics, Dave Wilson making no

the system to be ' just right', including the relative prices. For
me, it was blessed vindication of my faith in the system. Maybe

apologies for preferring to stick with the products he knows
best: loudspeakers. And this approach remains the preference
for purist audiophiles, if not for slightly nervous consumers

there just may be some universal attitude toward quality
which transcends national tastes, prices and even politics.

lacking confidence. For the latter, asingle- make system is a

october

but Iadmit to genuine astonishment upon learning how
brilliantly Theta's Intrepid works with Martin- Logan speakers,

flashing neon signs to tell us that a
big green olive 'works' in amartini, or that abagel will adore

Columns A, Band C', the columns corresponding to source,
amplifier and speaker.

138

Reviewers and retailers, even when the latter sell singlemake systems, spend countless hours finding ideal combos,
some not quite so obvious. Ican't speak for other reviewers,

2002t

I'm not so deaf after all. But more importantly, it suggests that

And Ijust love being able to say, ' I
told you so'.

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES CZ

GEL

Controlled Impedence, Balanced Audio Cable
miN.IIIMEM11141/1m

•
-

r--.
..gatais

Originally developed for our listening laboratory, CZ GEL- 1cable is used in the
development of all our products where each link in the equipment chain is critically
contributing to the final sonic quality. Resolving musically significant differences at this
level requires careful listening and completely transparent interconnect cable.
CZ GEL- 1transfers the audio signal in auniquely consistent, sonically neutral way between
components. It's controlled impedance allows the sound quality to be preserved from one
component to the next,especially with longer cables.
CZ GEL- 1features apatented Dielectric Gel. This Gel fills the gaps between the dielectric
spacers that fix the relative positions of the conductors. The dielectric constant of this gel
matches the spacers and insulating layers surrounding the conductors, assuring uniform
impedance at every cross section of cable and electrical consistency throughout. Moreover
it's viscous nature dampens and absorbs microphonic vibrations that would otherwise
colour the sound.
CZ GEL is the defacto reference for Mark Levinson and Proceed components.
For further details please contact Path Premier.

PATH

Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thame Industrial Estate, Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000
Email: premier@path.co.uk

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099

AUDIO RESEARCH
LS25 MKII/VT100 MKIII
PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER
IINWah

OVO Audio, SACO, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1, MLP, DTS,1A1ome entertainment is ever-changing, the music lover struggling to keep abreast of
developments white steering clear of the ephemeral. stability is needed, a touchstone; a constant upon which the enthusiast can depen
For over a quarter- century, Audio Research has brought order to the chaos, responding to every new format, every new layout with a
steady hand, a trained ear, a cool head - applying the wisdom _
gained of experience to every product bearing the company's name.

I
Audio Research has always conducted itself in a manner ' befitting manufacturers of bespoke products of a bygone age, be they hand-

crafted automobiles, fine timepieces or hand- stitched shoes. It will not be rushed. At , any point in its history, Audio Research has
maintained a rank at the top of its field, its position held through the change of millennia with a series of products truly deserving of the
name " Reference". The Reference 2 Mk II pre- amplifier and Reference Phono, the Reference 600 Mk Ill and 300 Mk II power amplifiers this family of vacuum tube components proves that traditional values such as hand- built construction, superior parts and materials,
intelligent ergonomics and flash- free styling can be applied to the latest technologies: the best of the past with the best of the present,
to ready the listener for the future.
But Audio Research does not restrict its expertise to its flagship models. The company has always employed a " trickle down' approach,
applying the gains acquired through the development of the Reference models throughout the range. Among its latest achievements are
the CO3 Cd player the LS25 Mk Il pre- amplifier and VT100 Mk Ill power amplifier, products capable of reproducing sound of a calibre
unknown at their price points.
Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a considered one.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION-

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW T: ,44 (
0)20 89 71 39 09 F: ,44 (
0)20 88 79 79 62
W: www absolutesounds com E: info absolutesounds.com
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